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THE POINT OF THIS REPORT
Protecting citizens from crime—or at least punishing those who commit it—is one of the primary
functions of state government. But views on how this responsibility should be fulfilled shift over time.
Public sentiment about punishment for crime has softened since the “get tough” years of the 1980s and
1990s; public concern about the social and fiscal costs of mass incarceration has increased. Harsh prison
sentences for drug crimes have been revised; alternatives to incarceration for non-violent offenses are
more readily available; drug and alcohol treatment courts have become common; the use of jails and
prisons as the mental health system of last resort is being decried; community support for people
returning from prison has expanded. At the end of 2019, the Michigan prisoner population was at 38,053,
the lowest since 1991.
However, one particularly stubborn problem persists: How to sentence individuals who commit
serious crimes against other people, like murder, armed robbery, and sexual assault. These cases provoke
strong emotions, involve vulnerable victims and/or family members, and often receive attention from the
press. They also raise difficult questions of law and policy.
•
•
•
•
•
•

While some amount of prison time for such offenses may be inevitable, how much is enough?
Is there a point at which very long sentences are disproportionate to the crime, unfair to the
individual, unnecessary to protect the public or an ineffective use of resources?
How much discretion should local judges have to select the sentence? What factors should
they be able to consider?
What role should the prosecutor play in determining the sentence?
Who should ultimately decide what sentence is appropriate and by what standard?
How important is it that sentences for serious assaultive offenses be consistent, so that people
do not receive widely varying prison terms for essentially similar conduct?

Addressing these questions is often the work of a sentencing commission. The answers may change over
time as data become available and public attitudes evolve. In the absence of a commission in Michigan,
this report aims to stimulate data-driven discussion. To begin, it helps to understand a few basic points
about the structure of Michigan sentencing.
Striking a balance between too much discretion for decision-makers and too little is at the core of
criminal justice policy-making.
Although the criminal justice process is governed by many complex rules, the implementation of those
rules depends on the exercise of discretion by thousands of individuals—from police officers and
prosecutors to judges and parole board members—each of whom has their own vision of the “right”
sentence. Different states, different counties within states, and different judges within the same counties
weight the goals of criminal sentencing differently and may reach strikingly disparate outcomes based on
similar sets of facts. The entire system rests on a series of judgment calls made by multiple (often elected)
decision-makers in the context of ever-evolving societal values. The tension between the need for rules to
constrain the exercise of power by individual officials and the need for discretion so that these individuals
can apply rules fairly and sensibly to individual defendants persists.
That tension is exacerbated by questions of local control. Michigan judges and prosecutors are
locally elected; trial-level courts and jails are, for the most part, locally funded. Some argue that sentences
should reflect the values of the local community and the predilections of local officials. Yet defendants
are being convicted of violating state law and sentenced by judges whose salaries are paid by the state.
And the prisons that judges use to carry out their sentences are operated at the expense of state taxpayers.
Ensuring reasonable consistency in how the law is applied, how punishment is apportioned, and how
resources are expended is an ideal but difficult goal.
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Sentencing guidelines are meant to help strike that balance in accordance with stated policy goals.
Many states utilize sentencing guidelines that are meant to help judges choose sentences that are
consistent, unbiased, proportional to both the offense and the defendant, and realistic in their use of scarce
resources. Michigan’s guidelines establish ranges within which minimum sentences should fall depending
on the defendant’s criminal history and the seriousness of the offense.
Three points about the legislative guidelines enacted in 1998 indicate that now is the time to
reconsider them.
1. They were developed during the period in which numerous “tough on crime” measures were
being adopted. In fact, their passage was tie-barred to the elimination of all good behavior credits
for prisoners in the name of “truth in sentencing.” Part of their stated purpose was to increase
prison terms for the most serious crimes.
2. Little systematic review of how well the guidelines are meeting their goals has been conducted.
Unlike other jurisdictions with active, well-staffed commissions, the original sentencing
commission was disbanded shortly after the current guidelines were adopted. A subsequent
commission also came and went without conducting a comprehensive analysis.1 In the meantime,
the Legislature has repeatedly amended the guidelines on an ad hoc basis.
3. As enacted by the Legislature compliance with the guidelines recommendation was mandatory
unless the sentencing judge stated “substantial and compelling reasons” for departing. In a 2015
decision, the Michigan Supreme Court made the guidelines advisory, and the sentence imposed
must now simply be “reasonable.”
Numerous choices made by legislators, prosecutors, and appellate courts expand or contract the
boundaries within which judges act. Moreover, the minimum sentence a judge imposes is only one
determinant of how long the defendant will actually spend in prison.2 Nonetheless, the selection of the
minimum sentence is a critical component of the criminal justice process. It not only has obvious
consequences for defendants, victims, criminal justice officials, and taxpayers, but also represents the
community’s values regarding proportionality and consistency of punishment.
Life-maximum offenses afford sentencing judges enormous discretion and have a major impact on
the prison population.
Under Michigan’s penal code, most sentences are “indeterminate.” The Legislature sets the maximum
term, and a judge sets the minimum, which cannot exceed two-thirds of the maximum. Of the prison
sentences imposed in 2012, 45% carried maximums of five years or less, and 75% carried maximums no
greater than 15 years. In these cases, whatever the sentencing guidelines recommended, unless the
defendant was charged as a habitual offender, the breadth of the judge’s discretion in setting a minimum
sentence was ultimately constrained by the statutory maximum to no more than 10 years and, more often,
to three and one-third years or less.
For the most serious crimes short of first-degree murder, the situation is different. The penalty for
these offenses is life or any term. If the judge chooses “life,” the person will become eligible for parole in
15 years. If—as is far more common—the judge chooses an indeterminate term, they select both the
minimum and the maximum, which could be 10-20, 30-50, 60-90, or one of an infinite variety of other
combinations.3 Even the two-thirds rule limiting the length of minimum sentences does not apply.
In 2019, 35.0% of the total Michigan prisoner population was serving for one of four life-maximum
offenses: second-degree murder (M2), assault with intent to commit murder (AWIM), first-degree
criminal sexual conduct (CSC), or armed robbery (RA). Roughly 6,000 people—just more than 16% of
the population—were serving either parolable life sentences or minimum terms of over 20 years. The
2
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prison beds allotted to people who are serving minimum terms of one, two, or three years turn over
quickly. But the people serving very long minimums stay in their beds for many years. As new longtermers enter prison, these prisoners stack up, and their share of the population keeps growing. Thus, the
life-maximum offenses present the most difficult and consequential questions about how judicial
discretion should be exercised and the extent to which it should be constrained.
Life-maximum offenses are peculiarly relevant to examining the operation of the sentencing
guidelines for multiple reasons.
•
•
•
•
•
•

These are the serious offenses that the legislative guidelines policy of lengthening sentences
was primarily designed to affect.
Because these cases provide judges with the maximum amount of sentencing discretion, they
provide the clearest window into how and with what consequences that discretion is exercised
and the extent to which the guidelines actually constrain it.
These are the cases in which a prosecutor’s decision about whether to charge someone as a
habitual offender can have by far the most dramatic effect.
These offenses have a large and growing impact on the size and cost of the prison population.
These are the cases in which disproportionately harsh and/or inconsistent sentences have the
greatest impact on individual defendants, their families, and their communities.
Criminal justice experts both in Michigan and nationally have come to recognize that
significantly reducing prison populations will be impossible without addressing the very long
sentences imposed on people convicted of assaultive and sex offenses.

This report examines how the guidelines have affected sentence lengths and whether they have
achieved the goals of increased proportionality and decreased disparity in sentences for lifemaximum crimes.
Section I places the Michigan guidelines in historical and practical perspective. Chapter One traces the
evolution of the guidelines, describes their enforcement by the appellate courts, and then places them in
the context of other legislative changes that have lengthened sentences. Chapter Two examines the extent
to which sentences for life-maximum offenses have grown longer over the decades and the consequences
of that trend. Chapter Three reviews the prior research on the need for and effect of Michigan’s
sentencing guidelines.
Section II presents an empirical analysis of more than 38,000 sentences imposed for the four most
common life-maximum offenses in 13 Michigan counties over the course of nearly 30 years. The research
examines:
•
•

•
•

How sentences for the life-maximum offenses grew when the judicial guidelines were
replaced by legislative guidelines.
How the structure of the legislative guidelines, including the complex series of grids, the
prior record and offense variables, the breadth of the recommended ranges, and the extent of
both upward and downward departures from those ranges, permit or promote certain
outcomes.
How effective the legislative guidelines have been in reducing disparity based on certain
systemic factors (method of conviction, county of conviction, identity of sentencing judge)
and selected defendant characteristics (sex, age, race).
The impact of habitual offender sentencing under the legislative guidelines on both
proportionality and disparity.

The findings are summarized in Chapter Four and discussed in detail in Chapters Five through Fourteen.
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Section III explores the policy implications of the research. Chapter Fifteen compares Michigan’s
guidelines to those of other jurisdictions. Chapter Sixteen discusses the change in required guidelines
compliance from mandatory to advisory. Chapter Seventeen utilizes all that we have learned from the
history, prior research, analysis of the guidelines structure, current empirical findings, and examples of
other jurisdictions to propose changes that would improve the guidelines’ capacity to achieve their
objectives.
Whether mandatory or advisory, Michigan’s sentencing guidelines still provide guideposts that
are meant to increase proportionality and decrease disparity. With so much at stake, the value of an
empirical analysis of Michigan’s sentencing guidelines is evident. But such a study is not only a good
thing to do, now is a good time to do it. Crime rates that are at a 60-year low,4 a Michigan Department of
Corrections budget that still exceeds $2 billion,5 and a growing awareness that “get tough” policies can be
counter-productive have moderated public attitudes. Legislators have exhibited a bipartisan willingness to
address a number of controversial criminal justice issues.6 It is hoped that the moment to consider so
consequential an issue as the appropriate sentences for serious assaultive crimes has also arrived.

4
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CHAPTER ONE. THE EVOLUTION OF SENTENCING GUIDELINES
Until the mid-1970s, indeterminate sentencing was the norm all over America. It was based on the belief
that sentences tailored to individuals could best achieve the “rehabilitative ideal.” The thinking was that
judges can evaluate each defendant’s background and behavior to determine an appropriate minimum
punishment and corrections officials can best determine when someone is sufficiently rehabilitated to
return to society.
In its purest form, indeterminate sentencing is awash in discretion. Eventually, it fostered
dissatisfaction from multiple perspectives. Some people were concerned about disparities among
defendants and abuses of discretion in individual cases and sought a system with more consistency. Some
thought defendants were not incarcerated for long enough. Some focused on the lack of accountability
among decision-makers. Beginning in the mid-1970s, various reforms were adopted to varying degrees
and in many combinations by jurisdictions across the country. Today, no two state sentencing and
corrections schemes are exactly alike.
Michigan has retained the traditional indeterminate sentencing scheme it first adopted by state
constitutional amendment in 1902.1 Historically, the sheer length of the minimum sentence could not be
reviewed by a higher court so long as it was not based on a constitutionally or statutorily impermissible
factor and did not rise to the level of cruel or unusual punishment.2 However, in 1972, the Michigan
Supreme Court had before it “a plethora of cases involving sentences with a period of but 30 days
between minimum and maximum.”3 In People v. Tanner, it concluded that such sentences violate the
clear intent and purpose of the indeterminate sentence act by leaving virtually no time for the parole board
to exercise its statutory discretion. As a result, the Court adopted a rule prohibiting imposition of a
minimum sentence that exceeds two-thirds of the maximum.4 By the end of the decade, the Court was
ready to tackle the problems of sentencing on a much larger scale.

A. The Michigan Felony Sentencing Project Creates a Vision
In April 1978, the Michigan State Court Administrative Office established the Michigan Felony
Sentencing Project (MFSP). A 19-member Steering and Policy Committee oversaw a staff of four
researchers who were supported by dozens of data collectors, consultants, and advisors. The staff
analyzed about a quarter of all felony sentences imposed in Michigan in 1977—approximately 6,000
cases. Random sampling was performed in a manner that ensured a sufficient number of cases for
analysis by crime type and geographic region. Just 16 months later, in July 1979, the MFSP published its
report, Sentencing in Michigan.5 This extremely thorough analysis and the resulting recommendations
laid the groundwork for how Michigan’s sentencing scheme has evolved ever since.
The MFSP report identified three core problems: disparity, lack of accountability and the
diffusion of authority over the actual sentence to be served among prosecutors, judges and parole boards.
Disparity comes in three types:
•
•
•

Justifiable disparity that can be explained by differences in the facts of the offense or the
background of the defendant.6
Invidious disparity that is unjustified but explainable as derived from case-processing
variables, such as the identity of the sentencing judge, conviction method or county of
conviction or such personal characteristics as race or economic status7
Arbitrary disparity cannot be systematically explained by empirical research.

Project staff tested the hypothesis that judges systematically consider defendant and offense variables,
accord each a relevant weight and then add the weighted variables together to determine whether a
defendant should be incarcerated (the In/Out decision) and, if so, for how long (the Length decision).
They found that a large degree of variation in sentences within crime categories is not explained by

6
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offense and defendant variables. They tested multiple other variables in an effort to determine what
accounted for the rest of the variation in judges’ decisions.8
The researchers also designed grids with points for defendant variables on the horizontal axis and
points for offense variables on the vertical axis. Each cell where these points intersected contained the
range of minimum sentences that judges actually imposed in these cases. These ranges were enormously
broad, such as 12 to 300 months.
While believing that neither the unexplained nor the unwarranted sources of disparity resulted
from judges intentionally discriminating, the MSFP researchers nonetheless concluded the following: “In
a state adhering to the same laws and professing the value of equal justice, this is not a situation which
should be allowed to remain unchanged.”9 Their solution was to adopt sentencing guidelines based only
on those offense and defendant variables that judges actually deem relevant.
Based on the empirical research, the MSFP Steering and Policy Committee said the Legislature
should establish a broad-based and racially balanced sentencing guidelines commission to develop and
promulgate guidelines. Until the Legislature acted, the Committee urged the Michigan Supreme Court to
appoint its own guidelines commission. The Committee assumed a commission would monitor the use
and effectiveness of its guidelines on a regular basis.

B. The Judiciary Adopts Voluntary Guidelines
The Supreme Court responded by appointing five trial judges to the Sentencing Guidelines Advisory
Committee or SGAC. The SGAC developed an initial set of guidelines that were pilot tested, revised and
ultimately implemented in 1983.
The judicial guidelines primarily focused on disparity. The SGAC did not purport to decide what
the “right” sentences were; rather, the goal was to rein in outlier judges whose sentences were above or
below the average for similar offenses and defendants.10
To this end, the SGAC decided to focus exclusively on the facts of the crime and the defendant’s
prior record. It rejected variables that:
•
•
•
•
•

Might increase racial disparity, such as demographic and socioeconomic considerations.
Are not consistently either mitigating or aggravating, such as the prior relationship between
the victim and defendant.
Arise infrequently.
Are not related to the goals of sentencing.
Are not objective, such as remorse or the defendant’s prospects for rehabilitation.11

The SGAC developed sets of prior record variables (PRVs) and offense variables (OVs). Each variable
was scored according to its seriousness. The SGAC divided the most commonly occurring felonies into
11 crime groups.12 Each crime group had multiple grids for more and less serious offenses as indicated by
the statutory maximum penalty. Thus, for instance, within the assault group, five grids addressed offenses
ranging from assault with intent to murder to attempted felonious assault.
Each grid had a horizontal axis divided into six levels for the PRV point scores, a vertical axis
divided into three levels for the OV scores and cells containing recommended ranges of months within
which the minimum sentence should be selected. The intersection of the OV and PRV levels identified
the appropriate cell for the defendant’s sentence. The lowest number in the cell—often referred to as the
minimum-minimum or “min-min”—indicated the smallest number of months of incarceration that should
be imposed. The highest number in the cell, often referred to as the maximum-minimum or “max-min,”
indicated the greatest number of months that should be imposed. For example, the grid for assault with
intent to murder looked like this.
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Figure 1. Assault Grid, First Judicial Guidelines

The recommended ranges were deliberately very broad, especially for the most serious offenses, leaving
judges with a great deal of discretion. For instance, as Figure 1 shows, for someone being sentenced for
assault with intent to murder who scored at the midpoint for both prior record level (Level D) and offense
severity (Level II), the 72–120 month range was four years. Even so, the judicial guidelines were not
mandatory. Judges were required to score them but they were not required to comply with their
recommendations. When judges chose to depart from the guidelines, they simply had to complete a form
explaining why their sentence was above or below the range.
The judicial guidelines were limited in their application, covering fewer than 100 frequently
occurring offenses.13 They did not apply to crimes with statutorily mandated sentences nor to defendants
being sentenced for probation violations or as habitual offenders.
The SGAC made several important policy decisions. One was to adopt “real offense” sentencing.
While the applicable sentencing grid is determined by the statutory maximum penalty for the conviction
offense, the offense severity score is to be as high as all available evidence will support. If the proven or
admitted facts are not consistent with the conviction offense, the actual facts are to be scored. So, for
instance:
•
•

8

If a defendant charged with armed robbery pleaded guilty to unarmed robbery to limit the
maximum sentence to 15 years but use of a weapon was acknowledged, points for the
weapon would be scored.
Points may be scored for the aggregate value of property stolen or damaged even if some of
that value was attributable to uncharged offenses or offenses that were dismissed pursuant to
a plea agreement. Thus charges dismissed in plea bargaining do not really go away; they can
come back to enhance the defendant’s sentence precisely because they did not result in
conviction.
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•

If someone claims to have been a victim of a similar offense committed by the defendant that
was never charged, the sentencing judge need only determine the accuracy of these claims by
a preponderance of the evidence in order to consider them.14

The second policy decision was to decide which prior convictions, if any, are too old to be scored. The
SGAC created a “10-year gap rule” that takes into account not only the time since the prior offense was
committed but also the time during which the defendant was incarcerated or under supervision for that
prior offense. The rule prohibits scoring a felony, misdemeanor or juvenile adjudication that occurred 10
or more years before the commission of the sentencing offense so long as the defendant had been
discharged from that conviction for 10 years or more before committing any subsequent offense. Thus,
the rule captures not only every offense that was committed during the preceding 10 years but also every
offense the defendant ever committed before having a “clean” 10 years after discharge from incarceration
or supervision.
The rule is applied in chain-like fashion so that each prior counted becomes the end-point of a
new 10-year period. Take, for instance, a person charged in 2018 who was discharged in 2010 from a
sentence imposed in 1995 for which he served 13 years in prison and two years on parole. If the person
had a felony conviction in 1984, for which he received two years’ probation (discharging in 1986) and a
juvenile adjudication in 1975, the 1995, 1984 and 1975 offenses would all be scored as prior convictions
even though they occurred 23, 34 and 43 years before the newest offense, respectively.15
Finally, the SGAC initially chose to reduce the guidelines score if one of three mitigating
circumstances that were not legally sufficient to constitute a complete defense existed at the time of the
crime:
1. Avoiding Harm (use of reasonable force to avoid harm to person or property)
2. Provocation/Passion
3. Mistake/Inadvertence (misunderstanding or ignorance of a significant fact)16
The method used was to calculate the guidelines scores, then reduce either the offense severity or prior
record level by one step.
The SGAC monitored compliance with the guidelines, assessed departure explanations and
considered feedback from trial judges. Racial disparity declined below statistically significant levels. The
rate of compliance with the guidelines overall was roughly 80%. However, for the major violent crime
groups (assault, robbery and criminal sexual conduct) the compliance rate was more like 60%. In many
instances, people in the same guidelines cell were dissimilar in terms of the factors judges considered
most important. 17
The SGAC concluded that the guidelines needed to better capture the reasoning process of the
sentencing judge. As a result, it made three fundamental changes.18 It restructured the scoring system so
that the points awarded better captured the order and magnitude of each category within a given variable
and in relation to other variables. It reconfigured the grid structure from 3x6 to 4x4 on the rationale that
four levels of prior record were sufficient to distinguish among defendants but that a fourth level of
offense severity was needed to separate the various degrees of culpability. The SGAC believed that these
changes yielded grid cells that contained people who were, “in fact, similar in terms of those factors that
are most salient to the sentencing decision.”19 Third, the SGAC revised the recommended sentence range.
It also omitted any scoring of mitigating circumstances and added Prior Record Variable 7, which
awarded points for subsequent and concurrent felony convictions. The express goal was not to make
sentences more or less harsh but “to continue the effort . . . to reduce sentencing disparity” and to ensure
that the recommended sentences reflected the “going rate.”20 Nonetheless, the outcome was to increase
the recommended ranges for some crimes, particularly CSC, substantially.
The second edition of the judicial guidelines became effective on October 1, 1988. It was never
updated and so did not apply to any crimes created by the Legislature after 1988. Scoring the guidelines
continued to be mandatory but actually using them to set sentences remained voluntary. Yet, by 1995, the
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overall compliance rate was 88%, and the rates for the major violent crimes had also increased,21 not
because more judges were following the guidelines but because the guidelines more closely followed the
judges.

C. Milbourn Sets a “Proportionality” Standard for Appellate Review
Although compliance with the sentencing guidelines was not required, there was a nascent willingness to
address sentences that were excessively long. The Michigan Supreme Court had to decide what standard
to apply when reviewing sentences on appeal. In 1983, the Court held in People v. Coles that appellate
courts could review sentences imposed by trial courts for an abuse of discretion that “shocked the
conscience.”22 However, the Coles standard proved unworkable.
In December 1984, a young man named Kevin Milbourn broke into the apartment he had
previously shared with his former girlfriend and trashed it, causing several hundred dollars’ worth of
damage. The break-in was part of a series of events over several weeks, including confrontations and
damage to the victim’s car, that arose from the difficulty Mr. Milbourn was having with the break-up.
Milbourn had no prior record, and the sentencing guidelines recommended a minimum prison term
between 12 and 30 months. The trial judge imposed a prison sentence of 10 to 15 years. The Court of
Appeals found that its conscience was not shocked and affirmed the sentence.
When it considered Mr. Milbourn’s case in 1990,23 the Michigan Supreme Court noted that in the
thousands of sentences reviewed since Coles was decided, the Court of Appeals had been shocked by
only a handful. On a number of occasions, Court of Appeals judges had expressed the desire for further
guidance on how the Coles standard should be applied. The primary difficulty, the Court noted, was with
Coles’s complete subjectivity.
The Milbourn majority found that Michigan’s legislative scheme reflects the “principle of
proportionality”; that is, the concept that the most severe punishments should be reserved for the most
serious crimes and that people who have prior records should be treated more harshly than those who do
not. It noted that by providing a range of punishments for most felonies, the Legislature also recognized
that any given instance of a particular crime may be more or less serious. The purpose of discretionary
sentencing, the majority concluded, is not “to accommodate subjective, philosophical differences among
judges.” Rather, the task of the judiciary is to determine “where, on the continuum from the least to the
most serious situations, an individual case falls” and to impose sentence accordingly.24
For assistance in making that determination, Milbourn directed judges to rely on the sentencing
guidelines. Although compliance with the guidelines remained voluntary, the gradation of recommended
ranges reflected the consensus of most judges on the appropriate penalty for each combination of
sentencing factors. Departures from the guidelines should be based on reasons that were not already
covered by guidelines variables or were not scored points sufficient for the circumstances. Departures not
supported by such reasons “would alert the appellate court to the possibility that the sentence under
review was disproportionate.25
The majority noted that following the guidelines would not unduly restrict judicial discretion, as
the recommended sentence ranges were “generally quite broad.”26 Even where some departure from the
recommended range was warranted, the extent of the departure was also subject to review for
proportionality. The majority concluded that while Mr. Milbourn’s behavior might warrant some
departure from the guidelines, imposing the maximum penalty allowed for breaking and entering was
disproportionate and therefore an abuse of discretion.
Milbourn brought intensive scrutiny to trial court sentencing practices. As will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter Sixteen, the results of that scrutiny varied widely. While resentencing was ordered
in many cases, the Supreme Court itself upheld extreme upward departures from the guidelines range in
others. The Court of Appeals was left without clear guidance and various subjective grounds for departing
evolved.
The extent to which departures are allowed presents an enormous challenge to any guidelines
system. No matter how carefully designed a scoring system is, inevitably there will be unique cases that
10
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guidelines cannot easily accommodate. Judges understandably want the ability to tailor sentences to the
facts of such cases. Yet if individual sentencing judges are routinely allowed to depart from guidelines
recommendations that they believe do not fit the crime or the defendant, the goals of proportionality and
consistency will be undermined. Trying to simultaneously preserve and restrain judicial discretion is a
high-wire act that requires a lot of skill.

D. The Legislature Enacts Mandatory Guidelines
In 1998 the Michigan Legislature enacted its own version of sentencing guidelines. Four years earlier,
MCL 769.32 established a sentencing commission that was quite different from the small group of judges
that constituted the SGAC. The legislative commission had 19 members, including eight legislators and
representatives of various stakeholders, such as the defense, prosecution, corrections and law enforcement
but only had slots for two judges.27 It was structured to ensure that compromises would be reached before
legislators had to vote up or down on the entire package.
The Sentencing Commission did its work during the height of the “tough on crime” movement.
Although Michigan’s overall “index” crime rate has declined almost steadily from 1981 to the present,
this decrease largely reflects the steady drop in property crimes that begin in that year.28 The decline in
violent crime lagged behind. The violent crime rate peaked in 1986, declined for three years, went up
again in 1990 and peaked again in 1991, before declining steadily after 1993.29
Thus the perception in the 1990s was that harsh responses by the criminal justice system were
necessary to stem the tide of assaultive offenses. These responses included a decline in parole approval
rates, an increase in parole revocations for “technical” violations of parole conditions, the automatic
waiver to adult court of juveniles 14 and older who committed serious assaultive offenses, and the
construction of the Michigan Youth Correctional Facility, a private prison to house the wave of juvenile
“super-predators” that ultimately never materialized. Most notably, passage of the guidelines legislation
was conditioned on simultaneous passage of truth-in-sentencing legislation that was designed to lengthen
the time prisoners actually serve by eliminating sentence reductions for good behavior and prohibiting
placement in halfway houses before the entire minimum sentence was served.
The Legislature charged the commission with developing sentencing guidelines that accomplish
multiple goals; these included public protection, reserving the most severe penalties for crimes of
violence against people, identifying cases in which non-prison sanctions are appropriate and accounting
for state and local correctional resources. MCL 769.33 (e) also said the sentencing guidelines should:
(iii) Be proportionate to the seriousness of the offense and the offender’s prior criminal record.
(iv) Reduce sentencing disparities based on factors other than offense characteristics and offender
characteristics and ensure that offenders with similar offense and offender characteristics receive
substantially similar sentences.
1. Structural Differences
Structurally, the legislative sentencing guidelines are broadly similar to the judicial guidelines. Offense
and prior record variables are scored, and the intersection of these scores on a grid determines the
recommended sentencing range. Many of the variables are similar in both sets of guidelines. Offense
variable scoring is still based on the “real” offense. There is still no scoring of mitigating circumstances.
The “10-year gap” rule for counting prior convictions was retained. However, there are many significant
differences:
•

The legislative guidelines are policy-based. Recommended sentences are designed to
implement deliberate choices about who should and should not go to prison and how long
prison sentences should be, not simply reflect existing judicial practices.
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Penalties for less serious offenses committed by people with less serious criminal records
were designated as “intermediate” or community-based sanctions, which may run the
gamut from jail or residential treatment to probation, outpatient programs, community
service, tether and fines. 30
o Prison sentences for more serious crimes and defendants with longer prior records were
lengthened.
The legislative guidelines were mandatory. Until the Michigan Supreme Court decided
People v. Lockridge in 2015,31 judges had to sentence within the recommended ranges unless
they placed on the record substantial and compelling reasons for departing from the
guidelines. MCL 769.34 (3). The reasons were subject to appellate review.
o Under Milbourn, reviewing judges focused on the ultimate propriety of the sentence
compared to the offense and the defendant, using the judicial guidelines to inform
that assessment. The statutory scheme focused on enforcing the guidelines
themselves as a means of promoting proportional sentences.
o Substantial and compelling reasons had to:
▪ be “objective and verifiable,”
▪ “‘keenly’ or ‘irresistibly’ grab our attention,”
▪ be “of ‘considerable worth’ in deciding the length of a sentence” and
▪ exist “only in exceptional cases.”32
The legislative guidelines apply to all offenses except the handful with mandatory penalties
that leave judges with no discretion to exercise.
The legislative guidelines apply to habitual offenders.
The legislative guidelines did not initially apply to probation violators but do now as the
result of a 2005 Michigan Supreme Court decision.33
The legislative guidelines contain “straddle cells,” which leave complete discretion to trial
judges in more than ten thousand cases annually as to whether to impose a prison sentence or
an “intermediate” (community-based) sanction.34
The legislative guidelines are structured somewhat differently.
o The judicial guidelines grouped offenses into crime groups based on the nature of the
offense, (e.g., assault, burglary, CSC, drugs, homicide). Within each crime group
were separate grids depending on the seriousness of the offense, with seriousness
defined by the maximum penalty, (e.g., armed robbery (life), unarmed robbery (15
years), larceny from a person (10 years)). The grids all had four rows for offense
level and four columns for prior record level, for a total of 16 minimum sentence
ranges. On every grid, some ranges were redundant. For instance, on the criminal
sexual conduct grid, the 120–300 month range could be reached through three
different combinations of offense and prior record levels.
o The legislative guidelines divide all felonies into nine crime classifications based
roughly on the statutory maximum term. Second-degree murder is its own class
(M2). Otherwise, very different offenses with similar maximums are in the same
class. Class A is for life-maximum offenses other than murder, including assault with
intent to murder, first-degree criminal sexual conduct and armed robbery, even
though they involve very different behaviors and cause very different kinds of
harm.35
Each crime class has its own grid that displays the recommended ranges for
the minimum sentence, depending on the offense and prior record levels. The
recommended ranges increase as the crime class increases. For instance, if the
defendant had the lowest possible score for both offense and prior record, the range
for the Class A offense of assault with intent to murder would be 21 to 35 months in
o

•

•
•
•
•
•
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prison while the range for the Class F offense of felonious assault would be 0 to 3
months with a presumptive intermediate (non-prison) sanction.
All of the grids have six prior record levels. Grids A–E also have six offense
levels, for a total of 36 minimum sentence ranges per grid. The F grid has four
offense levels; the M2, G and H grids have three. The increased number of ranges
resulted in more redundancy. [The guidelines grids for M2 and Class A appear in
Chapter Eight.]
The legislative guidelines reduce the crime classification if the offense was an
attempt. If the attempted offense falls in classes A, B, C or D, the offense is scored on
the E grid. If the attempted offense falls in classes E, F, or G, it is scored on the H
grid.
The Sentencing Commission took two major steps that increased the lengths of prison sentences
for the most serious offenses and defendants. One, it raised the recommended minimum sentence ranges.
Two, for those defendants that prosecutors decided to treat as habitual offenders, it further broadened the
ranges by raising the high end.
2. Raising the Minimums
It is difficult to compare the recommended sentences for each set of guidelines because the grid structure
changed with each version. However, by looking at the corners of each grid, it is possible to at least
compare the extremes (i.e. what the recommended ranges would be for the least and most serious cases).
Table 1 shows the non-habitual offender sentencing ranges (in months) at the four corners of the grid for
each set of guidelines for the four life-maximum offenses.
•
•
•
•

The upper left corner is for the lowest score on both offense and prior record variables.
The lower left corner is for the highest offense but lowest prior record scores.
The upper right corner is for the highest prior record but lowest offense scores.
The lower right corner is for the highest score on both offense and prior record variables.
Table 1. Comparison of Sentence Lengths under Judicial and Legislative Guidelines

Crime

Homicide

Guidelines
Period
1st Judicial
2nd Judicial
Legislative

Low Offense
Low Priors
12–84
12–84
90–150

Hi Offense
Low Priors
120–life
120–300/life
162–270/life

Low Offense
Hi Priors
72–216
120–180
270–450/life

Hi Offense
Hi Priors
240–life
240–480/life
365–600/life

Assault with
intent to
murder

1st Judicial
2nd Judicial
Legislative

0–36
0–36
21–35

120–240
84–180
108–180

72–120
60–120
108–180

180–life
180–300/life
270–450/life

Criminal
Sexual
Conduct

1st Judicial
2nd Judicial

12–36
12–72

72–120
96–240

72–120
72–180

180–life
240–480/life

Legislative

21–35

108–180

108–180

270–450/life

Armed
Robbery

1st Judicial
2nd Judicial
Legislative

12–18
0–36
21–35

36–72
36–96
108–180

60–96
36–120
108–180

120–240
120–300/life
270–450/life
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This very basic comparison reveals several points:
•

•

•

The judicial guidelines treated each listed offense quite differently. In the second version,
murder had the highest ranges, CSC was next, the assault ranges were substantially lower and
the armed robbery ranges were the lowest by far. The legislative guidelines left murder on its
own grid and raised the low ends of the murder ranges substantially. But they placed all the
other life-maximum offenses on the A grid and thus treated them the same. The result was to
push assault sentences up substantially and armed robbery sentences up even more while
leaving CSC offenses, which already had very high ranges, less changed.
Except for one corner for one offense,36 the starting point of the legislative ranges (the
minimum-minimum) was substantially higher than those of either set of judicial ranges for all
of the most serious offenses. The extent of the increase varied depending on each offense’s
range under the second judicial scheme. For instance, the beginning of the range for someone
with a low offense score for murder but multiple prior convictions increased by 12.5 years.
For assault with intent to murder, the increase was four years; for CSC, it was three years and
for armed robbery it was six.
The cell ranges in every version of the guidelines were extremely broad. The legislative
guidelines narrowed some and increased others. But except for the upper left corner of the
“A” grid, the range in every cell was at least three years. Overall, sentences for people with
similar offenses and similar prior records could vary by six, ten, 15 or even 20 years without
judges having to depart from the recommended range; that is, enormous room for disparity,
particularly for life-maximum offenses, was built into each incarnation of the guidelines that
had reduction of disparity as their primary mission.

Both the breadth of the cells and the way in which the cell parameters changed from one set of guidelines
to the next illustrate how the definition of proportionality is a moving target. While setting a baseline
punishment for varying offenses is an inherently subjective process, it is still important to ask how the
same set of facts can be “worth” six years one day and 15 years the next or, indeed, six years in one
courtroom and 15 years in the courtroom next door.
3. Habitual Offenders
The habitual offender statutes, which have been around in some form since at least 1927,37 were designed
to give prosecutors and judges an extra tool in sentencing defendants with prior convictions. They were
premised on the notion that each successive conviction reflects the defendant’s unwillingness to change
their criminal conduct. If a prosecutor decides to treat a defendant as a habitual offender, Michigan
statutes provide a formula for increasing the maximum sentence beyond what the penal statutes normally
allow.
•
•
•
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If the defendant receives a second offender enhancement, and the current offense carries a
statutory maximum sentence less than life, the maximum may be raised by 50%.38
If the defendant receives a third offender enhancement, and the current offense carries a
maximum sentence less than life, the maximum sentence may be doubled.39
If the defendant receives a fourth offender enhancement, and the current offense carries a
maximum sentence less than five years, the maximum may be raised to 15 years. If the
current offense carries a maximum of five or more years, the defendant may be sentenced to
life or any term.40
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Of course, if the current offense already carries a maximum of life or any term, a habitual offender
enhancement has little legal effect. In these cases, the court is already free to impose any maximum
sentence it chooses and can take the defendant’s entire prior record into account in making that decision.
Whether habitualization has any practical effect in these cases depends on whether the court choses to
give more weight to the defendant’s criminal history because the prosecutor has chosen to utilize the
enhancement.
Independent of sentencing guidelines, increasing the maximum sentence under the habitual
offender statutes also has the collateral effect of allowing for longer minimum sentences. Since the
Tanner rule described earlier prohibits the minimum sentence from exceeding two-thirds of the maximum
sentence, lengthening the maximum creates room for the minimum to grow as well. Recall, however, that
Tanner does not apply to life-maximum offenses so in those cases the court could impose any minimum it
desired.
The judicial guidelines did not apply to defendants whom prosecutors treated as habitual
offenders. Judges simply selected minimum sentences for these defendants as they always had without
reference to the guidelines.
The legislative guidelines do not only cover people being sentenced as habitual offenders, but
also increase the possible minimum sentence for those defendants by broadening the cell ranges. The high
end of the range is raised by 25, 50, or 100%, depending on whether the person is being sentenced as a
second, third or fourth offender. Thus, the judge can choose to impose a much longer minimum sentence
while staying within the guidelines (i.e., without having to justify an upward departure).
Leveraging the habitual offender statute into a mechanism for raising both the minimum and
maximum sentences raises multiple concerns that will be discussed in depth in Chapter Six. The bottom
line is that the exclusive purpose of the habitual statutes had been to raise the statutory maximum. The
sentencing guidelines are designed to structure the consideration of the defendant’s prior record in
selecting the minimum sentence. The more prior convictions the defendant has, the higher the prior record
score and the longer the recommended minimum. Using the defendant’s habitual offender status, which is
also based on the defendant’s prior convictions, to further enhance the recommended minimum sentence
means that, for those defendants that prosecutors choose to treat as habitual offenders, prior criminal
history is counted twice.
E. The Guidelines Are Not Assessed; Sentences Get Longer
The legislative guidelines were built on a raft of assumptions about how judges would actually use them.
The enabling legislation assumed that the Sentencing Commission would review how the guidelines were
working in practice and make periodic recommendations for modification. However, once the guidelines
were submitted to the Legislature in 1997, the Commission never met again.41 In 2002, the statutes that
established the Commission and defined its tasks were repealed.42 The assumptions that were used to
develop the guidelines went untested. In the meantime, the Legislature proceeded to enact a host of
provisions that undermined those assumptions, causing sentences to creep higher and higher. In her
thorough and insightful analysis of trends from the adoption of the legislative guidelines in 1999 through
2013,43 Anne Yantus explains the impact of these provisions.
1. Guidelines Amendments
Without a commission to provide context and consistency, the guidelines were periodically amended by
the Legislature. Adjustments had to be made when new crimes were enacted or maximum penalties were
changed. Increased maximums meant the offenses were moved to different sentencing grids with higher
recommended minimums. In some cases, crimes were moved to higher grids without any change in the
statutory penalty.
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Yantus gives dozens of examples.44 Two are particularly striking. When the guidelines took effect
in 1999, first-degree child abuse was a Class C offense with a 15-year maximum. In 1999, the Legislature
moved it to Class B. In 2012, the Legislature made child abuse a life-maximum offense and moved it to
the A grid.
The crime of first-degree retail fraud was created with a two-year maximum in 1988 to
distinguish shoplifters from people more appropriately charged with larceny in a building, which carries a
four-year maximum. However, in 1998, the maximum for retail fraud was increased to five years. In
1999, retail fraud was placed on the H grid of the new sentencing guidelines. But in 2000, retail fraud was
moved up to the E grid.
•
•

As a result, 25% of people sentenced for first-degree retail fraud were pushed into
presumptive prison sentences. Previously, 71% had been subject only to intermediate
sanctions and 29% had fallen into straddle cells.45
Moreover, retail fraud is now treated more seriously than larceny in a building, which still has
a four-year maximum and remains on the G grid. It is also treated more seriously than
felonious assault, which has a four-year maximum and is on the F grid.

Legislators also made changes that affected individual defendants. They tinkered with the scoring of
various prior record and offense variables, repeatedly increasing point assessments. That resulted in
moving affected defendants into higher guidelines ranges on the grids applicable to their crimes.
The effect of ad hoc legislative changes was three-fold. It undermined the comprehensive
balancing of factors worked out by the Sentencing Commission and adopted by the Legislature itself
when it enacted the guidelines. It altered the evaluation of proportionality for specific crimes by
redetermining punishments without regard to the overall scheme. And, because virtually all the changes
resulted in longer sentences and more incarceration, it increased the pressure on the prison system. Yantus
concluded:
A comprehensive review of Michigan’s statutory sentencing guidelines from enactment in 1998
to 2013 reveals guidelines that have failed to evolve in a meaningful way. Instead, these
guidelines reflect the politics of criminal law: a one-way ratchet that leads to ever-increasing
penalties. 46
2. Consecutive Sentences
Changes to the guidelines were not the only tool that legislators employed to lengthen sentences. Another
was more consecutive sentences. Michigan’s longstanding rule is that multiple sentences are to be served
concurrently unless there is express statutory authority that requires or allows them to be consecutive.
This rule holds whether the crimes arose from the same transaction or from different transactions that
occurred before the defendant was arrested. There are two primary kinds of exceptions. One is for crimes
by prisoners and others already under criminal justice supervision when they committed a new offense. 47
The other is for crimes specifically designated by the Legislature as requiring or permitting consecutive
sentencing, such as possessing a firearm during the commission of a felony48 and selected drug offenses.49
Yantus reports that, as of 1990, Michigan had 13 consecutive sentencing statutes, nine of which
were mandatory while four gave trial judges the discretion to make sentences consecutive if they choose.
By 2013, there were 42. Most of the 29 new provisions were discretionary. While many of the crimes
involved were newly created, the penalties for some common longstanding offenses, like first-degree
home invasion, first-degree CSC and resisting an officer were changed to allow for discretionary
consecutive sentences.50
The cost of consecutive sentencing authority can be very high to both individuals and taxpayers.
The Michigan Supreme Court has held that when a defendant receives consecutive sentences, so long as
each one standing alone is proportional under Milbourn, their aggregate length will not be
16
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disproportionate. That is, each sentence is assessed separately; their cumulative effect need not be
considered.51 It has also adopted an interpretation of the CSC 1st statute that allows for consecutive
sentencing on each count of CSC that occurred during the same criminal transaction (as opposed to just
each different crime that occurred at the same time, such as CSC and robbery). Thus, where defendant
Tommy Brown was convicted of three counts of first-degree CSC involving a minor that arose from the
same incident, the Supreme Court upheld consecutive sentences of 40–60 years without regard to the fact
doing so made the sentence 120 to 180 years.52
These extreme sentences are not limited to sexual assaults on children. Christopher Barron had
four convictions that arose from a single 2000 offense: assault with intent to commit and conspiracy to
commit armed robbery, carrying a concealed weapon and possessing a weapon while committing a
felony. While serving his minimum prison term of 8.75 years, for those offenses, he was convicted of
being a prisoner in possession of a weapon and received an additional sentence of 1.67 years. He was
eventually paroled and was discharged from supervision in 2014.
Barron was then convicted of first-degree home invasion and armed robbery for forcing his way
into the home of a Calhoun County couple in 2015. Armed with an authentic-looking BB gun, Barron had
forced the man to lie down, struck him repeatedly and stolen about $1,500 in cash. The prosecutor treated
Barron as a fourth habitual offender; the trial court imposed sentences of 25–60 years for the home
invasion and 50–100 years for the armed robbery, to be served consecutively. With combined sentences
of 75–160 years and no chance of reductions for good conduct, Barron will first become eligible for
parole in 2091.53
These extraordinarily long consecutive sentences yield several observations.
1. Since they exceed the defendant’s life span, they are obviously designed to avoid the
possibility of release that a parolable life sentence would bring. Regardless of the person’s
age, health or changed behavior, the parole board will have no authority to grant release, and
the public will continue to pay the cost of incarceration and medical care.
2. The Legislature’s decisions about which crimes should allow for consecutive sentences do
not reflect any principled rationale. The list of 29 consecutive sentencing provisions added
from 1994–2013 ranges from impersonating a firefighter to identity theft to first-degree CSC
and carjacking.54 Hundreds of other offenses, including many that are hard to distinguish
from those 29, still require concurrent sentences. Thus the changes appear to be ad hoc
responses to situations that grabbed a legislator’s attention.
3. Ad hoc decisions regarding consecutive sentences create anomalies. For instance, consecutive
sentences are allowed for multiple counts of the same crime committed during a single
incident, such as when a sexual assault victim was penetrated more than once during a single
transaction. Yet the sentences for the same counts if committed at different times must be
concurrent, such as when the victim was penetrated repeatedly in separate transactions over a
period of time.55
4. Prosecutors control the number of offenses that are charged from a single criminal incident.
In many cases where there are multiple victims or the chain of events violates multiple
statutes, it is easy to increase the number of counts, thereby giving the prosecution more
leverage in plea bargaining. Allowing multiple counts from the same transaction to be
imposed consecutively without regard to their aggregate length allows prosecutors more room
to increase the total time to be served.
5. Allowing proportionality to be assessed per count takes the focus off the real nature of the
criminal behavior overall. If one person engaged in one criminal transaction, Milbourn
suggests that the total time to be served should be proportional to the entire transaction.
Viewing the behavior as isolated component parts while ignoring their cumulative effect risks
artificially inflating the aggregated sentence to the point of absurdity. Moreover, the
guidelines that are used to inform review under Milbourn were constructed on the assumption
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that nearly all sentences would be concurrent and the longest one would control the minimum
amount of time the defendant would actually serve.
In People v. Norfleet,56 the Court of Appeals panel took an innovative approach to the issue of
when and why discretionary consecutive sentences should be allowed. The defendant was sentenced as a
fourth habitual offender on seven charges: three counts of delivery of less than 50 grams of heroin, one
count of possession with intent to deliver less than 50 grams of heroin, one count of conspiracy to deliver
less than 50 grams of heroin, one count of maintaining a drug house and one count of maintaining a drug
vehicle. He was sentenced to consecutive terms of 134 months to 40 years for each of the first five counts
plus concurrent terms of 46 months to 15 years for the last two, making him eligible for parole after 55
years.
The Court of Appeals recognized that the reasonableness of each of these sentences, which were
at the high end of the recommended guidelines ranges, had to be reviewed on its own merits. However,
the decision to impose the sentences consecutively was an exercise of discretion subject to review for
abuse. The standard of review is whether the result is within the range of principled outcomes. In order to
aid appellate review for abuse of discretion, the trial court must articulate its rationale for the imposition
of each consecutive sentence; that is, it cannot treat the imposition of multiple consecutive sentences as a
single act of discretion. The panel emphasized that Michigan historically considered consecutive
sentences to be “strong medicine” and expressed the belief that requiring justification for each
consecutive sentence will ensure that drastic deviations from the norm are reserved for appropriate
situations.57
3. Mandatory Minimums
A second legislative technique that explicitly trumps the use of sentencing guidelines is the enactment of
mandatory minimum sentences. Unless the penalty statute expressly allows for a departure, judges have
no discretion to impose a lower minimum term. On the other hand, a mandatory minimum simply sets a
floor. A judge can always choose to go higher.58 Thus, the trial court’s discretion to impose an
individualized sentence is restricted for sentences below the mandatory penalty but not for sentences that
exceed it.
Historically, Michigan’s mandatory minimums were primarily aimed at drug offenses. However a
massive overhaul of the drug laws in 2002 eliminated most of these. Yantus reports that seven common
offenses currently have mandatory minimums. Among the harshest are two relatively recent enactments.59
In 2006, the Legislature added a 25-year mandatory minimum for first-degree CSC against a
victim under the age of 13. Compared to the sentencing guidelines recommendation, this modification
adds roughly 10 more years in prison for a person with no prior criminal record.60
In 2012, the Legislature added a 25-year mandatory minimum for selected people convicted of
being fourth offenders.61 The selection criteria are complex.
•

•

The sentencing offense must be one defined by the statute as “serious.”
o The “serious” offenses are all assaultive although of varying degrees of severity.
o They include, for instance, assault with intent to commit great bodily harm less than
murder, which carries a 10-year maximum sentence, and assault with intent to
commit unarmed robbery, which carries a 15-year maximum.
At least one of the prior felonies must be among those defined as “listed.”
o The group of “listed” crimes is much longer.
o Many are common and not all are assaultive.

So, for instance, a person charged with assault with intent to commit great bodily harm less than murder
who has three very old prior convictions—two property offenses and the listed crime of CCW—must be
sentenced to a minimum term of 25 years.
18
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As Yantus notes, many people will receive much longer sentences than they would have
previously, even if the threat of these habitual offender minimums are used more as prosecutorial
bargaining tools. The legislative analysis predicted the need for 1,600 more prison beds within 10 years
and 7,300 beds after 25 years. The cost could be as high as $55.7 million per year after 10 years.62
4. A Lost Opportunity
In December 2014, the Legislature finally created a successor to the sentencing commission by
establishing the Criminal Justice Policy Commission (CJPC).63 Chief among the CJPC’s broad array of
tasks was evaluating the operation of the guidelines and recommending whatever modifications may be
necessary to more effectively meet the Legislature’s stated goals. The Legislature again specified a list of
goals that modifications to the guidelines were to accomplish. The list was similar to that in the 1994
statute and exactly repeated the sections on proportionality and disparity quoted above.
However, the new statute went further. MCL 769. 33a permitted the commission to recommend
changes not only to the sentencing guidelines but “to any law, administrative rule, or policy that affects
sentencing or the use and length of incarceration.” It also specified 10 policies that recommended
modifications were to reflect. These policies emphasized such values as proportionality, equity,
consistency, utilizing least restrictive means, the rational use of resources, reliance on research,
transparency and the exercise of “judicial discretion to individualize sentences within a framework of
law.” Overall, the statute not only mandated criteria for the construction of the sentencing guidelines, it
laid out the Legislature’s broad vision for an integrated scheme of sentencing and corrections that would
reduce reliance on incarceration to the extent that is conducive with public safety.
The CJPC statute contained a four-year sunset provision. Although the sunset was extended for
nine months, the commission was ultimately allowed to die on September 30, 2019. The only aspect of
the sentencing guidelines that it had examined in depth was the operation of the straddle cells.
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CHAPTER TWO. CHANGING VIEWS OF HOW LONG IS LONG ENOUGH
While the current research specifically examines the impact of several versions of sentencing guidelines
on sentences for four life-maximum offenses, it is useful to place the findings in a broader context.
MDOC Annual Statistical Reports for the last 50 years provide a wealth of information about how much
our concept of proportional punishment has changed. There was a time when 10 years in prison was
considered severe punishment. In the 1970s, a large majority of everyone sentenced for second-degree
murder, first-degree criminal sexual conduct, and armed robbery received a sentence that made them
eligible for parole in 10 years or less. Less than 5% had minimums greater than 20 years.
People sentenced in the 2010s faced a very different reality. Through 2017, the percentage
eligible for parole after 10 years had declined by 13 points for armed robbery, 57 points for first-degree
criminal sexual conduct, and 62 points for second-degree murder. Conversely, the proportion of people
required to serve more than 20 years for CSC had increased ten-fold, and the proportion required to serve
more than 20 years for second-degree murder was nearly 15 times greater.1
Moreover, these changes must be viewed in the context of what judges well knew about the
availability of sentence reduction credits. Under the progressive system of good time in effect until 1978,
a 40-year sentence could be served in 16 years. Under the disciplinary credit system in effect from 1982
to 1998, a 40-year sentence could be served in 32.5 years. The minimums imposed after 1998 have no
potential reductions for credit of any kind.
Notably, this trend toward ever-longer sentences runs counter to the norms of other countries that
still view 10 years as an exceptionally long time to spend in prison. The 44 member states with data
reported by the Council of Europe in 2018 collectively housed 1,229,385 prisoners; of these, only 1.5%
were serving sentences of 20 years or more, and 1.2% were sentenced to life.2 Many Latin American
countries have banned any form of life imprisonment, as have nine member nations of the Council of
Europe.3

A. 25-Year Trends and Mass Incarceration
1. The Michigan Evidence
From 1993 to 2017, index crimes plummeted by more than 56%, from 505,497 to 220,640.4 The
proportion of felony defendants sentenced to prison—as opposed to some other sanction—declined
dramatically, from 29.3% in 1993, to 19.7% in 2017. Yet the Michigan prisoner population in 2017
(39,666) was 2.9% bigger than it was in 1993 (38,942). That failure of the prison population to decline
can be explained by the ever-growing number of people serving very long sentences.
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From 1993 to 2017, the proportion of prison commitments with minimum sentences longer than 20 years
more than doubled from 3.5% of the total to
7.4%.
The increase in very long minimum
Life Sentences in Michigan
sentences also reflects a decline in the
imposition of parolable life sentences, which
Non-parolable
dropped from 38 in 1993 to four in 2017. It
appears that judges shifted from sentences
Life without the possibility of parole is mandatory
that allow parole eligibility in 15 years to
for first-degree murder and a very small number
“big numbers” (i.e., minimums of 25 years
of other offenses. Release is only by death or
or more).
commutation.
The increases for specific life-maximum
Parolable
crimes were dramatic. The average sentence
for second-degree murder rose by 29.0%,
All of the most serious offenses short of firstfrom 19 to 24.5 years. The average sentence
degree murder carry a penalty of life or any term.
for armed robbery grew by 32.3%, from 6.5
This allows the trial judge to either impose a term
to 8.6 years. The average sentence for
of life with the possibility of parole or an
assault with intent to commit murder grew
indeterminate sentence, for which the judge
by “only” 9.3 %, from 12.0 to 13.1 years.5
selects both the minimum and maximum terms.
More and more people serving very
long
sentences have changed the
Parolable lifers never earned good time or
composition
of the prison population.
disciplinary credits even when these were
available. Until 1992, under the “lifer law,” they
• In 1993, more than 8,600 prisoners
became eligible for release after serving 10
calendar years. Lifers sentenced since then must
(including those serving life terms) had
serve at least 15 calendar years. In practice, parole
sentences that required them to serve more
at first eligibility is rare. Hundreds of parolable
than 10 calendar years. That was 22.1% of
lifers serve 25, 35, or 45 years before release, or
the entire prisoner population. In 2017, more
are left to die in prison.
than 16,500 people—41.7% of the
population—were serving sentences with
Lifer Law
effective minimums of more than 10 years.
Until the passage of the 1978 “truth in
• The number of people serving
sentencing” ballot proposal, the lifer law created
indeterminate terms (that is, non-lifers) with
the possibility of parole for anyone who had
minimum sentences of more than 20 years
served 10 calendar years. That is, it applied to
grew from 1,622 (4.2%) to 4,843 (12.2%).
people with very long minimum sentences, not
just to parolable lifers. Since then, a person with
a long minimum must serve every day imposed
• In 2017, nearly 8,000 people—20% of
by the judge. Thus, in theory at least, a lifer can
the prisoner population—were serving either
be paroled in 15 years while someone with a 40life terms or minimum sentences that
year minimum must serve 40 years.
exceeded 25 years. Half of those were
serving non-parolable life terms that would
end only with commutation or death.
The increase in people serving very long minimums, combined with a decrease in the number
serving short sentences, has caused a shift in the overall population. In 1993, 57% had minimum
sentences of five years or less; in 2017, it was just 40%. Some prison sentences may have become shorter;
others may have become community-based sanctions.
While the number of prisoners serving shorter minimums has declined substantially, the increases
for the longer sentences are dramatic. For example, the number of people with minimums of two years or
less decreased by 23%, while the number with minimums over 25 years (not including lifers) grew 193%.
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This effectively means that 2,188 people serving two or fewer years were replaced by 1,780 people
serving more than 25 years. Depending on their actual sentences, to serve their minimum terms, the
missing short-termers would have required fewer than 4,376 prison beds over the course of their
incarceration, while the additional very long-termers will require well over 44,500 beds.
This trend is not unique to Michigan. Researchers at the Urban Institute examined data from 44
states to analyze growth in prisoners’ length of stay from 2000 to 2014—the result of policy changes in
the 1980s and 1990s.6 The extent of the increase varies across states, reflecting differences in state-level
decision-making. In most states the trend was driven primarily or entirely by an increase in time served
for violent crimes.
In Michigan, nearly one in four people had been in prison for more than 10 years. The average
time served by the top (longest-serving) 10% of the population was 10 years in 1989, 16.6 years in 2000,
and 26 years in 2013—a 160% increase in 25 years.
In sum, much longer sentences for those convicted of assaultive offenses —sentences that (if
imposed after 1998) cannot be reduced by any award of disciplinary credits—have helped push up the
average length of stay for Michigan prisoners. In turn, the increased length of stay keeps the size of
Michigan’s prisoner population from falling much below current levels despite efforts to divert more
people convicted of non-violent offenses to community-based sanctions, rationalize drug laws, increase
parole rates and return fewer people to prison for probation and parole violations.
2. Criminologists Weigh In
Criminologists and reform advocates increasingly agree that the problem of mass incarceration cannot be
solved without addressing the long sentences imposed on people convicted of assaultive and sex offenses.
Marie Gottschalk argues against leaving the “worst of the worst” out of the discussion about criminal
justice reform strategies because they typically serve the longest sentences and make up a large portion of
imprisoned people.7 Prescott, Pyle, and Starr maintain: “Policies that seek to shrink the expansive prison
population while ignoring prisoners who have committed violent offenses will fail to address the core of
the problem.” 8 Mauer, Nellis, and Myers not only agree that mass incarceration cannot be remedied
without addressing long sentences, but also argue that sentences longer than 20 years are both cruel and
impractical, as they do nothing to improve public safety and they add to the social and fiscal costs of
incarceration.9
According to John Pfaff, the standard narrative that mass incarceration is driven by drug and
other non-violent offenses is wrong; in fact, most people are in prison for serious, violent offenses. Based
on his analysis of the research, he concludes that relying on long sentences in the name of public safety is
ineffective and potentially counter-productive.10
Ryan King and his colleagues at the Urban Institute examined this comparison empirically. Using
2012 data, they illustrated the relative impact in 15 states of various techniques for reducing prison
populations. For Michigan, they calculated that if then-current trends continued to December 2021, the
population would be 39,304. A 15% reduction in the length of stay by those convicted of violent offenses
would reduce the projected baseline by 5%, while a 50% reduction in the admission of those convicted of
drug offenses would reduce the population by 3%.11
Austin et al observe that grouping people under the label “violent offender” has a host of
consequences, including more pretrial detention, less access to alternatives to incarceration, longer prison
sentences, and less eligibility for in-prison programs, lower security levels, and good time credits. The
authors argue that the label—shorthand for multiple types of crime—often does not reflect the
defendant’s actual behavior and is not associated with high rates of recidivism, as policymakers fear.
Generally ignored is the fact that violence is situational and that people who commit violent offenses have
themselves often been victims of or witnesses to violence.
The authors conclude that the label “violent offender” undermines the principle of parsimony
(imposing the least severe punishment necessary to achieve the goals of sentencing), distorts
proportionality, and fails as a tool to predict future violent behavior. They recommend the following:
22
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1. Policymakers should make pretrial, prison classification, and parole decisions without
the “violent offender” label.
2. Shorten prison sentences and lengths of stay for people convicted of violent offenses.
3. Make significant and lasting investments in social policy for communities challenged by
violence and provide trauma-informed care and restorative justice options.12

B. Consequences of Longer Sentences
The increasing length of the sentences imposed under the legislative guidelines puts into stark perspective
questions about how much punishment is proportional to a given crime and what limits, if any, there
should be. As a group, the people convicted of these crimes are the least sympathetic prisoners in the
system. Whatever the reasons for their behavior, in most cases they have caused serious harm to other
people. However, it is because these defendants are the most vulnerable to sentences based on emotion
and public pressure that the guard rails ostensibly erected by sentencing guidelines are particularly
important. A broad consensus that some amount of prison time is warranted does not mean that any
amount of time is acceptable or that all the collateral consequences of very long sentences are worth the
cost.
1. The Fiscal Costs
The most obvious cost of longer sentences is the additional prison beds that are required. Consider, for
example, a person convicted of armed robbery. The MDOC reports that the average sentence for armed
robbery was 6.1 years in 199113 and 9.2 years in 2020,14 a difference of 3.1 years. The 2021 average perprisoner cost is projected to be $40,139 a year.15 Thus, in today’s dollars, the cost of incarcerating just one
person convicted of armed robbery grew by $124,431. Lengthening the average sentence of 100 people
imprisoned for armed robbery costs taxpayers over $12 million. And this calculation does not begin to
count even larger increases in the average sentences for other life-maximum offenses.
The annual per-prisoner cost includes medical care. As prisoners age, they face the same illnesses
and disabilities as the rest of us. They get cancer and heart disease and kidney failure and Alzheimer’s.
Their vision, hearing and mobility decline. Caring for the medically frail has become an inevitable
consequence of very long sentences.
The House Fiscal Agency (HFA) reports that for the 15-year period from 2006 to 2020, perprisoner costs for health care increased by an average of nearly 7.0% annually. Total health care spending
for the period rose from $262 million to $296 million.16 HFA says a major factor in the increase is the
aging of the prisoner population.
•
•
•

In 2006, 39.1% of prisoners were over age 40; 14.4% were over age 50.
By 2020, those percentages had increased to 48.0% over age 40 and 25.6% over age 50.
In 2020, 9.6% of Michigan prisoners—more than 3,200 individuals—were age 60 or older.17

The MDOC has a hospice unit, a dialysis unit and specialized geriatric units. Our prisons, already known
for the role they play in housing the mentally ill, are increasingly becoming nursing homes as well. 18
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2. The Impact on Public Safety
The belief that incarceration into middle or old age is necessary to ensure public safety is simply not
supported. A host of research has found that the majority of former prisoners do not commit new crimes,
people serving for homicide and sex offenses, in particular, have very low recidivism rates, and long
sentences have a margin of diminishing returns.
Contrary to images of prison as a revolving door, research shows that a substantial majority of
former prisoners do not return; for example:
•
•

•

In a study of people released in 17 states between 2000 and 2012, Rhodes et al. found that
68% did not return to prison for any reason.19
In 2009, the Citizens Alliance on Prisons and Public Spending (CAPPS) published a study of
nearly 77,000 Michigan prisoners sentenced to indeterminate terms after 1981 and released
for the first time from 1986 through 1999. It found that roughly 63% did not return to prison
within four years; of those that did, nearly 20% were returned for technical parole violations;
only about 18% were returned with new sentences for new crimes.20
The MDOC’s 2019 Statistical Report has a three-year follow-up of people released in 2016. It
shows overall returns at 26.7%—13.6% for technical violations and only 13.2% with new
sentences.21

Criminologists have long discussed the concept of “aging out” of crime. The data show indisputably that
older people commit less crime than younger people,22 at least in part because they have matured and are
less impulsive, because they have settled into jobs and families, and because they are less willing to
endure criminal justice system involvement. Whatever the reasons, extremely long sentences are
unnecessary to reduce the likelihood of re-offending. Nature takes care of that.
A factor in recidivism with particular relevance to the issue of long sentences is the nature of the
conviction offense. The 2009 CAPPS study found that people convicted of economically motivated
crimes were much more likely to be returned to prison within four years, either for a technical violation or
a new sentence, than those whose crimes tended to be impulsive.23 Success rates, defined as no return to
prison within four years for any reason, were 80.1% for homicide and 77.6% for sex offenses.
In looking at the types of new offenses for which people returned, the data showed:
•
•

While 17.6% of all the people studied received new sentences for some kind of new crime,
only 4.5% of the new offenses were crimes against a person (defined as homicide, sex,
assault, and robbery).
Only 7.2% received new sentences for crimes of the same type as their original offense (e.g.,
burglars who were released and then convicted of another burglary). For the people most
likely to receive long sentences, the proportions were even lower:
o Robbery – 4.9%
o Sex – 3.1%
o Assault – 2.9%
o Homicide – 0.5%

These figures are corroborated by similar findings in numerous jurisdictions.24
The trend appeared again in research conducted by CAPPS in 2014. In 2009, then-governor
Granholm expanded the parole board and directed it to review thousands of prisoners who had served
their minimum sentences but been denied parole. Not surprisingly, these decisions had often been based
more on the nature of people’s offenses than on their institutional records or risk assessment scores. As a
result of this “continuance review” process, the number of paroles for people convicted of homicide and
sex offenses more than doubled.
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CAPPS examined the re-offense rates of people serving for homicide and sex offenses who were
paroled from 2007 through the first quarter of 2010.25 More than 99% did not return to prison within
three years with a new sentence for a similar offense.
•
•

Of 820 people who had been serving for murder or manslaughter, just two (0.2%) returned to
prison for a new homicide.
Of 4,109 people who had been serving for a sex offense, 32 (0.8%) returned to prison for a
new sex offense.

A five-year follow-up of 188 people paroled in Maryland as the result of a state Supreme Court decision
found similar results. The average age of these parolees when released was 64. They had served an
average of 39 years, primarily for murder and rape. Their recidivism rate was less than 1%.26
Prescott, Pyle, and Starr reviewed prior research studies, then analyzed the three-year
reimprisonment rates of 1,175,096 people released from prison in New York and California from 1991 to
2013, with a primary focus on 23,982 people convicted of murder and non-negligent manslaughter.27
They found:
•
•
•
•

The overall re-incarceration rate for individuals released after an initial incarceration for
murder or non-negligent manslaughter is the lowest of any offense category—4.4% compared
to 9.9% for the entire group, regardless of offense type.28
The murder/manslaughter group’s re-incarceration rate for a new murder or non-negligent
manslaughter offense is 1.3%, which is high relative to the 0.2% rate for all releasees but still
very low in absolute terms.
As with every offense category, re-incarceration rates for the murder/manslaughter group
declined steadily with increasing age at release.
Years served is also associated with a decreased risk of recidivism but that correlation could
not be disentangled from older age as a causal factor.

The authors conclude that older people convicted of violent offenses, particularly homicide, pose very
little risk to the public upon release. They stress that every study has found that the vast majority of
people convicted of homicide (usually more than 99%) do not commit another homicide upon release.
Notably, the 2009 CAPPS study found no relationship between the amount of time served and
success upon release. This finding accords with a large and diverse body of empirical research
demonstrating that increased length of stay does not reduce recidivism.29 That is, keeping people in prison
longer does nothing to enhance public safety.
Imposing very long sentences in the name of public protection is both ironic and counterproductive. Such sentences are unsupported by actual data on recidivism and are most often imposed on
the people who are the least likely to repeat their offenses in any event. They substantially hamper the
ability of people to be productive and self-sufficient when they are eventually released. And they require
taxpayers to spend tens of millions of dollars annually for the illusion of increased safety.
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CHAPTER THREE. PRIOR RESEARCH ON MICHIGAN SENTENCING
GUIDELINES
A handful of existing studies of Michigan sentencing are important for testing and explicating the current
findings. The foundation was laid when Zalman and his colleagues first explored why guidelines were
needed.

A. Michigan Felony Sentencing Project (1979)
Before the advent of any guidelines, the MFSP examined the extent to which offense and defendant
characteristics explained both the In/Out decision and the length of sentences to incarceration. They then
attempted to determine what other factors affected these sentencing decisions. Throughout their analysis
the MFSP researchers grouped offenses into 10 crime types, ranging from homicide, assault, sex and
robbery to drugs and other non-violent offenses. They formed these categories on the rationale that
“judges and other participants in the sentencing process tend to mentally group crimes into general
categories and may apply different policies to these groups.”1 That is, the nature of the crime is a factor to
be controlled for in testing the impact of other factors. The MFSP researchers concluded:
Depending on the crime type, the combination of offense and defendant characteristics
explained anywhere from 34 to 72% of the variance in length among prison sentences, with
most crime types falling between 47 and 56%.
• Defendant characteristics are far more important than offense variables in determining who is
incarcerated. Offense characteristics are most important for determining how long sentences
are for violent crimes.2
• In looking at the specific crimes of first-degree criminal sexual conduct, armed robbery and
felonious assault, it appears that “judges vary their sentences over the entire range of possible
sentences regardless of the relevant offense and offender variables.”3
o The variation is greatest where the life or any term penalty allows for the widest
expanse of discretion to be exercised. “Thus, a wide expanse of sentencing discretion
itself generates unexplained variation. This implies that in order to reduce
unexplained variation of sentences, it is necessary to have some method which
reduces the amount or structures the content of discretion.”4
o Sentences appear more coherent where the statutory maximum is low and the range
of discretion is smaller.
• The sentencing patterns of individual judges vary widely. “It seems clear that the source of
the greatest amount of variation in sentencing lies in the treatment of those cases with the
most severe maximum penalties.”5
• There is substantial geographic disparity in sentencing practices.
o The researchers divided the counties into three strata based on the number of criminal
dispositions in a county’s circuit court, regardless of where in the state the county
was located. The strata were:
▪ I (metro) – Oakland, Wayne and Recorder’s Court
▪ II (urban) – Bay, Berrien, Calhoun, Genesee, Ingham, Jackson, Kalamazoo,
Kent, Macomb, Monroe, Muskegon, Ottawa, Saginaw, St. Clair, and
Washtenaw
▪ III (rural) – all the remaining counties (except Keweenaw which reported no
felonies in 1977)
o Average sentences were longest in Stratum I.
•
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Outcomes are much more consistent in larger jurisdictions than in rural counties. The
extent of the variance in sex offenses explained by offense and defendant
characteristics was 79% for Stratum I, 61% for Stratum II, and 47% for Stratum III.6
o Because “different decision rules are being used in the three strata . . . the sentence an
offender receives is dependent, in part, upon where he is sentenced.”7
Taking In/Out and Length decisions together, “there is evidence of very distinct differences
in the treatment of whites and non-whites.” 8
o Non-whites receive longer sentences to a degree that is statistically significant for
drugs, burglary, larceny, and especially sex offenses.9
o The racial disparity may or may not indicate invidious discrimination. At a minimum,
it requires understanding the relative impact of the relevant variables on each group.
Criminal justice processing variables, including type of attorney, custodial status, and
conviction method, all have an impact on sentences, particularly on the In/Out decision.
o Since having appointed counsel and being unable to make bail are both proxies for
lower socioeconomic status, and requesting a jury trial is a constitutional right, the
researchers considered these to be further forms of invidious disparity.
o However, they found a statistically significant increase in sentence length associated
with conviction method only for homicide cases. A jury trial added 53 months and a
bench trial added 26 months.10
o

•

•

The MFSP findings set the standards for measuring the success of sentencing guidelines. Several studies
since have looked at aspects of how Michigan’s guidelines have affected sentencing disparity in practice.
B. Abel F. Ekpunobi, “Judicial Decision Making Under Michigan Sentencing Guidelines”
(1999)11
In his doctoral dissertation, Ekpunobi used both logistic and linear regression models to assess the
effectiveness of the second judicial guidelines “in reducing or eliminating sentencing disparities –
situations in which legally similar defendants receive dissimilar sentences.” The data were taken from
nearly 21,000 felony cases with sentences imposed in four counties from 1992 to 1997. Ekpunobi
examined both legally relevant factors (prior record, nature and severity of offense, guidelines range,
criminal justice status) and extra-legal variables (demographic characteristics of defendants, sentencing
judges and counties). Although identified by pseudonyms, the counties were Wayne, Oakland, Saginaw,
and Kalamazoo.12
Ekpunobi looked at both the likelihood of incarceration in either jail or prison (the In/Out decision)
and the length of prison sentences. His findings included:
•

•

Among similarly situated defendants, the odds of receiving a prison sentence were higher for
non-whites in all four counties; however, the length of the sentence was significantly
associated with race only in Saginaw. The odds of going to prison or jail are higher for men
than for women, but women who were sentenced to prison actually had longer average terms
than men in Wayne County.
The identity of the county significantly affects the outcome for some counties but not all. “In
general, the mid-size counties have significantly higher state imprisonment and overall
incarceration levels than the larger counties.”
o The odds of receiving a prison sentence were higher in Saginaw and Kalamazoo than
in Wayne, but there was not a significant difference for Oakland.
o Oakland had a higher overall incarceration rate than Wayne because it used jail more
often.
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When it came to the length of prison sentences, county was a statistically significant
indicator for two counties. Average minimum sentences were lower in Oakland and
higher in Saginaw.
Extra-legal factors, along with criminal justice status (e.g., probation, parole), were more
important in the In/Out decision than they were in determining the length of prison
sentences. Prior felony convictions, sentencing guidelines, and offense type/severity were
the major predictors of the average minimum prison term.13
o

•

Ekpunobi suggested that more research should be conducted regarding the impact of variables he was
unable to examine, particularly the method of conviction and whether defense counsel was retained or
appointed. He concluded that it appeared desirable to strengthen the guidelines “by providing more
structure and improving the enforcement mechanism.”

C. National Center for State Courts (2008)
The National Center for State Courts (NCSC) examined the results of very different sentencing guidelines
systems in Michigan, Minnesota, and Virginia.14 Minnesota has a mandatory system that affords judges
the least discretion. Michigan’s sentencing ranges are five to six times greater than Minnesota’s.15
Minnesota has a single grid with 77 cells compared to Michigan’s nine grids with 258 cells. Virginia has
a voluntary system with a very active sentencing commission but no appellate review of compliance.
Instead of grids, it uses 15 worksheets with a list of factors keyed to the type of offense. Both Minnesota
and Virginia recommend an explicit single sentence that is the midpoint of a range.16
The goal of the research was to test the extent to which each state’s guidelines achieved the goals
of predictability, proportionality, and non-discrimination. The questions asked were whether:
•
•
•

Similarly situated defendants received similar sentences.
The guidelines provided meaningful and proportional distinctions between more and less
serious wrongdoing.
There was evidence of discrimination in sentencing based on race, age, sex, geographic
region, or conviction method.

1. Background
For Michigan, the researchers looked at 32,754 individuals sentenced in 2004. NCSC stated that the
legislative guidelines were designed to trim extreme sentences but to preserve considerable judicial
discretion and tie recommendations to past practice.
•

28

The compliance rate is very high for grids D–H, which have relatively narrower cell ranges
and lower statutory maximum sentences. Departure rates are much higher for the M2 and A
grids, which have life or any term as the statutory maximum, even though the cell ranges are
much broader and therefore already allow for substantial exercise of discretion.17
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Grid
M2
A
•

Table 2. NCSC Findings: 2004 Departure Rates for Life-Maximum Crimes
Depart Below
Comply
Depart Above
34.6%
57.7%
7.7%
39.9%
55.6%
4.4%

The authors noted that inconsistencies can arise not only from prohibited discrimination but
also from differing judicial philosophies. Some judges may give more weight to moral
culpability, apparent dangerousness, or rehabilitative prospects than to imposing similar
sentences on people with similar guidelines scores.18

2. The Impact of Guidelines Elements on Sentence Length
The NCSC researchers examined both the In/Out decision and the length of prison sentences. They
assessed the impact of multiple guidelines elements: offense severity, prior record level, offense level,
grid cell type (intermediate sanction, straddle cell, presumptive prison), habitual offender status, and
departure. Regarding sentence length, they found:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

The average sentence for second-degree murder was 260 months. The average sentence on
the A grid was 102 months.19
For Michigan, the guidelines elements accounted for 67% of the variation in sentence length.
For Minnesota, the guidelines elements explained 86.1%, a figure the authors characterized as
“extraordinary.”20
All the major elements of the guidelines framework were highly significant in predicting the
sentence length, with conviction offense severity (i.e., crime class/grid) having the greatest
impact.21
When both guidelines elements and extra-guidelines factors were included in the analysis, the
extent to which habitual offender status lengthened the predicted sentence was:
o Habitual 2nd
7.4%
o Habitual 3rd
24.7%
o Habitual 4th
38.7%22
After controlling for all elements of the guidelines, upward departures were 121% longer than
the expected sentence; downward departures were 48.5% shorter than the expected sentence.
The authors call the magnitude of Michigan’s departures “quite extensive.” By comparison,
in Minnesota, an upward departure increased the expected sentence by 47%; downward
departure decreased the expected sentence by 29.1%.23
Redundant cells had very different estimated sentences. For example, six cells on the A grid
have a minimum-minimum of 108 months. The estimated lengths of sentences in these cells
were: A-VI = 138, B-V = 107, C-IV = 126, D-III = 145, E- II = 141, and F-I = 127.24
On the A grid, PRV levels A and B yielded virtually identical estimated sentence lengths at
each offense level.25

3. The Impact of Extra-Guidelines Factors
The NCSC researchers also examined two kinds of extra-guidelines factors. Defendant characteristics
included age, race, and sex. Systemic factors included conviction method and region of the state. The
NCSC findings on defendant characteristics were:
•
•

Blacks were more likely to be in a straddle cell.26
Women were less likely to receive a prison sentence; young black males were somewhat
more likely to receive one.27
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•
•

Blacks received a 6% decrease in the length of sentence.28
The profile of black defendants was different from whites. They were:
o More likely to be on the M2 and A grid.
o More likely to score at PRV levels D, E, and F.
o More likely to be sentenced as habitual offenders, with the extent of the difference
increasing as the habitual level increases.
o Less likely than whites to be represented in every OV level (60% of blacks were in
OV I, the least serious offense level)
o More likely to be sentenced in southeast Michigan (59% of all black defendants
compared to 14% of whites resided there, and 60% of defendants sentenced there
were black).29

Regarding systemic variables, the NCSC found:
•

•
•
•
•

Sentences in SE Michigan (defined as the counties of Wayne, Oakland, Macomb, and
Washtenaw) were 22% lower than sentences in the rest of the state.30 The exception was for
people convicted at trial in SE Michigan where the trial tax of 30% made the SE sentence
roughly equal to that of someone convicted by plea outstate.31
86% of the difference between SE Michigan and outstate sentences was due to differences in
the weight given by judges to the relevant variables, as opposed to the mean values of those
variables.32
Habitual offender status 2nd and 3rd were used less often in SE Michigan but habitual 4th
was used twice as often. 33
Conviction at trial (including both bench and jury) increased the sentence by 17.7%.34
The “trial tax” was two and one-half times higher in the large urban courts.35

4. NCSC Conclusions and Recommendations
The NCSC authors concluded:
•
•

•
•

30

Although the purpose of state sentencing guidelines is to achieve statewide consistency,
Michigan effectively has two sentencing “regimes,” the circuit courts in the SE counties and
those in the 53 other circuits.36
What makes this geographic dichotomy possible is the magnitude of the guidelines ranges
that allow judges to sentence quite differently without having to depart. “If the norms of the
urban courts lead judges to look to the bottom of the ranges, while outstate judges look
toward the top, there can be dramatic differences in sentencing outcomes . . . While there is
little evidence of discrimination as usually conceived, consistency is being achieved in a
manner that suggests discrimination of a different kind – rather than using suspect factors to
set sentences, judges in Michigan have been free to apply different weights to the sentencing
relevant factors.”37
While there is no evidence of direct racial discrimination, blacks may benefit from their
concentration in SE Michigan, where sentences are lower (unless they go to trial), which
could mask any type of systematic statewide race effect.38
As author Kevin Reitz observed: “[T]he most obvious mediating levers of sentencing
authority – the trial courts’ departure policy and the intensity of appellate review – are not the
only factors that matter. Other critical factors include the breadth or narrowness of guideline
ranges and the simplicity or complexity of factual considerations that must be fed into
guideline considerations.”39
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The authors recommended:
•
•
•

Combine PRV levels A and B.
Reduce number of OV levels.
Reduce number of straddle cells.40

The NCSC report highlights a tension inherent in the design of guidelines ranges. On the one hand, wide
ranges are a source of disparity. On the other hand, broader ranges generally mean fewer departures, and
the goal of a sentencing commission should be to minimize departures.41 The report does not address the
anomaly that Michigan’s M2 and A grids are extremely broad and nonetheless have many departures.
Finally, the NCSC authors concluded that sentencing commissions should periodically assess the
extent to which their guidelines are actually achieving their goals. They trenchantly remarked:
“Established policies are no more vibrant and self-sustaining over time than they are self-executing at
inception.”42
D. The Council of State Governments (2014)
In its analysis of Michigan’s sentencing practices, the Council of State Governments (CSG) reached
multiple broad conclusions. Among them were:
•
•
•

Application of Michigan’s guidelines yields disparity in sentencing.43
Minimum prison sentence ranges are wide, and sentences are distributed across the ranges
and beyond.44
Michigan’s guidelines result in minimum sentences that are “all over the map.”45

CSG compared all the non-habitual sentences imposed in 2012 to the minimum sentences required by the
low end of the relevant guidelines ranges or minimum-minimum. It found the distribution to be:
Below min-min
At min-min
10–190% of min-min
200–290% of min-min
300–390% of min-min
400% or more of min-min

15%
12%
35%
15%
6%
17%

CSG also noted that people who fell into the same straddle cell received very different punishments,46
from 4–4.5% of guidelines prison sentences involved consecutives,47 and as we will discuss in Chapter
Fourteen, it found wide and troubling disparities in the use of habitual offender sentences.
E. Criminal Justice Policy Commission (2019)
The CJPC examined the sentences of 18,841 people whose guidelines scores placed them in straddle cells
from 2012 to 2017. It found substantial disparity in whether straddle cell defendants were sentenced to
prison or to community-based sanctions depending in part on the county of conviction. Other factors
affecting disparity included race, age, sex, employment status, representation by retained vs. appointed
counsel, crime type and method of conviction (trial vs. plea).48
Before it was disbanded, the CJPC began examining the use of habitual offender sentences. Its
preliminary findings will be discussed in Chapter Fourteen.
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CHAPTER FOUR. A SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
Basic Background Information
The research examined 38,651 sentences, including over 21,000 that were imposed under advisory
guidelines developed by the judiciary and nearly 17,000 imposed between 1999 and 2012 under the
mandatory guidelines enacted by the Michigan Legislature.
The sentences were for four types of offenses that carry maximum sentences of life or any term:
second-degree murder, assault with intent to murder, first-degree criminal sexual conduct, and armed
robbery. They were imposed in 13 counties and included nearly 5,600 with habitual offender
enhancements. The data are consistently analyzed by offense type and habitual offender status to avoid
confounding the effects of these key variables.
The findings address the sheer length of sentences and disparities that may be caused by
particular factors. The unit of comparison is the median sentence length. Bivariate analysis was used to
determine whether the relationship between sentence length and individual variables or between two
individual variables, such as sex and prior record, was statistically significant (i.e., that it did not occur by
chance). Throughout the report, the word “significant” is used to indicate a high degree of certainty that a
factor had an impact on the length of the sentence. For more information about the data and the methods
of analysis, see Technical Appendix A.
Multiple regression analysis was used to simultaneously examine the various factors known to
impact sentence length in order to understand the unique contribution of each one. Regression interprets
the impact of multiple independent variables at once so the effect of each can be seen while controlling
for the others. Regressions can be used for two purposes: to identify how much of the variance in
sentence length individual factors explain and to estimate how much a particular minimum sentence
would change if a particular variable were adjusted. Key results of the regression analysis appear
throughout the report. For a complete summary, see Technical Appendix B.
To understand the findings, the basic structure of the sentencing guidelines must be recalled.
Offenses are divided into nine groups, depending on their statutory maximum sentence. Each group has
its own grid containing recommended minimum sentences. The recommended sentences get longer from
grid to grid as the seriousness of the offenses increase. Murder has its own grid, M2. The other lifemaximum offenses are on the A grid.
Defendants receive points for various aspects of their prior record. The points are grouped into
Prior Record Variable (PRV) Levels A–F, which are displayed horizontally across the top of each grid.
Defendants also receive points for various details of the offense, which are grouped in Offense Variable
(OV) levels and displayed vertically down the side of the grid.
The grid is divided into cells, where the PRV and OV levels intersect. Each cell contains a range
of months within which the judge has full discretion to select the minimum sentence. The low end of the
range is called the “minimum-minimum” or “min-min.” The high end of the range is called the
“maximum-minimum” or “max-min.” A sentence below the min-min is called a “downward departure.”
A sentence above the max-min is called an “upward departure.” If the defendant is being sentenced as a
second, third, or fourth habitual offender, the max-min can be increased by 25, 50, or 100%, respectively.
What follows are 21 key findings from the research and, for most, brief summaries of the facts
that support each finding. Substantially more detail can be found in Chapters Five through Fifteen.
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1.

The legislative guidelines increased sentence lengths for life-maximum offenses.
A. Altogether, in today’s dollars, the cost of increasing sentence lengths for life-maximum
offenses was $1.2 billion over 14 years (1999–2012), with no evidence that longer sentences
improve public safety.
1. The median non-habitual sentence increased by 1.5 years, or 23%.The cost of
this increase was $51 million per year or $720 million for the 14-year period of
study.
2. The median habitual sentence increased by five years, or 50%. The cost of this
increase was $35 million per year or $486 million over 14 years.
B. The difference in median sentence length between non-habitual and habitual sentences grew
substantially.
1. Under the second judicial guidelines the median habitual sentence for all offenses
was 3.5 years longer than the median non-habitual sentence.
2. Under the legislative guidelines the difference between non-habitual and
habitual median sentences overall grew to seven years.
C. The increase in length of median sentences varied by offense and habitual offender status.
D. The increase in length of median sentence varied depending on the county of conviction and
each county’s practices under the former judicial guidelines. For example:
1. The medians for non-habitual offender sentences went from four to seven years
in Oakland County, seven to eight years in Wayne County, and eight to 10 years
in Ingham and Genesee Counties.
2. The medians for habitual offender sentences went from seven to twelve years in
Oakland County, 12 to 18 years in Wayne County, and 15 to 20 years in Genesee
County.

2. The percentage of sentences with habitual offender enhancements increased by more than a
quarter, from 13.8 to 17.5% of the total.
3. The number of sentences per defendant increased under the legislative guidelines.
A. The frequency of multiple sentences is important because of the various ways they can be
used to make sentences longer.
B. Among individuals without habitual offender enhancements, 81.3% received only one
sentence during the second judicial period. That proportion dropped to 74% under the
legislative guidelines.
C. Among individuals with habitual offender enhancements, the proportion who received just
one sentence dropped from 78.6% under the judicial guidelines to 65.1% under the
legislative guidelines.
D. The frequency of single sentences under the legislative guidelines differed greatly by offense
type and conviction method.
E. The number of multiple sentences imposed varied substantially by county of conviction. For
example:
1. A CSC defendant in Oakland was nearly 10 times more likely to receive three or
more sentences than a CSC defendant in Kent.
2. A CSC defendant in Saginaw was nearly eight times more likely to receive three
or more sentences than a CSC defendant in neighboring Genesee.
4. The number of parolable life sentences has declined over time as the number of long
indeterminate terms has grown. After peaking at 96 in 1993, the number of parolable life
sentences imposed for offenses committed and sentenced in 2007–2012 never exceeded 17.
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5. The four critical guidelines components—offense type, defendant’s prior record, severity of the
way in which the offense was committed and the defendant’s habitual offender status—
together explained 70.9% of the variance in sentence length overall.
A. The extent of the overall variance explained differed significantly by offense type, ranging
from just 28.9% for murder to 67.9% for robbery.
B. The extent of the variance explained by the guidelines components differed significantly
when examined by county of conviction.
1. Guidelines components explained just 65% of the variance for Wayne and
Genesee Counties.
2. Kent, Macomb Jackson and Ingham Counties were all between 70 and 75%.
3. The extent of variance explained was more than 82% for the counties of Oakland,
Kalamazoo, Washtenaw, Muskegon, Calhoun, and Berrien.
6. Offense type is the single most important component, explaining 25.6% of the variance in
sentence length overall.
A. Murder sentences, which are calculated on a separate grid to reflect the unique seriousness of
the crime, are always the longest by far.
B. Armed robbery is consistently viewed as the least serious of the life-maximum offenses and
sentences for that offense are much lower.
C. The extent to which offense type accounts for differences in sentence length depends on the
county; for example, it explains 34% of the variance in Wayne but only 16% in Oakland.
7. Although the scoring of the seven prior record variables is designed to move people into higher
prior record levels with relative ease, the majority of life-maximum defendants who were not
habitualized had criminal histories that were minimal or relatively modest.
A. Depending on the offense, 15–20% of the sentences fell into Level A, although that requires
that the defendant received no points for any prior record variable. At the other extreme, only
5 to 9% fell into Level F.
B. While at least 50% of the sentences for every offense type fell at Level C or below, the
proportion ranged from just 50.5% for assault sentences to 70.9% for CSC sentences.
C. A great majority of life-maximum sentences received zero points for high severity felonies or
high or low severity juvenile adjudications.
D. PRV 7, which adds 10 or 20 points for concurrent or subsequent convictions that are, by
definition, not “prior” to the instant offense, is the single most consequential. PRV 7 allows
for punishment for the sentencing offense to be increased on the basis of convictions that
would not otherwise count. Overall, 47% of sentences were pushed into at least PRV Level C
based on this single variable.
E. The extent of the variance in sentence length explained by prior record level ranged from
19.2% for murder to 35.8% for robbery.
F. The extent of the variance in sentence length explained by prior record level also differed by
county, ranging from 17.6% for Wayne to 35.7% for Muskegon.
G. How much sentence lengths increased with each increase in PRV level depended on the
offense. Prior record level was roughly three times as important to the length of armed
robbery sentences as it was to murder sentences.
H. The impact of changes in PRV level varied by county. For example, in Genesee, sentence
length increased by 23% for PRV Level B, and 176% for PRV Level F. In Kalamazoo, the
increase at Level B was 57%, and at Level F, 271%.
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8. With only 20 points separating each of the six offense levels on the A grid and 50 points
separating the three offense levels on the M2 grid, the offense variable scoring results in people
easily reaching the 100-point cut-off for the highest level on either grid.
A. For murder, assault and CSC, OV Level I is virtually irrelevant.
1. Of the three offense levels on the M2 grid, 53% of the murder sentences scored
100 or more points, placing them at Level III.
2. Of the six offense levels on the A grid, 44.6% of the assault sentences scored at
least 100 points, placing them at Level VI; 85.8% were at Levels IV, V, or VI.
3. In the CSC group, 29% of the sentences scored at least 100 points, placing them
at Level VI; 68% were at Levels IV, V, or VI.
B. For armed robbery the situation is reversed: 48% of the sentences scored at OV Levels I or II
while only 6% were at Level VI.
C. The non-habitual sentences illustrate exactly how this occurs. For example:
1. OV 6 scores a large number of points for the very intent to kill, which is an
element of the offense for both murder and assault with intent to murder.
a. Among murder sentences, 21.9% received 50 points and 49.8% received
25.
b. Among assault with intent to murder sentences, 18.4% scored 50 points
and 47.3% scored 25.
2. OV 1 scores aggravated use of a weapon when, although not a legal element, that
behavior is an overwhelmingly common means of committing murder, assault,
and armed robbery.
a. Over 61% of armed robbery sentences had 15 points for pointing a gun
at or toward a victim or threatening a victim with a knife, although
actual or purported possession of a weapon is an element of the offense.
b. Nearly 75% of murder sentences and 80% of assault sentences had 25
points for discharging a firearm at a victim or for cutting or stabbing a
victim.
3. OV 12 scores felonious conduct not resulting in conviction that occurred within
24 hours of the sentencing offense.
a. Using the policy of “real offense” sentencing, the sentence for the
conviction offense can be increased based on uncharged conduct or
charges dismissed in plea negotiations.
b. Roughly 25% of sentences received five, 10, or 25 points for OV 12
except in the CSC group, where the proportion was 18%.
4. OV 13 further enhance the penalties for defendants with a pattern of sexual
assaults on one or more children younger than 13, for defendants with substantial
prior criminal conduct, and for gang-related behavior. All crimes within a fiveyear period, including the sentencing offense, must be counted without regard to
whether the offense resulted in a conviction.
a. In the CSC group, 27.1% of the sentences scored 50 points; 26.6%
scored 25 points.
b. Awards of 25 points occurred in 13.3% of murder sentences, 25.3% of
assault sentences, and 27.8% of robbery sentences.
D. The extent to which offense level explained variance in sentence length differed greatly from
county to county.
1. Wayne County at 11.9% and Ingham County at 12.2% were at the very low end.
2. Oakland at 36.6% and Calhoun at 38.9% were at the other extreme.
E. OV level explained only 5.4% of the variance in sentence length for murder but between 24
and 29% for the other three offense types.
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F. Each increase in OV level had far more impact on CSC sentences than on any other offense
type.
9. Under the legislative guidelines, the overall median for habitual offender sentences was 88%
longer than the median for non-habitual sentences.
A. The median length of habitual offender sentences reflects larger prior record scores as well as
their enhancement to habitual status.
B. When all other factors are held constant, we see the impact on sentence length of
enhancement alone.
1. Enhancement as a second habitual offender increased the sentence by 10%.
2. Enhancement as a third habitual offender increased the sentence by 19%.
3. Enhancement as a fourth offender increased the sentence by 25%.
4. The effect of enhancements varied substantially by county.
10. Departures, which are essentially a rejection of guidelines recommendations, play a critical role
in sentence length.
A. The overall compliance rate with the second judicial guidelines was 88%
B. The compliance rate for non-habitual sentences under the legislative guidelines on the M2 and
A grids combined was 55.4%.
C. The rate of downward departures increased from the judicial guidelines for every offense,
suggesting that judges often found the recommended ranges to be too severe. The proportion of
downward departures was:
1. Murder – 32.3%
2. Assault – 38.6%
3. CSC – 23.3%
4. Robbery – 40.3%
D. The rate of upward departures also increased, albeit much more modestly. The proportion of
upward departures was:
1. Murder – 11.7%
2. Assault – 10.7%
3. CSC – 13.6%
4. Robbery – 5.4%
E. Overall, downward departures decreased sentence length by 44%. Upward departures increased
sentence length by 76%.
F. The extent of variance in sentence length explained by departures is roughly the opposite of the
extent explained by the guidelines components. Although departures explain 18% of the
variance overall, the rate differs greatly depending on offense type.
1. For murder, departures explain fully 50% of the variance—almost twice as much
as the guidelines components.
2. For assault, CSC and armed robbery departures explain 30, 26, and 20% of the
variance, respectively.
G. The extent of variance in sentence length explained by departures also differs substantially by
county.
1. For Wayne and Genesee, departures explain roughly 22% of the variance.
2. For Kent, Macomb, Ingham, Jackson, and Saginaw, departures explain from 12.7
to 17.5% of the variance.
3. For Oakland, Kalamazoo, Washtenaw, Berrien, Calhoun and Muskegon
departures explain only 5 to 10% of the variance.
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11. The broad guidelines ranges promote disparity.
A. Some ranges are so broad that recommended minimum sentences for people with similar
backgrounds and similar offenses can differ by seven, nine, 12, even 20 years. As a result,
where within the applicable range sentences fall can be as important as upward and
downward departures.
B. The graph shows that sentences were far from evenly distributed.

C. Adding the sentences at the min-min to the downward departures, and adding those at the
max-min to the upward departures, demonstrates how many sentences for each offense type
were relatively long and relatively short.
1. For murder, 38.3% of the sentences were at the low end, and 19.7% were at the
high end.
2. For assault, 47.6% were at the low end, and 16.7% were at the high end.
3. For CSC, 33.4 were at the low end, and 25.0% were at the high end.
4. For robbery, 59.0% were at the low end and 8.5% were at the high end.
D. Judges’ decisions about place on the range are not explained by PRV or OV levels.
1. In every offense group, people with high prior record scores received downward
departures and people with low prior record scores received upward departures.
2. Having a low OV score does not increase the likelihood of a downward departure
nor does having a high OV score increase the likelihood of an upward departure.
E. The disparity allowed by the guidelines can be best seen by comparing the sentences
imposed on people with the same offense type whose PRV and OV scores combined to place
them in the same guidelines range. The A grid has four cells that have a range of 135–225
months (11.25–18.75 years) with a midpoint of 15 years for non-habitual sentences. From
2003–2012, 223 people convicted of sex offenses fell into one of these cells. Of these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

43 received minimums below 11.25 years, the lowest being 3.5 years
12 were sentenced to exactly 11.25 years
46 received sentences above 11.25 and below 15 years,
39 were sentenced right at the midpoint to 15 years
28 received sentences greater than 15 but less than 18.75 years
21 were sentenced to exactly 18.75 years
34 received minimums above 18.75 years, the highest being 65 years
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12. The guidelines create the illusion of precision but so many cell ranges are repeated and
overlapping that median sentences are inconsistent and unpredictable.
A. Over and over again, identical ranges produce widely different median sentences.
1. The M2 grid has 18 cells but only eight different ranges. This mixture results in
12 different medians.
2. The A grid has 36 cells but only 11 different ranges. These result in 26 different
medians for assault, 25 medians for CSC, and 19 for robbery.
B. Not uncommonly, medians are at or below the low end of the range.
13. While habitual offender sentences are much longer than non-habitual sentences, fewer than
half exceed the standard high end of the applicable range.
A. At 12.6%, the rate of downward departures was far lower for habitual than for non-habitual
sentences. Nonetheless more than 10% of sentences at every habitual level were below the
min-min.
B. At least 40% of the sentences at every habitual level were below the midpoint of their cell
range—a little more than half the rate of non-habitual sentences. Much of the difference is
attributable to the lower rate of downward departures.
C. Depending on the offense type the proportion of sentences above the standard max-min was
28.5% for second offender enhancements, 38.5% for third offenders, and 40.2% for fourth
offenders.
D. Compared to non-habitual sentences, habitual offender enhancements resulted in one-third
the rate of downward departures and four and a half times the rate of sentences above the
high end of the guidelines. Between these extremes, the distribution along the range of
habitual and non-habitual sentences did not differ substantially.
E. The extent to which sentences were above the standard max-min, regardless of habitual
level, ranged from 26.3% for assault and robbery to 31.4% for CSC.
F. Habitual offender sentences that did exceed the standard max-min ran the gamut from only
slightly above to well above even the 100% increase in the recommended range that the
guidelines allow for fourth offenders.
14. Defendants with similar backgrounds and offenses received significantly different sentences
depending on the county in which they are convicted.
A. County size appears to be more important than location. The median sentences imposed in
the larger counties tended to be shorter than those imposed in smaller counties.
B. The data undermines some widely held assumptions about which counties are “tough” and
which are “lenient.” Wayne County, home to the City of Detroit, did not impose the lowest
non-habitual sentences in any offense group. Oakland County sentences were in the low-tomiddle range for every offense, despite the county’s “law and order” reputation.
C. County differences in median sentence length for non-habitual sentences may reflect, in part,
the extent to which defendants with high PRV levels have or have not been shifted into the
habitual sentence group.
D. Murder sentences showed the greatest amount of consistency despite the fact that the M2
grid has the widest cell ranges by far. The median sentence in nine counties was 20 years; it
ranged from 22.5 to 24 years in the other four counties.
E. CSC sentences showed the least consistency with a spread of nearly nine years between the
lowest medians and the highest.
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F. Downward departure rates cannot be explained by county size or location. For example, rates
for the four largest counties declined in increments of roughly 10 points:
•
•
•
•

Wayne – 47.6%
Kent – 36.0%
Macomb – 26.4%
Oakland – 16.5%

G. The obverse of departure rates is the extent to which counties comply with the sentencing
guidelines.
1. Wayne, the county with the largest number of cases by far, imposed
sentences within the recommended range only 41.5% of the time. At 57.6,
59.5, and 60.8%, respectively, the counties with the next lowest compliance
rates were Ingham, Kalamazoo, and Kent.
2. At the other extreme, the smaller counties of Berrien, Muskegon, Calhoun,
and Jackson imposed within-range sentences between 85 and 89% of the
time.
3. Notably, Oakland, at 81.1%, and Washtenaw, at 78.6%, behaved much more
like the smaller counties than like their larger peers.
H. Combining the downward departures and minimum-minimums gives a picture of the extent
to which counties imposed sentences at the low end.
1. Five counties: 53.0–65.4%.
2. Four counties: 38.5–45.3%.
3. Four counties: 13.8–24.1%
I. The proportion of both low-end and high-end sentences for each offense varied across
counties.
1. The length of sentence overall was significantly longer in seven counties
compared to Wayne, significantly shorter in three, and not much different in
the remaining two. For instance, Genesee, Jackson, and Muskegon had
sentences that were 7% longer, while Oakland’s were 7% shorter.
2. Similarly, Kent’s sentences were 4% longer than Wayne’s, while Macomb’s
were 4% shorter.
J. The disparities by county were far and away most pronounced for CSC sentences.
1. Eight counties had sentences that were significantly different than Wayne’s
and all were longer.
2. The greatest difference was with Genesee, which was 24% longer; the
smallest was Kent, which was 5% longer.
K. Counties varied greatly in their rate of plea-based sentences for each type of offense.
1. Plea rates for murder ranged from 54.3% in Macomb to 85.7% in Ingham.
2. For assault, plea rates ranged from 50.0% in Jackson to 79.1% in Kent.
3. For CSC, plea rates ranged from 62.9% in Ingham to 86.6% in Kalamazoo.
4. For robbery, plea rates ranged from 79.5% in Jackson to 94.7% in Kent.
L. While one would expect a clear relationship between a large proportion of low-end sentences
and a high rate of guilty pleas, in fact that relationship was inconsistent.
1. Although nine counties all had median minimums of 20 years for murder,
their rates of guilty pleas ranged from 54.3% for Macomb and 62.7% for
Oakland to 85.7% for Ingham and 83.3% for Genesee.
2. For the A grid offenses, the relationship between plea rates and low-end
sentences was all over the map.
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15. Although the available data were limited, it was apparent that judges in the same county
imposed significantly different sentences for the same type of offense. Whether a defendant is
made to serve 10 years in prison or 15 may well come down to whether their case was assigned
to Judge A in Courtroom 1 or Judge B nextdoor in Courtroom 2.
16. The use of habitual offender enhancements varies significantly by county.
A. The percentage of eligible sentences that received habitual enhancement ranged from 13% in
Wayne to 91.7% of eligible sentences in Muskegon and Saginaw Counties. The rate of
application can be broken into three groups
1. Kent, Macomb, Washtenaw, and Wayne Counties applied the enhancement to
13%–30% of eligible sentences.
2. Berrien, Genesee, Ingham, Jackson, and Kalamazoo Counties applied the
enhancement to 42%–52% of eligible sentences.
3. Calhoun, Muskegon, Saginaw, and Oakland Counites applied the enhancement to
more than two-thirds of eligible sentences.
B. The rate of habitual enhancement differed by offense. Murder sentences were enhanced the
least often, with 24.7% of eligible sentences receiving enhancement, and CSC sentences
were the highest, with 44.7% receiving the enhancement.
C. PRV level is significantly related to whether a sentence was enhanced or not. Generally,
eligible sentences that had high PRV scores were more likely to receive habitual
enhancement.
D. The method of conviction is significantly related to the application of enhancement to
eligible sentences.
1. Approximately 80% of sentences that were not enhanced resulted from a plea,
compared to 51.6% of sentences that were enhanced.
2. Similarly, 16% of eligible but not enhanced sentences resulted from jury trial
compared to 41.9% of sentences that were habitualized.
E. There was no apparent pattern between how frequently a county applied the habitual
enhancement and the size of the impact on sentence length.
1. Kent and Wayne Counties applied the habitual enhancement to less than 25% of
the eligible sentences, but when they did, the sentence length doubled between
not enhanced and fourth habituals.
2. Oakland County applied the habitual enhancement often but had the smallest
increase in sentence length.
17. The guidelines have reinforced disparities created by plea bargaining.
A. The rate of guilty pleas in life-maximum cases, which was 79.6% in 2019, is historically
lower than it is for less serious offenses, which was 97.4%.
B. Plea rates vary by offense type. For non-habitual sentences under the legislative guidelines
the rates ranged from just 59% for assault to 85% for robbery.
C. After the Legislature extended guidelines coverage to habitual offender sentences with the
threat of increasing the high end of the recommended range by 25, 50, or 100%, guilty plea
rates declined and jury trial rates increased dramatically.
1. The decline in the plea rates and the increase in jury trials from the judicial
period, when the guidelines did not apply to habitual sentences, to the legislative
period was roughly 20 points for every offense type except murder.
2. During the judicial period, depending on offense type, the plea rate for habitual
sentences was just 0–7 points lower than for non-habitual sentences. Under the
legislative guidelines, the plea rate for habitual sentences was 26–33 points lower
than for non-habitual sentences.
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D. In both guidelines periods, defendants who were convicted by a jury received significantly
longer sentences than those who pleaded guilty. The size of the trial tax, calculated as the
percentage increase in sentence length for jury trials over pleas, varied by offense type.
1. For non-habitual sentences, the trial tax during the judicial period ranged from
33.30% for murder to 150.0% for robbery.
2. During the legislative period the extent of the trial tax on non-habitual sentences
was roughly similar, ranging from 38.9% for murder to 118.0% for robbery.
E. Compared to the judicial period, under the legislative guidelines the trial tax on habitual
offender sentences exploded. It grew from:
1. 20% to 60% for murder
2. 66.7% to 100% for assault
3. 33.7% to 66.7% for CSC
For robbery, the tax as a percentage increase declined from 100% to 77.8%, but the actual
difference in sentence lengths remained substantial. During the judicial period, the median
sentences were 7.5 years for pleas and 15 years for trials. Under the legislative guidelines,
the median robbery sentence became 11.25 years for a plea and 20 years for a trial.
F. For non-habitual sentences, the rates of downward departures for guilty pleas vs. jury trials
were dramatically different. Although relatively more modest, the differences in upward
departures by conviction method were also substantial.
Percentage of Departures by Conviction Method for Non-Habitual Sentences
Crime
Downward Departures
Upward Departures
Pleas
Jury Trials
Pleas
Jury Trials
Murder, second
39.8
9.2
10.0
17.9
Assault
55.0
9.9
6.5
17.1
CSC, first
28.3
9.2
9.0
23.9
Robbery
43.3
13.9
4.3
14.8

1. Sentences right at the high end of the range after jury trials compared to pleas
were three times as common for murder sentences, nine times as common for
assault sentences, twice as common for CSC sentences and 3.5 times as common
for robbery sentences.
2. These differences were not explained by differences in the PRV or OV scores of
people who pleaded guilty as opposed to those who went to trial.
G. Among habitual offender sentences, the differences in departures above the usual maximumminimum between pleas and jury trials were even more extreme. For example:
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Percentage of Departures by Conviction Method for Habitual Sentences
Crime
Plea
Jury
Downward
Upward
Downward
Upward
Murder – Hab 2
3.5
8.8
2.9
57.0
Assault – Hab 2
32.0
12.0
0.0
76.0
CSC – Hab 4
18.0
30.0
0.0
66.0
Robbery – Hab 4
19.0
18.0
1.0
60.0

H. The trial tax reflects not only the fact that the defendant went to trial but also all the factors
associated with that decision, including the defendant’s prior record, the details of the
offense, habitual offender status, and the likelihood of a departure. When the regression
analysis honed in solely on the impact of the conviction method while holding all other
variables constant, it appeared that just the fact of having a jury trial added 18% to the
sentence compared to a guilty plea.
1. The amount of the increase varied by offense, ranging from 12% in murder cases
to 21% when the conviction was for assault.
2. The sentence increase for selecting a jury trial varied substantially by county.
a. The fact of a jury trial added 11% in Ingham and Kent, 12% in Wayne,
15% in Kalamazoo and 19% in Washtenaw.
b. A jury trial added 24–26% to the sentence in Genesee, Macomb,
Muskegon, and Oakland, and 30% in Calhoun.
c. The most striking county disparities were the lack of any significant
increase for a jury trial in Berrien and Jackson and, at the other extreme,
a 38% increase in sentence length for having a jury trial in Saginaw.
18. Although women received significantly shorter sentences than men, the reasons were not
altogether clear.
A. Women accounted for nearly 11% of the murder sentences but less than 5% of other offense
types.
B. For every offense, women’s median sentences were shorter than those of men by varying
percentages: murder - 17%, assault - 41%, CSC - 30%, robbery - 29%.
C. The difference in median sentence is attributable in part to women having significantly lower
PRV levels than men.
D. Women’s sentences were also significantly more likely to have resulted from guilty pleas.
E. Given that women’s median sentences were from roughly two to five years shorter than
men’s, the differences may also result from a combination of factors not captured by the
data.
F. Nonetheless, sex per se only makes a significant difference in assault sentences, which it
lengthens for men by 11%.
19. While trends based on age were not consistent, older defendants tended to receive longer
sentences overall and juveniles under 17, who had to be waived into the jurisdiction of adult
court, tended to receive longer sentences than youth who were just 17.
A. In three offense groups, the largest number of sentences by far was imposed on people who
were between 20 and 29. In the CSC group the most common age was 30–39.
B. The median sentence for murder was 20 years for every age except juveniles younger than
17, whose median sentence was three years shorter.
C. Among assault sentences, the median was lowest for those younger than 17 and older than
39.
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D. In the CSC and armed robbery groups, juveniles under 17 had longer median sentences than
17-year olds.
1. Those under 17 were more likely to score at PRV Levels C and D, indicating that
the younger defendants had more severe juvenile histories.
2. For the A grid crimes, those under 17 were more likely to score at OV Levels V
and VI than either those who were 17, or the group as a whole, suggesting that
the younger defendants committed their offenses in a more serious manner.
3. Both the youngest groups were more likely to plead guilty than defendants
overall.
E. There was virtually no difference by age in the rate of departures.
20. Although non-white incarceration rates are greatly disproportionate to white rates, the causes
are complex and rarely appear to result from decisions based directly on race at the sentencing
stage.
A. The disparity between white and non-white sentences is most extreme for life-maximum
offenses. While non-whites comprise 14% of the state’s total population and 55% of the
prisoner population, they account for 74% of the life-maximum sentences. This includes:
76% of the murder sentences, 78% of the assault sentences, 79% of the robbery sentences but
only 44% of the CSC sentences.
B. Of 2,300 sentences imposed from 1999 to 2012 on defendants who were 17 years or younger
when they committed their crimes, 84% involved teenagers of color.
C. Racial statistics vary greatly by county.
1. In most of the study counties, the population was 18–26% non-white. Wayne
County was a key exception at 45.4%.
2. Five urban counties accounted for 88% of the non-white sentences, with nearly
two-thirds coming from Wayne County alone.
3. In every county the amount of non-white sentences was greatly disproportionate
to the county’s non-white population.
4. In most counties the non-white proportion of sentences was greater for each
offense type except CSC.
D. There were stark differences between racial groups by age.
1. Non-whites committed their offenses at a younger age than whites. For example,
more than 38% of all the robbery sentences were imposed on non-white
defendants who were younger than 20, compared to 6.3% of white youth.
2. The proportion of non-white sentences was much smaller for CSC than for other
offense types at every age. For example, 23.4% of the CSC sentences were
imposed on non-whites age 30 and over while 37.1% were imposed on whites
that age.
E. Under both the judicial and legislative guidelines, median sentence lengths were significantly
longer for non-whites for every life-maximum offense except for murder. The extent of the
disparity decreased under the legislative guidelines for CSC and robbery but increased for
assault.
F. The extent of significant racial disparity varied by county and offense.
1. Six counties had no significant instances of disparity.
2. Five counties had significant disparity for one offense.
3. Oakland had longer non-white sentences for both assault and robbery.
4. Wayne imposed significantly longer sentences on non-whites for every offense
but murder.
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G. Of 10 instances of significant racial disparity, nine involved substantially longer sentences
for non-whites. The exception was Genesee County, where the median sentence for robbery
was seven years for non-whites and nine years for whites.
H. Racial disparities in sentence length can be explained, at least in part, by significant
differences in how routine factors impact each group.
1. For three of four offense types, non-white sentences fell into higher prior record
levels than white sentences. However, non-whites showed less serious prior
records than whites for robbery.
2. Non-whites had significantly higher prior record levels in both Wayne and
Oakland Counties.
3. Overall, higher non-white prior record levels appeared to be primarily
attributable to higher non-white scores on PRVs 1, 2, 4, and 6 (high and low
severity prior felony convictions, low severity juvenile adjudications, and
relationship to criminal justice system).
4. There were also significant differences in offense severity levels. Whites had
consistently lower OV levels for assault and robbery.
5. Whites had a significantly higher proportion of sentences imposed after guilty
pleas than non-whites.
I. Once prior record and offense levels determined the appropriate range, racial disparities
could arise from where within, below, or above that range the judge selects the sentence.
1. Place on the range showed no significant differences by race for most counties.
2. Statistically significant differences existed for four: Genesee (p < .01), Kent (p <
.05), Oakland (p < .001), Saginaw (p < .001).
a. In each of these four counties, non-white sentences were more likely
to be both below and at the minimum-minimum than white
sentences.
b. In three of these counties, white sentences were more likely to be at
or above the maximum-minimum. In Saginaw, white sentences were
more likely to be above the max-min.
21. Michigan’s guidelines are designed to be harsher and less consistent than those of other states
using guidelines grids.
A. Michigan’s lack of a sentencing commission with dedicated professional staff means there is
no central body to:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor the guidelines’ implementation.
Collect, analyze, and publish data regarding their effectiveness.
Recommend changes necessary to promote the guidelines’ goals.
Respond to changes in the law and public policy.
Avoid the inconsistencies that tend to arise from ad hoc legislative amendments.

B. Other states have been able to avoid making their guidelines advisory instead of mandatory
because their judges engage in fact-finding regarding individual aggravating and mitigating
circumstances only after the presumptive sentencing range has been determined.
C. Michigan’s presumptive sentencing ranges are far wider than those of other jurisdictions,
allowing for substantial disparities in recommended sentences.
D. Michigan is unique in the extent to which it broadens the presumptive sentencing range for
habitual offenders.
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E. Michigan requires the use of “real offense” sentencing that can increase the punishment for
the conviction offense based on charges that were reduced or dismissed as part of a
negotiated plea and conduct that was not even charged.
F. Michigan’s guidelines repeatedly increase the recommended sentence by counting the same
facts multiple times.
G. Whether Michigan’s actual sentences are longer than those of other guidelines jurisdictions
depends on the extent to which judges choose to depart from the presumptive ranges their
guidelines recommend.
1. However, the construction of Michigan’s guidelines was guided by a series of policy
choices that consistently favor harsher penalties.
2. While they often follow the federal example, Michigan’s guidelines frequently differ
from the more moderate policies of other states.
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CHAPTER FIVE. HOW SENTENCES GREW LONGER AND MORE NUMEROUS
As we discussed in Chapter One, the legislative guidelines were intentionally designed to increase
sentence lengths for life-maximum offenses. In this chapter, we will look at just how much sentence
lengths actually grew.
Table 3 shows how each version of the guidelines changed minimum sentences for the lifemaximum offenses. Although a major purpose of the second judicial guidelines was to raise the
recommended sentences for these crimes, a substantial increase occurred in the median sentence only for
murder. The median sentences for CSC and armed robbery were unchanged, and the median for assault
actually declined by two years.
From the second judicial to the statutory guidelines, the median sentence increased substantially
for every offense group, by a low of 15 months for CSC cases to a high of three years in assault with
intent to murder cases. The increases were statistically significant for every offense group except CSC.
The percentage increases were greatest for assault and robbery.
Table 3 offers two conclusions. First, compared to the initial guidelines, those enacted by the
Legislature 15 years later reflect an increase in sentence lengths of anywhere from 8 to 40%. Second,
although the judicial guidelines were revised in the late 1980s specifically to better align sentences for
assaultive offenses with the practices of sentencing judges, the sentencing commission that developed the
legislative guidelines chose to increase those sentences by 20%.
Table 3. Difference in Median Minimum Sentence between Judicial and Legislative Guidelines,
by Offense Type
M2
AWIM
CSC
RA
Total
Judicial 1
15
12
10
5
7.5
1984–1988
Judicial 2
18
10
10
5
7.5
1989–1998
Difference
3 (20%)
-2 (-17%)***
---------------***
--------***
Legislative
20
13
11.25
7
9
1999–2012
Difference
2 (11%)***
3 (30%)***
1.25 (12.5%)
2.0 (40%)***
1.5 (20%)***
CMIS data, *** p < .001

This snapshot provides just the starting point for understanding the impact of the statutory
guidelines on sentences for life-maximum crimes. The table masks several important distinctions. First, it
does not address the shift from parolable life to long indeterminate sentences. Second, it considers all
cases together, regardless of whether the defendant was sentenced as a habitual offender. Third, it fails to
recognize large differences among counties. Finally, focusing solely on sentence length fails to capture
another phenomenon: the increase over time in multiple sentences per defendant.

A. Life vs. Long Indeterminate Sentences
When we looked in Chapter Two at MDOC commitment data from 1993 to 2017, we saw that sentences
of life with the possibility of parole had declined while indeterminate sentences with long minimum terms
had increased dramatically. Figure 2 shows that the decline in parolable life sentences began a decade
earlier. While life terms were always a small portion of the total sentences actually imposed for lifemaximum offenses, the proportion declined from 6.8% in 1984 to 1% or less after 2006. After peaking at
96 in 1993, the annual number of parolable life sentences imposed for offenses committed and sentenced
from 2007 to 2012 never exceeded 17.
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*CMIS data, includes redundant sentences
The possible reasons for a change in the pattern of life sentences are contradictory and hard to pin down:
•

•

•

The proportion of cells that allows life as an option actually increased from the second
judicial to the legislative guidelines. The difference is greatest by far for second-degree
murder; the percentage of cells on the M2 grid that have life as a possibility went from 31%
to 72%.
People sentenced to parolable life terms for offenses committed through October 1992
became eligible for release after serving 10 years. For offenses committed after that date,
parole becomes possible after 15 years. Judges who want to ensure that a defendant is
incarcerated for a longer period often choose to impose a very long indeterminate term,
leading to fewer life sentences and more long minimums over 15 years. Notably, on the M2
grid, the high end of every cell but one substantially exceeds 15 years. On the A grid, 16 of
36 cells (44%) have recommended sentencing ranges with a high end that exceeds 15 years.
Until the mid-1980s, judges imposed life terms in the belief—based on past parole board
practice—that defendants would be released in 12 or 14 years. In fact, lifer paroles had
become rare in the late 1980s for various reasons, and in the 1990s, procedures were adopted
that deliberately reduced the prospect of a lifer being paroled. Until practices gradually began
to loosen again after 2005, virtually no lifers were released except those serving for drug
offenses or who were terminally ill. Judges who wanted parole to be a realistic possibility
may have begun to impose a term of years with a minimum on which they could rely.1

All these scenarios may well be playing out simultaneously. Whatever the reasons, Figure 2 shows that
the proportion of life sentences began to decline precipitously after 1993—well before the legislative
guidelines were enacted—and continued to drop thereafter.
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B. Habitual vs. Non-Habitual Sentences
Recall that the judicial guidelines did not apply to habitual offenders. People were charged and sentenced
as habitual offenders during the period that the judicial guidelines were in effect, but the trial judge’s
selection of a sentence was not made with reference to the guidelines. Conversely, as explained in
Chapter One, being sentenced as a habitual offender under the legislative guidelines has enormous
consequences. The high end of the applicable guidelines cell is increased, doubling or tripling the breadth
of the range for third or fourth offenders and increasing the scope of the judge’s discretion accordingly.
Lumping habitualized and non-habitualized offenders together produces a marriage of apples and oranges
that is misleading for both groups. When we separate the second judicial and statutory periods into nonhabitual and habitual sentences in Table 4, four points jump out.
Table 4. Median Length in Years for Two Time Periods – Habitual vs. Non-Habitual Sentences
(Number of sentences in parentheses)
Non-Habitual Sentences
Habitual Sentences
Habit/Non- Habitual
Compared by Time Period
Compared by Time Period
Difference
Crime
Jud. 2
Legis.
Change
Jud. 2
Legis.
Change
Jud.2
Legis.
(Col. A)
(Col. B)
(B/A)
(Col. C) (Col. D)
(D/C)
(C/A)
(D/B)
M2
17.5
20.0
2.5***
25.0
31.5
6.5***
7.5***
11.5***
(1,891)
(1,723)
14.3%
(145)
(256)
26.0%
42.9%
57.5%
AWIM
CSC
RA
TOTAL

10.0
(1,342)
10.0
(2,314)

11.25
(1,398)
10.0
(1,976)

1.25***
12.5%
-----***

15.0
(188)
20.0
(414)

25.0
(348)
22.6
(454)

10.0***
66.7%
2.6***
13.15%

5.0***
50%
10.0***
100%

13.75***
122%
12.6***
127.6%

4.0
(7,626)
6.5
(13,173)

6.0
(8,883)
8.0
(13,980)

2.0***
50.%
1.5***
23.1%

8.0
(1,370)
10.0
(2,117)

13.0
(1,913)
15.0
(2,971)

5.0***
62.5%
5.0***
50.0%

4.0***
100%
3.5***
53.8%

7.0***
116.7%
7.0***
87.5%

CMIS Data, *** p < .001

First, for non-habitualized offenders, the increase in the median minimum sentence from the
judicial to the legislative period is less substantial for assault than Table 3 suggests and the increase for
CSC defendants disappears altogether. However, for all groups combined, the increase in the median
sentence for those not charged as habitual offenders was still 1.5 years or 23.0%. The change for every
offense group was statistically significant.
By comparison, from the judicial to the legislative period, median sentences for habitualized
offenders increased by anywhere from nearly three to 10 years. The percentage increase was greatest for
those convicted of assault (66.7%) and robbery (62.5%), whose sentences were the least severe under the
judicial guidelines. The change for every offense group was statistically significant. For all offense groups
combined, the increase in the median sentence for those charged as habitual offenders was five years or
50.0%.
The sheer fiscal costs of these changes are enormous. In today’s dollars, the overall per diem cost
per prisoner is $115.09.2 Over the 14 years during which we have data on the legislative guidelines,
11,434 people not sentenced as habitual offenders had an increase of 1.5 years or 547.75 days in their
sentences. This computes to:
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11,434 individuals x 547.75 days x $115.09/day = $720,476,635 for 14 years
or $51,462,626 per year.
During the same period, 2,313 people who were sentenced as habitual offenders had an increase
of five years or 1,825 days in their sentences. This computes to:
2,313 individuals x 1,825 days x $115.09 = $485,820,785 for 14 years
or $34,701,484 per year.
Thus, the increased habitual and non-habitual offender sentences that resulted from the legislative
sentencing guidelines cost taxpayers $86,164,110 per year. That is more than $1.2 billion over 14 years,
with no proof that the additional years served increased public safety.
Second, observe how much higher habitual sentences were than non-habitual sentences in each
period. When the 2nd judicial guidelines were in effect, habitual offender sentences overall were 54%
longer than non-habitual sentences. By offense type, the habitual sentences were 43, 50, 100, and 100%
longer than the non-habitual sentences for murder, assault, CSC, and robbery, respectively. Translated
into years, this meant that the median cost of being habitualized was 10 additional years for CSC
defendants, more than seven years for murder defendants, five years for those convicted of assault, and
four years for robbery defendants.
Under the legislative guidelines, the gap between habitual and non-habitual sentences widened
much further. For the group overall, habitual sentences were 87.5% longer than those for people not
habitualized. In murder cases, the habitual sentences were 57% longer, but in every other offense group
the difference was more than 120%. The median cost in years of being habitualized under the legislative
guidelines was roughly 13 years for assault and CSC defendants, 11 years for murder defendants, and
seven years for those convicted of robbery.
Third, consider the actual minimum number of years being served for each offense group. It is no
surprise that murder convictions bring the longest sentences. Both sets of guidelines gave second-degree
murder its own sentencing grid with ranges designed to produce longer minimums than other lifemaximum offenses. Nonetheless, the median sentence of 31.5 years for those convicted of murder who
have been sentenced as habitual offenders is striking, especially since we do not know how old or how
serious the prior convictions were.
Also noteworthy are the strong similarities in sentence lengths of those convicted of assault with
intent to murder and criminal sexual conduct. When not charged as habitual offenders, the consensus has
been consistent that both types of offenses warrant a minimum sentence of 10–11 years. But when
charged as habitual offenders, under the legislative guidelines for both groups, the median sentence
became nearly 23–25 years.
Equally apparent are the much lower sentences for armed robbery. The consensus is longstanding
that armed robbery is a less serious crime than CSC or assault with intent to murder, perhaps because in
most armed robberies the victims do not experience actual physical harm.
Finally, Table 4 shows a substantial increase in the proportion of life-maximum defendants who
are sentenced as habitual offenders. In the 2nd judicial period, 13.8% of life-maximum sentences were
imposed with habitual enhancements. In the legislative period, the overall proportion increased by more
than a quarter to 17.5%. The overall figure is heavily skewed by the large volume of robbery sentences
which had the least growth in habitual charges. By offense, the proportion of habitual offender sentences
increased as follows:
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•
•
•
•

Second-degree murder: 7.1 → 12.9%
Assault with intent to murder: 12.3 →19.9%
Criminal sexual conduct: 15.2 → 18.7%
Armed robbery: 15.2 →17.5%

Both later periods constitute a large increase over the 1980s. When the 1st judicial guidelines were in
effect, the proportion of habitual sentences was just 7.4%.
Table 4 compares habitual sentences as a group to non-habitual sentences in different time
periods. Figure 3 allows us to see the differences in median sentences in the legislative period depending
on whether the defendant was treated as a second, third, or fourth habitual offender.3

CMIS Data, All offense types significant at p < .001

It is evident that the most significant increases generally occurred as soon as the defendant’s
status changed from being a non-habitual to a second habitual offender. Murder sentences, which were
much longer to begin with, increased by 50%, while minimums in the other offense groups increased by
at least 75%. The rate of increase slowed down from second to third habitual. Murder sentences barely
changed at all; assault sentences increased by another 25%; CSC and robbery sentences increased by
about 38%. From third to fourth habitual—except for murder sentences—the medians changed little or
not at all.
These findings have substantial implications for plea negotiations. Although the high end of the
guidelines range may increase by 25, 50, or 100%, for people sentenced as second, third, or fourth
offenders, the actual medians are 75, 116, and 125% longer than those for non-habtitualized defendants.
While a reduction in a habitual charge from fourth offender to third would seem to have great value,
except in murder cases the bargain may not mean much. Conversely, a threat to charge someone as a
second habitual offender can easily mean a sentence increase of eight years.

C. Differences in Impact Among Counties
Enactment of the legislative guidelines has had very different effects in different counties. Since the
judicial guidelines were only advisory, they could be followed to varying degrees by judges around the
state. Perhaps even more importantly, the recommended sentence ranges under both sets of guidelines
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were extremely broad and overlapping. How much the mandatory nature of the legislative guidelines
forced a change depended on what local practice had been under the judicial guidelines.
While disparity among counties will be discussed at length in Chapter Ten, Figures 4a and 4b
show how the transition from the second judicial to the legislative guidelines affected sentences around
the state. This presentation allows us to see which counties saw the most dramatic deviations from thencurrent practices and which were driving the changes in the statewide averages.
1. Non-Habitualized Defendants
Figure 4a shows that, for those not sentenced as habitual offenders, the median sentence for lifemaximum offenses overall increased in every county with the advent of the legislative guidelines. The
extent of the increase varied from one year in Wayne, Muskegon, Kalamazoo, and Kent Counties to three
years in Oakland and Washtenaw, and 3.8 years in Berrien. Since the counties started in various places,
the actual medians remained quite disparate. For example, the Oakland County median went from four to
seven years, while Washtenaw County’s median grew from six years to nine. The extent of county
increases also varied depending on the offense. There are no apparent patterns related to county size or
location.

CMIS Data, *p < .05, ***p < .001
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2. Habitualized Defendants
Figure 4b shows the change in median sentences across counties for people sentenced as habitual
offenders. Given the new application of guidelines to habitual sentences and the seven-year increase in
habitual minimums overall, it is not surprising that the changes for most counties were often much greater
than they were for non-habituals. The median habitual sentence rose by less than two years in Macomb—
from 10 to 11.7 years, while it increased by more than 13 years in Washtenaw—from 12 years to 25. In
seven counties, the increase was at least five years. Notably, the median habitual offender sentence
declined from 20 to 16 years in Muskegon and stayed constant at 20 years in Jackson and 25 years in
Calhoun. There are no evident patterns within counties in the extent to which habitual sentences changed
compared to non-habitual sentences.
For those sentenced as habitual offenders, the change in guidelines reduced the differences among
the counties by raising the low end of the range. Under the judicial guidelines, the median sentences
ranged from a low of seven years in Oakland to a high of 25 in Calhoun—a spread of 18 years. Under the
legislative guidelines, the median sentences ranged from a low of 11.7 years in Macomb to a high of 25 in
Berrien, Calhoun, and Washtenaw—a spread of 13.3 years.

CMIS Data, **p < .01, ***p < .001
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When comparing habitual and non-habitual sentences across counties, there is an important
caveat. By definition, defendants sentenced as habitual offenders have prior record levels that reflect
some number of felony convictions. Those not sentenced as habitual offenders will have a mixture of
prior record levels that may or may not include felony convictions. When counties employ habitual
offender enhancements, they pull defendants with the highest PRV levels out of the entire pool. Those left
in the non-habitualized group have, on average, lower PRV levels. As a result, counties with a larger
proportion of habitual sentences may have relatively low median sentences for non-habituals. Counties
that use fewer enhancements may have longer non-habitual sentences precisely because they have not
shifted out as many defendants with high PRV levels. This point will be discussed more fully in Chapter
Fourteen.

D. The Increase in Multiple Sentences Per Defendant
As explained in Technical Appendix A, for the purpose of determining median sentence lengths, we
eliminated multiple sentences that were redundant from the dataset. Nonetheless, examining the
frequency of all multiple sentences is important because of the various ways they can be used to make
sentences longer.
•
•
•
•

Most obvious are the circumstances in which judges have the duty or the discretion to require
that sentences imposed at the same time be served consecutively.
Convictions for multiple charges increase the defendant’s prior record score. (See Chapter
Six section B)
Multiple charges and convictions may also increase the offense severity level. (See Chapter
Six section C)
Multiple sentences can also affect the defendant in the future.
o Each of the multiple sentences can be scored as a prior conviction.
o Each of the multiple sentences can be used to charge the defendant as a habitual
offender.

Thus, even though multiple sentences may be served concurrently, they can provide substantial
advantages to the prosecution.
Table 5 displays the total number of sentences and individuals for each guidelines period as well
as the frequency of multiple sentences for an individual. Percentages in parentheses show the proportion
of individual defendants who received the indicated number of sentences.
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Table 5. Distribution of Multiple Sentences by Habitual Status and Guidelines Period*
Sentences
1
2

Judicial 1 (1984–1988)
NonHabitual
Habitual
4,149
355
(83.5%)
(84.7%)
598
51
(12.0%)
(12.2%)
128 (2.6%)
9 (2.2%)
52 (1.1%)
3 (0.7%)
22 (0.4%)
1 (0.2%)
6 (0.1%)
4 (0.1%)
3 (0.1%)
2 (0.0%)
5 (0.1%)
6,228
501

Judicial 2 (1989–1998)
NonHabitual
Habitual
8,948
1,338
(81.3%)
(78.6%)
1,464
231
(13.3%)
(13.6%)
367 (3.3%)
82 (4.8%)
121 (1.1%)
17 (1.0%)
49 (0.5%)
15 (0.9%)
22 (0.2%)
9 (0.5%)
16 (0.1%)
3 (0.2%)
11(0.1%)
4 (0.2%)
4 (0.0%)
1 (0.1%)
7 (0.1%)
2 (0.1%)
14,154
2,326

Legislative (1999–2012)
NonHabitual
Habitual
8,459
1,505
(74.0%)
(65.1%)
1,843
455
(16.1%)
(19.7%)
566 (5.0%)
167 (7.2%)
268 (2.3%)
75 (3.2%)
122 (1.1%)
43 (1.9%)
56 (0.5%)
26 (1.1%)
41 (0.4%)
15 (0.6%)
23 (0.2%)
9 (0.4%)
16 (0.1%)
4 (0.2%)
40 (0.3%)
14 (0.6%)
16,991
3,974

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 or more
Total
Sentences
Total
4,969
419
11,009
1,702
11,434
2,313
Individuals
* Note: On this table, individuals are counted more than once if they had sentences that fell into different offense
groups.

We can see that over time the practice of charging multiple sentences increased. In the first
judicial period, roughly 84% of defendants—whether habitualized or not—had just one sentence for a
life-maximum offense. The second judicial guidelines period saw a small decrease in the frequency of
single sentences for the non-habitual group and a more marked decline for the habitual group. In the
legislative guidelines period, the proportion of defendants who received just one sentence declined to
75% for the non-habitual group and 65% for the habitual group. Conversely, the instances of multiple
sentences in every amount grew steadily and substantially.
Further examination reveals that the increased use of multiple sentences differs by offense. Table
6 displays the frequency of multiple sentences for non-habitualized defendants during the legislative
guidelines period by offense group. Each group includes all of the sentences imposed on one individual
for the indicated type of offense. While 95% of the second-degree murder cases have only one murder
sentence imposed, that proportion declines to 84% for assault sentences, 74% for robbery, and 69% for
the CSC group. Fifteen percent of the CSC defendants received three or more CSC sentences.
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Table 6. Frequency of Multiple Sentences for Non-Habitualized Defendants by Offense Type
under Legislative Guidelines
Sentence
M2
AWIM
CSC
RA
1
1,629 (95.5%)
1,156 (84.3%)
1,255 (68.9%)
5,268 (74.1%)
2
57 (3.3%)
146 (10.6%)
291 (16.0%)
1,209 (17.0%)
3
17 (1.0%)
36 (2.6%)
137 (7.5%)
299 (4.2%)
4
3 (0.2%)
21 (1.5%)
58 (3.2%)
172 (2.4%)
5
5 (0.4%)
27 (1.5%)
63 (0.9%)
6
3 (0.2%)
19 (1.0%)
32 (0.5%)
7
3 (0.2%)
12 (0.7%)
19 (0.3%)
8
1 (0.1%)
5 (0.3%)
15 (0.2%)
9
8 (0.4%)
7 (0.1%)
10 or more
1 (0.1%)
10 (0.5%)
24 (0.3%)
Total Sentences
Total Individuals

1,806
1,706

1,726
1,372

3,061
1,822

10,398
7,108

Not surprisingly, multiple sentences appear to be related to conviction method. Except in murder
cases, people who pleaded guilty were much more likely to have just one sentence than were those who
opted for a jury trial. This difference presumably reflects that reducing the number of charges is one form
of plea bargaining. We found no evidence that the number of multiple sentences an individual received
was related to race.
Particularly interesting is the extent to which the number of multiple sentences varies by county.
As Table 7 shows, the number of defendants who received just a single sentence for robbery ranged from
over 90% in Berrien, Jackson, and Kalamazoo, to roughly 67% in Oakland and Macomb all the way down
to 53.7% in Saginaw.
For the CSC group, the disparities were much starker. Five counties (Berrien, Genesee, Jackson,
Kalamazoo, and Kent) show that at least 80% of defendants received a single sentence. Five other
counties (Ingham, Macomb, Muskegon, Washtenaw, and Wayne) ranged from 63 to 69%, while in
Oakland and Saginaw, just 54% of the CSC defendants received a single sentence. Indeed, in Saginaw
more than a third of the CSC defendants had three or more sentences. At 27.7%, Oakland also far
exceeded the extent to which other counties imposed three or more sentences.
In some counties the number of cases is relatively small. However, differences in case numbers
do not explain the apparent differences in the number of multiple sentences. When we look at counties
with similar case volumes, the disparities remain. Compare, for example, CSC cases in Kent and Oakland
or Saginaw and Genesee. A CSC defendant in Oakland is nearly 10 times more likely to receive three or
more sentences than a CSC defendant in Kent. A CSC defendant in Saginaw is nearly eight times more
likely to receive three or more sentences than a CSC defendant in neighboring Genesee.
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Table 7. CSC/RA Number of Sentences per Individual by County
(Legislative, Non-Habituals)
County
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Armed Robbery
1
2
3+
Total
1
2
3+
Berrien
35
3
4
42
127
7
1
83.3%
7.1%
9.5%
94.1%
5.2%
0.7%
Calhoun
55
9
9
73
54
9
4
75.3%
12.3%
12.4%
80.6%
13.4%
6.0%
Genesee
55
8
3
66
289
49
15
83.3%
12.1%
4.5%
81.9%
13.9%
4.3%
Ingham
40
10
9
59
132
12
5
67.8%
16.9%
10.2%
88.6%
8.1%
3.4%
Jackson
28
1
----29
67
5
1
96.6%
3.4%
91.8%
6.8%
1.4%
Kalamazoo
50
7
4
61
160
13
4
82%
11.5%
6.5%
90.4%
7.3%
2.3%
Kent
188
39
7
234
568
90
22
80.3%
16.7%
2.9%
83.5%
13.2%
3.2%
Macomb
85
2
23
134
369
120
55
63.4%
19.4%
17.2%
67.8%
22.1%
10.2%
Muskegon
52
14
9
75
100
16
4
69.3%
18.7%
12.0%
83.3%
13.3%
3.1%
Oakland
119
41
61
221
487
167
74
53.8%
18.6%
27.7%
66.9%
22.9%
10.2%
Saginaw
34
7
22
63
95
59
23
54.0%
11.1%
35.1%
53.7%
33.3%
13.0%
Washtenaw
39
9
9
57
158
44
20
68.4%
15.8%
15.9%
71.2%
19.8%
9.2%
Wayne
478
119
115
712
2,827
634
372
67.1%
16.7
16.1%
73.8%
16.5%
9.7%
CMIS Data

p < .001

Total
135
67
353
149
73
177
680
544
120
728
177
222
3,833

p < .001

Variation in the number of sentences imposed is just one example of how the county of
conviction affects defendants. In Chapter Ten, we will explore the relationship between county and the
median sentence length. In Chapter Fourteen, we will examine disparities in the rates at which counties
choose to utilize the habitual offender statutes. The outcomes are sometimes surprising. But the result is
always that—statewide sentencing guidelines notwithstanding—the exercise of discretion by local courts
and local prosecutors produces widely disparate results.
Conclusion
Implementation of the legislative guidelines had multiple consequences.
•
•
•
•
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The median length of non-habitual sentences grew overall by 1.5 years.
The median length of habitual offender sentences grew overall by five years.
The proportion of habitual offender sentences increased by more than a quarter.
The imposition of multiple sentences for individual defendants increased dramatically.
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The extent of all these changes varied substantially by offense group and by county. But the trends are
undeniable. For the life-maximum offenses, the legislative guidelines brought longer sentences, as they
were designed to do. In the next chapter, we will examine that design in detail to see exactly how it
achieved these results.
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CHAPTER SIX: HOW THE GUIDELINES PROMOTE LONGER SENTENCES
The longer sentences for life-maximum offenses were achieved by carefully constructing the guidelines
components and anticipating the intricate interplay among them. Because there has been no ongoing
commission monitoring, the impact of each component has not been evaluated.
Five factors determine the parameters of the recommended sentencing range:
•
•
•
•
•

The grid on which the crime type falls.
The prior record score, which places the defendant into one of six prior record levels (A–F).
The offense score, which places the defendant into one of multiple offense severity levels,
depending on the grid.
The cell range that sits at the point on the grid where the variable levels intersect.
Whether the high end of the cell is increased because the defendant is being sentenced as a
habitual offender.

We saw in Table 4 how the number and length of habitual offender sentences exploded when the statutory
guidelines were enacted. In Chapter Fourteen, we will examine who is chosen to be habitualized. Here we
will deconstruct that design in order to examine exactly how the grids, the prior record variables, and the
offense variables each work to promote longer sentences, along with policy decisions about habitual
offenders and departures.

A. The Grids
Michigan divides all offenses into six crime groups based on the general nature of the conduct.1 The
crime group is used to determine which offense variables are to be scored. Michigan also assigns offenses
to one of nine crime classes, based roughly on the statutory maximum sentence. Each crime class has its
own sentencing grid. Among the life-maximum offenses, murder is treated separately and has its own
grid, M2. The other life-maximum offenses are on the A grid. Grids B–H, in descending order of
seriousness, are for offenses with maximums of 20 years in prison, down to jail or other intermediate
sanctions. Thus, the grid is a proxy for the relative seriousness of the offense type.
1. Sentence Increases from Grid to Grid
The recommended minimum sentences change dramatically from grid to grid. Consider, for example, a
defendant whose PRV Level is C. (Note that the B grid was designed for offenses with statutory
maximums of 20 years.)
•
•

If the defendant scores 50 OV points, the minimum-minimum goes from 4.25 years on the B
grid to 6.75 on the A grid to 15 years on the M2 grid.
If the defendant scores 100 OV points, the minimum-minimum on the B grid increases by
just six months to 4.75 years, but it goes to 11.25 years on the A grid and 18.75 years for
murder 2.

Similarly, consider a defendant whose PRV Level is D.
•
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If the defendant scores 50 OV points, the minimum-minimum goes from 6.5 years on the B
grid to nine on the A grid to 18.75 years on the M2 grid.
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•

If the defendant scores 100 OV points, the minimum-minimum on the B grid again increases
by just six months to seven years, but it goes to 14.25 years on the A grid and 22.5 years for
murder 2.

The percentage change in the range from grid to grid varies substantially.
•
•

Moving from the B to the A grid, the greatest changes occur when offense severity increases.
Moving from the A to the M2 grid, the greatest changes occur when PRV level increases.

In every cell, the maximum-minimum is 66.7% greater than the minimum-minimum. The low end of each
range is 25% below the midpoint, and the high end is 25% above the midpoint. As the midpoints grow
larger, the actual increases in the widths of the ranges are stunning.
•
•

On the A grid, the range for the A-I cell is 14 months; for the F-VI cell it is 15 years.
On the M2 grid, the narrowest range is five years and the widest is nearly 20.

2. The Number and Redundancy of Cells
As explained in Chapter One, all the grids have six PRV levels. The M2, G, and H grids have three OV
levels, for a total of 18 cells each. The A, B, C, D, and E grids have six OV levels, for a total of 36 cells
each. The F grid has four OV levels, for a total of 24 cells. Thus, collectively, the Michigan guidelines
present a choice among 258 cells.2
The grids are structured so that PRV levels A–F are arranged horizontally across the top of the
grid, while the OV levels run vertically down the left side. On grids A–D, the cell ranges in each row
have a column that is an exact counterpart. For example, on the A grid, the low ends of the cells in the
row for OV Level III are 42, 51, 81, 108, 126, and 135 months. The low ends of the cells in the column
for PRV Level C are also 42, 51, 81, 108, 126, and 135 months. The pattern is consistent throughout the
grid. The column of cells for PRV Level A matches the row of cells for OV Level I; the column for PRV
Level F matches the row for OV Level VI. The same concept is employed on the M2 grid but adapted to
account for the fact that the grid has only three OV levels. To visualize this fully, see Figures 5a and 5b in
Chapter Eight.
This repetition produces a series of diagonals along which different combinations of PRV and OV
levels result in identical cells. Thus cells A-VI, F-I and every combination along the diagonal line
between them has a range with a low of 108 months and a standard high of 210 months. As a result of this
design, the M2 grid has 18 total cells but only eight different recommended minimum sentence ranges.
On the A grid, of 36 total cells, there are actually just 11 different ranges.
The apparent intent of all this redundancy is to treat prior record and offense severity as equally
important. A balance is repeatedly struck between cases that have more prior record points but fewer OV
points and cases that have fewer prior record points but more OV points. Chapter Eight explores how
successful this strategy has been at producing equivalent median sentences. But, from a broader
perspective, there is reason to question the desirability of a policy that makes the seriousness of the
current offense no more important than the defendant’s criminal history, no matter what combination of
factors produced the prior record score. A person with a long history of relatively petty crimes may
receive a longer recommended sentence than someone with a more serious current offense. Longer prison
sentences can be based on prior record scores that reflect a mix of factors over a long period of time but
not a single assaultive felony. It is worth reconsidering whether this is the best use of scarce resources, the
best way to protect the public, or the fairest way to treat defendants.
The guidelines ranges do not just repeat, they overlap. Adjacent cells do not begin where the next
lowest one left off. Instead the very wide ranges include many of the same months. For instance, the C-III
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cell on the A grid is 81–135 months; the C-V and D-III cells are 108–180 months. The period of 108–135
months is included in both ranges—an overlap of 27 months.
The confounding impact of overlapping and redundant cells is apparent if we consider a
minimum sentence of 180 months or 15 years. It is included in the ranges starting with 108, 126, 135, and
171 months. Collectively, that is 18 of the A grid’s 36 cells. What, exactly, is a 15-year minimum meant
to punish when it is equally available at one cell at OV Level I, two cells at OV Level II, three of cells at
OV Level III, and four cells each at OV Levels IV, V, and VI?

B. Prior Record Variables
Before examining the nature and impact of each of the seven prior record variables, it is helpful to
consider some of the important policy analysis contained in the Robina Institute’s “Criminal History
Enhancements Sourcebook.”3 There are two primary rationales for increasing a sentence based on the
defendant’s criminal history. One is retribution: the notion that people who continue to commit crimes
despite previous encounters with the criminal justice system are more blameworthy. The other is risk
reduction: the notion that longer sentences reduce the risk of re-offending.4
Sentencing commissions are typically not explicit about which rationale underlies their choices.
Presumably it is often both. But the rationales lead to different policy choices. If the goal is risk reduction,
it makes sense to assess the effectiveness of each criminal history component at actually reducing future
offending. Validation research based on data available in each jurisdiction can be used to determine
whether and to what extent a prior record variable affects re-offending.5
Such research is critical because criminal history enhancements can have a number of adverse
impacts.6They can:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the size and expense of prison populations.
Shift the age composition and risk level of prison inmates as older, non-violent individuals
tend to have longer criminal histories.
Undercut the goal of using limited prison beds for people convicted of violent crimes.
Decrease the proportionality of sentence severity relative to offense severity; that is, the more
weight given to prior record, the less the sentence length depends on the severity of the
conviction offense.
Increase racial disparity in prison populations because, as will be discussed in Chapter
Thirteen, non-white defendants have larger criminal history scores than whites.

To assess the impact of Michigan’s prior record variables, we will refer to Table 8, which shows the
extent to which no points were scored for each PRV for sentences in each offense group.
Table 8. Percent of Non-Habitual Sentences with Zero Points
for Each Prior Record Variable under Legislative Guidelines, 2003–2012
Prior Record Variable
Murder 2nd Assault CSC 1st Robbery
1 High Severity Felonies
81.7
77.7
85.1
81.4
2 Low Severity Felonies
59.9
56.6
76.9
64.3
3 High Severity Juvenile
93.3
92.0
94.8
89.6
4 Low Severity Juvenile
80.1
78.6
93.2
76.8
5 Misdemeanors
54.7
54.2
63.4
53.6
6 Relationship to Criminal Justice System
64.4
60.9
81.6
60.6
7 Subsequent or Concurrent Felonies
65.0
46.9
43.5
52.7
OMNI data, p < .001
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Prior adult felonies. Every version of the guidelines scored both high and low severity adult
felonies. At each severity level, scoring is the same regardless of whether the prior conviction resulted in
probation, jail, or prison; that is, the fact of the prior conviction not the seriousness of the specific conduct
determines the points.
The statutory guidelines define high severity felonies as those listed in crime classes M2, A, B, C,
and D (i.e., crimes carrying maximum sentences of over five years). According to the MDOC 2019
Statistical Report,7 the most common high severity crimes are possession of methamphetamine,8 delivery
of narcotics under 50 grams,9 assault with intent to commit great bodily harm less than murder,10 breaking
and entering a commercial structure,11 and uttering and publishing.12
There is no requirement that prior felonies must have arisen from different criminal incidents; that
is, if multiple convictions resulted from a single transaction, such as three counts of armed robbery
because there were three victims or car theft, possession of drugs and fleeing from police, each of those
convictions is scored as a separate prior. There is also no prohibition on scoring prior felonies that were
used to enhance the punishment for the current offense. While this is not an issue with the life-maximum
offenses, there are many less serious crimes for which the statutory penalty is increased if the defendant
committed the same crime in the past. In that circumstance, the prior conviction is used to enhance the
person’s punishment at least twice.13
PRV 1. The statutory guidelines award 25 points for one prior high severity felony conviction, 50
points for two, and 75 points for three or more. At 25 points, one prior high severity felony alone puts the
defendant into Level D, and two such felonies push the defendant into at least Level E. As Table 8 shows,
more than three-quarters of sentences in every crime group had no prior high severity felonies, with the
CSC group having the fewest and the assault group having the most. At the other extreme, the proportion
of sentences that score 75 points ranged from 1.8% in CSC cases to 3.7% in armed robbery cases. From
9.1 to 15.3% received 25 points in CSC and assault cases, respectively; from 3 to 5% received 50 points.
PRV 2. PRV 2 awards five points for a single low severity felony conviction and a maximum of
30 points for four or more. More than half of all sentences received no points for low severity priors but
the proportion varied widely by offense group, ranging from a low of 56.6% in assault cases to 76.9% in
CSC cases. The proportion receiving either five or 10 points was 16.2% for the CSC group but ranged
from 25.9 to 30.9% for the other groups. Except for CSC sentences, 10.8–12.6% of sentences were
awarded 20 or 30 points, enough to put them into PRV levels C or D, respectively.
Juvenile adjudications. The legislative guidelines divide juvenile adjudications into high and low
severity on the same basis as adult convictions. However, the point scale for juvenile adjudications is
substantially lower than for adult convictions in recognition of juveniles’ lesser culpability. Juvenile
adjudications do not “roll off” at any point simply because they were juvenile. They are subject to the
same 10-year gap rule as adult convictions.
PRV 3. The guidelines award 10 points for a single high severity juvenile adjudication, 25 points
for two and 50 points for three or more. Table 8 shows that roughly 90 to 95% of the sentences in every
offense group had no points for this variable. Fewer than 3% in any group scored 25 points or more.
PRV 4. The guidelines award two points for a single low severity juvenile adjudication up to a
maximum of 20 points for six or more. Table 8 shows that over 93% of CSC sentences and about 77 to
80% of the sentences in every other offense group had no points scored for this variable. Except for sex
offenses, which scored far fewer, roughly 12-13% of sentences were scored two points for one low
severity juvenile adjudication. Just 3.25% of all sentences received either 15 or 20 points.
Misdemeanor convictions (PRV 5). The statutory guidelines award two points for one prior
misdemeanor and up to 20 points for seven or more. Just three misdemeanors in the preceding 27 years
brings 10 points—enough, in itself, to put the defendant at Level C. However, nearly 87% of all the lifemaximum sentences scored no more than five points for misdemeanors. Roughly 54% of the sentences in
three of the offense groups scored zero; among CSC sentences, the proportion was 63.4%.
The statutory guidelines score any misdemeanor or equivalent juvenile adjudication that is an
offense against a person or property, a controlled substance or weapons offense, or involves operating a
vehicle of any kind while under the influence. No differentiation is made based on the severity of the
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conduct. However, a prior misdemeanor that was used to elevate the sentencing offense to a felony, as
occurs, for instance, with first-degree retail fraud and third-offense drunk driving cannot be scored.
Eight of 17 guidelines jurisdictions that count juvenile adjudications limit the scoring to felonies.
Michigan is one of nine jurisdictions that count juvenile misdemeanors.14 In fact, it awards almost
identical points for misdemeanors regardless of the defendant’s age when committed and low severity
juvenile adjudications: two points for one of either, five points for two of either, 10 points for three or
four of either, and 15 points for five of either. The point scheme only diverges at the high end, where six
or more low severity juvenile adjudications are awarded 20 points but seven or more misdemeanors are
required for 20 points.
Given that juveniles’ reduced culpability is taken into account in scoring juvenile adjudications, it is
unclear why they are treated like adults in scoring misdemeanors. Two prior misdemeanors committed as
a juvenile (five points) and two prior low severity juvenile adjudications (five points) are enough to push
the defendant into Level C. On the A grid, compared to PRV Level A this combination doubles both the
low and high ends of the recommended ranges at Offense Levels I-IV. For example, at OV Level III, a
minimum of 3.5 years (42 months) becomes 6.75 years (81 months).
Criminal Justice Status (PRV 6). PRV 6 awards points based on the defendant’s relationship to
the criminal justice system when the sentencing offense was committed. The four categories of points
depend on whether the defendant was incarcerated and, to a limited extent, whether the relationship arose
from a felony or misdemeanor:
•
•
•
•

Five points if the defendant was on probation, delayed sentence status, or out on bond
regarding a misdemeanor.
Ten points if the defendant was on parole, probation, delayed sentence status, or out on bond
regarding a felony.
Fifteen points if the defendant was in jail awaiting adjudication or sentencing on a conviction
or probation violation (no difference whether the pending proceeding was for a felony or
misdemeanor).
Twenty points if the defendant was serving a sentence in prison or jail (includes escapees; no
difference in whether jail sentence was for a felony or misdemeanor).

Thus, serving a jail sentence is treated as the equivalent of three prior low severity felony convictions.
Being on probation for a single low severity felony is the equivalent of two prior low severity felony
convictions.
The rationale for PRV 6 is unclear. While a common factor in sentencing guidelines scoring,
custody status is the least researched. It is not considered a predictor of re-offending in most risk
assessment instruments.15 Its one clear result is to pile punishment on top of punishment.
Every relationship to the criminal justice system already carries its own consequences for the
defendant who has committed a new felony. Probation, parole, and bond can be revoked; sentences can be
made consecutive. MCL 768.7a requires that a sentence imposed for an offense committed while the
defendant was incarcerated or on parole be served consecutively to the prior sentence. Thus, for instance,
a defendant who is sentenced for being a prisoner in possession of a cell phone,16 which carries a
maximum sentence of five years, will be scored 20 points for PRV 6, 25 points for OV 19 (Threat to
Security of a Penal Institution), and the sentence will be consecutive to the one being served.
As Table 8 shows, nearly 82% of the CSC sentences and more than 60% of all others were
awarded zero points for PRV 6. In every offense group, 1.3% or less of the sentences received 15 or 20
points combined; however, except for the CSC group, between 25 and 31% of sentences received 10
points, putting them immediately into PRV Level C.
Subsequent/Concurrent Convictions (PRV 7). While PRVs 1 and 2 are careful to define “prior”
convictions as ones entered before the sentencing offense was committed, PRV 7, called “Subsequent or
Concurrent Felony Convictions,” undercuts that concept. PRV 7 awards points for two types of
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convictions that, by definition, are not prior: if the defendant was convicted of multiple felony counts
including the sentencing offense or was convicted of a felony after the sentencing offense was committed.
Ten points are awarded for one concurrent or subsequent conviction; 20 points are awarded for two or
more. Convictions for felony firearm or for other offenses that result in mandatory consecutive sentences
are not counted. There is no exception for convictions that result in discretionary consecutive sentences.
PRV 7 is the single most impactful PRV as a practical matter. Table 8 shows that while 65% of
the murder sentences scored zero points for PRV 7, the proportions for the other offense groups were
much lower. In fact, for the other three groups PRV 7 had a lower proportion of zero scores than any of
the other PRVs. The contrast was starkest for CSC sentences, which had the greatest percentage of zero
scores on every other PRV and, at just 43.5%, the lowest percentage of zero scores on PRV 7. PRV 7 has
the greatest impact on CSC sentences because prosecutors commonly charge separate counts for multiple
penetrations of the same victim in a single incident or of the same or multiple victims over time.
Overall, 21.4% of the sentences under the statutory guidelines were awarded 10 points, and 26%
were awarded 20 points, meaning 47% were pushed into at least PRV Level C based on this single
variable.
PRV 7 has two purposes. It nullifies some of the benefits of concurrent sentencing. Although the
defendant who has multiple convictions out of a single transaction may only have to serve the longest
sentence imposed, by increasing the number of points used to calculate that sentence, the other
convictions are used to enhance the punishment. Unlike the PRVs that actually focus on the defendant’s
past, PRV 7 gives substantial control to prosecutors who decide how many concurrent charges to bring.17
Similarly, subsequent convictions cannot be scored as prior convictions and cannot be the basis
for charging someone as a habitual offender. But PRV 7 allows them to be scored to enhance the
defendant’s punishment nonetheless. Of course, when the defendant is sentenced for the subsequent
conviction, the current conviction will be scored as a prior conviction for purposes of enhancing the
subsequent sentence.
As will be discussed in more detail below, PRV 7 can also result in the double-counting of
convictions as both prior record and offense variables. Concurrent and subsequent convictions that are
scored in PRV 7 may also be scored as part of a continuing pattern of criminal behavior under OV 13.
In sum:
•
•
•
•

A great majority of life-maximum sentences receive zero points for high severity felonies or
high or low severity juvenile adjudications.
A majority of sentences in every crime group have no low severity felonies, no
misdemeanors, and no relationship to the criminal justice system.
On six prior record variables, CSC sentences are far and away the most likely to receive zero
points.
PRV 7, which adds 10 or 20 points for concurrent or subsequent convictions that are, by
definition, not “prior” to the instant offense is the single most consequential.

Of course, what ultimately counts is the total number of points a defendant scores on all the PRVs—that
determines in which of the six prior record levels the case is placed. Table 9, which indicates the number
of points that define each variable level in parentheses, shows that under the statutory guidelines, for
people not sentenced as habitual offenders, the single most common PRV level for three offense groups is
C; for the assault group, it is D. Overall, CSC defendants have by far the lowest prior record scores and
assault defendants have the highest. While at least 50% of the sentences for every offense type fell at
Level C or below, this ranged from just 50.5% for assault sentences to 70.9% for CSC sentences.
Roughly 15–20% of the sentences fall into Level A, although that requires the defendant receive
no points for any prior record variable. When we collapse Levels A and B, we see the extent to which
sentences in each group have nine or fewer points:
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•

Murder, 2nd degree – 33.2%
Assault with intent to murder – 23.0%
Criminal Sexual Conduct, 1st degree – 27.3%
Armed Robbery – 25.7%

Table 9. Percentage of Non-Habitual Sentences Among PRV Levels,
by Offense 2003–2012
PRV Level
M2
AWIM
CSC
RA
TOTAL
(points)
(N = 1,218) (N = 884) (N = 1,225) (N = 5,659)
(N = 8,986)
A (0)
B (1–9)
C (10–24)
D (25–49)
E (50–74)
F (75 +)

19.8
13.4
29.1
22.2
9.1
6.5

OMNI Data, p < .001

14.9
8.1
27.5
28.5
11.9
9.0

20.0
7.3
43.6
16.2
7.8
5.1

15.3
10.4
31.4
24.0
10.8
8.1

16.5
10.1
32.3
23.1
10.3
7.6

At the other extreme, only 5 to 9% fall into Level F. More than 82% of the nearly nine thousand nonhabitual sentences for which guidelines scores are available did not reach PRV Levels E or F.
The statutory guidelines were designed to place defendants with one prior high severity
conviction into at least PRV Level D and to place defendants with one prior high severity juvenile
adjudication or one prior or subsequent conviction of any felony or nearly every possible current
relationship to the criminal justice system into at least PRV Level C. It does not appear that, overall, the
prior record variables are increasing sentence lengths by driving defendants into the highest guidelines
ranges. The majority of life-maximum defendants have criminal histories that are minimal or relatively
modest.
Nonetheless, since prior record level depends on the total number of points, regardless of how
they accumulated, it is quite possible for a defendant to score into PRV Level E without any prior
convictions more serious than a Class E felony with a five-year maximum.18 For the 41% of sentences
that score at PRV Level D or above and particularly for the 18% that score in the E and F levels, the
scoring of the prior record variables can serve to push defendants with relatively low offense severity
scores into high guidelines cells, adding years to the low end of the recommended range.

C. Offense Variables
The Michigan Felony Sentencing Project found that, for serious assaultive offenses, the facts of the crime
play a much larger role in determining the sentence length than does the defendant’s criminal history.19
The results of our analysis of the legislative guidelines are less clear cut.
The 20 offense variables used to score crimes against people address every possible aspect of the
defendant’s conduct. Some apply to person crimes generally but have exceptions for specific offenses.
Two are scored only if the offense involved the operation of a vehicle or other means of transportation.
Four carry a maximum of 15 points; five carry a maximum of 10 points. At the other extreme, four OVs
carry up to 50 points and two carry up to 100.
The offense variables used to score life-maximum crimes evolved with each version of the
guidelines. Most notably, the statutory guidelines added four entirely new offense variables:
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OV2 Lethal Potential of Weapon Possessed or Used
OV 13 Continuing Pattern of Criminal Behavior
OV 19 Threat to Security of Penal Institution or Court or Interference with Administration of
Justice or Rendering of Emergency Services
OV 20 Terrorism

The Guidelines Manual conveys the Commission’s intent to maximize the number of OV points
awarded to every defendant. The instructions direct: “Determine which one or more of the statements
addressed by the OV apply to the offender and assign the point value indicated by the applicable
statement with the highest number of points.”20
Table 10 shows that 53% of murder defendants and nearly 45% of assault defendants receive 100 or more
points, thereby falling into the highest offense levels on their respective grids. Within the sex offense
group, nearly 46% fall into the two highest offense levels on the A grid. For these three offenses, the
lowest offense levels are nearly irrelevant. Less than 3% of the CSC sentences fall in OV Level I; less
than 5% of the assault sentences fall in either OV I or OV II; less than 7% of the murder sentences fall
into OV I which, on the M2 grid, includes up to 49 points. Robbery cases, however, present the opposite
scenario with nearly half falling in the two lowest OV levels and more than three-quarters falling in the
lowest three.
Table 10. Percentage of Non-Habitual Sentences Among OV Levels,
by Offense 2003–2012
OV Level
M2
AWIM
CSC
RA
Total
(points)
(N = 1,218)
(N = 884)
(N = 1,225)
(N = 5,659)
I (0–19)
M2 (0–49)
II (20–39)

6.7*

M2 (50–90)
III(40–59)

39.8*

M2 (100+)
IV (60–79)
V (80–99)
VI (100+)

53.4*

1.9

2.5

11.9

8.9

2.9

12.7

36.2

30.2

9.4

16.7

27.8

28.0

20.8
20.4
44.6

22.3
16.5
29.2

12.8
5.0
6.2

13.2
7.4
12.3

OMNI Data, p<.001
*Note that the M2 grid has only three offense levels with point totals divided differently than the A grid

These figures, while striking, are not a surprise. For each crime type, the OVs were structured to
produce just these results. To examine the impact of offense variables on sentences for life-maximum
crimes, we will highlight aspects of the 18 OVs that apply to our four life-maximum offenses.
Aggravated Use of Weapon (OV 1). OV 1 scores 25 points for discharging a firearm at a victim or
for cutting or stabbing a victim. Nearly 75% of murder sentences and 80% of assault sentences had 25
points. Over 61% of robbery sentences had 15 points for pointing a gun at or toward a victim or
threatening a victim with a knife. On the other hand, 88% of the CSC sentences had zero points for this
OV. OV 1 also allows 10 points if the victim was touched by any other type of weapon and five points if
a weapon was displayed or implied. Accomplices who were unarmed receive the same number of points
as the principal.
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OV 1 is scored if the sentencing offense is armed robbery or felonious assault, both of which have
possession or use of a weapon as an element, and if the defendant is also receiving a mandatory
consecutive sentence for possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony (felony firearm). 21
Notably, in defining permissible sentencing considerations, the Model Penal Code: Sentencing would
require that “no finding of fact may be used more than once.”22
Lethal Potential of Weapon Possessed or Used (OV 2). OV 2 goes beyond scoring the use of a
weapon done in OV1 to add points depending on the nature of the weapon:
•
•
•
•

Fifteen points for possessing chemical or biological weapons, incendiary or explosive
devices, and fully automatic weapons,
Ten points for short-barreled rifles or shotguns,
Five points for pistols, rifles, shotguns, and knives,
One point for any other potentially lethal weapon

Thus, a defendant who pointed a handgun at a victim during a robbery would be sentenced on the A grid
for being armed during the robbery, then receive 15 points for pointing the gun under OV 1, and get an
additional five points under OV2, immediately pushing his sentence into OV Level II. Among murder,
assault and robbery sentences, 70% or more received five points for OV 2. (Conversely, nearly 90% of
CSC sentences received zero points.)
As with OV 1, all co-defendants must be assessed the same number of points for possessing a
weapon, regardless of whether they personally were armed. Also as with OV 1, a defendant who is being
sentenced for armed robbery or felonious assault can receive points for OV 2 and also receive a
mandatory consecutive two-year sentence for felony firearm.
Physical Injury to Victim (OV 3). OV 3 scores 100 points if death results from commission of a
crime and homicide is not the sentencing offense. So, for instance, if the defendant is an accomplice to a
robbery or assault in which the principal kills someone, and the defendant is allowed to plead guilty to
robbery or assault, he will still receive 100 points for the death. One hundred points were scored in 7.6%
of assault sentences and 1.9% of robbery sentences. Additional scoring under OV 3 is:
•
•
•
•

Fifty points if death resulted from the operation of any sort of vehicle when the defendant
was under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Twenty-five points for life threatening or permanent incapacitating injury. Twenty-five points
can also be scored when the sentencing offense is homicide and the defendant causes physical
injury to the victim in the process of the killing.
Ten points if the victim incurred bodily injury requiring medical treatment.
Five points for bodily injury that did not require treatment. Notably, five points cannot be
scored if bodily injury is an element of the offense but 10 points can be.

Nearly 30% of murder sentences scored 50 points; 23.2% scored 25. Among assault sentences, nearly
40% scored 25 points; nearly 34% scored 10. Nearly two-thirds of CSC sentences and three-quarters of
robbery sentences scored zero on OV 3.
Psychological Injury to Victim (OV4). OV 4 awards 10 points if “serious psychological injury
requiring professional treatment occurred to a victim.” “Serious psychological injury” is not defined. The
instructions require these points to be scored if the injury “may” require treatment; they do not require
that treatment actually had been sought. OV 4 applies to all offenses except those involving a controlled
substance. The percentage of sentences that received 10 points were: murder – 5.6, robbery – 24.7, assault
– 40.0, and CSC – 85.3%.
Psychological Injury to Member of Victim’s Family (OV 5). OV 5 awards 15 points if “serious
psychological injury requiring professional treatment occurred to a victim’s family.” As with OV 4,
“serious psychological injury” is not defined, and treatment need not actually have been sought. OV 5 is
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scored only if the sentencing offense is homicide, attempted homicide, conspiracy or solicitation to
commit a homicide, or assault with intent to murder. Fifteen points were scored in 16.9% of the assault
sentences and 63.0% of the murder sentences.
Offender’s Intent to Kill or Injure Another Individual (OV 6). OV 6 is scored only if the offense is
homicide, attempted homicide, conspiracy, or solicitation to commit a homicide or assault with intent to
commit a homicide. It awards points for the same state of mind that is an element required for conviction
of these offenses. Because of the intent to kill or injure the crimes of second-degree murder and assault
with intent to murder are placed, respectively, on the M2 and A grids, which recommend harsher
sentences. OV 6 then increases the recommended sentence based on that same intent.
Notably, the Model Penal Code: Sentencing would prohibit departure sentences “based on any
factor necessarily included in the elements of the offense of which the offender has been convicted.” 23
However the Michigan Supreme Court has taken the opposite position. Observing that the sentencing
guidelines explicitly direct courts not to consider conduct inherent in a crime when scoring certain offense
variables, the Supreme Court held that “absent an express prohibition, courts may consider conduct
inherent in a crime when scoring offense variables.”24
OV 6 scores 50 points for premeditation, or if the killing occurred during an enumerated felony.
Thus 50 points can be scored when first-degree murder is pleaded down to second-degree and when the
sentencing offense is assault with intent to murder. It scores 25 points for malice, which is an element of
second-degree murder, and 10 points if the intent to kill was mitigated by provocation or the conduct
amounted to gross negligence. (Note: Ten points would normally be scored for manslaughter sentences,
but 25 points could be awarded if the defendant pleaded down from second-degree murder to
manslaughter, which carries a maximum of 15 years.)
Among murder sentences, 21.9% received 50 points and 49.8% received 25. Among assault with
intent to murder sentences, 18.4% scored 50 points and 47.3% scored 25.
Aggravated Physical Abuse (OV 7). OV 7 awards 50 points if “a victim was treated with sadism,
torture or excessive brutality” or conduct designed to substantially increase the victim’s fear and anxiety.
The Michigan Supreme Court has upheld awards of 50 points for racking a shotgun that was displayed
during a carjacking and for striking store employees in the head with an airsoft gun designed to look like
a sawed-off shotgun during a robbery.25 Each person who was placed in danger of injury or loss of life is
considered a victim. OV 7 was scored in 12.7% of murder sentences, 9.3% of assault sentences, 11.9% of
CSC sentences, and 4.0% of robberies.
Victim Asportation or Captivity (OV 8). OV 8 awards 15 points if “a victim was asported to
another place of greater danger or to a situation of greater danger or was held captive beyond the time
necessary to commit the offense.” As with OV 7, “each person who was placed in danger of injury or loss
of life is a victim for purposes of scoring OV 8.” No distinction is made for incidental or minor
movements.26 OV 8 cannot be scored when the sentencing offense is kidnapping, but since 2006, it is
scored when the sentencing offense is unlawful imprisonment. Among the murder, assault, and robbery
sentences, 5 to 8% were awarded 15 points. However, among CSC sentences, 15 points were awarded in
nearly 18%.
Number of Victims (OV 9). OV 9 scores 100 points if more than one death occurred in a homicide
case. This occurred in 3% of the murder sentences. Fewer points are scored depending on the number of
victims who were placed in danger of injury or death, with 25 for 10 or more victims and 10 points for
two to nine victims. No distinction is made between people who are direct subjects of the offense and
responding law enforcement personnel.27 Awards of 25 points are rare. However, the proportions of
sentences that received 10 points were: murder – 28.7%, assault – 49.4%, CSC – 14.8%, and robbery –
39.8%.
Exploitation of Vulnerable Victim (OV 10). OV 10 awards 5 points if the defendant exploited an
advantage in size or strength or if the victim was intoxicated, drugged, asleep, or unconscious. It awards
10 points if the defendant exploited a victim’s physical or mental disability, youth or old age, a domestic
relationship, or the defendant’s authority status. It awards 15 points if “predatory conduct was involved.”
Points for OV 10 are far and away most common in CSC sentences; 61.1% received 10 points, and 23.6%
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received 15, even though many of the facts scored in OV 10 are elements of the offense described in
750.520(b)(1). In the other offense groups, the proportion of sentences that received zero points was
nearly 79% for murder, 86% for assault, and 87% for robbery.
Criminal Sexual Penetrations (OV 11). OV 11 scores 25 points for one sexual penetration beyond
the one for which the defendant is being sentenced and 50 points for two or more. It is designed to
enhance punishment for multiple penetrations in the same incident regardless of whether they are
charged. For instance, if the defendant is convicted of two counts of penetration against the same victim,
25 points can be scored in each sentencing based on the other conviction. If one of two counts is
dismissed as part of a plea bargain, 25 points can be added to the one on which the defendant is
sentenced. In the CSC group, 42.3% of sentences received zero points, 20.3% received 25 points, and
37.4% received 50 points. In our other three offense groups, at least 99.5% of the sentences received no
points. Conduct that is scored under OV 11 cannot be scored under OV 12 and can be scored under OV
13 only in limited circumstances.
Contemporaneous Felonious Criminal Acts (OV 12). OV 12 enhances the sentence by scoring
felonious conduct not resulting in conviction that occurred within 24 hours of the sentencing offense. It
scores 25 points for three or more contemporaneous felonious acts against a person with five or 10 points
for fewer or non-person crimes.
The same conduct cannot be scored in both OVs 11 and 12. However charges can be prosecuted
in ways that maximize scoring under both OVs. Suppose, for instance, the defendant kidnaps the victim,
strikes her, sexually penetrates her three times during a 24 hour period and resists arrest. If he pleads
guilty to kidnapping, he can be given 50 points under OV 11 for two penetrations and 25 points under OV
12 for the third penetration, the assault and the resisting. The only type of criminal conduct that cannot be
scored under OV 12 is the possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony (i.e., “felony
firearm”).
OV 12 reflects the policy of “real offense” sentencing by scoring conduct found to have occurred
even though it was not used to support a conviction. It allows for the sentence to be increased based on
uncharged conduct or charges dismissed in plea negotiations. If the defendant has not admitted the
conduct, punishment can nonetheless be increased based on judicial fact-finding that does not require
proof beyond a reasonable doubt or other procedural safeguards. The Model Penal Code: Sentencing
would prohibit “real offense” sentencing.28
In each offense group, 4 to 6% of sentences received 25 points for OV 12. Roughly three-quarters
of the sentences received zero points for OV 12 except in the CSC group, where the proportion of
sentences with zero points was 82.0%. Presumably, multiple sexual penetrations either resulted in
conviction or, if uncharged, were primarily scored under OV 11, where they would receive more points.
Continuing Pattern of Criminal Behavior (OV 13). Perhaps the most significant of the variables
added by the statutory guidelines, OV 13 has multiple aims and scoring options. It is meant to further
enhance the penalties for defendants with a pattern of sexual assaults on one or more children younger
than 13, for defendants with substantial prior criminal conduct, and for gang-related behavior. The
scoring is complex. All crimes within a five-year period, including the sentencing offense, must be
counted without regard to whether the offense resulted in a conviction and may include juvenile
adjudications. However, conduct scored for OVs 11 or 12 cannot also be scored for OV 13, unless it was
gang-related.
OV 13 awards 50 points if the sentencing offense is CSC 1 and the other conduct was three or
more penetrations of a child younger than 13. Twenty-five points are scored in two different situations—
when the offense was part of a pattern of felonies related to inducing or maintaining gang membership, or
when the offense was part of a pattern of three or more felony crimes against a person. So long as the
sentencing judge finds the defendant committed multiple person crimes related to the sentencing offense,
25 points must be scored regardless of whether those crimes resulted in convictions. Other combinations
of events can bring awards of 10 or five points. There is no prohibition against using the same convictions
to score OV 13 and PRV 7. Thus:
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•
•
•
•

PRV 7 addresses multiple counts resulting in conviction.
OV 11 addresses multiple penetrations arising from the sentencing offense.
OV 12 addresses multiple felonies committed within 24 hours of the sentencing offense that
will not result in conviction.
OV 13 addresses a pattern of criminal conduct committed over a period of years regardless of
whether there was a conviction.

In the CSC group, 27.1% of the sentences scored 50 points; 26.6% scored 25 points; only 44.2% scored
zero. Since 50 point awards are reserved for CSC sentences, virtually no sentences in the other offense
groups received that many. In fact, from 63 to 80% of sentences in the other groups received zero points
for OV 13. However, awards of 25 points were still substantial: murder – 13.3%, assault – 25.3%, and
robbery – 27.8%.
Offender’s Role (OV 14). OV 14 awards 10 points if the defendant was “a leader in a multiple
offender situation.” “Leader” is not defined. Judges are instructed to “consider the entire criminal
transaction when determining the offender’s role.” The instructions specifically note that if the offense
involved three or more people, more than one may be determined to have been a leader (i.e., of three codefendants, two can be scored as leaders). In the CSC group, less than 2% of the sentences received 10
points. In the other groups, the proportion of 10-point awards ranged from 7.1% for assault to 11.5% for
robbery.
Degree of Negligence Exhibited (OV 17). OV 17 is scored only if the offense involved the
operation of a vehicle, vessel, ORV, snowmobile, aircraft, or locomotive. It awards five points if the
defendant failed to show ordinary care and 10 points if they showed wanton or regardless disregard for
life or property. It cannot be scored if points are assessed under OV 6 (intent to kill or injure). While the
overwhelming majority of sentences in every offense group received no points for OV 17, 6.4% of the
murder sentences and 4.4% of the assault sentences received 10.
Threat to security of Penal Institution or Court or Interference with Administration of Justice or
Rendering of Emergency Services (OV 19). OV 19 scores 25 points for threatening the security of a penal
institution or court, 15 points for using force or the threat of force against a person or property to interfere
with the administration of justice, and 10 points for “otherwise” interfering or attempting to interfere with
the administration of justice. The conduct scored usually occurs after the conviction offense was
committed but not necessarily after charges were filed. For instance, 10 points may be awarded for
resisting arrest and for acts meant to avoid arrest or cover up the crime, like giving the police a false name
or disposing of a weapon. The conduct scored may also be unrelated to the conviction offense, such as
attempting to smuggle contraband into a jail or prison. At the other extreme, the defendant can be
awarded points under OV 19 even if the conduct is also the basis for the conviction offense (e.g., perjury29
or smuggling drugs into a prison30) and will result in a consecutive sentence.31
Among all the offense groups, awards of 15 and 25 points are rare. However, awards of 10 points
occurred in 3.3% of the CSC cases, 8.1% of the murder cases, 8.6% of the assault cases, and 10.2% of the
robbery cases.
In sum, the offense variables were very carefully designed to enhance the sentences for seconddegree murder, assault with intent to murder, and first-degree criminal sexual conduct (especially when
the victim was a child) and, to a lesser degree, for armed robbery by every means imaginable. It is
inherent in the structure of the guidelines that the most serious offenses fall on the grids that recommend
the longest sentences precisely because of the nature of the conduct and the harm caused. However,
multiple techniques are used to increase the punishment by pushing the case into cells with higher
recommended minimum sentence ranges.
These techniques go well beyond awarding points for uncommon “extra” conduct, like torture,
kidnapping, or causing permanent physical incapacity. Points are scored for facts that are actually
required elements of the offense or that, as a practical matter, occur routinely in crimes against people.
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The OVs are not designed to punish just the conviction for which the defendant is being
sentenced or even just the “real” offense (i.e., conduct in the same incident that supported charges which
were reduced or dismissed in plea negotiations). Between OVs 11, 12, 13, and 19, along with the PRVs,
the guidelines are designed to punish virtually every form of misconduct in which the defendant has
engaged, whether prior to, concurrent with, or subsequent to the conviction offense, regardless of whether
that misconduct resulted in a conviction or was anything like the current offense in nature or severity. The
punishment is enhanced further if the conviction offense was gang-related. The same convictions can be
scored as PRVs and OVs and, of course, as the basis of habitual offender enhancements. The guiding
principle appears to be that once a person is convicted of a serious assaultive or sexual offense, no
justification for increasing their incarceration is too much of a reach.

D. The Intersection of the PRVs and OVs on the M2 and A Grids
The recommended sentence is determined by where the PRV and OV levels intersect on the applicable
grid. The manner in which the PRV and OV scores intersect demonstrates the greater impact of highoffense scores. We saw in Table 9 that, for every offense group, the greatest concentration of sentences
was at PRV Levels C and D. We saw in Table 10 that, except for robberies, the greatest concentration of
sentences was at the highest OV levels. Thus the OV scores appear to have more impact on pushing cases
into the ranges that recommend longer minimum sentences.32
•

•

•

•

For the assault group, by far the largest concentration of cases is in the C-VI (117 cases) and
D-VI (174 cases) cells, where the recommended ranges begin at 135 and 171 months,
respectively. Out of 36 cells on the A grid, these two account for nearly 27% of the assault
sentences. Twenty cells have 20 or fewer sentences; nine of the 12 cells at OV Levels I and II
have five or fewer sentences.
For the CSC group, the largest number of cases is also in the C-VI cell. That is, despite their
relatively modest prior records, these defendants also fall into higher guidelines ranges
because of their offense scores. Nearly 40% of all the CSC sentences are concentrated in five
cells: C-III, IV, V, and VI, and D-VI.
For the murder group, which has only three offense levels, the largest number of cases falls in
the C-III cell, with a recommended sentencing range that begins at 225 months. The second
largest number of cases falls in the D-III cell, which begins at 270 months. Together, these
two cells account for 27% of all the M2 sentences. Notably, there are 112 sentences in the AIII cell, with a recommended sentencing range that begins with 162 months. That is, they
have zero prior record points but 100+ OV points. Conversely, there are only 90 sentences in
all the OV Level I cells, regardless of PRV Level.
By comparison, robbery cases, which tend to have lower OV scores, are concentrated in the
C-II, C-III, D-II and D-III cells, where the ranges begin at 51, 81, and 108 months,
respectively. Collectively these four cells account for 32% of the robbery sentences. Just
6.6% of the sentences fell into the C-V, C-VI, D-V, or D-VI cells.

For further details, see the distribution of sentences displayed in Figures 5a–5d in Chapter Eight.
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E. Broader Cell Ranges for Habitual Offenders
The enabling legislation for the statutory sentencing guidelines directed the Commission to:
Establish separate sentence ranges for convictions under the habitual offender provisions in
sections 10, 11, 12 and 13 of this chapter, which may include as an aggravating factor, among
other relevant considerations, that the accused has engaged in a pattern of proven or admitted
criminal behavior. 33
The Commission initially chose to satisfy this charge by increasing the high end of the applicable
guidelines range by 5, 10, or 15%, depending on whether the defendant was being sentenced as a second,
third or fourth offender. However, at the eleventh hour, during the same meeting at which the
Commission voted on the entire package of proposed guidelines, the following amendment was adopted:
Proposal to Revisit the Treatment of Habitual Offenders and to Increase the Appropriate Cell
Maxima from the Current 5%, 10%, and 15% for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Habitual Offenders
(respectively).34
The result of the amendment was to increase the maximum allowable minimum sentence by 25, 50, or
100% for second, third, and fourth offenders, respectively.
The decision to multiply habitual offender increases by a factor of five or more was apparently
rooted in a consultant’s report on a pilot project that was submitted to the Commission just six weeks
earlier.35 The project tested the impact of the proposed guidelines by having 30 judges from six counties
and Recorder’s Court score a sample of 344 cases.36 Of this total, two sentences were on the M2 grid; 13
were on the A grid.37 The sample included 31 cases of defendants being sentenced as habitual offenders—
17 as habitual 2nd, five as habitual 3rd , and nine as habitual 4th. On what grids the habitual sentences fell
is unclear.38
The sentences selected by the judges were compared to the high end of what would be the applicable
guideline cell. Approximately 45% of the sentences (i.e., 14 cases) were below the cell maximum; 13% of
the sentences (four cases) were at the cell maximum; 42% of the sentences (13 cases) were above the cell
maximum. The extent to which the latter 13 sentences exceeded the cell maximum was:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1–25% – 2
25–50% – 1
51–75% – 1
76–100% – 3
101–200% – 5
201%+ – 139

The level of habitual offender status these 13 cases involved is unclear.
The “Habitual Offender Analysis” concluded:
As can be seen, when the judge goes above the pre-existing cell maximum, the sentence is
oftentimes a 100% or more increase. Although the number of cases are quite small, it may make
sense to look at the following habitual policy consideration:
Habitual 2nd – increase cell maximum by 25%
Habitual 3rd – increase cell maximum by 50%
Habitual 4th – increase cell maximum by 100%40
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In sum, the pilot project included only 31 habitual sentences, 58% of which did not exceed the
high end of the guidelines cell. Why it would “make sense” to base such a consequential change in the
guidelines ranges for habitual offender sentences on the remaining 13 sentences was not explained.
Using habitual offender status as an excuse to expand the sentencing guidelines range raises
multiple troubling issues. Criminal history has always been an important consideration in sentencing.
Long before that consideration was structured by guidelines scoring systems, individual judges gave a
defendant’s prior record whatever weight the judge felt it deserved in setting the minimum sentence. In
Michigan, that was limited only by the Tanner rule, which says the minimum cannot exceed two-thirds of
the maximum.
The habitual offender statutes allow judges to increase the maximum sentence beyond what is set
by the penal code for the conviction offense. If the conviction offense already carries a penalty of life or
any term, the habitual offender statute cannot make the potential maximum sentence any harsher.
However, by leveraging the defendant’s habitual offender status to raise the guidelines recommendation
for the minimum sentence, defendants convicted of life-maximum offenses may also have their prison
terms lengthened by the prosecutor’s decision to pursue habitual offender charges.
There is no limit on the age, nature, or severity of the prior felonies that can be used to support a
habitual offender enhancement. A 40-year-old defendant convicted of larceny from a person, which has a
10-year maximum, who had three non-violent offenses at age 19, such as breaking and entering a store,
receiving stolen property, and unlawfully driving away a motor vehicle, could face a sentence up to life.
Under the Michigan Supreme Court’s decision in People v. Gardner,41 the prior convictions do
not even have to arise from separate criminal incidents. Our hypothetical defendant could have helped a
co-defendant break into a liquor store, accepted his share of the stolen goods, and driven off in a vehicle
stolen by the co-defendant, then been convicted of all three charges when he refused to negotiate a plea.
To whatever extent the maximum is raised, under the Tanner two-thirds rule, the minimum can be raised
as well.
The defendant’s criminal history is a key component of the sentencing guidelines. Identifying a
recommended minimum sentence depends on the intersection of the prior record level and the offense
level. The higher the prior record score, the higher the guidelines range. Why, then, should that range be
expanded based on the very same consideration—the defendant’s criminal history?
This use of the habitual offender enhancement does not just double-count the defendant’s prior
record in a general way. It has multiple specific consequences. Most apparent, it allows for such
enormously long minimum sentences and such enormously wide guidelines ranges that it effectively
negates any constraints on judicial discretion in sentencing people charged as habitual offenders.
Take, for instance, a defendant we will call Dennis, who was convicted of second-degree murder but
whose only prior criminal activity was breaking into stores at night, a high severity felony.
•

•
•
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With one prior conviction and an offense severity level of III, the recommended minimum
sentence is 270–450 months (22.5–37.5 years). But if Dennis is sentenced as a second
offender, the range becomes 270–562 months (22.5–46.8 years).
Thus for someone with a single prior non-violent conviction an approved minimum
sentence can become nearly 50 years and the range within which the judge can select a
minimum sentence may be more than 24 years wide.
If Dennis had two prior convictions but a lower offense severity score that put him in the E-II
cell, his initial sentencing range would still be 270–450 months. But if he is sentenced as a
third offender the range becomes 270–675 months (22.5–56.25 years).
If Dennis had three prior convictions for breaking and entering but an even lower offense
severity score that put him in the F-I cell, his initial sentencing range would again be 270–450
months. But if he is sentenced as a fourth offender, the range becomes 270–900 months
(22.5–75 years).
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Equally important:
•
•

•

The habitual enhancement and the PRV score can count exactly the same prior crimes. That
is, the same priors can put the defendant into a higher range in the first place, and then be
used to raise the high end of that range.
Conversely, the habitual enhancement can be used to increase a minimum sentence based on
priors that the sentencing guidelines weigh less heavily or exclude altogether. While the
guidelines take a more refined approach, allotting points based on the severity of the prior
offense and awarding no points for stale priors under the “10-year gap rule,” increasing the
recommended minimum sentence based on the habitual enhancement circumvents that
approach by allowing any old prior conviction to push up the minimum sentence.
Since filing habitual offender enhancements lies solely in the prosecutor’s discretion, widely
divergent practices across counties adds to the disparities in sentencing the guidelines were
meant to reduce.

F. Bringing It All Together: Regression Analyses
The regression analyses found in Appendix B allow us to examine how the independent variables of
offense type, PRV level, OV level, and habitual status contribute to sentence length.42 In the full model
that combines the four offense types, which offense was committed explains more than 25% of the
differences observed in sentence length. Offense is followed by the two other variables we would expect
to have substantial explanatory power, the offense severity (OV level) and prior criminal history (PRV
level). These elements explain an additional 19.6%, and 23.1%, respectively. Habitual status contributes
only 2.6% of the variance explained, largely because the prior convictions required for habitual status are
already counted in the prior record level.43 Together, these four variables explain more than 70% of the
variance in sentence length, with about 30% left unexplained by guidelines factors. These results are
similar to those of NCSC, which found that the guidelines elements account for 67% of the variation in
sentence length, and that conviction offense had the greatest impact. The extent to which variance is
explained by departures from the guidelines recommendations will be explored in Chapter Seven.
We can also use the regression results to estimate how the length of the sentence would change as
individual guidelines factors change.
•
•
•

In the full model, the increase from PRV Level A to Level C was associated with a 73%
increase in sentence length, and an increase from A to F was found to have a 228% increase.
Similarly, an increase from OV Level I to Level III was associated with a 78% increase in
sentence length, and an increase from I to VI was associated with an increase of 226%.
When all the variables were held constant as they are in the regression analyses, the increase
in sentence length from a non-habitual to a second, third, and fourth habitual was 10%, 19%,
and 25%, respectively.

Breaking the full model into separate analyses based on the offense committed allows us to
compare the relative importance of the guidelines factors to see if there are differences among offenses.
As we have found previously, examining the life-maximum sentences together can mask important
variations. Since each of these regressions is focused on a specific offense, the first variable included is
the OV level, which is found to have differing amounts of explanation across the offenses.
•
•

Offense severity explains a minimum of only 5.4% of the variance in sentence length for
second-degree murder offenses and a maximum of 29.3% in armed robberies.
Prior record explains 19% for second-degree murder to 36% for armed robberies of the
variance in sentence length.
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•

•

These results suggest at least two things. First, murder is so inherently different than other
crimes that the nature of the offense overwhelms the importance of other guidelines factors.
Second, because murder is different it is on its own grid with higher recommended sentences
that itself explains much of the variance in sentence length.
Like the full model habitual status does not explain a large amount of the difference in
sentence lengths, only 5% or less.

When we examine the amount of variance the guidelines factors explain for each offense type, the
results are quite different than they were for the full model. For murder sentences, the four sentencing
guidelines factors explain only 29%. For assault with intent, it is 53%, for CSC it is 60%; and for armed
robbery, they explain almost 68% of the variance in sentence length.
The estimation models separated by offense type also show different patterns for the impact of
OV and PRV level and habitual status. For a second-degree murder sentence, the increase from a PRV
Level A to a PRV Level C was associated with a 32% increase in sentence length—less than half of the
impact observed in the full model. In contrast, the same change in PRV level brought a 91% increase for
armed robbery sentences. Overall, PRV level had the largest impact on armed robbery sentences, then
CSC, assault, and the least on murder. There are also differences in the impact of OV level on sentence
length depending on the sentencing offense.
OV level has the most impact on sentences for CSC, with increases from OV Level I to III
resulting in a 163% increase, and from Level I to VI in a 277% increase. Sentences for murder are less
altered by changes in OV Level, with the increase from Level I to II resulting in an increase of 22%, and
to level III in 49%. The impact of habitual status is also the greatest for CSC offenses, ranging from an
increase of 17% for a second habitual offender, 29% for third offender, and 34% for fourth.
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CHAPTER SEVEN. HOW THE GUIDELINES PROMOTE DISPARITY
The offense determines the sentencing grid on which the case belongs. The intersection of the points
awarded for the prior record and offense variables determines which cell on that grid contains the range of
months within which the defendant’s minimum sentence should be chosen. Thus, the PRV and OV scores
set the parameters for the recommended sentence. However, these parameters provide only a starting
point for determining the actual sentence.

A. How Sentences are Distributed Within, Above and Below the Applicable Range
Recall that the legislative mandate was to “Reduce sentencing disparities based on factors other than
offense characteristics and offender characteristics and ensure that offenders with similar offense and
offender characteristics receive substantially similar sentences.” Yet the legislative guidelines, like their
judicial predecessor, were deliberately designed to permit similarly situated people to receive very
different punishments. These disparities arise in two ways.
First, the ranges are very broad. Judges are free to select a sentence within these parameters for
any reasons they choose. The Sentencing Commission said it sought “to create a balance between
unfettered judicial discretion and confining discretion too stringently and thereby destroying the goal of
individualized sentences.”1 The M2 and A-D grids are designed so the low and high ends of the cells
represent a variance of 25%, plus or minus, from the cell’s midpoint.2 Because the sentences at the
midpoint of the cells on the M2 and A grids are so long, this variance creates extremely wide ranges.
Take, for instance, someone whose offense is on the A grid, whose prior record Level is D, whose
offense variable Level is V, and who is not being sentenced as a habitual offender. The cell range is 135–
225 months. That is 90 months or 7.5 years. While the midpoint of the range is 180 months, or 15 years,
two people with identical PRV and OV scores could get sentences as different as 11.25 and 18.75 years
and still be within the guidelines recommendation.
On the M2 grid, even people who have the lowest possible scores on the both the offense and
prior record variables could, without a departure, receive minimum sentences that differ by five years. At
the other extreme, in the F-III cell of the M2 grid, the distance between the low and high ends of the
recommended range is 20 years. As Sentencing Commission Chair Judge Paul Maloney observed in
reference to the judicial guidelines: “Frankly, I find myself at some point wondering whether the
guideline cells, with that breadth of ranges, are providing much guidance at all as to what sentence I ought
to impose.”3
Second, even with such broad choices available, judges have always been permitted to depart
from the ranges by setting sentences that are below the low end (the minimum-minimum) or above the
high end (the maximum-minimum). In 1994, the overall compliance rate with the advisory second judicial
guidelines was 88%.4 Compliance with the legislative guidelines was mandatory until 2015, but
departures were permitted so long as an appellate court agreed they were supported by “substantial and
compelling reasons.”
The Sentencing Commission, which differentiated only by grid, not by offense, anticipated that,
for the M2 grid, the rate of upward departures would be 12% and downward departures would be 15%,
leaving a compliance rate of 73%. For the A grid, the Commission anticipated a compliance rate of 80%,
with 5% upward departures and 15% downward departures.5
This projection proved to be far too optimistic. Compliance rates vary greatly by guidelines grid.
The large majority of sentences fall onto grids where the ranges are narrower because the statutory
maximum sentences are lower. When the maximum sentence is five or 10 years, and the minimum cannot
exceed two-thirds of the maximum, there is simply a lot less room to move. The National Center for State
Courts (NCSC) found that, in 2004, compliance rates for grids D–H were between 94 and 99%; for the C
grid, compliance was nearly 82%.
However, for the M2, A, and B grids, NCSC found compliance rates between 55 and 58%, with
downward departures being far more frequent than upward departures. The authors concluded: “Given the
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wide bandwidth, this level of downward departure sends a message that Michigan judges believe that the
recommended sentences are too high.”6
Table 11 shows that our findings on the life-maximum sentences were similar to those of NCSC,
with compliance rates for non-habitual sentences ranging from 51.0 to 63.2%. Table 11 also shows how
departures in non-habitual sentences under the legislative guidelines compared to departures under the
predecessor judicial guidelines. Downward departures increased for every offense, more than doubling for
murder sentences and nearly quadrupling for robbery sentences. Upward departures also increased, albeit
much more modestly. The combined result was a decline in compliance rates that ranged from 10 points
for CSC sentences to 31 points for armed robbery sentences.
Table 11. Percentage of Departures under 2nd Judicial and Legislative Guidelines
(Non-Habitual sentences)7
Crime
Downward Departure
Within Range
Upward Departure
Judicial 2nd
Statutory Judicial 2nd
Statutory
Judicial 2nd
Statutory
Murder, 2nd
12.9
32.3
78.1
56.0
9.0
11.7
Assault
23.9
38.6
70.7
51.0
5.4
10.7
CSC, 1st
19.2
23.3
73.2
63.2
7.5
13.6
Robbery
10.5
40.3
85.4
54.3
4.4
5.4
Ironically, the mandatory legislative guidelines actually resulted in much less compliance than the
advisory judicial guidelines, which were designed to reflect actual sentencing practices. The Sentencing
Commission chose a policy of dramatically increasing sentences for life-maximum offenses. The judges
who were expected to enforce that policy often chose not to follow it.
1. Non-Habitual Sentences
Table 12 shows us that, overall, 4,008 of the 8,986 non-habitual sentences, or 44.6%, were either upward
or downward departures; thus, only 55.4% followed the guidelines recommendations. Table 12 also
allows us to see how many sentences were right at the lower and upper margins of the guidelines ranges,
that is, at either the “minimum-minimum” or the “maximum-minimum.” Because they were required to
state “substantial and compelling reasons” for departing from the recommended ranges, some judges may
have chosen to go only as far as selecting a sentence at the limits of the ranges within which they still had
complete discretion. Given the breadth of the guidelines ranges, adding the cases at the margins to the
departures gives a strong sense of how many sentences within each offense group were relatively long
and relatively short.
•
•
•
•

For murder, 38.3% of the sentences were at the low end and 19.7% were at the high end.
For assault, 47.6% were at the low end and 16.7% were at the high end.
For CSC, 33.4% were at the low end and 25.0% were at the high end.
For robbery, 59.0% were at the low end and 8.5% were at the high end.

All told, for the life-maximum offenses, only about a third are sentenced somewhere along the continuum
of sentences within the recommended ranges, as opposed to at, below, or above the margins.
A closer look at the sentences between the extremes shows how often judges go straight to the
middle of the applicable range as opposed to making a deliberate decision to go toward the low or high
end. Overall, just 6.3% of the non-habitual sentences fell directly at the midpoints of their respective cell
ranges. From half to three-quarters of the non-habitual sentences in every offense group fell somewhere
below the midpoint:
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•
•
•
•

Murder – 56.9%
Assault – 63.6%
CSC – 52.7%
Robbery – 77.9%8

Because the large volume of robberies so heavily impacts the total, overall more than two-thirds of the
life-maximum sentences were below the midpoint of the applicable guidelines cells and more than onethird were below the minimum-minimum. This finding confirms the NCSC authors’ conclusion that
Michigan judges see the guidelines recommendations as being too high.
Sentencing judges clearly treat the offenses on the A grid differently from each other. Armed
robbery had the greatest proportion of downward departures and the smallest number of upward
departures. Conversely, sex offenses had a far lower rate of downward departures and more upward
departures. To the extent that judges think the guidelines recommendations are too high, they feel less so
with regard to people sentenced for sex offenses.
Table 12. Percentages of Minimum Sentences across Guidelines Ranges,
by Habitual Level, 2003–2012
N
Median Below
At
Below
At
Above
At
(in
MinMinMidpoint Midpoint Midpoint
Maxmos.)
Min
Min
Min

M2
None
1,218
240
32.3
6.0
2nd
73
360
17.8
5.5
3rd
50
368.5
19.6
9.8
4th
58
540
15.8
5.3
AWIM
None
884
132
38.6
9.0
2nd
67
240
13.4
14.9
3rd
53
300
1.9
5.7
4th
85
300
12.9
9.4
CSC
None
1,225
126
23.3
10.1
2nd
118
232.5
6.0
8.5
3rd
64
336
0.0
4.6
4th
103
300
5.8
1.7
RA
None
5,659
72
40.3
18.7
2nd
408
126
15.1
22.2
3rd
288
165
16.5
12.7
4th
531
180
12.0
17.1
TOTALS
None
8,986
96
36.7
14.9
2nd
666
169.5
13.7
17.3
3rd
455
216
13.0
10.3
4th
777
224
11.5
14.5
OMNI Data, All offense types significant at p < .001

Above
MaxMin

18.6
12.3
21.6
14.0

11.4
9.6
2.0
1.8

12.2
13.7
11.8
8.8

8.0
6.8
2.0
5.3

11.7
34.2
33.3
49.1

16.0
13.4
17.0
10.6

5.4
1.5
15.1
7.1

14.3
9.0
5.7
7.1

6.0
0.0
1.9
1.2

10.7
47.8
52.8
51.8

19.3
9.4
6.2
12.6

8.1
4.3
4.6
4.9

14.3
18.8
20.0
11.7

11.4
5.1
1.5
1.0

13.6
47.9
63.1
53.4

18.9
21.2
18.7
15.6

5.0
5.6
4.6
6.4

8.6
13.9
14.4
11.8

3.1
2.9
2.5
2.3

5.4
19.0
30.6
34.9

18.6
17.3
17.1
14.5

6.3
5.4
5.3
6.0

10.4
14.4
13.6
11.1

5.2
3.5
2.2
2.2

7.9
28.5
38.5
40.2

Table 12 shows how sentences were distributed across the range of choices that judges can make
once the applicable cell has been identified. But what do these choices mean as a practical matter? How
long are the sentences that are above and below the extremes? How long are those within the guidelines
range but not right at either end?
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Table 13 answers these questions. It looks at the single most commonly used cell for each offense
type, then displays the median length of the sentences that fell at each point on the range. So, for example,
the cell in which murder sentences most commonly fall is C-III, which has a min-min of 225 months and
a max-min of 375 months. For the 58 sentences imposed with downward departures, the median sentence
was 180 months or 15 years. For the 14 sentences imposed with upward departures, the median sentence
was 480 months or 40 years. Thus, for the defendant the choice between an upward and a downward
departure meant 25 years of incarceration. Indeed the difference between the median sentences at and
above the max-min was nearly nine years.
For assault sentences in the D-VI cell, the difference between the median downward departure
and the median upward departure was 19.75 years. For CSC sentences in the C-VI cell, the difference was
17 years. Because the most common cell for robbery sentences was C-II (i.e., at much a lower OV level
than the other offenses), the difference between the median downward departure and the median upward
departure was six years.
Table 13. Median Sentence by Place on the Range for Most Common Cells per Offense
Non-Habitual, 2003–2012
(Number of sentences in parentheses)
Below
At
Below At Mid- Above MidAt
Above
Min-Min Min-Min Midpoint
point
Max-Min Max-Min
point
Murder/Cell C-III
Median
180
225
240
300
360
375
480
(197)
(58)
(6)
(50)
(25)
(35)
(9)
(14)
Assault/Cell D-VI
Median
120
171
196
228
240
285
357
(139)
(46)
(5)
(28)
(4)
(29)
(13)
(14)
CSC/Cell C-VI
Median
96
135
150
180
216
225
300
(169)
(26)
(9)
(37)
(31)
(23)
(18)
(25)
Robbery/Cell C-II
Median
36
51
60
68
78
85
108
(669)
(231)
(167)
(134)
(8)
(85)
(9)
(35)
OMNI Data, All offense types significant at p < .001

The relationship of place on the range to disparity in sentencing is amplified when we examine
redundant cells (i.e., different cells with the same recommended ranges). Consider the four cells on the A
grid [C-VI, D-V, E-IV, F-III] with a range of 135–225 months (11.25–18.75 years) and midpoint of 180
months (15 years). From 2003–2012, 223 people convicted of sex offenses who were not charged as
habitual offenders fell into these cells. Of these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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43 received minimums below 11.25 years, the lowest being 3.5 years
12 were sentenced to exactly 11.25 years,
46 received sentences above 11.25 and below 15 years,
39 were sentenced right at the midpoint to 15 years,
28 received sentences greater than 15 but less than 18.75 years,
21 were sentenced to exactly 18.75 years,
34 received minimums above 18.75 years, the highest being 65 years
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Even assuming the cases at the greatest extremes were unique, this distribution, which is more or less
replicated in every cell for every offense, shows that large disparities in the sentences imposed on people
with similar prior records and similar offense severity are routine.
2. Habitual Sentences
Returning to Table 12, we also find the minimum terms imposed on people sentenced as habitual
offenders. This allows us to compare the distribution of habitual sentences across guidelines ranges with
non-habitual sentences and among habitual sentences depending on the defendant’s status as a second,
third, or fourth offender. In particular, we can see to what extent judges actually use their authority to
exceed the high end of the guidelines ranges based on the defendant’s habitual offender status. The major
takeaways are the following:
•

•

Not surprisingly, at 12.6%, the rate of downward departures was far lower for habitual than
for non-habitual sentences. Depending on the offense group and the habitual level, the rate of
downward departures was two-three times lower for habituals. The differences were even
more extreme for the CSC group.
What is surprising is how many downward departures there were among habitual sentences.
In the murder group, more than 15% of the habitual sentences were below the low end of the
guidelines range. In the robbery group, it was more than 12%. Except for those sentenced as
third habitual offenders it was roughly 13% for assault sentences. Only for the CSC group
were downward departures for habitual sentences at 6% or below.
Moreover, when we look at how many habitual sentences were below the midpoint,
we find:
Habitual second – 48.3%
Habitual third – 40.4%
Habitual fourth – 40.5%

That is, despite the designation of habitual offender status—even fourth habitual status—in a substantial
proportion of cases judges chose to impose sentences at the lower end of the applicable guidelines range.
Indeed, that designation did not prevent downward departures in more than 10% of habitual sentences at
every level.
•

Again, not surprisingly, the rate of sentences above the high end of the standard guidelines
range was from three and a half to six times higher for habitual than for non-habitual
sentences, depending on the offense group and habitual level. Nonetheless, the overall
percentage of sentences above the maximum-minimum was just:
Habitual second – 28.5%
Habitual third – 38.5%
Habitual fourth – 40.2%

•

Here, too, the surprise is that things are not more extreme. Even with the large difference
from non-habitual sentences, with just a few exceptions, only about one-third to one-half of
the habitual sentences for every offense at every habitual level exceeded the standard
maximum-minimum. Specifically the percentage of each offense group was:
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Murder – 38.7%
Assault – 50.7%
CSC – 53.5%
Robbery – 28.2%
•

The differences between habitual and non-habitual sentences at different points along the
guidelines range are more varied and much less extreme than they are at the far ends.

It is quite clear that regardless of offense or habitual status, judges do not feel compelled to exercise their
authority to impose on habitual offenders minimum sentences that are 25, 50, or 100% higher than the
maximum-minimum applicable to defendants who were not habitualized. In fact, of 1,898 enhanced
sentences that were at any habitual level, only 35.7% (677 sentences) exceeded the basic max-min.
Moreover, when we examine how far above the max-min these 677 sentences were, we find the increases
were not typically as high as they could have been.
We took all of the enhanced sentences that exceeded the max-min and determined the percentage
by which each sentence was greater. For each offense group and each habitual level, we rank ordered the
extent of the excess, which allowed us to find the median percentage above the basic max-min. Looking
at each offense group regardless of habitual offender level, the percentages above the max-mins were:
Murder – 28.0%
Assault – 26.3%
CSC – 31.4%
Robbery – 26.3%
That is, despite the allowable increases of 25, 50, and 100%, the median extent of the increases hovered
close to 28%.
When we look at each level of habitual status regardless of offense group, the median extent
above the basic max-mins was:
Habitual second – 23.3%
Habitual third – 33.3%
Habitual fourth – 33.3%
Thus, from the perspective of both offense type and habitual level, the median extent of the increases was
closer to 25% than to the 50% allowed for habitual third or the 100% allowed for habitual fourth.
Of course, by definition, medians tell us only what is in the middle, not what is at the extremes.
Habitual offender sentences that did exceed the basic max-min ran the gamut from slightly above to those
that departed well above even the 100% increase in the recommended range that the guidelines allow for
fourth offenders. Certainly, the availability of increased ranges for defendants sentenced as habitual
offenders makes a great deal of difference in individual cases and pushes sentences over the high end of
the normal range more than a third of the time. However, it is apparent that judges exercise a great deal of
individualized discretion. Perhaps they feel less need to utilize their expanded authority because the base
ranges are already broad enough to provide them with abundant discretion, and the guidelines scoring
provides ample consideration of the defendant’s prior record.
Finally, we turn back for a moment to the differences among sentences at different habitual
levels. We saw in Chapter Five, Figure 4, that the biggest impact on the median sentence occurs when the
sentence goes from being non-habitual to habitual second. The changes thereafter, from habitual second
to habitual third and from habitual third to habitual fourth, are generally much less substantial. Table 12
also indicates that the differences between each habitual level are often not great and that there are
generally not clear progressions.
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Take, murder, for example. The differences in the proportion of habitual sentences that are below
the min-min is small, and the habitual third group has the largest share. At the other extreme, the habitual
second and third groups have nearly identical proportions of sentences above the basic max-min with a
big increase between habitual third and fourth. By comparison, the CSC group has no habitual third
sentences below the min-min but the largest share by far of sentences above the max-min. Overall, there
is little difference among the habitual levels in terms of proportion of sentences below the min-min but a
substantial difference between habitual second and habitual third among sentences above the max-min.
3. Departures in the Regression Analyses
In the full model, the addition of departures below and above the guidelines range explains an additional
18% of the variance in sentence length, bringing the cumulative total explained to 88.8%. Considering
that the sentencing guidelines factors have already established very broad recommended ranges, having
departures—which are essentially a rejection of those ranges—explain almost one-fifth of the variance is
concerning.
While the inclusion of departures was an important factor in the overall model, the inclusion of
departures when examining the offenses separately displays important differences. Fully half of the
variance in M2 sentences can be explained by departures, compared to 30% of assault, 26% of CSC
sentences, and less than 20% of the variance in armed robbery sentences.
Despite the range of explanatory power for variation in sentence length, the actual impact of
departures on sentence length is fairly consistent. In the full model, if a sentence were a downward
departure instead of being within the guidelines range, we estimate a 44% decrease in sentence length,
and a 76% increase if the sentence were an upward departure. Notably, while NSCS found a greater
estimated increase in sentence length for upward departures, their downward departure estimated decrease
of 48.5% was practically identical.
In the offense-specific models, we see less variation in impact than we observed with other
variables. The impact of a downward departure ranged from a 46% decrease for CSC to a 43% decrease
for robbery. The impact of upward departures is a bit more varied, ranging from a 59% increase for
murder sentences to a 82% increase for CSC sentences.

B. The Impact of PRVs and OVs on Where Within Ranges Sentences Fall
So what, apart from habitual status, determines where on the broad continuum of possibilities any
particular sentence will fall? Several possible factors may influence how judges exercise the very broad
discretion the guidelines afford them in life-maximum cases.
•
•
•
•

Judges may give more or less weight to the individual and offense characteristics identified
by the PRVs and OVs.
Sentences may be affected by systemic factors such as the county of conviction or whether
the defendant pleaded guilty as opposed to having a jury trial.
Sentences may be influenced by identifying characteristics of the defendant, such as age,
race, or sex, or by individualized information about the defendant’s employment status,
family history, mental health, or substance abuse.
Individual judges may have personal predilections about what sentences are appropriate for
particular crimes.

We will first explore the possibility that PRV and OV scores systematically explain how judges choose
specific sentences within or outside the recommended range. We will examine the influence of extraguidelines factors in subsequent chapters.
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1. PRV Levels
If judges’ decisions about sentences are heavily influenced by the defendants’ criminal histories, we
would expect to see lower PRV levels yield more downward departures and higher PRV levels yield more
upward departures; however, the data for the non-habitual sentences show that this expectation is not
accurate.
•

•
•

•

For the murder group, 30% of those who received upward departures scored at the lowest
PRV Level, A. Only 4% scored at the highest level, F. Conversely, a quarter of those who
received downward departures were at the two lowest PRV levels, A and B; another quarter
were at the two highest levels, E and F.
Upward departures among assault sentences have 34% scoring at PRV Level A and just 9.5%
scoring at the highest level, F. Downward departures had 25.5% scoring at the two highest
PRV levels, E and F.
Among CSC defendants, a fifth of those who received upward departures scored at PRV
Level A and fewer than 5% scored at Level F. Nearly one-fifth of those who received
downward departures were at Level A while another one-fifth were at the two highest levels,
E and F, combined.
For the armed robbery group, nearly 40% of those with upward departures scored at PRV
Level A while only 5% scored at Level F. Among those who received downward departures,
10% scored at Level A and 10% scored at Level F.

In sum, in every offense group, people with high prior record scores received downward departures, and
people with low prior record scores received upward departures. Thus, it appears that PRV level does not
explain why judges choose to depart from the guidelines recommendation in either direction for any
offense type. Rather, the extent to which sentences at each PRV level fall below, within, and above the
recommended guidelines range tends simply to track, albeit imperfectly, the frequency with which
sentences at each PRV level appear in each offense type overall.
2. OV Levels
If judges’ decisions about sentences are heavily influenced by the details of the offense, we would expect
to see lower OV levels yield more downward departures and higher OV levels yield more upward
departures. However, the data indicate that this expectation is also not accurate. Except for the robbery
group, the single largest share of both downward and upward departures are sentences that score at the
highest OV levels.
•
•
•
•
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For the murder group, 57% of the downward departures compared to 44% of the upward
departures were sentences scored at OV Level III, the highest on the M2 grid. Conversely,
18% of the upward departures were at OV Level I.
Among assault sentences, 40% of the downward departures and 45% of the upward
departures had OV scores at Level VI, the highest level on the A grid; however, 15% of the
upward departures scored at OV Level I.
In the CSC group, 34% of the downward departures and 30% of the upward departures
scored at OV Level VI; however nearly a quarter of the upward departures were sentences
that scored at the two lowest OV levels, I and II, combined.
The robbery group shows the opposite pattern. Over 60% of the upward departures are
sentences with low OV scores as are 43% of the downward departures. High OV levels
account for only 12% of the downward departures and 9% of the upward departures. As we
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saw in Table 10, robbery sentences are far more likely overall to have low OV scores than is
the case in the other offense groups.
As with PRV levels, the frequency with which sentences at each OV level appear at each point in
the sentencing range tends to reflect the frequency with which sentences at each OV level appear in each
offense group overall. Having a low OV score does not increase the likelihood of a downward departure
nor does having a high OV score increase the likelihood of an upward departure. On the contrary, except
for the robbery group, well over half the downward departures occurred in sentences with high OV levels.
In fact, for every offense type, upward departures have a much greater proportion of sentences with low
OV scores than do downward departures.
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CHAPTER EIGHT. HOW THE ACTUAL MINIMUM SENTENCES RELATE TO THE
RECOMMENDED RANGES
So where does this complex process of grid selection, prior record, and offense variable scoring, judicial
choices made within guidelines ranges, and upward and downward departures lead? In the 8,986 nonhabitual sentences imposed for our four life-maximum offenses between 2003 and 2012, it led to the
distribution of median sentences displayed in Figures 5a–5d. Each figure is a guidelines grid that has the
median sentence for every cell on the grid written above the recommended minimum-minimum. The
number of sentences that fell into that cell is written in parentheses below the recommended min-min. We
can see the impact of the guidelines on proportionality and disparity by examining a half-dozen
characteristics common to all the grids.
Figure 5a. Sentencing Grid for Class M2 —MCL 777.61
Includes Ranges Calculated for Habitual Offenders (MCL 777.21(3)(a)-(c)
Second-Degree Murder
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Figure 5b. Sentencing Grid for Class A Offenses—MCL 777.62
Includes Ranges Calculated for Habitual Offenders (MCL 777.21(3)(a)-(c)
Assault with Intent to Murder
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Figure 5c. Sentencing Grid for Class A Offenses—MCL 777.62
Includes Ranges Calculated for Habitual Offenders (MCL 777.21(3)(a)-(c)
Criminal Sexual Conduct, First-Degree
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Figure 5d. Sentencing Grid for Class A Offenses—MCL 777.62
Includes Ranges Calculated for Habitual Offenders (MCL 777.21(3)(a)-(c)
Armed Robbery
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A. The Number of Different Medians
For each offense group, the same median sentences are repeated at different points on the grid. That is,
different combinations of offense level and prior record level sometimes produce the same median and
sometimes produce different ones. As a result, for every offense group, the total number of different
median sentences is less than the total number of cells on the grid.
•
•
•
•

Murder – 18 cells, 12 medians
Assault – 36 cells, 26 medians
CSC – 36 cells, 25 medians
Robbery – 36 cells, 19 medians

We will see that some, but not all, of the repeated medians are due to the number of redundant cells on the
grids. At the least, this arrangement raises questions about what is gained by having so many cells that
produce similar results.

B. Medians Below the Minimum-Minimum
Particularly noteworthy is that every offense group has medians that are actually below the min-min. Bear
in mind that the median represents the midpoint of the sentences in the relevant cell and that multiples of
the same sentence may cluster around the median. This means that at least half the sentences in that cell
were equal to or below the median and thus departed below the low end of the recommended range. The
figures show how many cells with medians below the min-min each offense group had:
•
•
•
•

Murder – 3
Assault – 9
CSC – 3
Robbery – 11

We have already seen that a substantial proportion of sentences in each offense group were downward
departures; that is, they were below the min-min. This could occur, of course, even if the median of all the
sentences in a particular cell was above the min-min. (For instance, if there are 100 sentences in a cell
with a min-min of 60 months and the median is 68 months, there could still be dozens of sentences with
minimums shorter than 60 months.) Figures 5a–5d show us the specific cells in which at least half the
sentences were downward departures.
The figures also indicate that the size of the departures was substantial. For instance, in the
murder group, the medians were from 30 to 59 months below the low end of the indicated ranges. While
the departures in the other offense groups were not all equally dramatic, in the assault group, the medians
were from two to 65 months below the min-mins; in the CSC group, the medians were from 1.5 to 57
months below the min-min; in the robbery group, the medians were from 1.5 to 55.5 months below the
min-mins. That is, every group had cells in which judges felt the recommended minimum was at least
four and a half years too long for half the sentences that scored there.
Clearly, the extent to which there were medians below the min-min varied greatly among the
offense types. On the murder grid, this occurred only among the higher PRV levels, where judges
apparently felt that despite the defendant’s prior record the guidelines recommendations were excessive.
On the CSC grid, these below-range medians were rare but were also confined to PRV levels E and F.
The assault grid was quite different, with below-range medians at five of the six PRV levels and five of
the six OV levels. On the robbery grid, the numerous cells with below-range medians were heavily
concentrated at OV levels IV–VI.
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Another sort of departure, not sanctioned by law and not visible from the grids, should be noted
here. MCL 750.520b(2)(b) was amended in 2006 to require a mandatory minimum sentence of 25 years
for convictions of first-degree criminal sexual conduct if the defendant was 17 or older and the victim was
younger than 13.1 The statute contains no provision for judges to depart below 25 years. The sentences on
our CSC grid include 110 that were eligible for this mandatory minimum and thus should have been at
least 25 years. However, 80 of them, or 72%, were less than 25 years. In fact, they ranged from one to
23.75 years with a median of 10.8 years. As the following distribution shows, half of them were below
the midpoint of their applicable guidelines range.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Below min-min – 17.5%
At min-min – 11.3%
Below midpoint – 22.5%
At midpoint – 7.5%
Above midpoint – 18.8%
At max-min – 16.3%
Above max-min – 6.3%

Although the numbers are not large, there is a statistically significant correlation between departing from
the mandatory minimum and the county of conviction.2 Among the counties with the most sentences
eligible for the mandatory minimum, Kent departed in 16 of 17 sentences (94%), Wayne departed in 12 of
15 sentences (80%), and Washtenaw and Oakland departed in 100% of their eligible sentences (10 and
nine, respectively), while Macomb departed in only 64% (nine of 14 eligible sentences), and Saginaw
departed in just 33% (four of 12 eligible sentences).
We do not know how many of these CSC sentences were the result of plea negotiations that
focused on avoiding the mandatory minimum while still obtaining a conviction of the offense that
required it. We do know that 15% resulted from jury trials. In every case, two things are certain: judges
felt the mandatory 25-year minimum sentence was inappropriately high, and prosecutors either agreed or
at least did not disagree enough to have the lower sentences overturned on appeal.

C. Medians at the Minimum-Minimum
Also noteworthy are the many median sentences that were right at the low end of the applicable
guidelines range. These medians represent the lowest sentences that could be imposed without requiring
justification for downward departures. The CSC group had none of these medians, and the murder group
had only one, in the F-II cell. However the other two offense groups tell a very different story.
The assault group had eight cells with medians that equaled the min-min. As with the downwarddeparting medians, the ones at the min-min were at nearly every OV and PRV level. When the two sets of
medians are combined, we find that 17—nearly half of the cells on the assault grid—had medians at or
below the bottom of the recommended guidelines range.
The robbery group was even more extreme. It had 19 cells with medians that equaled the minmin. Most of them were at offense levels I–III. When the medians at and below the min-min are
combined, they accounted for 30 of the 36 cells on the grid, or 83%.
The extent of medians at and below the low end of the guidelines ranges does more than show a
general judicial predisposition to impose lower sentences than the guidelines allow, particularly for
robbery and assault. It raises the question of what the medians would look like if the starting point for the
guidelines ranges against which judges measure their sentences were lower.3
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D. Same Ranges, Different Medians: Outcomes in Redundant Cells
As we observed above in Section A, the grids contain many redundant cells. The apparent goal of
repeating the same ranges for different combinations of PRV and OV levels was to balance these factors
in a way that achieved equivalent outcomes. To see how well this worked, pick any grid and follow the
diagonal lines from the low PRV/high OV ranges on the left upward to high PRV/low OV ranges on the
right. Over and over, you will find that the very same guidelines ranges produce very different median
sentences.
Take, for instance, the series of cells on the CSC grid with a low end of 108 months. Moving
along the six cells on the diagonal, this range started in the A-VI cell with a median of 120 months, went
up to 139.5 months, moved down to 132 months, moved down further to 120 months, then jumped up to
150 months, and ended in the F-I cell, with a median of 168 months. That is, the identical ranges
produced median minimum sentences that differed by as much as four years.
Consider also the series of cells on the assault grid with a low end of 135 months. Moving along
the four cells on the diagonal, this range started in the C-VI cell with a median of 180 months. That
dropped precipitously to a median of 135 months, declined further to 120 months, and then rose in the FIII cell by 80 months to a median of 200 months. In this instance, the identical ranges produced median
minimum sentences that differed by nearly seven years in cells that were just one step apart.
The patterns among redundant cells differ depending on the offense and the guidelines range. In
some instances, the high OV, low PRV cell has the highest median; in others, it is the low OV, high PRV
cell. Thus, it cannot be said that judges consistently weigh either variable more heavily. But the result is
largely the same. As NCSC also found, over and over again, identical ranges produce widely different
median sentences.4

E. Different Ranges, Identical Medians: Outcomes in Non-Redundant Cells
While many redundant cells produced dissimilar results, the grids also provide examples of the opposite:
cells with different ranges that had identical medians. On the murder grid, for instance, the three OV
levels for PRV B had cell ranges that began with 144 months, 162 months, and 180 months. But every
range had a median sentence of 216 months. Similarly, three of the six PRV levels that intersected with
OV Level II—C-II, D-II, and E-II— had medians of 240 months, although the low ends of their
respective ranges were 180, 225, and 270 months.
The same phenomenon is visible for the A grid offenses. For instance, for the assault group the
D-IV, E-IV, and F-IV cells all had a median sentence of 120 months, even though the low ends of their
ranges are 126, 135, and 171 months, respectively. That is, even though the min-mins differed by nearly
four years, the medians were the same.
In the CSC group, the cells with identical medians were far from adjacent. The F-I, E-II, and F-V
cells all had medians of 168 months, although the low ends of their ranges are 108, 126, and 225 months,
respectively. That is, sentences in cells with starting points that differed by nearly 10 years somehow had
identical medians.
Even the robbery group shows this sort of disparity. Compare the F-IV and C-VI cells, which
both had median sentences of 156 months, although the former had a starting point of 171 months and the
latter’s range began at 135 months. Clearly, the fact that OV and PRV scores place sentences in different
ranges is no guarantee that the defendants will receive different sentences.

F. Same Ranges, Different Offenses: Medians All Over the Map
Finally, we can compare the same the cells on the A grid for different offenses. The cells with a starting
point of 108 months are arrayed on the diagonal that runs from A-VI in the lower left corner of the grid to
F-I in the upper right corner. Figure 6 shows where the medians fall in these cells for the assault, CSC,
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and robbery groups. While each offense begins with a median of 120 months, they exhibit very different
patterns as they move toward the F-I cell. The CSC medians rise, the assault medians fall, and the robbery
medians stay the same, resulting in a difference of more than seven years between median sentences in
the very same cell.

OMNI Data, AWIM, & CSC, p < .05, RA p < .001

The jumble of outcomes we have seen throughout Chapter Eight is difficult to explain. Perhaps it simply
stems from the breadth of discretion judges can exercise within the guidelines ranges combined with the
high rate of both upward and downward departures. The enormous variety of choices available in every
individual case inevitably undermines even the most complex effort to rationally balance the key
guidelines components of offense type, criminal history, and offense severity.
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SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES RESULTING FROM THE GUIDELINES STRUCTURE
In adopting the Sentencing Commission’s guidelines, the Legislature made numerous critical choices.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

It opted to group offenses on grids by their statutory maximum sentences instead of by the
similarity of the defendant’s conduct, although judges and prosecutors generally think about
crimes by the nature and extent of the harm they cause.
It included numerous redundant cells in an attempt to balance the weight given to prior record
and offense severity scores.
It made the ranges on the grids that apply to life-maximum offenses extremely broad in order
to preserve judicial discretion.
It designed prior record and offense severity variables that double-count aspects of the
conviction offense and the defendant’s criminal history, that score behavior that was not part
of the conviction offense, and that purposefully enhance sentence lengths in murder, assault,
and CSC cases.
It incorporated numerous aggravating factors into guidelines variables, then required judges
to award the maximum number of points available for those factors.
It declined to incorporate mitigating factors into the variables.
It extended the high end of the guidelines ranges for second, third, and fourth habitual
offender sentences by 25, 50, and 100%.
It made compliance with the guidelines mandatory but permitted departures for “substantial
and compelling reasons.”

It was expected that the Commission would have the opportunity to assess the impact of these choices and
recommend changes as needed to better achieve the guidelines’ goals. Because the Commission was
abolished, that assessment never occurred. While the analyses in these chapters are no substitute for a
systematic review by a multi-stakeholder, professionally staffed commission, the evidence we have
examined suggests several conclusions.
•

•
•
•
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The guidelines do not compel extremely long sentences but they allow and encourage them.
o Judges routinely imposed minimum sentences at or below the low end of the ranges,
especially in armed robbery cases, even when the defendant had received a habitual
offender enhancement. Judges and prosecutors often behaved as if they felt the
guidelines recommendations were inappropriately harsh.
o However, judges also commonly imposed minimum terms of 25+ years, especially
on those convicted of murder, sex offenses, and as habitual offenders, while staying
in compliance with the guidelines.
The extent of departures from the recommended ranges suggests that judges were frequently
dissatisfied with the options they were given.
The complexity of the guidelines creates the appearance of precision while preserving
enormous discretion for judges and enhancing the ability of prosecutors to achieve the
outcomes they desire.
The guidelines not only fail to reduce disparity, they promote it.
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CHAPTER NINE. SYSTEMIC FACTORS: METHOD OF CONVICTION
The guidelines account for all the factors relevant to punishment by addressing every aspect of the
defendant’s criminal conduct, past and current, in exhaustive detail. Yet the regression analyses have
already shown us that, because the broad guidelines ranges were designed to preserve substantial judicial
discretion in life-maximum cases, and because judges nonetheless regularly depart from their
recommendations, the guidelines variables do not fully account for the length of sentences imposed. This
leads us to consider other factors that may affect sentence length.
These other factors can be divided into two types. First are those inherent in criminal justice case
processing. These systemic variables include the method of conviction (i.e., whether the defendant
pleaded guilty or went to trial), the county of conviction and the identity of the sentencing judge.
Although none of these variables is logically related to the extent of punishment that is warranted by the
defendant’s conduct, all three have been long-recognized by practitioners and identified by prior
researchers as contributing to sentence length. We will examine these factors next. A fourth systemic
factor that may be related to sentence length is whether defense counsel was appointed or retained. That
could not be examined because the available data did not include that information.
The second group of factors includes characteristics of the defendant not scored by the guidelines,
such as age, sex, and race. We will examine these factors in Chapters Twelve and Thirteen.
The research confirms what every criminal practitioner knows: people who plead guilty get
shorter sentences than people who go to trial. Indeed, sentence reductions are the primary method of
inducing defendants to plead guilty, thereby sparing the emotional costs of a trial for victims, the financial
costs for taxpayers, and the work for overloaded courts and prosecutors. It is a truism that the criminal
justice system would grind to a halt if the majority of cases were not disposed of by negotiated pleas. The
U.S. Supreme Court recognized this when it upheld the constitutionality of bargaining fifty years ago in
Brady v. United States.1 Yet, because the right to a jury trial is guaranteed by the United States and
Michigan constitutions, the flip side of a reward for pleading guilty is a tax on the decision to go to trial.
Some argue that a bargained sentence is a benefit as opposed to a punishment for going to trial.
This reasoning assumes that sentences imposed after trial are what defendants deserved and by pleading
they get less than they deserve. This view further assumes that there is a “regular” sentence that clearly
identifies what each defendant deserves. However, where judges have very broad discretion as in the lifemaximum cases, there is no regular sentence. In fact, where plea bargains are routine, the bargained
sentences become the norm. The sentences imposed at trial are an upward deviation from that norm. And
the only thing that distinguishes the cases may be the fact of a trial. That fact is unrelated to any of the
traditional goals of sentencing: retribution, deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation. On occasion, a
particularly harsh sentence after trial can be explained by information the judge has gained about the
offense or the defendant (e.g., through witness testimony or the defendant’s behavior in court). However
this is not sufficiently common to account for the routine differential in sentences after trial. 2 The bottom
line is: “Whether one calls this a punishment for going to trial or the failure to receive a benefit for
pleading guilty, the fact that differential sentencing occurs is indisputable.”3

A. The Risks of Plea Bargaining and the Decision to go to Trial
Concern about the coercive effect of plea bargaining on the waiver of the constitutional right to jury trial
is more than theoretical. The critical practical risk is that a defendant who is factually innocent or who
would, at least, have a substantial chance of acquittal at trial, will be induced by a highly generous offer
or the threat of extremely harsh punishment to forego the opportunity to have his or her guilt determined
by a jury.
The decision is by far the most complex in life-maximum cases. Obviously, the risk of a very
lengthy sentence is the greatest in these cases. Consequently the prosecution has far more leverage. The
inducements may be dismissed charges, an agreement not to bring charges, or the promise, express or
implied, of a lower sentence. The multiple terms of the bargain in People v. Biggs illustrates this point.
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The defendant was charged with the life-maximum offenses of armed robbery and assault with intent to
murder, plus felony firearm, which carries a mandatory consecutive sentence of two years. The agreement
was that the defendant would plead guilty
A note about bench trials
to the robbery in exchange for dismissal of
the assault and firearm charges, a promise
A trial just before the court, without a jury, is often referred
that the prosecution would not file a
to as a bench trial. It is a simpler, more efficient proceeding
habitual offender enhancement and a
than a jury trial. Logistically, there are fewer people to
sentence recommendation of 12 to 25
assemble and accommodate. There is no need for jury
years.4
selection or jury instructions, and ultimately only one
person must be persuaded of the defendant’s guilt.
Plea bargaining does not only affect
the guilty. It creates pressure on
Bench trials are sometimes chosen for strategic reasons
defendants who might well be acquitted or
related to the complexity or nature of the evidence. If a case
convicted of a lesser offense to forego the
is highly technical or highly emotional, it may be preferable
chance to have a jury weigh the credibility
for the fact-finder to be a professional with experience in
of prosecution witnesses or consider
such cases.
evidence of defenses such as alibi,
However, a bench trial may also be a compromise between
mistaken identification, self-defense,
pleading guilty and an expensive, time-consuming jury
provocation, or lack of intent.5
trial. The defendant with little chance of persuading a jury
On the other hand, life-maximum
to acquit nonetheless gets the chance to present a defense,
cases are also the ones in which
while losing the chance to hang a jury and require a retrial.
prosecutors who have strong evidence may
The hope is that a sympathetic judge may convict of a
have the least incentive to make an
lesser offense or at least reward the waiver of a jury with a
attractive offer or to make an offer at all.
sentence reduction. As the data show, the trial tax is
The seriousness of the crimes, press
generally lower when the trial is by the court. For this
attention, or objections by victims may all
reason, bench trials are sometimes referred to as “slow
lead prosecutors to refuse to negotiate,
pleas of guilty.”
giving defendants little or no incentive to
In most jurisdictions, bench trials are rare. In the former
plead. Ironically, just as extreme pressure
Recorder’s Court for the City of Detroit, they were
may induce even innocent defendants to
relatively common. Although their numbers declined after
waive their constitutional right to a trial,
Recorder’s Court was abolished and its judges joined the
the fact that there is no right to a beneficial
Wayne County Circuit bench, the proportion of bench trials
bargain means that guilty defendants who
in Wayne County still far exceeded that of other counties in
would be willing to accept a reasonable
both of our study periods.
offer may be forced to go to trial.

B. Frequency of Conviction Methods
The frequency of dispositions by plea has long been less for life-maximum offenses than for all other
crimes. The State Court Administrative Office (SCAO) keeps separate statistics for “capital” (i.e., lifemaximum) offenses. In 2019, 97.4% of non-life-maximum cases were resolved by guilty plea. The
comparable figure for life-maximum cases was 79.6%,6 a proportion that was actually skewed by the
large number of armed robbery cases that are more likely than other crimes to result in a plea.
Figure 7a shows the methods of conviction by offense type for non-habitual offender sentences in
the second judicial and legislative guidelines periods. Note that under both sets of guidelines, the rate of
pleas varied by offense type but increased markedly for each offense under the legislative guidelines. For
all but murder sentences, the increase in pleas resulted from a decline in bench trials while jury trial rates
stayed roughly constant. Among murder sentences, plea rates exploded while the proportion of both
bench and jury trials declined. The greater change for murder sentences may be related to the fact that
many involve a plea down from first-degree murder with its mandatory sentence of life without parole.7
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Despite the increase in pleas after 1998, the plea rate for non-habitualized defendants in life-maximum
cases remained much lower than that in non-life-maximum cases. The numbers alone cannot tell us which
of the two opposite explanations are at work—whether prosecutors make fewer substantial offers in lifemaximum cases, or defendants insist on going to trial because they believe they have viable defenses.

CMIS data, P < .001

CMIS data, P <.001

Figure 7b shows the conviction methods for habitual offender sentences in each offense group
during each time period (i.e., those of defendants who did not have habitual enhancements dismissed or
who, at most, had them reduced). After the change from judicial to legislative guidelines, when habitual
offenders were covered by guidelines for the first time, the proportion of pleas dropped dramatically and
the proportion of jury trials increased in an equally striking fashion. For every group except murder, pleas
declined and jury trials increased by roughly 20 points. Murder cases showed the same trend to a lesser
degree. The differences cannot be explained by a shift in the use of bench trials. For one thing, this shift
was very small. Moreover, when bench trials declined for non-habituals, the proportion of pleas
increased.8
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CMIS data, P < .001

CMIS data, P <.001

When we compare Figures 7a and 7b, we can see how much conviction methods underlying
habitual and non-habitual sentences differed from each other in each time period. When the second
judicial guidelines, which did not cover habitual sentences, were in effect, jury trial rates for habitual and
non- habitual sentences were quite similar. For each offense group, the jury trial rate for the habitual
group was three to seven points higher. The difference in plea rates was zero to seven points lower for the
habitual group.
Under the legislative guidelines, the differences in conviction methods between habitual and nonhabitual sentences became stark. As habitual enhancements led to far fewer pleas for every offense type,
the overall rate of jury trials nearly doubled, from 21.7% during the judicial period to 40.8% under the
legislative guidelines.
The data show us only which sentences were and were not habitualized, not any underlying plea
negotiations. We cannot see how many habitual enhancements were brought and dismissed in each time
period or how many enhancements were threatened but not brought as part of a plea bargain. However, if
prosecutors used the threat of having the minimum sentence increased by 25, 50, or 100% primarily to
create leverage in plea negotiations, one would expect the rate of pleas to rise, not fall. If prosecutors
refused to reduce or eliminate habitual enhancements because their priority was increasing sentence
lengths, that would explain the decline in habitual pleas under the statutory guidelines.

C. Relationship to Sentence Length: The Size of the Trial Tax
Whether defendants go to trial because they want to assert defenses or simply for lack of better options,
they face the prospect of receiving a longer prison term for having done so. This result raises questions
the data cannot answer.
•
•
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Are sentences longer after a trial simply because the defendants lack the benefits of a
negotiated plea?
Is it because the court had the opportunity at trial to consider particular evidence or the
demeanor of the defendant or that of prosecution witnesses?
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•
•

Or is it a deliberate penalty for the defendant’s decision to “waste” the court’s time by
insisting on exercising his or her Sixth Amendment right?
Even more fundamentally, what is the relationship of the conviction method to the purposes
of sentencing? If 15 years is adequate to punish the defendant and protect the public when
someone pleads guilty, why is 25 years necessary when the same person goes to trial?

Whatever the answers, the trial tax existed before the adoption of judicial guidelines and continued to
exist under the legislative guidelines. The trial tax is calculated as the percentage increase in sentence
length for jury trials over pleas. Thus, for instance, if the median sentence for defendants who pleaded
guilty was 10 years, and for people convicted by a jury it was 20 years, the trial tax would be 100%.
Table 14 summarizes the median sentences and the extent of the trial tax for both non-habitual
and habitual sentences during the judicial period. While the habitual sentences for pleas were much higher
than the non-habitual sentences for pleas, the actual number of years added for going to trial was not. The
number of years non-habitualized defendants paid for going to a jury trial was between five and seven.
The number of years habitualized defendants paid was between five and eight.
Table 14. Median Sentences by Conviction Method During 2nd Judicial Guidelines Period
Non-Habitual and Habitual Sentences (in years), 1989–1998
Non-Habitual
Habitual
Crime
Plea
Jury
Trial
Plea
Jury
Trial
Trial
Tax
Trial
Tax
Murder, second-degree
15.0
20.0
5 yrs/33.3%
25.0
30.0
5 yrs/20.0%
Assault
8.0
15.0
7 yrs/87.5%
12.0
20.0
8 yrs/66.7%
CSC, first-degree
8.0
15.0
7 yrs/87.5%
17.25
23.75
6.5 yrs/33.7%
Robbery
4.0
10.0
6 yrs/150.0%
7.5
15.0
7.5 yrs/100.0%
CMIS Data

All offense types significant at
p <.001

M2 p < .05, AWIM, CSC, & RA p < .001

Figure 8a illustrates the pattern of sentence increases from plea to bench trial to jury trial for nonhabitual sentences under the legislative guidelines. The baseline was increased compared to the judicial
period in that sentences for pleas of every offense type were longer. Except for CSC, sentences for jury
trials were longer too.
For every offense type the sentences for bench-tried defendants were between those for guilty
pleas and jury trials but closer to pleas. The number of years defendants paid for going to a jury trial was
between six and nine.
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CMIS Data, All offense types significant at p < .001

Figure 8b indicates that, compared to the judicial period shown in Table 14, under the legislative
guidelines the trial tax on habitual offender sentences exploded. The percentage increase for jury trials
over pleas was much greater for every offense group except robbery. The actual years added for
requesting a jury trial ranged from nearly nine in robbery cases to 15 in murder and assault cases. Even
having a bench trial cost habitualized defendants an extra five to10 years in prison.

CMIS Data, All offense types significant at p < .001

Thus defendants sentenced as habitual offenders for life-maximum offenses under the legislative
guidelines pay three times over. The guidelines ranges for these offenses are higher for all defendants
than they were under the judicial guidelines. The ranges are then broadened by enhancement as a habitual
offender. And habitual offenders are far more likely to be convicted at a jury trial, which exposes them to
a substantial trial tax.
The trial tax reflects not only the fact that the defendant went to trial but all the factors associated
with that decision, including the defendant’s prior record, the details of the offense, habitual offender
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status, and the likelihood of a departure. When the regression analysis honed in solely on the impact of
the conviction method while holding all other variables constant, it appeared that:
•
•
•

Just the fact of having a jury trial added 18% to the sentence compared to a guilty plea, while
the impact of a bench trial increased sentence length by 6%. These results are similar to
NCSC’s finding that conviction at trial increased the sentence by 17.7%.
The amount of the increase varied by offense—ranging from a 12% increase for murder cases
to a 21% increase when the conviction was for assault.
As we will see in Chapter Ten, the sentence increases for selecting a jury trial varied
substantially by county.

D. How the Trial Tax Is Applied Under Sentencing Guidelines
The medians show how greatly sentences differ depending on whether the defendant was convicted by
guilty plea or jury trial. But how, exactly, do the sentencing guidelines allow these wide disparities to
occur? Our discussion in Chapter Seven has already suggested the answers: the breadth of the cell ranges
and the amount of departures above and below those ranges.
Together, these factors create so much room for discretion that a non-guidelines consideration
like conviction method can have a striking impact on the sentence. Table 15 shows that, for every type of
offense, those who pleaded guilty were far more likely to receive a sentence below the bottom of the
applicable cell range while those convicted by a jury were far more likely to receive a sentence right at or
above the highest end of the range. Overall, plea-based sentences were more than twice as likely to be
below the midpoint of the applicable range.
Table 15. Percentages of Minimum Non-Habitual Sentences across Guideline Ranges,
by Conviction Method, 2003–2012
Number
Below
At MinIn Range,
At
In Range, At MaxAbove
of
Min-Min
Min
Below
Midpoint
Above
Min
Max-Min
Cases
Midpoint
Midpoint
M2
1,218
Plea
896
39.8
5.9
19.4
9.5
10.2
5.1
10.0
Court
49
22.4
12.2
22.4
10.2
16.3
10.2
6.1
Jury
273
9.2
5.1
15.0
17.9
17.9
16.8
17.9
AWIM
884
Plea
553
55.0
9.6
16.6
2.9
7.8
1.6
6.5
Court
38
21.1
13.2
13.2
5.3
21.1
2.6
23.7
Jury
293
9.9
7.5
15.0
10.2
25.6
14.7
17.1
CSC
1,225
Plea
873
28.3
12.4
21.0
7.4
12.5
9.4
9.0
Court
38
23.7
0.0
15.8
5.3
18.4
5.3
31.6
Jury
314
9.2
5.1
15.0
10.2
18.8
17.8
23.9
RA
5,659
Plea
4,915
43.3
19.4
19.1
4.5
7.6
1.8
4.3
Court
210
37.1
22.9
13.8
6.2
8.1
4.3
7.6
Jury
534
13.9
10.9
19.3
9.2
17.6
14.4
14.8
OMNI Data, All offense types significant at p < .001
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To test the possibility that this distribution of sentences may reflect different combinations of
offense and prior record scores (e.g., that downward departures involve less serious cases), we looked at
the distribution of sentences within the range most commonly used for each offense. The patterns were
similar to those in Table 15. That is, people whose OV and PRV scores placed them in cells with identical
parameters received very different sentences depending on whether they pleaded guilty or went to trial.9
Among habitual offender sentences the differences in departures above the usual maximumminimum between pleas and jury trials were even more extreme. For example:
•

•
•

•
•

When the defendants were sentenced for murder as second offenders, 35% of the plea-based
sentences were downward departures and only 8.8% were above the max-min. Of those
convicted by a jury, 2.9% of the sentences were downward departures and 57% were above
the max-min.
Among second-offense assault sentences, 32% of the pleas but none of the jury trials resulted
in downward departures. Conversely, 12% of the pleas and 76% of the jury trials resulted in
sentences above the max-min.
Assault defendants treated as fourth offenders who were jury-tried received downward
departures in just 2% of their sentences and terms above the max-min in 75%. By
comparison, among plea-based sentences 31% received downward departures while 21% had
terms above the max-min.
Fourth offender CSC sentences reflected downward departures in 18% of the pleas and none
of the jury trials. Conversely, 30% of the plea-based sentences and 66% of the jury-based
sentences were above the max-min.
Fourth offense armed robbery sentences showed the same pattern. Only 1% of the jury-based
sentences were downward departures compared to 19% of the pleas. At the other extreme,
nearly 60% of the jury-based sentences but only 18% of the plea-based sentences were above
the max-min.

In sum, sentences for every type of offense that resulted from guilty pleas were far more likely to be at or
below the low end of the applicable guidelines range and far more likely to be at or above the high end if
they resulted from jury convictions. This would not have a major impact on sentence length if the ends
were not so far apart. However, given the breadth of the guidelines ranges, the use of habitual offender
charges to broaden them even further and the routine use of both upward and downward departures, it
becomes easy to see how the price of a jury trial may be years or even decades of additional incarceration.
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CHAPTER TEN. SYSTEMIC FACTORS: COUNTY OF CONVICTION
The current analysis confirms what previous research has shown about the impact of locality. Whether
Michigan has no guidelines, advisory judicial guidelines, or mandatory legislative guidelines, defendants
with similar backgrounds who commit similar offenses may receive very different sentences depending
on the county of conviction. To assess the differences in sentence lengths among counties, we must first
recognize that there are significant differences in the frequency of offenses. A disproportionate share of
offenses that typically carry longer sentences could explain why some counties have longer median
sentences. This possibility reinforces the importance of controlling for offense type in analyzing the data.
Table 16. Frequency of Offense Type by County,
Non-Habitual Sentences, 1999–2012
Berrien
Calhoun
Genesee
Ingham
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kent
Macomb
Muskegon
Oakland
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Wayne
Total

Murder
21
9.7%
15
8.2%
144
20.8%
42
15.0%
7
6.1%
33
10.8%
83
7.1%
46
4.9%
18
7.2%
59
4.4%
39
10.1%
34
8.7%
1,182
15.4%
1,723
12.3%

Assault
14
6.5%
20
10.9%
77
11.1%
23
8.2%
6
5.2%
23
7.5%
67
5.7%
92
9.7%
11
4.4%
113
8.3%
61
15.8%
26
6.7%
865
11.2%
1,398
10.0%

CSC
43
19.8%
74
40.4%
70
10.1%
62
22.1%
29
25.2%
67
22.0%
246
21.1%
143
15.1%
81
32.3%
267
19.7%
68
17.7%
60
15.4%
766
10.0%
1,976
14.1%

Robbery
139
64.1%
74
40.4%
402
58.0%
153
54.6%
73
63.5%
182
59.7%
771
66.1%
665
70.3%
141
56.2%
915
67.6%
217
56.4%
269
69.2%
4,882
63.4%
8,883
63.5%

Total
217
183
693
280
115
305

As Table 16 shows, in most
counties for non-habitual sentences,
robbery is far and away the most
common of the four offense types.
Robbery sentences, which are
generally the shortest, are at least
55% in 12 of 13 counties; they are
over two-thirds of the total in
Oakland, Macomb, Kent, and
Washtenaw. In 10 counties, CSC is
the second most frequent offense
type. In Wayne and Genesee,
murder sentences, which are
generally the longest, are the second
most common, while in Oakland,
Macomb, Saginaw, and Calhoun
they are fourth.

1,167
946
251
1,354
385
389
7,695
13,980

CMIS Data, p < .001
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A. Median Sentence
Whether the sentences in a particular county are harsher or more lenient than those of other counties
varies with the offense. No single county always gives the longest or the shortest minimum terms. The
extent of disparity also varies with the offense. However, as Table 17 shows, there are definite patterns
among the non-habitual sentences.
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

County size appears to be more important than location.1
o Sentences in the largest counties were more similar to each other than they were to
the sentences imposed by mid-sized counties that are closer by. So, for instance, Kent
sentences were generally more like those in Macomb, Oakland, and Wayne than they
were like other counties on the west side of the state. Genesee, the fifth largest
county, did not cluster with the other large counties as consistently.
o Differences among the medium and smaller counties do not appear to depend on
geography. Counties that are right next to each other, like Kalamazoo and Calhoun,
had very different median sentences for CSC and robbery.
The median sentences imposed in the larger counties tended to be shorter than those imposed
in smaller counties.
The data undermine some widely held assumptions about which counties are “tough” and
which are “lenient.” Wayne County, home to the City of Detroit, did not impose the lowest
median sentences in any offense group. Oakland County sentences were in the low-to-middle
range for every offense, despite the county’s “law and order” reputation.
Despite the fact that the M2 grid has the widest cell ranges by far, murder sentences showed
the greatest amount of consistency, with nine counties at 20 years and four from 22.5 to 24
years.
Assault sentences trended markedly higher than CSC sentences.
CSC showed the least consistency among counties, with a spread of nearly nine years
between the lowest medians and the highest.
Although armed robbery had much lower sentences than the other offenses, the four-year
spread between the lowest and highest counties was the same as the spread for murder.
Table 17. Median Sentence by County, 1999–2012 (non-habitual)

Murder, Second-Degree
County
Yrs
N

Assault to Murder
County
Yrs
N

CSC, First-Degree
County
Yrs
N

Armed Robbery
County
Yrs
N

Berrien
Calhoun
Genesee
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kent
Macomb
Oakland
Wayne
Saginaw
Ingham
Washtenaw
Muskegon

Kent
Macomb
Oakland
Wayne
Jackson
Muskegon
Genesee
Ingham
Washtenaw
Kalamazoo
Saginaw
Calhoun
Berrien

10
10
10.5
11
11.25
12
14
14
14
15
15
15.5
16.25

Kalamazoo
Oakland
Washtenaw
Kent
Macomb
Wayne
Calhoun
Berrien
Muskegon
Genesee
Saginaw
Ingham
Jackson

6.75
9
9.5
10
10
10
10.6
11.25
12
13.3
13.5
14.5
15

Macomb
Oakland
Kalamazoo
Kent
Wayne
Muskegon
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Ingham
Jackson
Genesee
Berrien
Calhoun

Spread
p < .05

6.25

Spread
p < .001

8.75

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
22.5
22.7
23
24

Spread
4
CMIS data, Not Sig
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21
15
144
7
33
83
46
59
1,182
39
42
34
18

67
92
113
865
6
11
77
23
26
23
61
20
14

67
267
60
246
143
773
74
43
81
70
68
62
29
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Spread
p < .001

5
5
6
6
6
6.5
6.75
6.75
7
7
7.1
8
9
4

665
915
182
771
4,882
141
217
269
153
73
402
139
74
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Regression analysis confirms these findings. Examining estimated sentence lengths for all
offenses combined and using Wayne County as the baseline found that:
•

•

The length of sentence overall was significantly longer in seven counties compared to
Wayne, significantly shorter in three, and not much different in the remaining two.
o For instance, Genesee, Jackson, and Muskegon had sentences that were 7% longer
while Oakland’s were 7% shorter.
o Similarly, Kent’s sentences were 4% longer than Wayne’s while Macomb’s were 4%
shorter.
The disparities by county were far and away most pronounced for CSC sentences.
o Eight counties had sentences that were significantly different than Wayne’s and all
were longer.
o The greatest difference was with Genesee, which was 24% longer; the smallest was
Kent which is 5% longer.

B. Place on the Range
The difference in median sentence length is related to how a county’s judges utilize the often very broad
guidelines ranges. In Chapter Seven we explored how “place on the range,” that is, the extent to which
sentences are at the high or low end of the applicable cell range, or depart from the range altogether,
varied depending on the nature of the offense and the defendant’s habitual offender status. Table 18
allows us to examine how place on the range varies by county without regard to offense type. By rank
ordering the counties at points below, within, and above the range we can more readily see patterns. Each
county’s percentages of non-habitual sentences below and at the minimum-minimum are added to create a
“low end” total; each county’s percentages of sentences at or above the maximum-minimum are added to
create a “high end” total.
The great many departures below the guidelines’ recommended range cannot be explained by
county size or location.
Downward departure rates vary greatly by county. For instance, rates for the four largest counties
decline in increments of roughly 10 points:
•
•
•
•

Wayne – 47.6%
Kent – 36.0%
Macomb – 26.4%
Oakland – 16.5%

The medium-sized counties also differ from each other; for example, the rate of downward departures is
35.6% in Kalamazoo but only 17.2% in Washtenaw.
The smaller counties of Berrien, Muskegon, Calhoun, and Jackson show more consistency, with
fewer than 10% of their sentences being downward departures.
Overall there are more than 4.5 times as many downward as upward departures.
•
•

Most counties depart down at anywhere from four to 10 times as often as they depart
upwards.
The smaller counties of Berrien, Muskegon, Calhoun, and Jackson each departs both up and
down at small but more similar rates.
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36.0
35.6
32.6
28.0
26.4
20.2
17.2
16.5
8.7
7.7
5.0
3.6

Oakland
Kalamazoo
Macomb
Calhoun
Saginaw
Berrien
Genesee
Ingham
Kent
Jackson
Wayne
Muskegon

OMNI Data, Chi-Square p < .001

Kent
Kalamazoo
Ingham
Genesee
Macomb
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Oakland
Berrien
Muskegon
Jackson
Calhoun

36.5
29.8
29.6
20.5
18.6
14.3
10.5
9.3
9.3
8.8
8.7
8.3

Washtenaw
Wayne
Macomb
Oakland
Kent
Ingham
Saginaw
Genesee
Calhoun
Berrien
Muskegon
Jackson

59.6
56.3
56.0
53.0
45.3
41.9
38.8
38.5
24.1
23.0
16.0
13.8

Jackson
Berrien
Calhoun
Kent
Saginaw
Ingham
Oakland
Genesee
Washtenaw
Macomb
Wayne
Kalamazoo

63.8
52.3
50.0
47.2
42.1
40.9
39.2
36.4
33.6
32.8
30.3
26.3

Berrien
Calhoun
Jackson
Saginaw
Ingham
Macomb
Muskegon
Oakland
Kent
Kalamazoo
Washtenaw
Wayne

18.3
17.9
16.3
12.0
7.3
7.1
6.4
5.3
4.2
3.4
2.7
2.5

Ingham
Calhoun
Saginaw
Jackson
Berrien
Muskegon
Kalamazoo
Genesee
Washtenaw
Macomb
Kent
Oakland

9.8
8.0
7.0
6.3
6.3
5.8
4.9
4.8
4.2
4.1
3.2
2.4

Genesee
Berrien
Jackson
Saginaw
Ingham
Wayne
Muskegon
Macomb
Kalamazoo
Oakland
Kent
Washtenaw

25.2
24.6
22.6
19.0
17.1
13.4
12.2
11.2
8.3
7.7
7.4
6.9

Table 18. Place on the Range by County, Rank Ordered by Percentage of Non-Habitual Sentences, 2003–2012
Below Min-Min
At Min-Min
Low-End Total
Below/At/Above
At Max-Min
Above Max-Min
High-End Total
Midpoint Total
Wayne
47.6 Washtenaw
42.4 Kalamazoo 65.4 Muskegon
71.8 Genesee
20.4 Wayne
10.9 Calhoun
25.9
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The obverse of departure rates is the extent to which counties comply with the sentencing guidelines.
Compliance can be seen by adding the second, fourth, and fifth columns in Table 18.
•
•
•

Wayne, the county with the largest number of cases by far, imposes sentences within the
recommended range only 41.5% of the time. At 57.6, 59.5, and 60.8%, respectively, the
counties with the next lowest compliance rates are Ingham, Kalamazoo, and Kent.
At the other extreme, the smaller counties of Berrien, Muskegon, Calhoun, and Jackson
impose within-range sentences between 85 and 89% of the time.
Notably, Oakland at 81.1% and Washtenaw at 78.6% behave much more like the smaller
counties than like their larger peers.

As we also observed in Chapter Seven, judges who do not wish to depart, with the requirement
for justification that departures entail, may nonetheless gravitate toward the very lowest or very highest
minimum sentences that define the boundaries of the applicable range. The extent to which judges chose
sentences at the min-min, below it, or both varied, again without regard to size or location.
•
•
•

While Oakland and Washtenaw judges did not often depart below the range, 42.4 and 36.5%
of their sentences, respectively, were the minimum-minimum.
Wayne, Ingham and Kent, which all had high rates of downward departures, all imposed the
minimum-minimum in only about 9% of their sentences.
Kalamazoo and Macomb each had substantial rates of both downward departures and
imposition of the minimum-minimum.

When the downward departures and minimum-minimums are combined, we get a picture of the extent to
which counties impose sentences at the low end.
•
•
•

Five counties: 53.0 – 65.4%
Four counties: 38.5 – 45.3%
Four counties: 13.8 – 24.1%

To a much smaller degree, we see a similar phenomenon with judges who did not often depart upward but
who imposed a substantial number of sentences at the maximum-minimum. For the most part, the
counties that had the most low-end sentences had the fewest at the high end.
The proportion of low-end sentences suggests that judges in the larger and medium-sized counties
saw the guidelines recommendations as too high. But we must confirm that this appearance is not an
artifact of the frequency with which these judges see certain offense types. To do so, we separate the
sentences by offense type, then compare each county’s proportion of low-end and high-end sentences.
This process allows us to see three things: (1) the extent to which the proportion of low-end and high-end
sentences each vary by offense, (2) the extent of disparity among counties for sentences for the same
offense, and (3) whether there are any patterns in the relationship between high- and low-end sentences.
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We begin by looking at the non-habitual sentences for
murder, which tend to be very similar. Table 19a makes two
things apparent. First, there are wide disparities across
counties, with the proportion of low-end sentences ranging
from 44% down to zero and the proportion of high-end
Murder, Second-Degree
sentences ranging from 50% down to 7.6. The differences
County
Percent Percent
cannot be explained by county size or location. Compare, for
at Low
at High
example, the low-end rates of Macomb and Wayne with those
End
End
of Kent and Oakland. Compare as well the high end rates of
Macomb
44.1
26.5
Washtenaw and Oakland with those of Calhoun and
Genesee
43.3
29.2
Kalamazoo.
Wayne
41.0
17.8
Second, there is no consistent relationship within counties
Washtenaw
38.4
7.6
between the rates of high- and low-end sentences. Some
Kalamazoo
33.4
36.4
counties had substantially more low-end sentences, some had
Ingham
30.4
30.4
more at the high end and some had quite even proportions at
Saginaw
30.0
20.0
both ends. Compare, for instance, Wayne and Washtenaw with
Jackson
25.0
50.0
Kent and Kalamazoo.
Kent
23.4
20.0
Table 19b has the non-habitual sentences for the offenses
Oakland
20.9
13.9
on the A grid. It shows significant disparity by county both
Calhoun
18.2
36.4
within and across offense types.
Berrien
10.0
30.0
•
The proportion of low-end sentences for the same
Muskegon
0.0
22.0
offense varies widely across counties. Compare, for example,
OMNI Data, p < .001
Genesee with Macomb or Kalamazoo with Wayne.
• The proportion of high-end sentences for the same offense also varies widely across counties.
Compare, for example, Berrien with Washtenaw or Oakland with Genesee.
• For robbery the rates of low-end sentences were exponentially higher than for any other
offense.
o For eight counties, more than half the robbery sentences were at or below the minmin.
o Among the four counties with low end rates between 61 and 67%, the proportion
attributable to downward departures differed dramatically with Wayne at 51%,
Macomb at 30%, Oakland at 20%, and Washtenaw, at just 14.5%.
o Kalamazoo’s low-end rate of 80% was achieved by a combination of 40% downward
departures and 40% at the min-min.
• Overall, CSC sentences were markedly different from the other offense types. Eight of the
counties had less than 25% of their CSC sentences at the low end, while the same eight
counties had nearly 25% of their CSC sentences at the high end.
• The extent to which counties tended to be consistent in their rate of low-end sentences across
offense types varied.
o Genesee, for example, had roughly 40% of its sentences for every other offense type
at the low end but only 7.5% of its CSC sentences. Macomb and Ingham also saw
large declines in their CSC sentences.
o On the other hand, Washtenaw, Oakland, and Kent each had roughly similar rates of
low-end sentences for assault and CSC with lower rates for murder.
o Kalamazoo was unique in having a much greater percentage of low-end sentences for
CSC than for assault or murder.
Table 19a. County Differences
in Low and
High-End Non-Habitual
Sentences, 2003–2012
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Table 19b. County Differences in Low and High-End Non-Habitual Sentences
for Assault, CSC, and Robbery, 2003–2012

Assault with Intent to Murder
County
Percent Percent
at Low
at High
End
End

Macomb
Wayne
Washtenaw
Oakland
Ingham
Kent
Genesee
Kalamazoo
Berrien
Saginaw
Calhoun
Muskegon
Jackson
OMNI Data

53.6
52.8
47.0
41.7
41.2
40.5
40.0
38.1
33.3
24.4
20.0
12.5
0.0

12.7
18.3
5.9
8.4
11.8
7.2
26.7
19.0
22.2
24.4
10.0
12.5
0.0
p < .001

Criminal Sexual Conduct
County
Percent
Percent
at Low
at High
End
End

Kalamazoo
Washtenaw
Wayne
Kent
Oakland
Macomb
Ingham
Calhoun
Saginaw
Genesee
Muskegon
Berrien
Jackson

16.7
52.8
19.2
49.0
21.9
44.8
17.6
36.4
15.9
35.7
24.7
23.6
29.3
17.0
41.3
15.2
50.0
13.2
55.0
7.5
28.3
1.9
51.7
0.0
54.5
0.0
p < .001

County

Armed Robbery
Percent Percent
at Low
at High
End
End

Kalamazoo
Washtenaw
Macomb
Wayne
Oakland
Ingham
Saginaw
Kent
Genesee
Calhoun
Berrien
Muskegon
Jackson

7.0
79.8
3.5
66.8
7.0
64.0
10.0
62.8
4.9
61.0
10.8
53.6
8.3
52.6
3.1
50.7
18.5
40.9
11.1
35.5
14.1
32.0
1.2
26.8
7.7
19.2
p < .001

C. Conviction Method
Disparities in sentence length may also be affected by differences in the rate of pleas versus jury trials.
Recall that median sentences resulting from pleas are substantially shorter than sentences resulting from
jury trials and are typically shorter than those resulting from bench trials as well. Recall also that Wayne
County is unique in its tradition of using bench trials. This higher rate of bench trials helps explain why
Wayne County’s median sentences are not among the very lowest for the three A-grid offenses.
Table 20 shows that, within each offense type, the counties vary greatly in their rate of plea-based
sentences. Some consistencies exist. Kent and Kalamazoo have among the highest plea rates for every
offense. Genesee also has high rates while Ingham and Wayne have among the lowest for every offense
except murder. Other counties have roughly similar proportions of pleas across offense types. Most have
their lowest plea rates for assault and their highest for robbery.
What is not consistent is a relationship between the proportion of pleas and the proportion of lowend sentences. Given the undeniable and intentional relationship between guilty pleas and lower
sentences, one would expect the counties with the highest rates of pleas to have the highest rates of lowend sentences. However, this did not prove to be the case.
The clearest example is the murder sentences. Although nine counties all had median minimums
of 20 years, their rates of guilty pleas ranged from 54.3% for Macomb and 62.7% for Oakland to 85.7%
for Ingham and 83.3% for Genesee.
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When we examine the A grid offenses, we find the relationships between plea rates and low-end
sentences are all over the map. For example:
•
•
•
•

County
Berrien
Calhoun
Genesee
Ingham
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kent
Macomb
Muskegon
Oakland
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Wayne
CMIS Data

Kalamazoo has a high rate of pleas for every offense type. It also has a high rate of low-end
sentences for CSC and robbery but not for assault.
Wayne has low rates of pleas for every offense type but high rates of low-end sentences.
Washtenaw has a high rate of low-end sentences but its plea rates vary substantially by
offense.
Kent has higher plea rates for assault and robbery than its proportion of low-end sentences
would suggest.
Table 20. Percentage of Conviction Method by Offense and County
(Non-Habitual Sentences, 1999–2012)

Murder, SecondDegree
Plea Court Jury
76.2
0.0
23.8
60.0
0.0
40.0
83.3
1.4
15.3
85.7
0.0
11.9
71.4
14.3
14.3
78.8
0.0
21.2
78.3
1.2
20.5
54.3
0.0
45.7
72.2
0.0
27.8
62.7
1.7
35.6
74.4
0.0
23.1
76.5
0.0
23.5
68.4
7.4
24.2
Chi-Square p < .001

Assault with Intent to
Murder
Plea Court Jury
57.1
0.0
42.9
60.0
0.0
40.0
68.8
1.3
29.9
52.2
0.0
47.8
50.0
0.0
50.0
69.6
4.3
26.1
79.1
0.0
20.9
63.0
0.0
37.0
63.6
9.1
27.3
61.1
0.9
38.1
50.8
0.0
49.2
73.1
0.0
26.9
56.3
8.8
34.9
Chi-Square p < .001

CSC, First-Degree

Armed Robbery

Plea Court Jury
74.4
0.0
25.6
67.6
1.4
31.1
85.7
1.4
12.9
62.9
1.6
35.5
86.2
6.9
6.9
86.6
0.0
13.4
84.1
0.8
15.0
68.5
0.0
31.5
82.7
3.7
13.6
77.2
0.4
22.5
76.5
0.0
23.5
75.0
0.0
25.0
63.1
7.3
29.6
Chi-Square p < .001

Plea Court Jury
94.2
0.0
5.8
83.8
0.0
16.2
91.8
0.7
7.5
79.7
1.3
19.0
79.5
2.7
17.8
94.5
1.6
3.8
94.7
0.3
5.1
88.6
0.8
10.7
93.6
0.0
6.4
86.2
0.8
13.0
81.6
0.9
17.5
91.1
1.1
7.8
80.8
7.0
12.1
Chi-Square p < .001

D. County-Specific Analyses
In addition to the full model and offense-specific models mentioned already, we ran separate analyses for
each of the 13 counties, also found in Appendix B. This step allows us to further explore differences
among counties that were noted earlier. Each county differed in the importance placed on individual
guidelines factors and how the factors come together to explain sentence length. Breaking apart the
counties is an important step in analysis, as Wayne County comprises a large portion of the sentences in
our data, and therefore our overall model is more reflective of Wayne County which, as we will see, is
unique in many ways.
When examining the variance model summaries by county of conviction, Wayne County stands
out in several ways. First, the offense explained 34% of the variance in sentence length, the highest
percentage of the 13 counties included. The remaining counties ranged from a low of 10% of variance
explained in Calhoun County to 28% in Kalamazoo. In most of the counties the offense explained about
20–25% of the variance in sentence length.
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Second, OV and PRV levels provided the lowest percent of variance explained in Wayne County
at 11.9% and 17.6%, respectively.
•
•

For OV level, the remaining counties ranged from the high of almost 39% of variance in
Calhoun County to 12.2% in Ingham. For most of the counties OV level explained 25–30%.
PRV Level explained almost 36% of the variance in Muskegon County down to 22% in
Genesee County. For most of the counties PRV level explained 25–30%.

Further, while the full model and offense-based models show PRV level having greater explanatory
power than OV level, this largely results from the influence of Wayne County. The PRV level explained
more variance in only four counties (Ingham, Kent, Saginaw, and Wayne), while OV level also explained
more variance in four counties (Berrien, Calhoun, Oakland, and Washtenaw). The remaining five counties
had similar amounts of variance explained by OV and PRV levels. The differences among counties in the
percentage of variance explained by habitual status displayed interesting results that will be examined in
Chapter Fourteen.
Examining the amount of variance explained by specific guidelines factors reveals important
differences among how counties utilize the sentencing guidelines overall. In the full model, guidelines
factors explained 71% of the variance in sentence length; however, most counties have a greater amount
of variance than that explained by these factors. Again, Wayne County is unique in that the guidelines
factors explain the least amount of variance at 65.8%.
•
•
•

At 66% and 70.7%, respectively, only Genesee and Saginaw Counties are also below the full
model’s level of explanation.
Berrien County has the most variance in sentence length explained by the guidelines factors
at almost 87%.
Calhoun, Kalamazoo, Muskegon, Oakland, and Washtenaw are not far behind with at least
80% of variance explained.

A high amount of variance explained is evidence of sentence lengths being determined by guidelines
factors. The three counties that have more than 30% of the difference in sentence length unaccounted for
by guidelines factors suggest less adherence to the sentencing guidelines.
The inclusion of departures into the model reconciles a large amount of the differences among
counties so that the percentage of variance explained ranges from 85% in Saginaw to 94.2% in
Kalamazoo. Departures explain 23% of the variance in sentence lengths in Wayne County, which—as
discussed previously—departs frequently. In contrast, in Calhoun County, departures explain 5.5% of the
variance. In general, the counties that had relatively low levels of explanation from the guideline’s factors
have high percentages explained by departures, while the counties that had high levels of explanation
from the guidelines factors had relatively low percentages of explanation from departures.
Turning to the impact of changes in PRV and OV levels on estimated sentence length, we again
find variations by county. For example, Kalamazoo had some of the largest effects for increases in PRV
level: the increase from Level A to B is a 57% increase, and at Level F it is 271% increase.
Comparatively, in Genesee County, increases in PRV level had a more tempered effect on sentence
length, with an increase of 23% for PRV Level B and 176% for PRV Level F.
County patterns in the effect on sentence length of OV level increases were less consistent.
Moving from OV level II and then to OV level III, Wayne County had the smallest increases at 28% and
65%, respectively; Muskegon County had the largest increases, at 53% and 103%. For movement to OV
level VI, the difference between the smallest and largest impact was 90 points. The sentence increased
189% in Saginaw compared to 279% in Washtenaw County.
The impact of departures on estimated sentence length varied among counties within a fairly
narrow range. The impact of downward departures ranged from a 34% decrease in Calhoun County to
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more than 50% decreases in Jackson and Genesee Counties. Most of the counties saw an estimated
decrease of 38–45%. The range is broader for upward departures. Ingham County had the smallest
upward departure impact, with a sentence length increase of 63%, followed by Oakland and Washtenaw
at 65% and 67%, respectively. In five counties, an upward departure was associated with more than a
90% increase. Interestingly, Wayne County, which we have previously highlighted for its extensive use of
departures, fell in the middle for the impact of both downward and upward departures with 44% decreases
and 70% increases, respectively.
Finally, the sentence increase for selecting a jury trial varied substantially by county. At the lower
end, choosing a jury trial increased estimated sentence lengths by 11% in Ingham and Kent, 12% in
Wayne, 15% in Kalamazoo, and 19% in Washtenaw. A jury trial added 24–26% to the sentence in
Genesee, Macomb, Muskegon, and Oakland, and 30% in Calhoun. The most striking county disparities
are the lack of any significant increase for a jury trial in Berrien and Jackson and, at the other extreme, a
38% increase in sentence length for having a jury trial in Saginaw.

E. Further Observations
While no data were available with regard to prosecution decision-making, a last point worth noting about
counties is that each has one unique factor: the identity of the elected prosecutor. Because prosecutors are
county officials who select the charges (including habitual offender enhancements), negotiate guilty pleas,
agree or object to bench trials, recommend sentences, and decide whether to appeal downward departures,
their influence on sentence lengths—both direct and indirect—is substantial, albeit difficult to measure.
Some prosecution policies are idiosyncratic. They depend on the elected prosecutor’s views about plea
bargaining, sentencing, or particular offenses. However some practices may be a practical function of the
county’s size and thus may result in similar outcomes among like-sized jurisdictions. For instance,
prosecutors in large counties with heavy caseloads, many personnel to manage, and a wide range of
judges and defense attorneys to interact with may make more pragmatic, less individualized, and
generally less publicly visible decisions than prosecutors in smaller counties.
County disparities in sentence length are often defended by judges and prosecutors on the basis of
“local control” over “local crimes.” The sentences are said to reflect differences in community values that
local elected officials are bound to respect. Disparities are also presumed to reflect individualized
decisions based on knowledge of local resources and circumstances.
The opposing view is that defendants are convicted in the name of the “People of the State of
Michigan” of crimes defined by state statute. Their convictions and sentences are subject to appellate
review by state-level courts, and their prison sentences are served in state facilities funded by all state
taxpayers. Yet some Michigan prisoners are serving minimum sentences that are twice as long as those of
other prisoners with similar prior records who committed similar crimes in a different county. This result
is not only unfair to the individuals who drew the long straw but also means that some counties’
sentencing decisions disproportionately affect the allocation of state resources.
In theory, the adoption of statewide sentencing guidelines indicates that the Legislature has
resolved this dispute by coming down on the side of statewide consistency. However, in practice, the
structure of the guidelines permits very substantial disparities among counties to continue unabated.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN. SYSTEMIC FACTORS: SENTENCING JUDGE
Sentencing disparities do not only exist among counties. As Jesse Mack can attest, they also exist within
counties among judges on the same bench.
On June 26, 2011, Jesse Mack, Christopher Hubbert, and Deangelo Reynolds went to a
residence in Detroit to find Michael Miller, whom they believed stole a pistol from Mack’s home
the preceding week. Mack had reported the gun stolen without action by the police. Mack placed
a shotgun in the trunk of the car because he believed Miller was at a “weed house.” Mack drove.
Miller was standing outside his residence. When Miller refused to talk to the occupants of the car
and headed for his house, Reynolds fired the shotgun, which he had retrieved from the trunk, and
Hubbert fired a pistol for a total of 14–15 shots aimed at the house. Miller was not hurt, but his
mother, who was inside the house, sustained injuries to her forearm and calf.
All three men were charged with assault with intent to commit murder, which carries a
maximum sentence of life or any term of years, and possession of a firearm during the
commission of a felony (“felony firearm”), which carries a mandatory sentence of two years to be
served consecutively to the sentence for the underlying crime. Mack, who had not actually fired a
weapon, was charged with both crimes as an aider and abettor. All pled no contest which, for
most purposes, has the effect of a guilty plea.
Mr. Mack, aged 23, had a high school diploma and various trade certifications, a wellpaying job and no prior record, adult or juvenile. He lived with his longstanding girlfriend
(whom he married while on bail) and their two children. He had no history of substance abuse or
mental illness.
On December 22, 2011, Judge Daniel Hathaway sentenced Mr. Mack to serve 7.5–20
years for the assault. The minimum was near the low end of the range recommended by
Michigan’s sentencing guidelines, which was 81–135 months (6.75–11.25 years). Mack also
received two additional years for the felony firearm.
The two co-defendants were not arrested immediately. They were sentenced nearly a year
after Mr. Mack by a different judge after negotiating pleas with a different prosecutor.
On November 14, 2012, Judge Gregory Dean Bill sentenced Mr. Reynolds. Because he
had two prior felony convictions and was currently on parole, Mr. Reynolds’s sentencing
guidelines range was 225–375 months (18.75–31.25 years). He was sentenced to serve 5–15
years for the assault, plus two years for the felony firearm. His minimum of 60 months for the
assault was 165 months—nearly 14 years—below the low end of the guidelines range. His
Sentencing Information Report does not reflect any reasons for the departure.
Six days later, Mr. Hubbert was also sentenced by Judge Bill. Like Mr. Mack, Mr.
Hubbert had no prior record and his sentencing guidelines range was also 81–135 months.
However, Mr. Hubbert was sentenced to 3–15 years for the assault and the additional two years
for the felony firearm. His minimum of 36 months for the assault was 45 months—nearly four
years—below the low end of the guidelines range. His Sentencing Information Report also does
not reflect any reasons for the departure.
Judge Hathaway, who had sentenced Mr. Mack, subsequently considered Mr. Mack’s
postconviction motion for relief from his sentence. Although Judge Hathaway thought the
discrepancy in sentences between Mack and his co-defendants was “strange,” he declined to
question the decisions of other judges and concluded that Mr. Mack’s sentence was proportional
to the crime because it was within the range established by the sentencing guidelines.
The discrepancies in this case are particularly stark because they occurred among co-defendants.
But they are not unique. The data reveal that the median sentences of judges in the same county for the
same type of offense imposed under the same legislative guidelines vary by three, six, 10, and even 12
years.
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The nearly 21,000 sentences in the CMIS dataset for 1999–2012 were imposed by hundreds of
different judges. Many of those judges did not have a sufficient number of cases for analysis. Therefore, it
is not possible to include “identity of the sentencing judge” as a variable in a regression analysis. We can,
however, compare the sentences of those judges from a number of counties who did have a substantial
volume of cases.
Wayne County, where Jesse Mack was sentenced, has the largest bench in the state. Table 21
shows us that if you were convicted of second-degree murder, you could expect to receive a minimum
sentence of 16 years from Judge R, but a sentence of nearly 23 years if you were unfortunate enough to
draw Judge B3. If you were convicted of assault with intent to murder, you were likely to receive a
minimum sentence of 10 years if sentenced by Judge B1, but you risked receiving over 13 years more if
you were sentenced by Judge B3. Similar disparities existed for the other offenses. Judges B2 and M had
median minimum sentences of nine years for first-degree CSC while Judge B3.’s median sentence was
four years longer. Judge A’s 10-year median sentence for armed robbery was twice as long as the 5-year
medians of Judges F and S.
Table 21. Median Non-Redundant Sentences Imposed by Select Wayne County Judges
Offense
Murder, second-degree
Assault with intent to murder
Criminal sexual conduct, firstdegree
Armed robbery

No. of
Judges
10*
7**
7***

No. of
Sentences
567
327
310

Low
Median
16.0
10.0
9.0

Hi Median

Difference

22.75
23.4
13.0

6.75
13.4
4.0

16****

3308

5.0

10.0

5.0

*More than 50 sentences each **At least 40 sentences each ***At least 39 sentences each
****At least 170 cases each

While other counties did not have the same volume of sentences, there were numerous examples of
substantial disparities among judges who shared the same bench.
•

•
•
•

In Oakland County CSC cases, Judge T typically imposed seven years while Judge G
imposed 15 years. Among nine Oakland County judges who collectively imposed 855 armed
robbery sentences, the median minimums showed a disparity of 8.5 years, ranging from 4.25
to 12.75 years.
In Kent County, six judges had a difference of 1.5 years in their median sentences for CSC
(from 10 to 11.5) and 2.8 years for their median robbery sentences (from 5.7 to 8.5).
In Genesee County, while four judges imposed similar median sentences of either nine or 10
years for armed robbery, the same judges had very different medians for murder—18, 22.5,
24, and 30 years.
In Saginaw County, three judges had median sentences for armed robbery that ranged from
seven to 10 years, while the two Muskegon judges with enough cases for comparison had
armed robbery medians of 10 and 10.3 years.

These findings, along with sample cases like Mr. Mack’s, confirm what every criminal practitioner knows
from experience: the sentence ultimately imposed depends, to a greater or lesser extent, on the luck of the
draw. That image is not just a cliché; it is literally true. By court rule, circuit court cases are assigned to
judges by lot.1 This serves to even out judges’ caseloads, avoid even the appearance of bias and prevent
“judge-shopping” by the parties. Ironically, it also reinforces the randomness of sentence lengths.
Whether the defendant is made to serve 10 years in prison or 15 may well come down to whether his case
is assigned to Judge A in Courtroom 1 or Judge B next door in Courtroom 2.
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During interviews by a researcher, Michigan judges attributed differences in sentence lengths to
varying judicial philosophies about the purpose of sentencing and the judge’s role in the process. They
also discussed the effect of local crime rates and local demographics, the need to work around the policies
of different prosecutors, presentence report recommendations, the availability of alternative resources,
and judges’ attitudes toward such defendant characteristics as addiction, mental illness, family support,
and employment.2
To the extent that it occurs in life-maximum cases, sentence bargaining can have some leveling
effect. But experienced prosecutors and defense attorneys know the predilections of the local judges and
what sentence agreements each judge is likely to accept. Thus the identity of the judge is itself a factor for
consideration in negotiations. The parties also know how judges are likely to receive arguments for
departures from guidelines recommendations, upward or downward.
The data show the final sentences—after plea negotiations and guidelines calculations have been
taken into account by the identified judges. It is possible that without these constraints, the extent of
disparity might have been even greater. It is undeniable that the sentencing guidelines do not prevent
substantial disparities that are attributable not to what the defendant has done but to who the sentencing
judge is.
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CHAPTER TWELVE. DEFENDANT CHARACTERISTICS: SEX AND AGE
Disparity caused by systemic factors is difficult to address because it can result from policies that may be
defensible or even seemingly inevitable. Plea bargaining, on which the operation of the criminal justice
system has come to depend, is built on the idea that people ought to receive less punishment as a reward
for waiving their right to a jury trial. Local officials justify county differences in sentencing on the
rationale that local criminal justice outcomes should reflect local values and concerns. And differences in
the sentences imposed by judges on similar defendants are said to be a byproduct of desirable judicial
independence and experience.
Consideration of the personal characteristics of individual defendants presents a different
situation. Except for the possibly mitigating factor of youth, demographic factors like sex, age, and race
bear no relevance to culpability and have no justification in public policy or even the practicalities of
administering public institutions. Given the over-representation of people of color among those who are
incarcerated, the prospect of racial disparity, in particular, has long been a matter of concern.
Some defendant characteristics that might logically relate to sentence selection in particular cases
include mental health, substance abuse history, employment status, and residential stability. We cannot
examine their impact because this sort of background information was not part of the available data.
However, prior research suggests that such factors are more likely to affect the In/Out decision for less
serious offenses than the length of an inevitable prison sentence.

A. Sex
In 2019, women constituted 5.4% of the Michigan prisoner population. From 1999–2012, they accounted
for 4.9% of the sentences imposed in life-maximum cases under the legislative guidelines. Their
proportion of these sentences varied by offense group:
•
•
•
•

Murder – 10.9%
Assault – 4.6%
CSC – 1.9%
Robbery – 4.6%

Overall, at 69.7%, women are more likely than men, at 58.3%, to have only one sentence. This may
reflect the fact that women are over-represented among murder sentences which are most likely to be
single and under-represented among CSC sentences, which have a high proportion of multiples. Figure 9
shows substantial disparity by sex for non-habitual offender sentences in each offense group.1
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CMIS data, M2, AWIM, & RA*** p < .001, CSC* p < .05

Overall, 56.3% of the women’s non-habitual sentences were at or below the low end of the applicable
sentencing guidelines range, compared to 51.4% of the men’s sentences.
Sex disparity may be largely the result of judicial perceptions that women are less dangerous than
men. It may occur because women are often co-defendants with men who are viewed as the primary
perpetrators. Or it may be because women simply have lower OV and/or PRV scores. Table 22 shows that
women do, in fact, score substantially lower than men on prior record. With a few minor exceptions
women are much more likely than men to score at Levels A–C; men score at Levels D–F at much higher
rates than women.
Table 22. Percentage of Non-Habitual Sentences Among PRV Levels by Sex, 2003–2012
PRV
Level
A
B
C
D
E
F
OMNI
Data

Murder, Second-Degree
Female
Male
(N =
(N = 1,084)
134)
38.8
17.4
17.9
12.8
26.9
29.3
12.7
23.3
3.7
9.8
0.0
7.3
p < .001

Assault w/Intent
Female
Male
(N = 43)
(N = 841)
39.5
7.0
37.2
16.3
0.0
0.0

p < .001

13.7
8.2
27.0
29.1
12.5
9.5

CSC, First-Degree
Female
Male
(N = 25) (N = 1,200)
16.0
20.1
8.0
7.2
68.0
43.1
8.0
16.3
0.0
8.0
0.0
5.3
Not Significant

Armed Robbery
Female
Male
(N = 262) (N = 5,394)
23.7
11.5
41.2
17.6
4.2
1.9

p < .001

14.9
10.3
30.9
24.3
11.2
8.5

The same level of sex disparity is not evident in the offense variable levels. No offense type
showed statistically significant differences in offense severity between males and females. Another factor
that may have helped nudge women’s sentences below men’s is that, for murder and assault, women’s
sentences were significantly more likely to result from guilty pleas.2 Regression analyses also found little
to no statistical difference in sentence length between the sexes. Exceptions to this were present in the
offense-specific analysis for assault and the county analysis for Saginaw. In the assault regression, men
were found to have an 11% increase in their sentence compared to women. In the county analysis, the
results suggest that in Saginaw sentences were 13% longer for men.
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In sum, the sentences imposed on women were consistently shorter than those imposed on men
by amounts ranging from nearly two to nearly five years. This discrepancy can be partially explained by
women having lower PRV scores and a somewhat higher rate of guilty pleas.3 However, given the size of
the disparity, it seems likely that much of the difference is attributable to a combination of individual
background factors not captured in this research and to more lenient attitudes toward female defendants.

B. Age
Table 23 examines the potential impact of age on sentences under the legislative guidelines. Overall, it
shows no uniform relationship between the defendant’s age and sentence length. There was not, for
instance, a direct increase in median sentence as defendants got older. Although that was the general
trend, there were numerous exceptions.
•
•
•

The median sentence for murder was the same at virtually every age. The sole exception was
juveniles younger than 17 whose median sentence was three years shorter.
Those who were 17 and under had median sentences that, at below 11 years, were shorter
than most in assault with intent to murder cases. Oddly the median dropped back to 10 years
for those who were 40 or older.
In the CSC and armed robbery groups, juveniles under 17 had longer median sentences than
17-year olds. The CSC group again shows a drop back to a 10-year median for defendants
who were 40 and older.

In three offense groups, the largest number of sentences by far was imposed on people who were
between 20 and 29. In the CSC group the most common age group was 30–39.
Table 23. Age at Offense and Median Minimum Sentence,
Non-Habitual Sentences, 1999–2012
Murder, SecondAssault with intent
CSC, First-Degree
Armed Robbery
Degree
to Murder
Years
Number
Years
Number
Years
Number
Years
Number
17.0
90
10.0
66
8.0
76
6.0
673
20.0
95
10.7
87
6.3
88
5.0
1,132
20.0
284
11.25
87
9.0
134
5.0
2,183
20.0
720
12.0
633
10.0
482
6.0
3,239
20.0
276
12.0
239
11.0
645
7.5
1,040
20.0
258
10.0
165
10.0
551
8.0
616
20.0
1,723
11.25
1,398
10.0
1,976
6.6
8,883

Age
<17
17
18–19
20–29
30–39
40+
Total
CMIS
Data

p < .05

p < .01

p < .001

p <.001

The age groups that show particularly interesting characteristics are under 17 and 17. Differences
between the sentences for these groups and between the sentences for the entire OMNI dataset that were
statistically significant at the p < .001 level appear below. Importantly, the law considered defendants
younger than 17 to be juveniles who had to be waived into the jurisdiction of the circuit court in order to
be tried and sentenced as adults.
•

118

Those under 17 were less likely than those who were at 17 to score at Prior Record Levels A
and B and more likely to score at PRV Levels C and D, indicating that the younger
defendants had more severe juvenile histories. Not surprisingly, both groups of teenagers
rarely accumulated enough of a criminal history to score at PRV Level E or F. The
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•

•
•
•

significantly different scoring in Wayne County of two particular prior record variables
provides some insights.
o Youth under 17 were almost twice as likely as those aged 17 to receive 10 points
under PRV 3 for having a prior high severity juvenile adjudication.
o On PRV 7, 33% of youth under 17 received 20 points for two or more concurrent or
subsequent convictions compared to 23% of those aged 17.
For the A grid crimes, those under 17 were less likely than those at 17 to score at Offense
Levels 1 and 2. Their proportion at OV Levels 1 and 2 was also markedly below that of the
group as a whole. Conversely, those under 17 were more likely to score at OV Levels 5 and 6
than either those who were at 17 or the group as a whole, suggesting that the younger
defendants committed their offenses in a more serious manner.
Both the youngest groups were more likely to plead guilty than defendants overall, which
would militate toward shorter minimum sentences.
Defendants under 17 had a markedly lower percentage of single sentences and a greater
proportion of five or more sentences compared to the 17-year olds, again suggesting that their
offenses were more serious.
There was virtually no difference by age in the rate of departures. Apparently defendants’
youthfulness did not move judges to be more lenient.

These findings suggest that the waived juveniles had more serious offenses and criminal histories than 17year-olds convicted of the same crimes, which helps explain why the youngest defendants generally did
not receive leniency based on their age—except perhaps when the crime was murder.
There were, however, significant differences among counties in the proportion of sentences
attributable to waived juveniles.
•
•
•

Saginaw accounted for 3.7% of all sentences but 8.3% of those under 17 as well as 5.3% of
the 17-year olds.
Less dramatically, Kent County accounted for 7.9% of all sentences but 10.3% of those under
17.
Wayne County, on the other hand, accounted for 49.7% of all sentences and 52.8% of those
imposed on 17-year-olds but only 40.7% of the under 17 group, which suggests that Wayne
may be employing alternatives to treating juveniles as adults more often.

It has been suggested that guidelines commissions consider age as a mitigating factor at two
extremes. Based on current brain science, younger defendants may be considered less culpable. Older
defendants, on the other hand, are closer to “aging out” of crime. Even if they have substantial criminal
histories, they are approaching the point where further offending is increasingly less likely. The length of
their prior records, which may well consist of numerous non-violent offenses, could be balanced against
the substantial cost of incarcerating older people.4
In general, the regression analyses did not have many significant findings related to age, except
for confirming the lower sentences for those aged 17, compared to those both younger and older than 17.
In the offense-specific models, if the defendant was 17 at the time of the offense, the sentence decreased
by 10%. In the county-specific models, four counties (Berrien, Kalamazoo, Kent, and Macomb) showed
that defendants who were 17 at the time of the offense received a decreased sentence. Additionally, in
four counties (Calhoun, Macomb, Washtenaw, and Wayne), defendants older than 29 at the time of the
offense saw a significant increase in sentence length.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN. DEFENDANT CHARACTERISTICS: RACE
There is no dispute that a disproportionate number of Michigan
prisoners are non-white. In 2019, non-whites constituted 55% of
Use of the term “non-white”
the prisoner population although they accounted for only about
14% of the state’s total population. For those convicted of lifeThe Michigan Department of
maximum offenses, the numbers are even more skewed. Among
Corrections data on which this
all the sentences imposed under the statutory guidelines on
research is based does not
people not sentenced as habitual offenders, non-whites accounted
distinguish the ethnic group
for 73.7% overall: 76% in the murder group, 78% in the assault
“Hispanic” from the racial
group, 79% in the robbery groups and 44% in the CSC group. Of
groups white and non-white.
While race is a required field
2,300 sentences imposed from 1999-2012 on defendants who
for probation officers who are
were 17 years or younger when they committed their crimes,
inputting initial data, ethnicity
84% involved teenagers of color.
is not. Hispanics, of course,
There are undoubtedly multiple reasons for these
have varied racial
overwhelming differences. They may include higher arrest rates,
backgrounds depending on
higher actual crime rates, less favorable plea offers and less
their country of origin.
ability to post bail, investigate available defenses, or obtain
adequate representation. In turn, these may result from economic,
The MDOC’s Offender
Tracking System (OTIS)
residential, educational, and health disparities rooted in historical
shows that many people with
and contemporary racism. However, the focus of the current
common Hispanic surnames
research is limited to exploring the relationship of race to the
are identified as white while
sentencing guidelines and to the sentences ultimately imposed.
other people with identical
Many researchers have discovered just how complicated
names are identified as
this exercise can be. Before examining the Michigan data, it is
Hispanic. Because there is no
useful to consider Prof. Marie Gottschalk’s summary of their
reliable way to count
efforts in Caught. Gottschalk quotes multiple researchers who
Hispanics separately, they are
have found little evidence of overt statewide racial disparity in
simply included in whichever
sentencing but who suggest that differences in county-level
racial group they were placed
at intake. Thus it is likely that
policies may be masked by statewide data. Gottschalk goes on to
many Hispanics are counted
express concern about the extent to which the research emphasis
as white.
on racial and other forms of disparity has shifted focus from the
policies that have caused harsher penalties for defendants of
For the reader’s information,
every race.1 Referring specifically to the federal sentencing
Appendix Table C1 includes
guidelines, she observes: “The most rigorous studies of the
census data that shows the
guidelines suggest that they have not had much success in
estimated percentage of
reducing sentencing disparities between judges, but they have
Hispanics in each of the study
been wildly successful in raising the severity of sentences in
counties.
most crime categories.”2
Prior Michigan research also shows little or no racial
disparity in sentence length when the analysis controls for prior
record and offense severity. Recall that the Michigan Felony
Sentencing Project found that 1977 sentences were significantly higher for non-white defendants only
when the offenses were drugs, burglary, larceny and sex. In assessing sentences imposed under the
judicial guidelines from 1992–1997, Ekpunobi found that race was significantly associated with sentence
in only one of the four counties he studied. The National Center for State Courts found no significant
difference by race in the average length of prison sentences.
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A. County Population
Before turning to the current research, it is useful to consider some basic figures about the non-white
populations of the study counties compared to the proportion of sentences imposed on non-whites. These
figures are summarized here. More details can be found in Appendix C.
In most of the study counties, the population is 18–26% non-white.
•
•

Jackson is an exception at the low end with just 12.4% non-white.
At the other end, Wayne County is unique, with a non-white population of 45.4%.

Five urban counties accounted for 88% of the non-white sentences, with nearly two-thirds coming from
Wayne County alone. They were Wayne – 63.8%, Oakland – 8.3%, Kent – 6.4%, Macomb – 5.0%, and
Genesee – 4.5%.
The proportion of sentences imposed on whites and non-whites varies by offense and county.
•

•
•

Broadly speaking, the proportion of non-white sentences is two to three times larger than the
proportion of non-whites in the county’s population. So, for instance, 17.8% of Kent
County’s population is non-white, but 56% of its life-maximum sentences were imposed on
non-whites.
The proportion of white sentences is generally one-half or less of the proportion of whites in
the county’s population. Looking again at Kent County, 82% of its population is white but
only 44% of its life-maximum sentences were imposed on whites.
For Wayne County, the proportion of white sentences is just a quarter of the proportion of
whites in the county’s population.

When considered by offense type, there is notable variation.
•
•
•
•

Only four counties have more white than non-white murder sentences (Calhoun, Ingham,
Jackson and Kalamazoo).
Only Muskegon has more white assault sentences.
For every county except Wayne a higher proportion of CSC sentences are white than nonwhite.
A higher proportion of every county’s robbery sentences are non-white than white.

B. Age
The sentencing data reveals two fundamental points about race and age.
First, non-whites committed their offenses at a younger age than whites. The trend for every
offense type is that, from age 17 on, the proportion of non-white sentences declines with each increase in
age. For robbery, for instance, the non-white share of sentences is about 86% for those between 17 and 19
years old, 76% for those between 20 and 29, and then drops to 67% for both the 30–39 and 40+ groups.
•
•

Among those sentenced for murder and assault, about 29% of the non-whites compared to 19% of
the whites were younger than 20 at the time of their crimes.
Among robbery defendants, 49% of the non-whites compared to 30% of the whites were younger
than 20.
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Second, the proportion of non-white sentences is much smaller for CSC than for other offense types
at every age. It declines steadily from 61.4% for 17-year olds to 35.4% for those who are age 40 and over.
Table 24 breaks down for each offense type the percentage of sentences imposed on whites and
non-whites by age group.
•

•

•

For murder and assault, about 22% of all the sentences were imposed on non-white defendants
who were 19 or younger at the time of the offense. Both racial groups show large spikes for these
offenses at ages 20–29, and then decline. We cannot say how the circumstances under which
these crimes were committed may relate to age.
For robbery, which accounts for nearly two-thirds of all the life-maximum sentences, the figures
shifted. The proportion of robbery sentences imposed on those who were 17 or younger was
nearly twice the proportion imposed on these youth for murder and assault. More than 38% of all
the robbery sentences were imposed on non-white defendants who were younger than 20
(compared to 6.3% imposed on white youth). The proportion again peaked at ages 20–29 but less
sharply. The decline from there was even steeper. Armed robbery is clearly the crime that leads
so many economically disadvantaged young men to prison.
CSC shows a totally different pattern as to both age and race. The majority of sentences are
imposed on white defendants. Relatively few of the offenses were committed by defendants
younger than 20. The peak age group was 30–39. Defendants were 40 or older at the time of CSC
offenses nearly four times as often as for murder and eight times as often as for robbery.
Table 24. Percentage of Sentences, by Offense Type, Age, and Race
Non-Habitual Sentences, 1999–2012
Murder, Second-Degree Assault with Intent to Murder
(N = 1,723)
(N = 1,398)
Age
Non- White Total
Non- White
Total
White
White
17 & under
9.0
1.7
10.7
9.2
1.7
10.9
18–19
13.8
2.7
16.5
12.7
2.2
14.9
20–29
32.4
9.3
41.7
36.9
8.4
45.3
30–39
11.0
5.0
16.0
12.1
5.0
17.1
40+
10.2
4.8
15.0
7.4
4.4
11.8
Total
76.4
23.6
100.0
78.3
21.7
100.0
CMIS Data p <. 001
p < .001
CSC, First-Degree
Armed Robbery
(N = 1,976)
(N = 8,883)
Age
Non- White Total NonWhite
Total
White
White
17 & under
4.6
3.7
8.3
17.7
2.6
20.3
18–19
4.0
2.8
6.8
20.9
3.7
24.6
20–29
12.4
12.0
24.4
27.7
8.8
36.5
30–39
13.5
19.1
32.6
7.9
3.8
11.7
40+
9.9
18.0
27.9
4.7
2.2
6.9
Total
44.4
55.6
100.0 78.9
21.1
100.0
CMIS data
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C. Median Sentence Length
The current research shows that when life-maximum offense groups are examined separately, statistically
significant disparities in non-habitual offender sentences are apparent under both the judicial and
legislative guidelines. Figure 10a shows that non-white defendants received significantly longer minimum
sentences under the judicial guidelines for every offense except murder.3

CMIS Data, M2 not signif, AWIM, CSC, & RA *** p < .001
Means for white- M2 18.7, AWIM 10.5, CSC 11.5, RA 5.5
Means for non-white- M2 18.7, AWIM 13.0, CSC 14.75, RA 6.3

Figure 10b shows that this pattern of disparity continued under the legislative guidelines with the nonwhite sentences, except for murder, always being significantly longer.

CMIS Data, M2 not signif, AWIM, CSC, & RA *** p < .001
Means for white- M2 20.5, AWIM 12.0, CSC 10.9, RA 7.1
Means for non-white- M2 21.2, AWIM 14.1, CSC 12.6, RA 7.6
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The extent of the disparity changed between the judicial and legislative guidelines as median
sentences increased for each racial group at different rates.
•
•
•

White legislative sentences for murder “caught up” to non-white sentences because, while the
median non-white sentence grew by two years, the median white sentence grew by 4.5 years.
The disparity in CSC sentences declined because the median non-white sentence held at 10
years but the median white sentence grew by one year.
Among robbery sentences the disparity decreased by six months because the white median
sentence increased by 1.5 years while the non-white median increased by one year.

These changes suggest that the legislative guidelines may have reduced some disparity based on race.
However, things went in the opposite direction for assault sentences. Where there had been no difference
in the medians by race under the judicial guidelines, under the legislative guidelines the white median
sentence held at 10 years but the non-white median grew by two years to 12.
As usual, aggregate figures mask substantial differences among counties.
Murder sentences were significantly disparate in Ingham County (p < .05), where the median
white sentence was 17 years but the median non-white sentence was 25 years.
• Assault sentences were significantly disparate in two counties, both at the p < .05 level.
o In Oakland, the median sentence was 9.5 years for whites but 12 years for non-whites.
o Similarly, in Wayne, the median was 9.25 years for whites but 11.25 years for nonwhites.
• CSC sentences showed disparity in three counties, all at the p < .001 level.
o The difference was most dramatic in Jackson, where the median sentence was 11.25
years for whites and 25 years for non-whites.
o In Kalamazoo, the median for whites was just five years, while for non-whites it was
11.25 years.
o In Wayne County, the median for whites was eight years, while for non-whites it was
10.5.
• Armed robbery had significant disparities in four counties.
o In Muskegon (p < .01), white median sentences were five years while non-white
sentences were 7.4 years.
o In Oakland (p < .01), the difference was between whites at 4.25 years and non-whites at
5.5 years.
o Wayne County (p < .001) had five years as the median for whites but six years as the
median for non-whites.
o In Genesee County (p < .05), it was non-whites with a median of seven years while the
white median was nine years.
•

Three points stand out here. First, the low amount of racial disparity at the sentencing stage in
most counties for most offenses is promising. Six counties (Berrien, Calhoun, Kent, Macomb, Saginaw,
and Washtenaw) had no instances of statistically significant racial disparity; five others had disparity for
one type of offense. Oakland’s longer non-white sentences for both assault and robbery bear closer
examination. The fact that Wayne County, which has by far the greatest number of sentences and the
greatest number of non-white defendants, imposed significantly longer median sentences on non-whites is
both unexpected and important to explore with more data than is available in the current research.
Second, of 10 instances of significant racial disparity, nine involved substantially longer
sentences for non-whites. While not a surprise, this finding helps explain the greater number of nonwhites incarcerated for life-maximum offenses.
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Third, even where racial disparity is not apparent at the sentencing stage, more favorable
treatment of whites at other stages may help explain the disproportionate number of non-white prisoners.
A simple example would be if non-whites received less desirable plea agreements. Suppose, for instance,
whites were more often allowed to plead down to lesser included offenses that did not carry lifemaximum terms. Whites and non-whites who were convicted of similar offenses might show no evidence
of disparity in their sentences but the greater proportion of non-whites sent to prison for life-maximum
offenses would still be a product of racially disparate treatment. Or, in some counties, non-white juveniles
may be waived into adult courts more often than white youth. The sentence lengths for whichever
juveniles are waived may not differ by race but the proportion of non-white youth receiving adult prison
terms would be the product of racial disparity. These are the sorts of hypothetical questions that merit
further research.
It is important to note that, as used in the bivariate analysis, the variable “race” encompasses any
factors that tend to be associated with race. The regression analysis holds other identified factors constant
and focuses on the impact of race per se on sentence length. Counterintuitively, in the full model, if the
sentence was for a defendant who was white, there was a 2% increase in sentence length. However, there
were no significant findings for the impact of race alone on sentence length for any offense type or in any
specific county.
Next we will examine identified factors that may indirectly cause racial disparities in sentence
length because they impact non-white defendants differently than white defendants.4

D. Prior Record Level
Table 25 focuses on the PRV level. It shows that in three of the four offense groups, whites fell into
Levels A, B, and C more often than non-whites, while non-whites fell into levels D, E, and F more often
than whites. (It does not, of course, show that either group’s prior convictions were for offenses similar to
the current offense, only that non-whites had more of them.)
In the robbery group, this pattern was reversed. Non-whites showed less serious prior records
than whites.
•
•
•

Of the non-white sentences, 58.2% are at Levels A–C compared to 52.6% of the white
sentences.
Conversely, 7.2% of non-white sentences were at Level F compared to 11.6% of white
sentences.
Non-whites had roughly similar rates of sentences at each PRV level for robbery as they had
for other offenses.

The shift in disparity occurred because white sentences were scored at PRV Level A about half as often
for robbery as they were for the other offense types. White robbery sentences were scored much more
often at PRV Levels E and F.
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Table 25. Percentage of Non-Habitual Sentences Among PRV Levels
by Race and Offense, 2003–2012

Murder, SecondDegree
White
Non-white
(272)
(946)

PRV
Level
A
B
C
D
E
F
OMNI
Data

27.2
14.7
32.7
15.8
7.0
2.6

17.7
13.0
28.0
24.0
9.7
7.6
p <.001

Assault w/Intent

White
(205)

NonWhite
(679)
22.4
12.7
10.2
7.5
31.7
26.2
22.4
30.3
6.8
13.4
6.3
9.9
p <.001

CSC, First-Degree

White
(703)
24.0
7.7
50.2
12.1
4.1
1.8

p <.001

NonWhite
(522)
14.6
6.7
34.7
21.6
12.8
9.6

Armed Robbery

White
(1,197)

NonWhite
(4,462)
12.6
16.0
12.4
9.8
27.6
32.4
24.6
23.8
11.2
10.8
11.6
7.2
p <.001

When we examine racial differences in PRV Levels by county we find that non-whites had significantly
higher scores than whites in Wayne (p < .001), Oakland (p < .05), and Muskegon (p<.001).
•

•

•

Among Wayne County sentences, 34.1% of whites but only 25.8% of non-whites scored at
PRV Levels A and B. However, 45.4% of white sentences scored at combined levels C and D
compared to 52.5% of non-white sentences. This finding helps explain the higher median
sentences for non-whites in Wayne. Notably, there was little difference between racial groups
in the proportions scored at Levels E and F.
Among Oakland County sentences, the important differences occurred at PRV Levels C and
D. The proportion of non-white scores was 8.4 points lower than white scores at Level C, and
8.3 points higher at Level D. This finding may help explain Oakland’s higher non-white
sentences for assault.
Muskegon has dramatic differences by race, with 88.7% of whites but only 59.8% of nonwhites scoring at PRV Levels A–C. It must be noted, however, that the overall number of
Muskegon sentences at these levels are relatively small (white = 58, non-white = 65), so that
percentage differences appear larger.

To try to understand how non-white prior record scores come to be higher, we examined the
scoring of each individual prior record variable. Table 26 provides a number of observations.
•

•

•
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For both high and low severity felonies, non-whites had significantly fewer sentences with
zero points for every offense type except robbery. The differences for robbery were much less
extreme but nonetheless they showed a larger proportion of zero points for non-whites. This
finding may reflect the relatively younger age of non-white robbery defendants who would
have less time to accumulate adult felony convictions.
High severity juvenile adjudications showed very little difference by race; the vast majority
of all scores showed zero points. Low severity juvenile adjudications showed non-white
sentences with a significantly lower share of zero point scores except for robbery offenses.
Even for robbery, non-whites had a lower share but the difference from whites was small and
not statistically significant.
A much lower proportion of sentences for both racial groups had zero points for
misdemeanors. There was a significant difference for every offense type except CSC, but the
direction of the results was not consistent. Non-white sentences showed a larger share of zero
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•

•

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

points for assault and robbery; white sentences showed relatively more zero point scores for
murder.
There was a highly significant difference between racial groups in scores for their
relationship to the criminal justice system. Once again, robbery went in a different direction
than the other offense types with a higher percentage of non-white sentences being scored at
zero points.
PRV 7 showed no significant differences by race for any offense type. With a few exceptions,
PRV 7 generally showed a much lower proportion of zero point scores than the other PRVs
for both whites and non-whites.

Table 26. White vs. Non-White Percentage of Sentences with Zero Points
for Each Prior Record Variable
Non-Habitual Sentences, 2003–2012
Murder, Second
Assault
CSC, First
Robbery
White
N-W
White
N-W White
N-W White
N-W
89.7***
79.4
85.9*
75.3
92.3***
75.3
78.9*
82.0
High Severity Felonies
77.9***
54.8
74.1***
51.3
84.8***
66.3
60.9***
65.2
Low Severity Felonies
96.3 ns
92.4
95.1*
91.0
95.6 ns
93.7
91.7 ns
89.1
High Severity Juvenile
87.9**
77.9
89.8***
75.3
96.3***
89.1
79.7 ns
76.0
Low Severity Juvenile
55.9***
54.3
49.3**
55.7
66.7
ns
59.0
36.7***
58.2
Misdemeanors
61.5
66.8***
59.1
88.3***
72.4
59.1***
61.0
Relationship to Criminal 74.3***
Justice System
67.6 ns
64.3
53.2 ns
45.1
45.4 ns
41.0
53.8 ns
52.4
Subsequent or
Concurrent Felonies

OMNI data, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, ns = not significant

Overall, it appears that higher non-white prior record levels are primarily attributable to PRVs 1,
2, 4, and 6. Although non-white sentences tended to have lower scores on some PRVs among robbery
sentences, the differences in those scores, although statistically significant, were much less extreme than
the differences between non-whites and whites for other offense types.
Racial disproportionality in sentencing resulting from higher non-white criminal history scores is
not unique to Michigan. The Robina Institute has suggested that policymakers weigh the risk-predictive
value of each prior record variable against added racial disparate impact. If a variable has little or no
ability to predict future offenses—particularly assaultive offenses—but it contributes substantially to
racial disparity, the variable may be eliminated or its weight reduced. Sentencing commissions may also
wish to consider dropping or reducing the weight accorded to particular kinds of prior offenses, such as
drug crimes, that play a relatively greater role in raising the criminal history scores of non-white as
opposed to white defendants.5

E. Offense Severity Level
Table 27, which focuses on OV Level, shows more variation among the offense groups.
•
•
•

There was virtually no difference in OV level by race among murder sentences.
The assault group presented the largest and most telling difference. The disparity at Level VI,
where the percentage of non-whites was 12.3 points higher than the percentage of whites,
helps explain the two-year racial difference in median sentence lengths for assault.
The results in the CSC group were somewhat uneven. At Levels I and II, the proportion of
non-white sentences was 17.6%, while the proportion of white sentences was 13.5%.
Conversely, 42.7% of the white sentences fell into Levels IV and V compared to 33.6% of the
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•

OV
Level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

OMNI
Data

non-white sentences. This finding suggests a tendency for non-whites to have lower OV
levels than whites. However, non-whites’ percentage of sentences at OV Level VI was nearly
five points higher than whites’.
Among the armed robbery sentences, whites showed a clear tendency to have lower OV
scores. Nearly 58% of the white sentences scored at OV Levels I and II compared to 45.5%
of the non-white sentences. Notably, most of the difference occurred at Level I.
Table 27. Percentage of Offense Variable Level by Race and Offense
Non-Habitual Sentences, 2003–2012
Murder, Second
Assault w/ Intent
CSC, First
Armed Robbery
White
NonWhite
NonWhite
NonWhite
Non(272)
white
(205)
White
(703)
White
(1,197)
White
(946)
(679)
(522)
(4,462)
6.3
6.9
2.9
1.6
1.8
3.4
20.0
9.7
41.5
39.3
5.9
2.1
11.7
14.2
37.8
35.8
52.2
53.8
13.7
8.1
16.6
16.9
25.0
28.6
----23.4
20.0
24.8
19.0
9.4
13.8
----19.0
20.8
17.9
14.6
3.5
5.4
----35.1
47.4
27.2
32.0
4.4
6.7
Not Significant

p < .001

p < .05

p < .001

F. Conviction Method
Another key factor that displays differences by race is conviction method. Table 28 shows that in every
offense group, whites have a significantly higher proportion of guilty pleas than non-whites. Conversely,
non-whites had higher rates of both jury and bench trials. We know that sentences imposed after both
types of trial are longer than those that result from a guilty plea. Thus the difference in conviction method
is directly associated with longer sentences for non-whites.
Table 28. Percentage of Conviction Method of NonHabitual Sentences, 1999–2012
Crime
Murder,
2nd
Assault
CSC, 1st
Robbery

Plea
75.6

White
Court
2.2

Jury
22.2

Non-white
Plea
Court Jury
69.2
6.3
24.5

68.4
78.3
91.7

2.0
1.1
1.7

29.6
20.6
6.6

56.7
64.0
82.8

CMIS Data, All offense types significant at p < .001

6.8
6.3
4.9

36.6
29.7
12.3

Why non-whites have fewer guilty pleas is unclear. It could be that non-whites in general are offered less
attractive plea bargains or are more resistant to pleading or have less effective defense counsel. It may
also simply result from the fact that the majority of non-whites are convicted in Wayne County which, as
we have seen, tends to have a lower rate of guilty pleas and a higher rate of both jury and bench trials than
other counties.
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G. Place on the Range
Higher prior record and offense variable scores can explain why non-white sentences would be chosen
from higher ranges on the applicable grid. But once the appropriate range is identified and the trial judge
must select a sentence that is within, below or above that range, do further racial disparities appear?
Our examination of the data produced intriguing results.
•
•
•
•

Place on the range showed no significant differences by race for most counties.
Statistically significant differences existed for four: Genesee (p < .01), Kent (p < .05),
Oakland (p < .001), and Saginaw (p < .001).
In each of these four counties, non-white sentences are more likely to be both below and at
the minimum-minimum than white sentences.
In three of these counties, white sentences are more likely to be at or above the maximumminimum. In Saginaw, white sentences are more likely to be above the max-min.

Table 29 shows the proportions by race of low-end sentences [downward departures + sentences
at the min-min] and of high-end sentences [sentences at the max-min plus upward departures]. The
differences are substantial.

County
Genesee
Kent
Oakland
Saginaw

Table 29. Race and Place on Range: Four Counties
Non-Habitual Sentences, 2003–2012
Low End
High End
White
Non-white
White
Non-white
28.7%
[20.5 + 8.2]
42.4%
[33.0 + 9.1]
48.1%
[13.0 +35.1]
26.6%
[19.0 + 7.6]

43.1%
[31.5 + 11.6]
47.4%
[37.9 +9.5]
55.8%
[18.5+ 37.3]
44.8%
[20.9 +23.9]

32.9%
[24.0+8.9]
10.6%
[6.8+3.8]
11.1%
[7.4+3.7]
25.3%
[7.6+17.7]

21.5%
[18.6+2.9]
5.2%
[2.5+2.7]
5.8%
[4.2+1.6]
15.9%
[14.1+1.8]

The various possible explanations for this phenomenon are not necessarily the same for each
county. For example, judges may have felt that the guidelines scores produced especially harsh sentences
for non-whites. They may have wanted to compensate for what they saw as less favorable plea bargains
for non-whites. Or, on the contrary, more low-end sentences for non-whites may have been the product of
bargains for certain sentence recommendations. Whatever the cause, in these four counties, non-white
defendants had a better chance than whites of receiving a sentence at or below the minimum of the
applicable range.
A similar situation exists in Macomb County. The distribution of sentences across the entire
range is not statistically significant in Macomb. However, there is a notable difference right at the
minimum-minimum, where 33.9% of non-white sentences but only 24.4% of white sentences fell. That is,
while there is not a lot of difference by race in general, non-whites were substantially more likely than
whites to receive a sentence right at the bottom of the applicable range.
Wayne County presents an analogous but opposite picture. The distribution of sentences across
the entire range is also not statistically significant in Wayne. However, there is a notable difference in the
rate of downward departures. While sentences below the min-min are common for everyone in Wayne
County, they are more common for whites, at 51.5%, than for non-whites, at 46.9%. This lower rate of
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downward departures may help explain why non-white sentences in Wayne County are longer than white
sentences.

H. Conclusion
The discussion of defendant characteristics and of race in particular returns us to where we started: these
issues are enormously complex. Multiple factors are intertwined, and separating cause from effect is
difficult to do with any certainty. Undesirable consequences may have been unintended or accepted as the
cost of strategic choices. The possibility of untested influences that relate to multiple factors is always
present. If significant disparities in sentence length by sex, age, and race are attributable, at least in part,
to the operation of the guidelines, difficult policy choices must be recognized.
The findings regarding Wayne County illustrate these issues. Except in the case of murder,
Wayne’s median sentences are often longer than those of other large counties. Wayne County accounts
for nearly two-thirds of all the non-white sentences, whites’ sentences are shorter than those of nonwhites, and non-white sentences reflect relatively fewer downward departures. Does all this mean that
Wayne County sentences are the result of racial discrimination?
We also know that Wayne County sentences show significantly higher prior record levels for
non-whites than whites, that non-whites tended to score at higher offense levels, and that non-whites
pleaded guilty less often than whites for reasons that are unclear. Could those racial differences be enough
to explain the county’s sentencing disparities? Could non-white higher prior record scores in themselves
be evidence of racial disparity in adult arrest, charging, and bargaining decisions and/or the treatment of
juveniles? Could they result from how the prior record variables are designed or scored? Or might Wayne
County’s higher PRV scores for non-habitual offender sentences reflect low rates of habitualization so
that more people with long prior records appear in the non-habitual sentence data than is true for some
other counties?
These questions do not even begin to address differences among counties that this research cannot
assess. But they do identify potentially fruitful areas for future research. The data suggest other intriguing
questions as well. Why are median sentences for CSC longer for non-whites even though they have a
much lower proportion of sentences for CSC than for any other offense? Do the CSC offenses committed
by non-whites and whites tend to differ somehow? Are there differences in sentence length related to the
race of the victim? Why are prior record levels less serious for armed robbery offenses? Is it just a
function of the crimes being committed by younger defendants? Why do non-whites have higher scores
for offense severity? Are all the differences in scoring by race objectively supported, or should they be
examined for implicit bias?
The bottom line is that identifying the existence of disparity is easier than explaining its causes.
Race and county are both shorthand for a constellation of interacting characteristics that include the
operation of the guidelines themselves. Ultimately, we will discuss ways to reduce sentencing disparity
regardless of its causes.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN. HABITUAL OFFENDER ENHANCEMENTS: WHO GETS CHOSEN?
Chapters One and Five discuss the purpose of the habitual offender statutes, how they were integrated
into the legislative sentencing guidelines, and what the consequences have been. In this chapter, we will
examine which of the defendants who qualify for a habitual offender enhancement actually receive one.
Because the decision to habitualize is made by the prosecutor, it is not surprising that practices
vary by county. In its analysis of 2012 data, the Council of State Governments (CSG) found that 42.4% of
defendants whose prior convictions made them eligible for enhancements were actually sentenced as
habitual offenders—an increase from 2008, when the proportion was 38.5%.1 CSG found enormous
differences in the use of habitual enhancements by county. It ranged from 10% of those eligible in
Washtenaw County to 89% of those eligible in Oakland County. Wayne, Kent, and Macomb Counties
were all below 25%. The other county with an enhancement rate over 85% was Saginaw.2
The Criminal Justice Policy Commission (CJPC) also undertook an analysis of habitual offender
sentencing, using data from 2012–2017. Although the CJPC was disbanded before the analysis was
completed, its preliminary findings included considerable geographical differences. The counties that
applied the enhancement most frequently were Muskegon, Oakland, and Saginaw.3
Because of the prominence of this finding, which we will confirm shortly, it is important to bear
in mind that these research results may or may not reflect any given county’s current practices. Because
the rate of habitualization reflects the policies of the elected prosecutor, changes in either direction can
occur when a new prosecutor is elected.

A. How Many Sentences are Eligible for the Habitual Offender Enhancement and How
Many Receive it?
As discussed In Chapter Five, under the legislative guidelines 18% of sentences included in our research
received a habitual offender enhancement. To understand how many sentences were eligible for
enhancement, we used the OMNI data to create a separate dataset that only included sentences that were
habitualized or had points for PRVs 1 and 2. Scores for PRVs 1 and 2, which count prior high and low
severity adult felony convictions, are utilized as a proxy for eligibility. This is a conservative estimate of
the number of sentences eligible for enhancement, as scoring PRVs is subject to the 10-year gap rule,
while there is no time restriction on the use of prior convictions for habitual enhancements. 4 For example,
included in this subset there are 26 habitual sentences that scored at PRV level zero, meaning none of
their prior convictions could be counted in the scoring of the PRVs, but could still be used in the decision
to habitualize.
Table 30 displays by offense type the percentage of sentences that were enhanced out of the total
sentences eligible:
• Murder is habitualized the least often, with less than 25% of eligible sentences receiving the
enhancement.
• Assault sentences receive the habitual enhancement for about 32% of those eligible.
• CSC sentences have the highest rate of habitualization, at almost 45% of eligible sentences
receiving the enhancement.
• Robbery sentences receive the habitual enhancement at a rate similar to assault sentences, at
34% of those eligible. Due to the large number of robbery sentences, in sheer numbers most
of the habitual sentences in our data are for robberies.
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Table 30. Percentage of Habitual-Eligible Sentences
Enhanced, by Offense, 2003–2012
Not Enhanced
Enhanced
M2
75.3 (551)
24.7 (181)
AWIM
68.3 (441)
31.7 (205)
CSC
55.3 (352)
44.7 (285)
RA
65.8 (2,369)
34.2 (1,229)
Total
66.2 (3,713)
33.8 (1,900)
OMNI Data, p < .001

The preliminary findings of the CJPC were similar, finding that 24.1% of second-degree murder
convictions, and 31% of convictions on the A-grid received the enhancement.5
Like the researchers from CSG and the CJPC, we examined enhancement rates by county. Our
results were similar—albeit more extreme—with only 13% of Wayne County sentences and 91% of
Saginaw’s being enhanced. Table 31 displays the percentage of eligible sentences that received
enhancement by county.
Table 31. Percentage of Habitual-Eligible Sentences
Enhanced, by County, 2003–2012
County
Not Enhanced
Enhanced
Berrien
57.1 (48)
42.9 (36)
Calhoun
31.1 (32)
68.9 (71)
Genesee
48.9 (129)
51.1 (135)
Ingham
55.7 (88)
44.3 (70)
Jackson
48.3 (28)
51.7 (30)
Kalamazoo
55.3 (83)
44.7 (67)
Kent
75.4 (337)
24.6 (110)
Macomb
81.3 (278)
18.7 (64)
Muskegon
8.3 (12)
91.7 (133)
Oakland
16.6 (118)
83.4 (591)
Saginaw
8.3 (17)
91.7 (188)
Washtenaw
70.5 (98)
29.5 (41)
Wayne
87.0 (2,445)
13.0 (364)
OMNI Data, p < .001

The counties can be roughly divided into three groups based on their rate of enhancement:
•
•
•

Low (13%–30%): Kent, Macomb, Washtenaw, and Wayne Counties
Moderate (42%–52%): Berrien, Genesee, Ingham, Jackson, and Kalamazoo Counties.
High (more than two-thirds of eligible sentences): Calhoun, Muskegon, Saginaw, and
Oakland Counties.

The rate of habitualization does not seem to be associated with location or size. Wayne, Oakland, and
Macomb, the three large counties in southeast Michigan represent both extremes. Muskegon, Saginaw,
and Oakland, which have the highest rates of habitualization, are different sized counties in different parts
of the state.
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B. How are Sentences Selected for the Habitual Enhancement?
1. Guidelines Factors
While prior record scoring and habitual offender enhancement inevitably overlap to the point of double
counting, we hypothesized that the decision to enhance may be influenced by just how extensive the
defendant’s criminal history is. That is, the higher the prior record level, the more likely the sentence will
be enhanced. Table 32 displays the percent at each PRV level for habitual-eligible sentences that were
and were not enhanced.
Table 32. Percentage of Habitual-Eligible
Sentences Enhanced, by PRV Level, 2003–2012
PRV
Not
Enhanced
Level
Enhanced
A (0)
B (1–9)
C (10–24)
D (25–49)
E (50–74)
F (75 +)

0
4.1
16.3
38.2
23.2
18.2

OMNI Data, p < .001

1.4
1.1
6.1
25.2
33.5
32.8

Overall, we can see in the above table a much higher proportion of enhanced sentences are at
higher PRV levels. In the sentences not enhanced, almost 60% scored at level D or below. The opposite is
true for the sentences that did receive the habitual enhancement: more than 66% scored in the highest two
PRV levels. The same analysis was conducted for each county and found that:
•
•

PRV level was not significant in four counties (Berrien, Jackson, Muskegon, and Saginaw).
These counties were identified as moderate-to-frequent users of the habitual enhancement,
including the two counties that utilize the habitual enhancement the most frequently.
Differences in PRV level for those selected for habitual enhancement was significant in the
remaining eight counties.

Similarly, it could be anticipated that sentences with the highest OV levels would be selected for
habitualization. However, analysis did not find this to be true. In examining the distribution of habitual
sentences by OV level for the counties together, there was no significant difference for murder or CSC
offenses. The remaining two offense types were significant, however there was no discernable pattern.
There were also no discernable patterns when examining the OV level by county.
Beyond the guidelines factors of offense, PRV, and OV level, systemic factors and defendant
characteristics could help explain the difference in which sentences are enhanced and which are not.
2. Conviction Method
Besides county, the systemic factor that may relate to enhancement is conviction method. Table 33 shows
a significant difference in conviction method between those who were eligible but did not receive the
enhancement and those that did.
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Table 33. Percentage of Habitual-Eligible Sentences
Enhanced, by Conviction Method, 2003–2012
Method
Not Enhanced
Enhanced
Plea
79.4
51.6
Court
4.6
6.5
Jury
16
41.9
OMNI Data, p < .001

Almost 80% of the sentences that were not enhanced were settled by plea—compared to just over half of
the habitualized sentences. As indicated earlier, the threat of habitual enhancement can be used in plea
negotiation. The evidence of greater plea rates for sentences that were not habitualized supports this
possibility. However, there were obviously still many people who pleaded and received enhanced
sentences, nonetheless. We do not have data that would indicate whether negotiations may have resulted
in enhancement at a lower level such as habitual second instead of habitual fourth.
Analysis of conviction method by county, found that:
•
•

There was significant difference in the method of conviction for sentences that did and did
not receive the habitual enhancement in 10 counties.
The three counties that did not have a significant result for conviction method are the counties
that utilize the enhancement the most often—Muskegon, Oakland, and Saginaw. It appears
that in these counties the policy was to enhance, at least to some degree, in most eligible
cases regardless of the defendant’s willingness to plead.

3. Defendant Characteristics
In previous chapters we examined the relationship of sex, age, and race to median sentence length.
Examining the relationship of these defendant characteristics to habitual offender status presents different
issues. There were too few women with enhanced sentences to make the analysis meaningful.6 The age of
the defendant at the time of the offense is significantly related to the application of the habitual
enhancement, but that would be expected since those who were younger have had less time to acquire
adult felony convictions.
That brings us to race. The overall analysis found that 39.4% of sentences for white defendants
received the habitual enhancement, compared to 32.1% of sentences for non-white defendants. That is,
relatively more sentences committed by white defendants were enhanced. Moreover, in seven of the 11
counties where no statistically significant relationship was found more white sentences received the
enhancement. In the counties where there was a significant relationship between race and habitual
enhancement, the opposite was true. In Berrien County, 54.5% of eligible sentences committed by nonwhite defendants received the sentencing enhancement, compared to 20.7% of sentences with white
defendants. The difference in Genesee County was less extreme, with 55.7% of sentences for non-white
defendants, and 40.5% of sentences for white defendants receiving the sentencing enhancement. In the
preliminary findings of the CJPC, they found more non-white defendants were eligible for the habitual
enhancement but received the enhancement at a similar rate as white defendants.

C. How Much Longer are Habitual Sentences?
Table 34 shows the median minimum sentence length in each county for habitual-eligible sentences by
their habitual status. The increase in median sentence length depending on habitual status was significant
in every county except for Jackson.
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Table 34. Median Sentence Length in Months for Habitual-Eligible Sentences
by County and Habitual Level, 2003–2012
Not
2nd Habitual 3rd Habitual 4th Habitual
Increase between
Enhanced
Not and 4th
Habitual
High (More than two-thirds of eligible sentences)
Calhoun***
180 (32)
240 (27)
300 (21)
420 (23)
133%
Muskegon***
134 (12)
144 (51)
228 (29)
288 (53)
115%
Oakland***
120 (118)
135 (183)
150 (147)
180 (261)
50%
Saginaw*
120 (17)
206 (88)
228 (41)
225 (59)
87.5%
Moderate (42%–52% of eligible sentences)
Berrien***
190 (48)
279 (13)
240 (9)
405 (14)
113%
Genesee***
150 (129)
192 (40)
262.5 (32)
240 (63)
60%
Ingham**
141 (88)
135 (29)
200 (12)
240 (29)
70%
Jackson ns
180 (28)
250 (10)
240 (11)
300 (9)
60%
Kalamazoo***
120 (83)
216 (33)
318.5 (12)
292.5 (22)
144%
Low (13%–30% of eligible sentences)
Kent***
120 (337)
240 (42)
177 (26)
270 (42)
125%
Macomb***
108 (279)
126 (31)
171 (12)
180 (20)
67%
Washtenaw***
126 (98)
288 (10)
348.5 (18)
180(13)
43%
Wayne***
120 (2,446)
156 (109)
240 (85)
240 (169)
100%
Total***
120 (3,715)
169.5 (666)
216 (455)
224 (777)
87%
OMNI Data, *** p < .001, ** p < .01, and *p < .05, ns = not significant

The extent to which sentences got longer as habitual status increased varied widely. For example:
•

•
•

In moving from no enhancement to second habitual status, the sentence increase was just 10
months for Muskegon, 15 months for Oakland, and 18 months for Macomb. By comparison,
the increases were 86 and 89 months in Saginaw and Berrien, respectively, and a whopping
10 years for Kent.
In moving from second to third habitual status, Oakland again showed a modest increase of
15 months. On the other hand, Wayne’s median increased by 84 months, Kalamazoo’s
median increased by 102 months, while Kent’s actually declined by 63 months.
In moving from third to fourth habitual status, Calhoun’s median increased by 10 years and
Berrien’s increased by almost 14 years, while Macomb’s increased by a modest 9 months,
Wayne’s stayed the same and Genesee’s declined.

The ultimate difference between no enhancement and being enhanced as a fourth offender varied
tremendously. It appears unrelated to how often the county used the enhancement.
•
•
•
•

In five counties the fourth habitual sentence was at least double the median sentence for those
not habitualized.
In six counties, the increase between sentences that were not habitualized and fourth habituals
ranged from 60% to 87.5%.
Kent and Wayne Counties applied the habitual enhancement to fewer than 25% of eligible
sentences; but when they did, the increase in sentence length was substantial.
Oakland County was unique in that it utilized the habitual offender enhancement often but
had the smallest increases in sentence length. The change in sentence length between not
habitualized and fourth habituals was 50% or 60 months (five years).
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Table 34 reveals several other points.
•

•
•

There was no consistent pattern of sequential increases from one habitual level to the next.
Sometimes a county’s median sentence for the third offender was higher than its median for
the fourth offender. The median for second offenders might be lower than the median of
sentences that were not enhanced or higher than those of third or even fourth offenders.
The fact that a county’s non-enhanced sentences were relatively low or relatively high did not
mean that its enhanced sentences were similarly low or high.
The status of third habitual offender was generally used substantially less than either habitual
second or habitual fourth, suggesting that many habitual fourth enhancements were being
plead down to habitual second or third.

Earlier we suggested that differences in non-habitual sentence lengths could be related to habitual
sentencing enhancement practices. A county that uses enhancements routinely will move many sentences
with higher PRV scores into its habitual group; while in a county that enhances less frequently, the
sentences with higher PRV scores will be in the non-habitual group, pushing up that group’s median
sentence. To test this hypothesis, we compared the armed robbery sentences of Oakland County, which
enhanced sentences routinely, to those of Wayne County, where enhancements were infrequent. As we
saw in Table 17, Oakland’s median non-habitual sentence was five years, and Wayne’s was six.
First, we divided the sentences for each county into three groups: those not eligible for
enhancement, those that were eligible but did not receive the enhancement, and those that were enhanced.
We then focused on the first two groups.
For those not eligible for enhancement, we multiplied the number of sentences by the median
sentence to get the total number of months. For the eligible but not enhanced sentences, we also
multiplied the number of sentences by the median sentence to get a total number of months. We then
added together the number of months for each group and added together the number of sentences for each
group and then divided months by sentences to get a new median for the combined groups. When we
applied this formula to Wayne and Oakland Counties, it looked like this:
In Wayne County:
For the sentences not eligible for the enhancement,
51 months
x
1,539 = 78,489
(median)
(number of sentences)
For the eligible sentences,
84 months
x
1,488= 124,992
(median)
(number of sentences)
(78,489 +124,992) ÷ (1,539 +1,488)= 203,481/3,027= 67 months
In Oakland County:
For the sentences not eligible for the enhancement,
54 months
x
484 = 26,136
(median)
(number of sentences)
For the eligible sentences,
108 months
x
90= 9,720
(median)
(number of sentences)
(26,136 + 9,720) ÷ (484+90)=35,856/547= 62.5 months
Thus, it appears that the hypothesis is accurate. Wayne’s median length for non-enhanced sentences was
longer than Oakland’s because of the criminal history weight of sentences that qualified for enhancement.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN. COMPARING MICHIGAN TO OTHER JURISDICTIONS
A. Introduction
As noted in Chapter One, sentencing schemes in the United States vary enormously. Reforms over the
last 45 years have focused on constraining discretion in two ways.
•
•

Determinate or “flat” sentencing sets a single term of years instead of a minimum and
maximum sentence. Determinate sentencing eliminates the role of the parole board in
deciding when a person will actually be released from prison.
Structured sentencing is meant to enhance fairness and consistency in judicial decisionmaking about what sentence should be imposed. There are two common forms.
o In presumptive sentencing, the Legislature sets narrow penalty ranges based only on
the severity of the offense in statute. Judges must impose a sentence within the
applicable range unless they find circumstances warranting a departure.
o Sentencing guidelines, which may be mandatory or advisory, prescribe penalties
based on both offense severity and the defendant’s prior record. The guidelines may
be calculated based on a grid or on a set of worksheets.

Virtually every possible combination of indeterminate versus determinate sentencing and structured
versus non-structured sentencing exists in some jurisdiction. While some states apply different schemes
depending on the offense, the National Conference of State Legislatures has summarized the primary
systems used by each.1
•
•
•
•

Twelve states use both determinate sentences and structured sentencing, as do the District of
Columbia and the federal courts.2
Five states have determinate sentences but do not structure judicial sentencing decisions.3
Fourteen states retained indeterminate sentences but use some form of structured sentencing.4
Nineteen states use both indeterminate sentences and non-structured sentencing.5

In this mix, Michigan is among 14 jurisdictions that use a grid style of sentencing guidelines that places
criminal history on one axis, offense severity on the other axis and the recommended sentence or
sentencing range in a cell where the two axes intersect.6 We have selected six of these jurisdictions—
Kansas, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oregon, Utah and the federal courts—to provide a basis for
comparison. While time and space do not permit an exhaustive review of all the comparable jurisdictions,
these are representative and allow us to place Michigan’s system in a broader context.
We begin with a brief overview of how each of the other jurisdictions’ guidelines is structured.
Next we apply each jurisdiction’s guidelines to a set of hypothetical cases so that we can compare the
sentence recommendations that would result. Finally, we compare how these jurisdictions have addressed
issues that are common to every system, such as how to score prior record, how to define offense severity,
and the basis on which to allow departures from the recommended sentence.
A few points should be noted.
The purpose of scoring the hypothetical cases is to compare the presumptive sentences or
sentencing ranges that would result directly from the application of each jurisdiction’s guidelines. We do
not attempt to speculate about whether a judge would choose to depart from the guidelines
recommendation. We also do not speculate on whether a judge would impose sentences to run
consecutively, where that is an option. We do indicate when the offense would be subject to a mandatory
minimum sentence that would supersede the minimum sentence recommended by the guidelines. To help
the reader put the presumptive guidelines sentence in context, we also provide information about how
much of the minimum sentence the defendant would be required to serve.
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Thus, the charts should not be read as predicting what the actual sentence in a given jurisdiction
would be or how much time the hypothetical client would actually serve in prison. Rather, they should be
used to compare the allowable sentence lengths and the breadth of judicial discretion available for the
hypothetical offense as committed by the hypothetical defendant across guidelines systems.
Every effort has been made to score each hypothetical case accurately.7 This required identifying
the most comparable offense from each jurisdiction’s penal code, understanding the nuances of each
scoring system, and applying any required statutory enhancements.8 Given the complexity of the effort,
we cannot guarantee that every judgment call made would be universally agreed upon. We are confident,
however, that, together, the overviews and the hypothetical cases provide a broadly accurate and fair basis
for placing Michigan’s guidelines in a national context.

B. Overview of Six Jurisdictions
1. Kansas9
The Kansas Sentencing Guidelines took effect in 1993, with the goal to seek equity among like offenders
in typical case scenarios.10 The 17-member Sentencing Commission, which is an independent agency
within the executive branch, has 14 staff members.11 To avoid overcrowding, whenever the prison
population equals or exceeds 90% of total capacity, or will do so within two years, the Commission is
required to propose guideline modifications for legislative approval.12
Kansas abolished parole for all felony crimes except those designated as off-grid—capital
murder, first-degree murder, treason, terrorism, and certain sex offenses involving victims under age 14.
Actual time served on guidelines sentenced may be reduced by good behavior credits of either 15 or 20%,
depending on the offense and when it was committed. Up to 60 days credit for program participation may
also be applicable.
Kansas utilizes two grids: one each for drug and non-drug offenses. The drug offense grid has
five severity levels; the non-drug offense grid has 10.13 The intersection of the criminal history and
offense severity levels yields a grid block containing three numbers. These indicate, in months, the
prescribed aggravated, standard, and mitigated determinate sentences.14 Judges are advised to select the
midpoint or standard term in the usual case and use the upper or lower term to take into account any
aggravating and mitigating factors that do not amount to sufficient justification for a departure.15
The Kansas penal code no longer sets a single statutory maximum sentence for the crime. Instead,
the highest sentence in the applicable grid block is considered the presumptive statutory maximum
sentence.
Kansas criminal statutes designate each crime’s severity level and categorize it as a person or a
non-person crime. For example, KSA 21-5420 defines the crimes of robbery and aggravated robbery. It
then states that the former is a severity level 5 person felony and the latter is a severity level 3 person
felony.
The nine levels of criminal history, labeled A–I, reflect both the number and nature of prior
convictions. For example, Category A is the most serious, for offenders with three or more prior felony
convictions designated as person crimes. Presumptive sentence lengths drop dramatically between
Categories B (two prior person felonies) and C (one person and one non-person prior felonies).
There is no decay factor for adult convictions; all are scored regardless of age, including
expungements. Some juvenile adjudications are not included if the current crime is committed after age
25. Otherwise, prior juvenile adjudications are treated the same as adult priors for criminal history
classification.16 Being on adult probation or parole at the time of the sentencing offense does not affect
criminal history scoring, but requires consecutive sentencing unless that would result in manifest
injustice.17
Presumptive sentences may be subject to “special sentencing rules.” Among the most common of
these are consecutive sentences if the crime was committed while the defendant was incarcerated, on
probation, or parole or on bond for a felony, and presumptive incarceration if a firearm was used in the
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commission of a person felony.18 Incarceration is also presumed if the crime was committed for the
benefit of a street gang, but a non-prison sentence is allowed if findings are made about available
treatment or the promotion of offender reformation.19
Sentence lengths may be enhanced for certain sex offender designations. “Persistent sex
offender” status may double the maximum of the presumptive prison term;20 “aggravated habitual sex
offenders” must be sentenced to imprisonment for life without the possibility of parole.21 “Predatory sex
offender” is an aggravating factor that permits an upward departure. By statute, any prior conviction used
to establish predatory sex offender status is also included in determining the criminal history category.22
Kansas places two notable constraints on sentence length. Upward departures may not exceed
twice the maximum presumptive sentence.23 Consecutive sentences for multiple current convictions,
which generally may be imposed in the court’s discretion, may not exceed twice the “base sentence.” The
“base sentence” is the one actually imposed for the primary crime— not the longest sentence in the grid
block. Moreover, the non-base sentence is calculated using only the offense severity level of the non-base
crime. The criminal history level is assumed to be the lowest one possible.24
Compliance with the Kansas guidelines is mandatory. Judges must sentence within the prescribed
guideline range, departing only when substantial and compelling circumstances exist.25 Any fact that
would increase the penalty for a crime beyond the statutory maximum other than a prior conviction must
be submitted to a jury and proved beyond a reasonable doubt or admitted by the defendant (e.g., as part of
a plea agreement.)26 By statute and case law, appellate courts lack jurisdiction to consider a challenge to a
correctly scored presumptive sentence.27 Departures are subject to review on appeal by either party.28
The guidelines contain non-exclusive lists of aggravating and mitigating factors that may justify a
departure. These factors generally involve case-specific facts that make the conviction offense more or
less serious than the typical crime of its type, such as degree of harm to a victim, the victim’s
vulnerability, the defendant’s role in the offense, and the defendant’s physical or mental impairment.29
Kansas does not provide mitigation consideration in the guidelines scoring for a guilty plea or acceptance
of responsibility, but a court may consider assistance provided in the investigation or prosecution of
another as a mitigating circumstance. A fact that is an element of the current crime can only be used to
justify a departure if the fact makes that aspect of the crime significantly different from the usual criminal
conduct of its type.30
In 2019, of the incarceration guideline sentences, 50.5% were within the presumptive
incarceration range. Of the durational departures, 64.9% were downward and 35.1% were upward. Of
those within the presumptive range, 35.4% were standard sentences, 15.6% were aggravated, and 25.7%
were mitigated.31
2. Minnesota32
Minnesota’s guidelines, which became effective in 1980, are among the oldest and most thoroughly
researched of the state guidelines systems. Among their goals are proportionality, parsimony (the lowest
sentence necessary to achieve the purposes of sentencing), and avoidance of prison overcrowding. The
state has consistently had the lowest, or one of the lowest, rates of incarceration in the country. The 11member Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission is an independent agency with a six-person staff.
Minnesota abolished parole and adopted determinate sentencing for all but the few crimes for
which parolable life terms are imposed: first-degree murder, treason, and certain sex offenses. Defendants
sentenced to prison are incarcerated for two-thirds of the imposed term and spend the remaining one-third
on supervised release, although incarceration can be extended for disciplinary violations or refusal to
participate in programming.
The guidelines present judges with a presumptive term and a range. The bottom of the range is
15% lower than the presumptive term, and the top of the range is 25% higher. Sentences within this range
are not considered departures.
Minnesota utilizes three grids: Standard, Sex Offender, and Drug Offender. On each grid, the
offense severity level is on the vertical axis and the criminal history is on the horizontal axis. In
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constructing the guidelines, the Sentencing Commission reduced the emphasis previously given to
criminal history and made the conviction offense the primary factor in determining punishment.
There are seven levels of criminal history. The criminal history score is the sum of the points
assigned for:
•
•
•
•

Prior felonies.
Custody status at the time of the offense.
Prior misdemeanors and gross misdemeanors.
Prior juvenile adjudications.

The weight assigned to prior felonies depends on their severity. No weight is assigned to an offense for
which a judgment of guilty has not been entered before the current sentencing. Prior adult offenses cannot
be counted if 15 years have elapsed since the date of the initial sentence following the prior conviction or,
in the case of a prison sentence, the date the sentence expired.
Offense severity is determined by the ranking assigned to every felony offense by the guidelines
commission. The ranking applies to the conviction offense, not the charged offense. For attempts and
conspiracies, the presumptive sentence is one-half of that shown in the applicable cell.
The presumptive sentence may be subject to a statutory mandatory minimum sentence. There are
mandatory minimums for first-, second-, and third-degree murder, certain sex offenses, and driving while
impaired. There are also mandatory minimums for possession or use of a weapon while committing an
offense by either the defendant or an accomplice. They are one year and a day for a dangerous weapon
other than a firearm; three years for a first offense with a firearm; and five years for a second or
subsequent offense with a firearm. Notably, the court can depart from the mandatory minimums for
weapons on motion of the prosecutor if it finds substantial and compelling reasons to do so.
Presumptive sentences may also be increased if statutory modifiers apply. For instance:
•
•

•

If a felony assault was motivated by bias, the presumptive sentence must be increased by 25
percent.33
If the offense was committed for the benefit of a gang and the victim was under the age of 18,
the presumptive sentence is increased by 24 months if the offense was completed or 12
months if the offense was an attempt or conspiracy. If the victim was 18 or older, the
increases are 12 and six months, respectively.34
If the current conviction is for a severe violent offense, the presumptive sentence is increased
for prior convictions of severe violent offenses: 12 months are added for one such prior, 18
months for two priors, and 24 months for three or more. A conviction for an offense excluded
from criminal history score computation because it was too old under the decay rule does not
qualify as a “prior severe violent offense conviction.”

Compliance with the Minnesota guidelines is mandatory. Judges may only depart for identifiable
substantial and compelling reasons that are subject to review on appeal by either the defense or the
prosecution.
The guidelines contain non-exclusive lists of aggravating and mitigating factors that may justify a
departure. These factors generally involve case-specific facts that make the conviction offense more or
less serious than the typical crime of its type, such as degree of harm to a victim, the victim’s
vulnerability, the defendant’s role in the offense, and the defendant’s physical or mental impairment.
However, aggravating factors also include aspects of the defendant’s prior record (i.e., whether the
defendant is being sentenced as a “career offender,”35 an “engrained offender,”36 or a “dangerous offender
who commits a third violent crime”37). The existence of aggravating factors other than prior record must
be determined by a jury unless the defendant has waived that right (e.g., as part of a plea bargain).
Pursuant to case law, departures cannot be longer than double the presumptive term.
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The Guidelines also contain a list of prohibited departure factors: race, sex, employment factors,
social factors (education, living arrangements, marital status), and “the defendant’s exercise of
constitutional rights during the adjudication process.” Case law prohibits basing a departure on a factor
already considered in determining the recommended sentence. In 2019, the departure rate for prison
sentences was 23.2%; of these, 20.3% were mitigated dispositions (i.e., downward departures) and 2.9%
were aggravated dispositions. The rate of departures varied substantially depending on the judicial district
and offense type.38
3. North Carolina39
North Carolina adopted its Structured Sentencing System in 1994 and abolished parole for crimes
committed from that date on.40 Parole is retained only for crimes committed prior to that date.41 The
system is intended to produce sentences that are truthful, consistent, rational, and prioritize correctional
resources.42 The 28-member sentencing commission is an independent advisory body with a 10-person
staff that operates within the state’s judicial branch.43
In North Carolina, the judge selects the minimum sentence. Although each offense has a statutory
maximum, the maximum to be served by the individual defendant is automatically set at 120% of the
minimum. For certain sex offenses, the maximum is then increased by 60 months. The defendant must
serve the entire minimum but may accumulate credits for work and program participation, which are
deducted from the maximum. That is, while no discretionary decisions are made by a parole board,
prisoners essentially work their way down from their maximum release date to release on their
minimum.44 Defendants must also complete a period of either nine or 12 months of post-release
supervision, depending on the severity level of the offense.45
The North Carolina system uses just two grids—one for felonies and one for misdemeanors.46
The seriousness of the crime is determined by statute, with every crime being assigned to one of 10
offense classes. These 10 classes are listed on the vertical axis of the grid, although Class A offenses carry
death or mandatory life without parole and are not scored under the guidelines. To determine offense
severity, the court simply identifies in which of the other nine offense classes the crime of conviction
falls.
To determine prior record level, the following factors are considered: the number and severity of
prior felonies, certain misdemeanors, similarity of the current offense to any prior offense, and custody
status. The number of points defining each level range from 0–1 for Level 1 to 18+ for Level VI.
•
•
•

Prior record points are assigned to each prior felony conviction based on its offense class.
The number of points ranges from 10 for a prior Class A felony down to 1 for a Class A1 or
Class 1 misdemeanor.
One additional point is added if all the elements of the present offense are included in any
prior offense, whether or not the prior offense was used in determining the prior record level.
One additional point is added if the offender was on supervised or unsupervised probation,
parole, or post-release supervision, serving an active sentence in jail or prison, or was on
escape from a correctional institution while serving a sentence of imprisonment at the time
the present offense was committed. This factor must either be found by the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt or admitted by the defendant.47

All prior adult felony convictions are counted. There are no lapse or decay rules, and no statute of
limitations on the use of prior convictions to determine prior record level.48 Juvenile commitments are not
counted.49 Also not included are certain misdemeanors and traffic offenses (except for death by vehicle).50
North Carolina employs four statutory enhancements based on the defendant’s criminal history
that can increase the punishment beyond what the guidelines recommend. For any of them to apply, the
prosecution must have opted to charge the specific enhancement and convicted the defendant of it.
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•
•
•
•

Habitual felon—three prior felony offenses of any kind increases the offense class by four
levels but no higher than Class C.
Violent habitual felon—two violent prior felonies increases the sentence to life without
parole.
Habitual breaking and entering—one or more prior breaking and entering offenses makes
next breaking and entering conviction a Class E felony.
Armed habitual felon—one or more prior firearm-related felonies requires sentencing as at
least Class C with a mandatory minimum of 120 months.

Every cell on the grid contains three ranges: presumptive, aggravated, and mitigated. The court must
select the minimum from the presumptive range unless the jury finds or the defendant admits aggravating
facts beyond a reasonable doubt,51 or the defendant proves mitigating factors to the court by a
preponderance of the evidence. The court has the discretion to use the aggravated or mitigated range if the
facts support the choice. Judges must place the reasons for departing from the presumptive range on the
record and either party can appeal the adequacy of the fact-finding.
Factors that can aggravate or mitigate the presumptive sentence are listed in statute, although
each list ends with a catch-all category for other factors “reasonably related to the purposes of
sentencing.52 While there is no separate list of prohibited departure factors, the presence or absence of
prior convictions is not aggravating or mitigating, as prior record is always considered when determining
the prior record level.53
The more than 20 permitted aggravating factors include the defendant’s role in the offense, victim
vulnerability, possession or use of a deadly weapon, serious permanent injury to the victim, exceptional
cruelty, interference with arrest, and intent to benefit a gang. Notably, they also include juvenile
adjudications for what would be serious felonies and the fact that the defendant does not support his or
her family.
The 20 mitigating factors include acceptance of responsibility, assistance in apprehending or
prosecuting another felon, minor role in the offense, voluntary participation by a victim older than 16 and
characteristics that reduce culpability like age, immaturity, and limited mental capacity.54 Notably, they
also include the defendant’s military service, positive employment history, reputation and support in the
community, post-arrest entry to drug or alcohol treatment, and the fact that the defendant supports his or
her family.
Compliance with the North Carolina guidelines is mandatory. Since aggravation and mitigation
are built into the scheme there is no provision for departing above the high end of the aggravated range or
below the low end of the mitigated range. In 2018, of the prison sentences imposed for person offenses,
64% were in the presumptive range, 29% were in the mitigated range, and 7% were in the aggravated
range.55
4. Oregon56
The Oregon Criminal Justice Commission, which has a nine-person staff, is responsible for Oregon’s
sentencing guidelines. The guidelines, which became effective in 1989, apply to all felonies except
aggravated murder.57 They were designed to make sentencing more predictable, proportional and fair, and
to take prison capacity into account.
Oregon abolished parole and adopted determinate sentencing for all but the few crimes for which
parolable life terms are imposed: first-degree murder, treason, and certain sex offenses. Most defendants
serve a specified prison duration that can be shortened by the award of good conduct and program
participation credits up to 20%.58 Time served for certain violent crimes cannot be reduced, including any
that have a mandatory minimum sentence.59
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Oregon has a single sentencing grid with 11 categories of crime seriousness (11 down to 1) and
nine levels of criminal history (A–I). The court selects the presumptive determinate term from the range
of months in the grid block where the axes intersect. Oregon’s ranges are extremely narrow.
Crime seriousness is determined by reference to the Crime Seriousness Scale in the Oregon
Administrative Rules.60 For example, first-degree robbery is classified at crime category 9. The Rules also
contain a list of subclassified crimes that apply to offenses that cover a broad range of conduct.61 For
example, burglary has three possible crime categories depending on whether there was weapon use or
victim injury, and whether the location was an occupied dwelling. Attempts and solicitations are ranked
two categories below the completed offense.
The maximum possible sentence is identified in the statute defining the crime. Penal statutes
place each crime in one of four felony classifications: Class A, maximum 20 years; Class B, maximum 10
years; Class C, maximum five years; and Unclassified felonies that include penalties described in the
section defining the crime.62 For example, first-degree robbery is a Class A felony.63
The applicable criminal history level depends on a combination of the nature and number of prior
adult convictions and juvenile adjudications in the defendant’s history at the time of the current
sentencing. Adult convictions and juvenile adjudications are treated the same for person felonies but
differently for non-person felonies. For instance:
•
•
•
•

Category A includes three or more adult convictions or juvenile adjudications for person
felonies.
Category E includes four or more adult convictions for non-person felonies.
Category G includes four or more adult convictions for Class A misdemeanors, one adult
conviction for a non-person felony, or three or more juvenile adjudications for non-person
felonies.
An adult with no person felony prior conviction cannot score above Category E. A juvenile
with no adjudication for a person felony cannot score above Category G.

Expunged prior adult convictions and juvenile adjudications are not included, nor are prior findings of
“guilty except for insanity.”64 Only Class A misdemeanors are considered. There are no rules on decay or
other limitation on the counting of older convictions.
More than two dozen felonies require a mandatory minimum sentence.65 Defendants serving
mandatory minimums are not eligible for release on post-prison supervision or any form of temporary
leave from custody, or any reduction based on the minimum sentence for any reason.66 If the mandatory
minimum exceeds the presumptive sentence from the guidelines grid, the mandatory minimum controls.67
Compliance with the Oregon guidelines is mandatory. The court must pronounce a sentence
within the recommended range unless it states on the record substantial and compelling reasons to impose
a departure.68 Upward departures may not exceed twice the high end of the applicable guidelines range.
Departures may be appealed by either the prosecution or the defense. However, the Oregon rules
expressly permit plea agreements to stipulated grid blocks and to stipulated sentences, whether or not they
fall in the presumptive guidelines range.69
The guidelines contain lists of non-exclusive mitigating and aggravating factors that may be
considered grounds to depart.70 These include such matters as the defendant’s role in the offense, the
victim’s status as an aggressor or participant in the offense, the degree of harm to the victim, use of a
weapon, and the crime being part of an organized criminal operation. There is no mitigation for a guilty
plea, but consideration may be given if the defendant cooperated with the state on the current crime or
any other criminal conduct.71 Several potential grounds for departure are expressly prohibited:
•
•
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Refusal to cooperate cannot be deemed an aggravating factor.
A fact used to trigger a mandatory sentence cannot be used as an aggravating factor.
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•

Crime facts that are elements of the conviction offense or were used to determine its offense
severity level can only be used as an aggravating or mitigating factor if the facts make the
case significantly different from typical cases of that type.72

Sentences imposed on people already serving a sentence for a previous offense must be served
consecutively. When the defendant is being sentenced for two or more unrelated crimes, the court has full
discretion to make the sentences concurrent or consecutive. When a defendant is being sentenced for
multiple crimes committed in a continuous and uninterrupted course of conduct, consecutive sentencing is
permitted, but the court must find that one of several enumerated circumstances justifies that decision.73
Without a departure, the combined length of consecutive prison terms may not exceed twice the length of
the maximum term permitted for the most serious of those crimes.74
5. Utah75
Utah has a 27-member sentencing commission that is part of the Utah Commission on Criminal and
Juvenile Justice (CCJJ). The CCJJ includes other agencies that address juvenile justice, substance abuse
and domestic and sexual violence. Included in the Sentencing Commission’s mandate is increasing equity
in sentencing, modifying the guidelines to reduce recidivism and relating sentencing practices to
correctional resources. The Commission has two staff members and receives administrative and financial
support from CCJJ. The Commission published its first guidelines in 1998. These replaced earlier
guidelines drafted by court and corrections officials.
Utah has retained indeterminate sentencing and release through the Board of Pardons and Parole.
Minimum and maximum terms of punishment are established by statute. Felonies are classified into four
categories:
•
•
•
•

Capital (aggravated murder with predicate crimes).
First-degree, not less than five years up to life.
Second-degree, not less than one year nor more than 15 years.
Third-degree, not to exceed five years.

When the defendant is being sentenced to prison, the court imposes a sentence equal to the range defined
by statute. The number of months identified on the guidelines grid is not the sentence. Rather, it is the
typical time served for the offense by people with the defendant’s criminal history. It serves as a
recommendation to the parole board, although the board makes the final decision as to when the
defendant will be released. The guidelines are purely advisory and have no binding effect on the courts.
While both the court and the parole board are generally prohibited from deviating from the
statutory minimum sentence, there are some exceptions. For instance, downward departures from the
statutory minimum for “grievous” sexual offenses are allowed upon a finding of mitigating
circumstances. Conversely, there are statutory enhancements that add years to the guidelines term for
offenses committed in concert with two or more persons, in relation to a criminal street gang, or for repeat
and habitual sex offenders. Prisoners may reduce their incarceration time by completing specified
programs. At a minimum, there is a four-month reduction in the total period of incarceration for
completion of high-priority programs.76
The guidelines apply to all felonies other than capital murder. There are also guidelines for
misdemeanors and impaired driving. The felony guidelines have three matrices: sex and kidnapping,
criminal homicide, and a general matrix for all other offense types.
The sex and kidnapping matrix has 10 levels of crime category; the other two matrices have seven
levels. The levels are determined by the nature and degree of the crime.
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The sex and kidnapping matrix has three levels of criminal history; the other two matrices have five
levels. Criminal history is scored on the basis of six factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prior felony convictions.
Prior Class A misdemeanor convictions.
Supervision history.
Prior person or firearm convictions.
Prior juvenile adjudication within past 10 years.
Most recent postconviction crime-free gap.

Prior felony convictions include only those for which sentencing occurred before sentencing on the
current offense. Current offenses are expressly excluded. If multiple convictions arose from a single prior
criminal episode, only one conviction is counted. There is no decay factor for adult convictions. However,
most juvenile adjudications of delinquency must have occurred within 10 years of the current conviction
date. In addition, defendants have points subtracted from their criminal history for crime-free periods
preceding the current offense. The number of negative points increases as the time period gets longer.
The guidelines establish a procedure for documenting departures based upon aggravating or
mitigating factors. Because the guidelines are only advisory, there is no standard for the substantive
review of departures on appeal. Nonetheless, the Commission has identified factors that are prohibited or
should be used with caution. Specifically, the Utah Guidelines state:
Do not include an aggravating factor if: (1) it is already included as an element of the
offense (do not double count) or (2) it is an element of the offense but has not been plead to
or otherwise proven beyond a reasonable doubt as required by statute and/or case law (the
guidelines are not a means to subvert Constitutional principles).77
To avoid double counting, aggravating factors should be used with caution if they have already been
considered in a risk assessment. Similarly, factors that reflect socioeconomic status more than risk, such
as access to treatment or financial stability, should be considered with caution as should factors specific to
sex offenses that may not have a statistical correlation with increased risk to reoffend.78
Judges have discretion to decide whether a sentence should be concurrent or consecutive.
Sentences for defendants who commit their crime while in prison or parole are presumptively
consecutive. Otherwise the factors to be considered are the gravity and circumstances of the offenses,
number of victims, and the history, character, and rehabilitative needs of the defendant.79
Utah has a unique method of sentencing for multiple offenses. When multiple convictions are to
be served concurrently, 10% of the prison stay recommended for each shorter sentence is added to the
recommended term for the longest sentence. When multiple convictions are to be served consecutively,
the guidelines advise adding 40% of the length of the shortest sentence to the full length of the longest
sentence. If there are more than two offenses, the guidelines advise adding 40% of each of the remaining
offenses to the full length of the longest sentence.80
6. United States81
Historical Note
Before the federal sentencing guidelines went into effect in 1987, federal judges imposed indeterminate
sentences within broad statutory ranges of punishment, after which the United States Parole Commission
would decide when offenders were actually released from prison on parole.82 The Supreme Court
recognized that the broad discretion of sentencing courts and parole officials led to significant sentencing
disparities.83 When Congress enacted the Sentencing Reform Act (SRA) it found: “[e]very day federal
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judges mete out an unjustifiably wide range of sentences to offenders with similar histories, convicted of
similar crimes, committed under similar circumstances.”84
To decrease disparities and promote transparency and proportionality in sentencing, Congress
created the United States Sentencing Commission, a bipartisan expert agency located in the judicial
branch.85 The Commission is composed of up to seven voting members, including a chair, who are
nominated by the President and must be confirmed by the Senate. No more than four Commissioners can
be from the same political party, and at least three Commissioners must be federal judges.86 The
Commission maintains about 100 employees. 87
As the nation’s prison population continued to swell, so did criticism that the guidelines had
produced unduly harsh sentences for non-violent offenses, particularly those tending to involve non-white
and poor defendants at disproportionate rates. Challenges were raised to their mandatory nature.
The guidelines were designed to establish a sentencing range based on the defendant’s admissions
or the jury’s verdict. However, the trial court could then exceed that range based on findings of fact it
made about the offense based on a preponderance of the evidence. In United States v. Booker, 543 US
220 (2005), the trial court found the defendant had actually possessed a lot more drugs than the amount
for which he was convicted. That finding mandated a much higher guidelines range, so the court
increased the sentence by almost 10 years above the base range for the crime of conviction.
The Booker Court held that judicial findings not subject to proof beyond a reasonable doubt that
result in a sentence greater than otherwise mandated by the guidelines violate the Sixth Amendment right
to trial by jury. The Court’s solution was to make the federal guidelines advisory. Notably, the Court had
no problem with allowing the new guidelines range to be based on the “real” offense so long as the
sentencing judge was not required to apply it.
Federal judges must now consult the guidelines, but are not required to impose the sentences
recommended. The Supreme Court has held that the guidelines are the “lodestone”88 and “should be the
starting point and the initial benchmark”89 of federal sentencing. District courts must still “give ‘respectful
consideration’ to the Guidelines.”90 Therefore, on appeal, the guidelines ranges (and the degree of
departure from guidelines) must still be taken into account.91
Initially, sentences within the federal guidelines were presumed to be reasonable.92 Since the
guidelines became advisory, appeals courts review the reasonableness of all sentences, including those
that fall within the guidelines range.93 This reasonableness review applies a “deferential abuse of
discretion” standard that does not require extraordinary circumstances to justify a sentence outside of the
guidelines range94 and does not require an appellate court to presume that a within-guidelines sentence is
reasonable.95
The role of the Sentencing Commission post-Booker remains important for its ability to base its
recommendations on empirical data and national experience, guided by professional staff.96
The Current Federal System
Federal sentences are determinate. Parole has been abolished but prison sentences are followed by a term
of supervised release of several years, depending on the offense. The time actually served can be reduced
through the award of good conduct credits of up to 54 days per year.97
The federal sentencing guidelines are extremely complex. The court must follow the three-step
process set forth by the Supreme Court in Gall v. United States.98 First, the court must properly determine
the guideline range.99 Second, it must determine whether to apply any of the guidelines’ departure policy
statements to adjust the guideline range. Third, it must consider all the factors set forth in 18 USC §
3553(a) as a whole, including whether a variance is warranted.100
There is only one sentencing grid, called the Sentencing Table, for all covered offenses. The
offense severity levels are on the vertical axis and the criminal history category on the horizontal axis.
The presumptive sentence is within the range that falls in the cell where they intersect. Pursuant to statute,
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“the maximum of the range shall not exceed the minimum by more than the greater of 25% or six
months.”101
Each federal crime is assigned a base offense level that will increase or decrease as specific
offense characteristics and other special rules are applied. To determine a prospective sentence range, the
first step is to determine the crime’s base offense level number, or severity level, as assigned in the
Sentencing Guidelines Manual. There are 43 base offense levels, with the lower numbers for low-level
offenses and higher numbers for the more serious offenses.
Once a crime’s base offense level is determined, “special offense characteristics” for each crime
may apply, increasing the base offense level. For example, the base offense level for second-degree
murder is 38.102 If the offense is determined to be a hate crime (motivated by actual or perceived race,
color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, disability, or sexual orientation), the
level is increased by up to three levels;103 if a victim was physically restrained in the course of the
offense, there will be an increase of two levels.
“Relevant conduct” is “the range of conduct that is relevant to determining the applicable offense
level” under the Guidelines Manual.104 It is a principle that impacts nearly every aspect of guidelines
application. It reflects the sentencing guidelines’ consideration of characteristics of the offense and the
defendant’s conduct beyond the count(s) of conviction alone, while also placing limits, specific to the
type of offense, on the range of conduct that is appropriately considered. Relevant conduct affects a
defendant’s offense level, as determined by Chapter Two as well as the role and multiple count
adjustments in Chapter Three, the criminal history calculations in Chapter Four, and the adjustments for
undischarged terms of imprisonment in Chapter Five.105
If a defendant is convicted on multiple counts, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines instruct the
judge to determine an appropriate “combined offense level” that takes into account the rules for
incremental punishment for multiple offenses. The most serious offense of which the defendant is
convicted is used as the starting point for establishing the base offense level, and then the less serious
counts are used to adjust the defendant’s total sentence upward.106
In addition to multiple count adjustments, some cases require consideration of other adjustments
that can increase or decrease the defendant’s overall sentence; examples include:
•
•
•
•

Acceptance of Responsibility—The judge may decrease the offense level from one to
three levels if, in the judge’s opinion, the offender accepted responsibility for his or
her offense.
Minimal Participant—If the offender was a minimal participant in the offense, the
offense level is decreased by four levels.
Knowledge of Vulnerability—If the offender knew that the victim was unusually
vulnerable due to age or physical or mental condition, the offense level is increased by
two levels.
Obstruction of Justice—If the offender obstructed justice, the offense level is
increased by two levels.

After the base offense level is adjusted for these considerations, the defendant’s criminal history
category must be determined. Points are assigned for prior sentences: felony convictions, some
misdemeanors, some juvenile adjudications, and the offender’s custody status as the time of the offense.
The total points determine the applicable criminal history category (I–VI).107 The court must then
determine whether grounds exist to depart from the criminal history category upward or downward if the
category substantially under- or over-represents the seriousness of the defendant’s criminal history, and
whether the offender qualifies as a career offender or armed career criminal.108 These grounds may
include prior sentences not used in scoring the criminal history and prior adult criminal conduct that did
not result in conviction.
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In every case, relevant conduct includes actions the defendant performed in preparation for the
offense, during the offense, and following the offense to avoid detection. Relevant conduct also always
includes the defendant’s directions to others. In a case of “jointly undertaken criminal activity,” the
defendant is liable for all acts and omissions of others that were (1) within the scope of the jointly
undertaken criminal activity, (2) in furtherance of that criminal activity, and (3) reasonably foreseeable in
connection with that criminal activity.109
The scoring of prior convictions is subject to decay rules that depend on the length of the prior
sentence. Prior adult convictions with sentences longer than 13 months are not counted if more than 15
years have elapsed since sentencing or final release from custody. If the prior sentence was 13 months or
less, the lapse time is10 years. If the prior sentence was 13 months or less and the defendant was younger
than 18, the lapse time is five years.110
There are several enhancements: doubling the mandatory minimum for certain drugs crimes;
increasing the criminal history category for career offenders; increasing the criminal history category for
armed career criminals and setting a 15-year mandatory minimum; and a three strikes provision for two
prior convictions of a serious violent felony resulting in life imprisonment.111
Once the base offense level, criminal history category, specific offense characteristics, and
relevant adjustments have all been determined, then the sentencing range can be identified according to
the Sentencing Table. At that point, the judge must determine whether applying the guidelines is
appropriate, or whether it is more appropriate to “depart” from the guidelines and impose an alternate
sentence.
A court may depart upward to reflect the actual seriousness of the offense based on conduct
underlying a charge dismissed as part of a plea agreement in the case or underlying a potential charge not
pursued in the case as part of a plea agreement or for any other reason that did not enter into the
determination of the applicable guideline range.112 A defendant’s refusal to assist authorities in the
investigation of other persons may not be considered an aggravating sentencing factor; however, a
defendant’s refusal to assist authorities may be considered in sentencing within the guideline range.113
In the federal system, the terms “departure” and “variance” have different meanings and are
applied at different stages of the sentencing process. While departures were always contemplated by the
guidelines and criteria for applying them were provided, since Booker judges may “vary” from the
recommended guidelines sentence—based on statutory sentencing goals and principles—even where the
rules would not permit a departure. A “variance” outside the guidelines range should occur after
consideration of all relevant departure provisions.
Courts have held that variances are not subject to the guidelines analysis for departures. In some
situations, a prohibited ground for departure may be a valid basis for a variance. Variances are not subject
to notice requirements applicable to departures. A court may grant a departure and a variance in the same
sentence (e.g., a departure for substantial assistance and a variance for the defendant’s history and
characteristics). In sum, the ability to vary preserves district courts’ ultimate ability to impose, regardless
of the applicable guidelines range, a sentence that it views to be “sufficient, but not greater than
necessary” to serve the goals of sentencing.114
There is no general prohibition against double counting in the guidelines: using the same factual
basis twice, once to form an element of the crime and then to increase a defendant's guidelines sentencing
range. The same conduct may determine the base offense level and trigger the cumulative application of
enhancements and adjustments unless a specific guideline instructs otherwise.115
There are mandatory penalties related to firearms. For example, use of a firearm during a crime of
violence carries a mandatory sentence of at least five years,116 which increases to seven years if the gun
was brandished, and 10 if it was discharged. These minimums are consecutive to the substantive crime,
such as robbery.
Unless consecutive sentencing is specifically required under applicable statutes (e.g. because the
defendant was incarcerated at the time of the current offense), multiple current sentences generally run
concurrently. However, a formula is applied that increases the offense severity level of the most serious
crime by counting all the current offenses.
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In 2020, the rates of compliance, departures and variances for the federal guidelines, nationally
and in federal district courts in Michigan, were as follows. 117
Table 35. 2020 Federal Guidelines Compliance Rates
National
Michigan
Within Range
50.4
47.9
Upward Departure
0.4
1.2
Downward Departure
23.0
14.5
Upward Variance
1.8
2.1
Downward Variance
24.5
34.3

C. Hypothetical Case Results
Charts with descriptions of eight hypothetical cases and details about the presumptive minimum sentences
that would apply in each of the comparison jurisdictions appear in Appendix D. The following tables
summarize key information from each chart.
The tables show the low and high ends of the applicable presumptive range—the “low min” and
“high min.” In Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon, and the federal system, the grids present a presumptive
range within which the court must choose a term (i.e., a minimum term in Michigan, or a maximum term
in the other three jurisdictions. Sentences above and below the ends of the range are departures that must
be justified by the facts. Kansas has a single presumptive sentence and single mitigated and aggravated
sentences. The court is free to select any of these without it being considered a departure. Therefore the
mitigated sentence is treated as the “low min,” and the aggravated sentence is treated as the “high min.”
North Carolina has presumptive, mitigated, and aggravated ranges. The mitigated range is for downward
departures, and the aggravated range is for upward departures. Therefore the boundaries of the
presumptive range are treated as the low and high mins. The width of each presumptive range is shown.
Utah has only a single recommended term that is treated as both the low and high mins.
Any routine sentence reductions are applied to produce the “actual low min” and “actual high
min,” which permits a more realistic comparison of what the recommended minimum sentence actually
means. Kansas and the federal guidelines reflect a 15% good time reduction. In Minnesota, the deduction
is not traditional good time. Minnesota defendants serve two-thirds of their prison sentences and are then
placed on supervised release.
Finally, to provide further context, the tables also show any mandatory minimum sentence that
supersedes the guidelines recommendation and any mandatory sentence enhancement that is statutorily
required for possession or use of a firearm.
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Table 36. Summary of Chart 1. Second-Degree Murder, Example 1
[killed man who injured mother during shooting into home, no priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance. Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
120
180
180
300/
300/
24
Life
Life
Kansas
20
166
-25
141
186
-28
158
Minnesota
106
261
-86
175
367
-121
246
36
North Carolina
48
192
192
240
240
Oregon
n/a
Life
Life
Life
Life
300
Utah
n/a
240
240
240
240
180
United States
58
235
-35
200
293
-44
249
60
Chart 1. This murder case reveals substantial differences among the jurisdictions in both the low
and high ends of the ranges. The difference between the actual low in Kansas and the mandatory
minimum in Oregon is over 13 years. The actual high minimums differ by as much as 12 years.
Among the actual low-end sentences, Michigan’s are the third shortest. However, among the
actual high-end recommended sentences, Michigan’s and Oregon’s are the longest. For Michigan, this is
the result of a range that is 10 years wide combined with a lack of any sentence reductions. Thus, in
Michigan, the defendant could be required to serve a minimum of 25 years plus two years for possessing
the firearm during the felony without any departure from the guidelines range. Because of their longer
required firearm enhancements, the results in Minnesota (23.5 years) and the federal courts (25.75 years)
are not far off.
Table 37. Summary of Chart 2. Second-Degree Murder, Example 2
[home invasion, stole jewelry, struck women who found him, she died next day, priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance. Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
210
315
315
525/
525/
Life
Life
Kansas
25
221
-33
188
246
-37
209
Minnesota
127
312
-103
209
439
-145
294
North Carolina
63
254
254
317
317
Oregon
n/a
Life
Life
Life
Life
300
Utah
n/a
252
252
252
252
180
United States
52
210
-32
178
262
-39
223
Chart 2. This murder case also shows substantial differences among the jurisdictions. The actual
low for the U.S. is 11.5 years below the actual low for Michigan. Except for Oregon’s life sentence,
Michigan has the longest low and actual low minimums. The actual high minimums differ by as much as
26 years. At nearly 45 years or life, Michigan has an actual high min. that is more than twice as long as
those of Kansas, Utah, and the United States—66% longer than North Carolina’s and 79% longer than
Minnesota’s. That is, the Michigan defendant can get a minimum sentence that is anywhere from 17 to 26
years longer than the minimums of other guidelines states without departing from the recommended
range.
The cause of Michigan’s much higher recommended sentences is the 17.5 year width of the range
combined with the lack of any sentence reductions. What pushes the hypothetical defendant into such a
high range is Michigan’s offense variable structure. Under OV 3, he receives 25 points for injury to the
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victim preceding her death. Under OV 6, he receives 50 points because the death occurred during a home
invasion, even though the defendant pleaded down from felony-murder.
Table 38. Summary of Chart 3. Assault with Intent to Murder, Example 1
[choked wife, struck son, combative with police, priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance. Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
114
171
171
285
285
Kansas
26
221
-33
188
247
-37
210
Minnesota
54
135
-45
90
189
-62
127
North Carolina
63
251
251
314
314
Oregon
9
121
121
130
130
90
Utah
n/a
108
108
108
108
60
United States
52
210
-32
178
262
-39
223
Chart 3. The differences among jurisdictions are equally apparent in this assault case. The
difference in the low and actual low minimums ranges from 108 months (9 years) in Utah to 251 months
(20.9 years) in North Carolina. Among both types of low-end sentences, Michigan is in the middle.
However, among the high-end minimums, Michigan’s sentences are exceeded only by North
Carolina. At 285 and 314 months, the actual high mins of these two states far exceed the 160-month
average of the other five jurisdictions. Once again, Michigan’s potential for very long minimum sentences
without a departure results from the width of the range.
Table 39. Summary of Chart 4. Assault with Intent to Murder, Example 2
[gang beating of rival gang member, victim paralyzed, defendant 17 years old, juvenile priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance. Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
150
225
225
375/
375/
Life
Life
Kansas
10
82
-12
70
92
-14
78
Minnesota
38
118
-39
79
156
-52
104
1 yr. +
1 day
North Carolina
32
125
125
157
157
Oregon
4
111
111
115
115
90
Utah
96
96
96
96
60
United States
73
292
-44
248
365
-55
310
Chart 4. The differences among jurisdictions are even greater in this assault case. Between the
U.S. low min of 292 and the Kansas low min of 82 are 210 months (17.5 years). For actual low mins, the
difference between these two jurisdictions is 178 months (14.8 years). Michigan’s low and actual low
mins are second in length only to those of the federal guidelines.
At the high and actual high ends of the presumptive ranges, Michigan’s recommended minimum
sentences exceed the federal guidelines. Without even considering sentence reductions, Michigan exceeds
the high ends of the other jurisdictions by from 18 to nearly 24 years. Once again, these extreme
differences are possible because of the great width of Michigan’s applicable range.
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Table 40. Summary of Chart 5. First-Degree Criminal Sexual Conduct, Example 1
[preyed on girlfriend’s daughter, multiple counts of CSC<13 and 13–16, no priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
84
126
126
210
210
300
(cts 1-4)
Kansas
n/a
Life
Life
Life
Life
300
Minnesota
35
180*
-60
120*
215*
-71
144*
North Carolina
48
192
192
240
240
Oregon
2
58
58
60
60
100
Utah
n/a
192
192
192
192
300
United States
52
210
-32
178
262
-39
223
360
*Includes 25% statutory enhancement for predatory sexual conduct

Chart 5. This case involving multiple sexual assaults on a child also presents wide variations in
the minimum sentences recommended by each jurisdiction’s guidelines. Notably, Michigan ranks fifth in
the length of both its low- and high-end sentences because the defendant has no prior record and
Michigan weights prior record and offense severity equally. However, the point is moot because five of
the seven jurisdictions have mandatory minimum sentences that supersede the guidelines
recommendation: 30 years for the United States, 25 years for Michigan, Kansas, and Utah, and 8.3 years
for Oregon.
Table 41. Summary of Chart 6. First-Degree Criminal Sexual Conduct, Example 2
[home invasion, repeated assaults on woman woken from sleep, knife, priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
630
270
270
900/
900/
300*
Life
Life
Kansas
61
592
-89
503
653
-98
555
Minnesota
63
180
-60
120
216
-71
145
North Carolina
97
386
386
483
483
Oregon
9
121
121
130
130
100
Utah
n/a
252
252
252
252
Life, no
parole
United States
65
262
-39
223
327
-49
278
*Mandatory with 4th habitual offender enhancement for “serious” crimes and “listed” priors

Chart 6. Several things about this sexual assault case stand out. The differences among
jurisdictions are greater than for any of the other hypotheticals, including the two murder cases, because
of the weight given in several jurisdictions to the defendant’s prior record. In addition, the high mins in
each jurisdiction are generally longer than they are for any of the other cases. The mandatory sentence of
life without parole in Utah is particularly noteworthy.
The weight given to criminal history is enormously magnified in Michigan, where the defendant’s
status as a fourth habitual offender permits the high end of the presumptive range to be multiplied by
100%. This scheme has two consequences. The range is broadened to 62 years, nullifying any notion that
the guidelines are structuring the judge’s discretion. And the defendant could be sentenced to a 75-year
minimum sentence without having to justify a departure. Moreover, whatever sentence within the
guidelines is chosen, the defendant is subject to the mandatory 25-minimum. Notably, given the prior
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record and the egregious offense facts, the presumptive range would have been 270–450 months even
without the enhancement. A sentence at the high end, without any possibility of good time, would still
require the defendant to serve 37.5 years.
Table 42. Summary of Chart 7. Armed Robbery, Example 1
[gas station hold-up, co-D went back to kill clerk, priors]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance. Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
150
225
225
375/
375/
60
Life
Life
Kansas
22
206
-31
175
228
-34
194
Minnesota
23
58
-19
39
81
-12
69
60
North Carolina
17
67
67
84
84
Oregon
6
66
66
72
72
90
Utah
n/a
120
120
120
120
60
United States
23
92
-14
78
115
-17
98
60
Chart 7. This armed robbery case also shows substantial variations among the jurisdictions at
both the low and high ends of the presumptive ranges. The actual low mins are 6.5 years or less in four
jurisdictions; the actual high mins in the same jurisdictions are eight years or less. The ranges are less
than two years in every jurisdiction but Michigan. At 12.5 years, the Michigan range is more than six
times wider than that of the next widest one. Michigan’s actual low min is 50 months longer than the next
longest one. Michigan’s actual high min is 15 years longer than the next longest one—and that does not
include the mandatory five years for the defendant’s second conviction of possessing a firearm during the
commission of a felony.
These discrepancies have two causes. One is Michigan’s placement of armed robbery on the “A”
grid, along with assault with intent to murder and first-degree criminal sexual conduct, making the
presumptive ranges for all three crimes the same. Other jurisdictions tend to treat robbery as a less severe
offense.
Second is the scoring of the offense variables. In Michigan, this defendant receives 100 points
under OV 3 for the clerk’s death, although the murder charge was dismissed in plea negotiations. He also
receives 25 points under OV 1 for his co-defendant’s discharge of a firearm and 25 points under OV 13
because this robbery and murder and his prior conviction for unarmed robbery constitute three crimes
against a person in a five-year period regardless of whether there was a conviction. Without these 150
points the defendant’s recommended sentence would be 81–135 months—still high but much more in line
with those of other jurisdictions.
Table 43. Summary of Chart 8. Armed Robbery, Example 2
[2nd of 3 robberies in 9 days, toy gun, no prior record, no injuries]
Location
Range
Low Time Actual
High Time Actual
Gun
Mand.
Width
Min. Reduc Low
Min. Reduc High
Enhance Min.
Min.
Min.
Michigan
34
51
51
85
85
Kansas
11
89
-13
76
100
-15
85
Minnesota
19
50
-17
33
69
-23
46
North Carolina
17
67
67
84
84
Oregon
1
39
39
40
40
90
Utah
n/a
72
72
72
72
60
United States
11
46
-7
39
57
-9
48
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Chart 8. In this armed robbery scenario, the absence of both injury to a victim and a prior record
for the defendant make the recommended sentences both shorter and more similar across jurisdictions.
Nonetheless, there is nearly a five-year difference between the actual low end of the presumptive range
for Minnesota and the 90-month mandatory minimum imposed by Oregon. Michigan is closer to the low
end. Among the actual high mins, the difference between the extremes is less than four years, with
Michigan close to the high end. The width of Michigan’s range is still higher than those of other
jurisdictions, and the case is still scored on the “A” grid, but since this defendant falls at a relatively low
point on that grid there is less room for disparity.
Overall Trends. Despite using structurally similar methods for determining minimum sentences,
these guidelines jurisdictions often reach very different conclusions about what sentence is proportional to
the facts. The low and high ends of the guidelines ranges differ greatly, and those differences continue
when the presumptive sentences are adjusted for routinely awarded reductions. The guidelines vary in the
weight they put on the defendant’s criminal history, the extent to which they are superseded by mandatory
minimum sentences, and whether their recommended sentences are extended by firearm enhancements.
A few trends are common. Sex offenses against children are treated with great harshness.
Guidelines sentences are often superseded by statutorily mandated minimums, which are most commonly
25 years. Sex offenses by people with prior convictions for sex offenses also bring extremely long
sentences, although the mechanism is more likely to be some form of criminal history enhancement. In
the comparison cases, the sexual assaults sometimes brought sentences that were equal to or greater than
the murders. On the other hand, recommended minimum sentences for armed robbery tend to be
relatively lower.
Michigan is notably different from the other guidelines jurisdictions in several important ways. It
has the widest ranges by far, meaning that Michigan judges have much more discretion to impose very
long sentences without having to justify a departure from the guidelines recommendation. Michigan
requires details about the severity of the offense to be scored that may or may not be used as aggravating
factors in other jurisdictions, thereby pushing some defendants into higher ranges. Nonetheless, Michigan
does not routinely have the longest sentences at the low ends of the applicable ranges; that is, compared to
the other jurisdictions, the starting points of the applicable Michigan ranges are frequently higher than
some but lower than others. However, at the high end of the presumptive ranges Michigan’s
recommended sentences are consistently the longest or one of the longest. Michigan’s relatively long
guidelines recommendations are compounded by the fact that Michigan allows no sentence reductions for
good behavior and it regularly employs every strategy available for lengthening selected sentences,
including firearm enhancements, habitual offender enhancements, and mandatory minimum sentences
that trump the guidelines recommendations.

D. How Does Michigan’s Guidelines System Compare?
The interlocking details of each jurisdiction’s guidelines system are so unique that it is difficult to
compare specifics. One cannot, for instance, compare the weight given to certain prior record variables by
looking at the points awarded because all the point schemes are different. However, there are certain
issues that are common to all guidelines systems, and it is possible to broadly compare how the example
jurisdictions have resolved them. We saw in the last section that Michigan opted to preserve substantial
judicial discretion by having far wider guidelines ranges than other jurisdictions. We will now turn briefly
to several other fundamental matters.
1. Commission Oversight
Every jurisdiction except Michigan has a commission that has existed since their guidelines were
developed. They vary in the size of their membership, from seven (Oregon and United States) to 27
(Utah) and 28 (North Carolina). They vary in the amount of professional staff they have available, from
two in Utah to 100 in the federal system. Apart from these extremes, the average is about nine. They also
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vary as to where in state government the commission is located and how much authority it has to amend
guidelines on its own.
However, every jurisdiction assumes the need to have a commission that not only develops
guidelines in the first instance but also:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitors their implementation.
Collects, analyzes and publishes data regarding their effectiveness.
Recommends changes necessary to promote the guidelines’ goals.
Responds to changes in the law and public policy.
Avoids the inconsistencies that tend to arise from ad hoc legislative amendments.

The lack of a commission or any central body to perform these tasks in Michigan is unique.
2. Enforceability
In four of the jurisdictions we examined—Kansas, Minnesota, North Carolina, and Oregon—compliance
with the guidelines is mandatory. In all but North Carolina, the sentencing court can depart from the
presumptive range for substantial and compelling reasons. North Carolina has ranges within which
aggravated and mitigated sentences can be imposed. Judges can choose to sentence within one of those
ranges if adequate facts exist but cannot depart from them. In Kansas, Minnesota, and North Carolina,
aggravating facts must have either been admitted by the defendant or found by a jury.
The Utah guidelines have been advisory since their inception. The federal guidelines began as
mandatory and were made advisory by the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2005 decision in United States v.
Booker.118 The Michigan guidelines also began as mandatory and were made advisory by the Michigan
Supreme Court’s 2015 decision in People v. Lockridge.119 When the guidelines are advisory, compliance
per se is not an issue. That is, while a party may be able to appeal a sentence that is not within the
presumptive range, the appeal must allege that there is something impermissible about the basis or length
of the departure, not simply that the sentence deviated from the guidelines recommendation.
The fact that guidelines are mandatory in no way guarantees that sentences will actually be within
the presumptive ranges. We saw in Chapter Seven that when Michigan’s guidelines were mandatory, the
compliance rate for the life-maximum offenses was 55%. The jurisdictional overviews in Section B of the
current chapter show that overall compliance rates were 50% in Kansas, 77% in Minnesota, and 74% in
North Carolina. In 2020, the advisory federal guidelines had compliance rates of 50%. Downward
departures far exceeded upward departures in every instance.
3. Establishing Offense Seriousness: Grids and Offense Severity Levels
The purpose of having separate grids is to have the starting points of the ranges vary not only by the
severity of the offense and the defendant’s criminal history but also by differences in the offenses
themselves. Three jurisdictions have only one grid for felonies—North Carolina, Oregon, the United
States. Kansas uses two grids for drug and non-drug felonies. Minnesota has three grids: standard, sex,
and drugs. Utah also has three grids: general, homicide, sex and kidnapping.
The grids have one axis that reflects offense severity. Most of the state grids have from seven to
11 offense severity levels. These levels are determined by statute or administrative rule or sentencing
commission directive. They are based simply on the statutory definition of the conviction offense. For
example, a murder may be level 1, an armed robbery may be level 3, an unarmed robbery may be level 5,
and breaking into an unoccupied building may be level 7. The intersection of the offense severity and
prior record levels identifies the applicable guidelines range. In some states, required statutory
enhancements may be applied—such as for weapons use or victim injury. Beyond that, no attempt to
adjust the offense severity based on the facts of the individual offense is made at this point. Rather,
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aggravating and mitigating aspects of the offense are used to support departures once the presumptive
range has been established.
The federal guidelines are different. They have 43 “base levels” on a single grid, which can be
adjusted up or down depending on the existence of various offense characteristics. First, there must be
consideration of certain “special offense characteristics,” such as use of a weapon, victim injury, and
victim asportation. There can then be further adjustments for “relevant conduct” of various kinds. For
example, if the offense was a hate crime, it goes up by three levels. Knowledge of victim vulnerability
and obstruction of justice each causes two-level increases. Minimal participation can bring a four-level
decrease; acceptance of responsibility may result in a decrease of one to three levels. All of these level
shifts require judicial fact-finding that occurs as part of the process of determining the presumptive range.
Once the base level is determined, the intersection with the defendant’s criminal history score identifies
the presumptive range. After that, the court can use additional consideration of aggravating and mitigating
factors as a basis to depart.
Michigan’s guidelines combine the use of multiple grids and the scoring of offense characteristics
in order to determine the presumptive range. As noted in Chapter Six, Michigan uses nine grids. Except
for the M2 grid that is used exclusively for second-degree murder, Michigan’s grids are not based on the
nature of the offense but on the statutory maximum penalty, which is ostensibly a proxy for the
seriousness of the crime. Thus armed robbery120 is on the A grid along with first-degree criminal sexual
conduct,121 because they both carry a maximum penalty of life or any term. Providing false information
when applying for a state ID, third offense,122 and manslaughter123 are both on the C grid because they
carry a maximum of 15 years. Larceny from a person124 and possession of methamphetamine125 are on the
D grid because their maximum penalty is 10 years.
There are then three, four, or six levels of offense severity on each grid that are determined by
scoring points on up to 20 offense variables (OVs). These points are assigned based on a judicial
determination of the existence of various aggravating characteristics. Judges are required to score the
maximum possible points for every applicable OV. No mitigating characteristics are scored. It is the
intersection of the offense severity level and the prior record level on the applicable grid that identifies the
presumptive minimum sentence range.
Where other states base a presumptive sentence on the general nature of the crime and then make
individualized adjustments, Michigan’s system is more like the federal guidelines in that it allows an
assessment of individual characteristics to determine the presumptive minimum sentence range. But
Michigan goes a step further. It actually considers offense severity twice before identifying the
presumptive range. First it uses crime seriousness to select the grid, thereby making the recommended
sentences more or less severe. This step is comparable to other states’ defining offense severity based on
the statutory classification of the crime. Then, Michigan moves defendants into increasingly higher ranges
on that grid depending on the required scoring of aggravating factors. This consideration of individual
factors is what other states do as an exercise of judicial discretion to depart after the presumptive range
has been established. Of course Michigan judges can also choose to depart as well.
4. Defining Prior Conviction
One might imagine that defining what counts as a prior conviction would be a straightforward exercise. In
fact it depends on the question: prior to what? If the goal is to punish people more severely who continue
to commit crimes after having been punished for prior crimes, the logical definition would be a conviction
that was entered prior to the commission of the current offense. However, in the jurisdictions examined
here, the approach tends to be more literal. A prior conviction is one that preceded the sentencing on the
current offense.
•

In Kansas the prior conviction had to have occurred prior to the current sentence regardless of
when the prior crime was committed. However, the prior cannot be another count in the
current case.
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•

•
•
•
•

In Minnesota, a prior conviction is weighed if the judgment of guilty was entered before the
current sentencing. If multiple prior convictions arose from a single course of conduct, only
the most serious offense is counted unless there were multiple victims. When multiple current
convictions from a single course of conduct are being sentenced at the same time, one does
not increase the criminal history score of another.
In North Carolina, a person has a prior conviction when, on the date a criminal judgment is
entered, the person being sentenced has been previously convicted of a crime.
In Oregon, the prior sentence had to have occurred before the current sentence.
In Utah, the prior sentencing had to have occurred before the sentencing on the current
offense. However, there is an express prohibition on counting multiple priors from a single
criminal episode or counting additional current offenses.
The federal guidelines award points for priors based on the length of the sentence imposed.
Thus, by definition, the prior sentence had to have occurred before the current sentencing.
However, the prior sentence cannot be for conduct that was part of the current offense.
Multiple sentences are not counted if they arose from a single offense or were imposed on the
same day. Federal judges are permitted to depart upward or downward from the criminal
history category they believe to be inadequate.

Michigan approaches the issue from two directions. The scoring instructions for PRVs 1-4 state that a
prior adult felony or juvenile adjudication is counted if the conviction or juvenile disposition was entered
before the sentencing offense was committed. However PRV 7 undercuts this position by scoring as many
as 20 points “if the offender was convicted of multiple felony counts or convicted of a felony after the
sentencing offense was committed.”126 That is, points are scored if the defendant is currently being
sentenced for multiple offenses arising from the same transaction, a practice other jurisdictions expressly
prohibit. Michigan then goes a step further and allows up to 20 points for offenses that not only may not
have been committed before the current offense but for which the defendant may not yet have been
sentenced. It does not appear that any other jurisdictions contemplate this scenario.
5. Aggravation, Enhancement, and Habitualization
Every jurisdiction employs one or more methods of increasing the presumptive sentence based on specific
facts about the defendant or the manner in which the crime was committed. The techniques used, the
grounds for increase, and the impact on sentence lengths vary so widely that no exhaustive catalog will be
attempted here. However a few general observations will provide perspective.
Other states typically provide non-exclusive lists of factors that might be used to aggravate or
mitigate the presumptive sentence. The potential aggravating factors often include offense details that are
scored in Michigan’s offense variables, such as use of a weapon, injury to a victim, number of victims,
extreme physical abuse, knowledge of the victim’s vulnerability, gang affiliation, exceptional property
loss, and the defendant’s role. The critical difference is that whether to consider these details, how much
weight to give them, and whether they are offset by any mitigating factors is up to the sentencing court
and subject to appellate review. In Kansas, Minnesota, and North Carolina, aggravating facts must have
been admitted by the defendant or found by a jury.
In the Michigan scheme, aggravating factors built into the offense variables must be scored at the
maximum possible number of points to determine the presumptive sentence in the first instance. Their
existence is determined by the court based on a preponderance of the evidence. Additional aggravating or
mitigating circumstances can then be considered if Michigan judges choose to depart from the
presumptive range. The federal guidelines build both aggravating and mitigating characteristics of the
offense into the presumptive sentence by adjustments to the base level. They then allow for consideration
of additional factors in departures and variances.
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Statutory enhancements are terms of years added to the presumptive sentence for specific
circumstances, such as use of a firearm, bias crimes, or gang involvement. The primary such enhancement
in Michigan is for possessing a firearm during the commission of a felony. Enhancements may have to be
sought by the prosecution before they are applicable but the increase in sentence is then required.
Jurisdictions also commonly use enhancements to increase the presumptive sentence based on
specific aspects of the defendant’s criminal history. Multiple levels of enhancement for prior sex offenses
or prior violent offenses are common and may be very severe. Jurisdictions also vary in the extent to
which the nature of prior convictions is used to score the defendant’s criminal history in the first instance.
For example, the number of points awarded may depend not only on the number of prior convictions but
also on whether they were for person or non-person crimes. The federal guidelines increase the criminal
history category for “career offenders” and for “armed career criminals” and has a three strikes provision
that brings life imprisonment for two prior convictions of a serious violent felony.
Michigan is unique in the breadth of its enhancement for habitual offenders. Criminal history is
scored based on the number and severity of prior convictions (as measured by the maximum penalty, not
by the nature of the offense). But if the prosecutor chooses to enhance, the high end of the guidelines
range can be increased based on the sheer number of prior convictions regardless of their nature or
seriousness. Thus, these enhancements are not aimed at repeated sex offenses or repeated violent crimes.
A fourth offender enhancement in Michigan may be based on nothing but three prior property crimes and
may increase the high end of the presumptive range by 100%. It appears that the closest any other
jurisdiction comes is North Carolina, which allows three prior felony offenses of any kind to increase the
offense class by four levels but no higher than Class C.
6. “Real Offense” Sentencing
“Real offense” or “relevant conduct” sentencing permits the court to determine the severity of the
conviction offense based on all the criminal acts the defendant may have committed. This model goes
well beyond consideration of aggravating facts about how the conviction offense was committed. “Real
offense” sentencing can increase the punishment for the conviction offense based on charges that were
reduced or dismissed as part of a negotiated plea and charges that were not even brought.
Under the federal guidelines, the base level of the conviction offense may be adjusted for
“relevant conduct,” which is defined as: “all acts and omissions committed, aided, abetted, counseled,
commanded, induced, procured, or willfully caused by the defendant . . . that occurred during the
commission of the offense of conviction, in preparation for that offense, or in the course of attempting to
avoid detection or responsibility for that offense.”127 Federal judges are also given express authority to
depart upward based on conduct underlying a charge that was dismissed or not pursued but not used to
determine the applicable guidelines range.128
Michigan’s OV 12 requires the scoring of up to 25 points for felonious criminal acts that occurred
within 24 hours of the sentencing offense and that have not and will not result in a separate conviction.
Under both these provisions, if a defendant pleads guilty to robbery, for example, in exchange for
the dismissal of charges for assault and resisting arrest, the presumptive sentencing range for the current
conviction is increased based on the additional criminal conduct.
Real offense sentencing presents multiple problems.
•
•
•

The defendant is effectively sentenced for crimes that have not been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, that are determined without various procedural safeguards, and that may be
based on double or even triple hearsay.
The prosecutor can induce sentence increases by choosing to dismiss or not bring charges,
and then argue that the conduct underlying those charges must be scored in determining the
offense severity level.
Reliance on charges that were dismissed or not brought to enhance the sentence makes plea
bargains illusory.
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None of the other jurisdictions we examined utilize real offense sentencing. The Model Penal Code
rejects the practice in several provisions.129
7. Double-Counting
A final significant policy choice is whether sentences can be enhanced by counting the same conduct
more than once. Double-counting, whether of the defendant’s prior conduct or an aspect of the conviction
offense, raises questions of fairness. Once the fact is accounted for and appropriately scored, the only
purpose served by considering it again is to make the sentence harsher (that is, to punish the defendant
repeatedly for the same behavior). Absent a policy prohibiting double-counting, there are theoretically no
limits to how often the defendant’s sentence can be lengthened by repeated consideration of the same fact.
The Model Penal Code provides that a departure “may not be based on any factor necessarily
comprehended in the elements of the offenses of which the offender has been convicted, and no finding of
fact may be used more than once . . . .”130 Multiple jurisdictions incorporate these principles either
explicitly or implicitly through their lists of factors that may be used to depart from a recommended
sentence.
•
•
•

Utah131 expressly prohibits using an element of the offense as an aggravating factor.
Kansas132 and Oregon133 both prohibit using a fact that is an element of the offense to justify a
departure unless the fact makes the case significantly different from typical cases of that type.
Similar positions appear in the guidelines of jurisdictions not reviewed in this report.
Pennsylvania explicitly prohibits departures based on factors already scored in its guidelines,
including the offense of conviction.134 Delaware also prohibits using an element of the
offense as an aggravating factor.135

The federal guidelines, on the other hand, contain no prohibition on double-counting. An element of the
offense can be used to increase the guidelines range. Departures can be grounded in aggravating details
that were already used to increase the base level of the offense.
Notably, Michigan law also prohibits basing a departure on an offense or offender characteristic
already taken into account in the guidelines scoring, unless the court finds from the facts contained in the
court record—including the presentence investigation report—that the characteristic has been given
inadequate or disproportionate weight.136 Ironically, however, the guidelines themselves do a great deal of
double-counting. As described in Chapter Six:
•
•
•
•
•
•

OVs 1 and 2 double-count the possession or use of a firearm in some circumstances.
OV 6 scores the intent to kill when it is already an element of the offense and has been
considered in determining which grid is applicable.
OV 10 scores facts that constitute elements of first-degree criminal sexual conduct.
OV 13 counts the sentencing offense as well as crimes scored in PRV 7.
OV 19 is scored even though the conduct that threatened the security of a penal institution or
interfered with the administration of justice is the basis for the sentencing offense.
Michigan’s use of habitual offender enhancements to broaden the presumptive sentence range
allows prior convictions already scored as low severity felonies to increase the penalty by
100%.

In sum, Michigan’s actual sentences may or may not be longer than those of other guidelines jurisdictions
for comparable defendants convicted of comparable crimes. The sentence imposed depends heavily on
whether actual judges choose to depart from their jurisdictions’ presumptive ranges. However, the
construction of Michigan’s guidelines was steered by a series of policy choices that consistently favor
harsher penalties. While they often follow the federal example, Michigan’s guidelines frequently differ
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from the more moderate policies of other states. More than two decades after they were made, the effect
of these choices on the proportionality and consistency of Michigan’s sentences and the size of its prison
population has not been determined. Collectively, these choices are worth re-examination by a sentencing
commission that is armed with the benefit of experience and large quantities of data.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN. SHOULD THE GUIDELINES BE ENFORCED? THE RESULTS OF
REASONABLENESS
The issue of enforcing Michigan’s sentencing guidelines actually has three parts. First, could Michigan
choose to have mandatory guidelines again? Second, does whether guidelines are mandatory or advisory
actually matter? Third, would having mandatory guidelines be desirable? The answer to the first two
questions is definitely “Yes.” The answer to the third is, “It depends.”

A. How Guidelines Can Be Made Mandatory
Allen Alleyne was convicted in federal court of robbery and of using or carrying a firearm in relation to a
crime of violence. The federal statute required a minimum sentence of five years for the firearms offense.
The mandatory minimum increased to seven years if the defendant brandished the weapon and to 10 years
if the defendant fired it. The jury indicated “using or carrying” on its verdict form. However, at
sentencing, the judge found brandishing so the sentence necessarily increased by two years.
In Alleyne v. United States,1 the United States Supreme Court held that all facts that are used to
increase a mandatory minimum sentence must either be admitted by the defendant or found by a jury
beyond a reasonable doubt. Imposing a mandatory minimum sentence based on a critical fact that a judge
determined by a preponderance of the evidence violates the Sixth Amendment right to a jury trial.2
The Michigan Supreme Court followed Alleyne in People v. Lockridge.3 It found that the
minimum sentence range of the guidelines is a mandatory minimum because it sets the legally prescribed
penalty to be imposed. The majority reasoned that since (1) following the sentencing guidelines was
mandatory, and (2) the guidelines increase recommended minimum sentences based on judicial factfinding, Michigan’s guidelines scheme violated the defendant’s right to have a jury determine all facts not
admitted that increase the minimum sentence. That is, the Michigan guidelines were changed from
mandatory to advisory because judicial fact-finding is a required part of scoring offense variables that
push defendants into increasingly higher guidelines ranges.4
The Lockridge Court considered several potential remedies. It rejected the idea that only facts
admitted by the defendant or found by the jury should be used to score the offense variables. It also
rejected the solution proposed by Court of Appeals Judge Douglas Shapiro, which would make the low
end of the guidelines range (i.e., the minimum, advisory while the high end or ceiling continued to be
mandatory). Instead, the Court chose to follow the federal example and make the Michigan guidelines
entirely advisory. While sentencing courts are still required “to consult the applicable guidelines range
and take it into account when imposing sentence,” they need not follow the guidelines recommendation.
Lockridge had its detractors. In a vigorous dissent, Justices Markman and Zahra not only
disagreed with the majority’s reasoning, but also expressed deep concern about once again permitting
disparities and excesses the guidelines were meant to reduce. The dissenters described multiple “ironic”
consequences of returning the guidelines to advisory status:
•
•
•
•
•
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The power of the judiciary is expanded in the name of protecting the right to jury trial.
Predictability in sentencing is lessened.
A system designed to limit abuses of state power by curtailing judicial discretion is replaced
by one that allows nearly unfettered exercises of discretion.
The expansion of judicial power comes at the expense of the decision by elected legislators
to make the guidelines they set binding.
In the name of fairness in sentencing, the pursuit of sentencing uniformity and consistency
that was “the lodestar” of the guidelines system is replaced by “a rule of deference to the
widely disparate judgments of 586 judges.”5
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Notably, in her concurring opinion in People v. Steanhouse,6 then-Justice Larson observed:
The Legislature can tell us its actual will. In Lockridge, this Court decided, as was its duty then,
on a remedy that it believed best effectuated the Legislature’s intent. If it erred, the Legislature is
empowered to install any sentencing scheme that it considers best for the Michigan criminal
justice system, limited only by the state and federal constitutions. [fn. omitted] It is certainly
better equipped than this Court to weigh the policy options. The ball is in the Legislature’s
court…
So, could the Michigan Legislature still choose to make sentencing guidelines mandatory? Absolutely.
Kansas, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oregon, and Washington all have mandatory schemes. Michigan’s
guidelines were made advisory solely because judicial fact-finding is a required part of scoring the
offense variables. Michigan need only adopt the more typical model, which does not make judicial factfinding part of the initial guidelines calculation. In this model, offense severity is determined solely by the
offense of conviction. Every crime has a severity level assigned to it by the Legislature or sentencing
commission. The intersection of offense severity and criminal history levels on the grid produce a
guidelines range or presumptive sentence. Only after the guidelines recommendation has been determined
may judges engage in judicial fact-finding while considering whether and how much to depart.
Restructuring Michigan’s guidelines to shift judicial fact-finding from the guidelines calculation
stage to the departure stage may seem hyper-technical, if not outright hypocritical. Either way, judges can
find facts, and then increase the defendant’s sentence based on those facts. However, there are important
differences in the process.
1. Scoring aggravating (but not mitigating) factors as part of the guidelines calculation raises the
baseline recommended sentence. If the court feels the resulting sentence is longer than
warranted, its only option is to depart downward.
2. Under Michigan’s current scheme, judges are required to take selected factors into account
and to score them as heavily as the facts allow, regardless of whether the judge believes the
factors warrant that much weight under the circumstances. Leaving consideration of
aggravating and mitigating factors until after a range has been identified on the basis of the
defendant’s prior record and the crime of conviction allows the court to decide whether the
presumptive sentence alone is proportional. If not, the court can decide why not and assign
weight to additional relevant factors accordingly.
3. As we are about to see, mandatory and advisory guidelines result in critically different types
of appellate review.

B. Why the Distinction Matters
The most consequential difference between mandatory and advisory guidelines is the standard for
reviewing the sentence on appeal. When compliance with sentencing guidelines is mandatory, sentences
above or below the recommended range are not permitted unless established criteria for allowing
departures are met. The governing rationale is that correctly scored guidelines produce presumptively
appropriate sentences, so enforcing the guidelines is a means to that end. When a sentence is appealed, the
task of the reviewing court is to assess whether the guidelines have been correctly calculated and applied
and whether any departure is justified under the applicable standard.
When guidelines are merely advisory, the rationale is that guidelines can help the decision-maker
reach an appropriate sentence and so should be consulted; but compliance with the guidelines is not an
end in itself. On appeal, the reviewing court’s job is not to determine whether the guidelines have been
followed but whether the sentence is permissible on its merits.
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1. Review Under the Advisory Judicial Guidelines
When the Michigan Supreme Court decided People v. Milbourn in 1990, the sentencing guidelines in
effect were the advisory judicial guidelines. As explained in Chapter One, Milbourn adopted the principle
of proportionality: the most severe punishments should be reserved for the most serious crimes and those
offenders who have prior records should be treated more harshly than those who do not. Since any given
instance of a particular crime may be more or less serious, the gradation of recommended ranges in the
sentencing guidelines can help judges determine the penalty that appropriately reflects a combination of
sentencing factors. Departures from the guidelines should be based on reasons that were not already
covered by guidelines variables or were not scored points sufficient for the circumstances. Even when
some departure is warranted, the extent of the departure is also subject to review for proportionality.
Where the departure is disproportionate, the sentence is an abuse of discretion.
Proportionality review under Milbourn brought intensive scrutiny to trial court sentencing
practices. The results of that scrutiny varied widely. While resentencing was ordered in many cases, 7 a
number of extreme upward departures were upheld by the Supreme Court.8 In 1997, just seven years after
it was decided, Milborn was so often honored in the breach, at least one Court of Appeals panel
concluded the proportionality standard had been “substantially altered.”9
The Supreme Court has not seemed anxious to address that perception. In People v. Leon Echols,
the Court of Appeals approved a 75–150 year sentence for second-degree murder imposed despite claims
that the length was disproportionate and the trial court had failed to justify the 50-year upward departure.
Echols was an 18-year-old defendant who shot and killed a man during an altercation over the purchase of
a car. He had one prior conviction for cocaine possession. His recommended sentence under the judicial
guidelines was in the range of 10–25 years. The trial court’s stated reasons for departing were simply
“punishment and [to] protect society.”
The defendant did not appeal to the Supreme Court when his sentence was upheld in 1992 but
sought postconviction relief nearly 20 years later. The majority denied leave to appeal despite Justice
Michael Cavanagh’s dissent. Relying on Milbourn, Justice Cavanagh found that the extent of the
departure was not justified by either the defendant’s history or the facts of the offense, which he noted
were not worse than other second-degree murders.10
2. Review Under the Mandatory Legislative Guidelines
When the mandatory legislative guidelines were enacted, the statute required judges to sentence within
the recommended ranges unless they placed on the record substantial and compelling reasons for
departing from the guidelines. MCL 769.34 (3). In People v. Babcock, 11 the Supreme Court held that
substantial and compelling reasons had to:
•
•
•
•

Be “objective and verifiable.”
“‘[K]eenly’ or ‘irresistibly’ grab our attention.”
Be “of ‘considerable worth’ in deciding the length of a sentence.”
Exist “only in exceptional cases.”

In People v. Smith,12 the Court held that such reasons were needed to justify not only the fact of a
departure but also the extent of the particular departure imposed. In Smith, the Court considered a case
where the guidelines recommended 9–15 years for the sexual abuse of a nine year-old girl, but the trial
judge imposed 30–50 years. The Supreme Court found that substantial and compelling reasons for an
upward departure existed, but the trial court had failed to justify the extent of the specific departure
actually made. Smith stated the requirement as: “When departing, the trial court must explain why the
sentence imposed is more proportionate than a sentence within the guidelines recommendation would
have been.”
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The Court suggested that one method of justification is to place the departure sentence on the
appropriate guidelines grid to see into which range that sentence would fall. One could then see how
many additional OV and PRV points it would take for the defendant to reach that range and how the
additional points would relate to the defendant’s facts.
Responding to a dissenting opinion, the Smith majority said that not requiring judges to justify
both the fact of a departure and its extent would allow similar defendants to “receive widely divergent
departure sentences.” It continued: “Any arguably reasonable sentence would be upheld, even if it were
not proportionate to the offense and the offender. A lack of meaningful review would inevitably
encourage idiosyncratic sentencing.”
Justice Markman, concurring in Smith, emphasized the Legislature’s intent that judicial discretion
be constrained in order to eliminate wide disparities. He said the question on review “is not whether the
sentence is ‘reasonable’ (cite omitted) but whether it is lawful, i.e. in compliance with both the substance
and the procedure of the guidelines.”
3. Review Under the Advisory Legislative Guidelines
Since the Supreme Court’s 2015 decision in People v. Lockridge, Michigan’s legislative guidelines are
now advisory. The “substantial and compelling” standard for departures has been abolished. An appellate
court just needs to find that the sentence was “reasonable.”13
With trial courts no longer bound by the guidelines, the inevitable question is: how does an
appellate court determine whether a sentence is “reasonable?” The short answer is: by returning to
Milbourn. In People v. Steanhouse,14 the Supreme Court said the proper standard upon appellate review is
whether a “departure sentence is so unreasonable as to constitute an abuse of the trial court’s discretion.”
The Court observed that when Milbourn was decided, the then-existing judicial guidelines were advisory.
It described the relationship between the principle of proportionality and those advisory guidelines:
“[T]he key test is whether the sentence is proportionate to the seriousness of the matter, not whether it
departs from or adheres to the guidelines’ recommended range.”
While Steanhouse repeated its directive from Lockridge—that the guidelines “remain a highly
relevant consideration in a trial court’s exercise of sentencing discretion”—it affirmed the “key test” of
Milbourn. The Court amplified the point by stressing that no presumption of unreasonableness arises from
sentences outside the guidelines range. That is, while sentences within the guidelines are presumed to be
proportional, departure sentences are not presumed to be disproportionate.
The Court rejected a rule that would require “extraordinary” circumstances to justify a sentence
outside the Guidelines range and further rejected reliance on rigid mathematical formulas to justify the
extent of a departure. It also expressly disavowed dicta in Milbourn that said departures should “alert the
appellate court to the possibility of a misclassification of the seriousness of a given crime by a given
offender and a misuse of the legislative sentencing scheme.” The Court wanted to avoid suggesting that
the guidelines should almost always control and that departures are presumptively unreasonable.
Over time, caselaw has identified various grounds for upholding guidelines departures under
Milbourn:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The guidelines’ failure to accurately reflect the seriousness of the crime.
Factors not considered by the guidelines.
Factors considered by the guidelines but given inadequate weight.
Any prior relationship between the victim and the offender.
The defendant’s misconduct while in custody.
The defendant’s expressions of remorse.
The defendant’s potential for rehabilitation.15

The subjectivity of most of these grounds is apparent. On what basis does a sentencing judge decide that
the guidelines do not reflect the seriousness of a particular offense or that they give inadequate weight to
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particular offense variables or that the defendant lacks the potential for rehabilitation? On what basis does
a reviewing court decide that a judge who relies on one of these grounds for departure has abused his or
her discretion? At what point do judicial decisions about the “adequacy” of the guidelines effectively
overrule the legislative determination of what sentence is appropriate?16
In People v. Dixon-Bey,17 the majority sought to address these questions by requiring trial judges
to explain why a departure sentence was more proportionate than a sentence within the guidelines would
have been. The defendant was charged with first-degree murder for stabbing her boyfriend to death but
convicted of second-degree murder by a jury. The defendant had no prior record and the guidelines range
was 12 to 20 years. The trial court imposed a sentence of 35–70 years because it believed, the jury’s
verdict notwithstanding, that the defendant had acted with premeditation. She stabbed the victim twice in
the chest, had previously stabbed the victim in the hand, had disposed of the knife, and had once told a
witness that she could get away with stabbing the victim in the chest by claiming self-defense. However,
the court had no evidence of premeditation that had not been available to the jury.
The majority scrupulously measured the facts against how the applicable offense variables were
scored or could have been scored. It noted that the trial court had not explained why the guidelines
scoring was insufficient. It observed that non-guidelines factors mentioned by the court were either not
unique to the defendant or were otherwise relevant to a proportionality determination. Thus, the majority
found no basis for concluding “that the trial court’s 15-year upward departure sentence was more
reasonable and proportionate than a sentence within the recommended guidelines range would have
been.” Dixon-Bey was a 2-1 decision.
Dissenting Judge Boonstra relied on language from Babcock that said when there is more than
one reasonable and principled outcome, it is not an abuse of discretion for the sentencing court to select
either one. He found that the trial judge had heard all the evidence at trial, listened to arguments from
both sides at sentencing, and considered the guidelines. Thus, he engaged in a reasoned process that
produced a reasoned decision. The abuse of discretion standard gives deference to the trial judge’s
experience in sentencing and familiarity with the facts. The majority responded to the latter point by
noting that giving trial courts that much deference fails to address unjustified disparity and that reference
to the guidelines is most important in life-maximum cases where the legislative penalty is so open-ended.
The Michigan Supreme Court considered whether it wanted to grant leave to appeal and review
the Court of Appeals decision in Dixon-Bey. However, the Court ultimately chose to let the Court of
Appeals decision stand.
The substantial and compelling standard assumes that the sentencing guidelines account for the
factors commonly associated with the crime of conviction and that the facts have to be unique and
exceptional to justify departing from them. The reasonableness standard assumes that a variety of
sentences can be justified and that any of them are permissible as long as they are adequately explained.
Reasonableness is thus ultimately in the eye of the beholder.
4. Application of the Reasonableness Standard after Dixon-Bey
The inconsistencies that result from the reasonableness standard can be seen by comparing the results on
appeal in similar cases.18
The defendants in People v. Harper19 and People v. Calloway20 both had long prior records
and possessed small amounts of drugs.
The 54 year-old defendant in Harper was convicted of possessing less than 25 grams of cocaine
for having a trace amount of the substance in a crack pipe. He had eight prior low severity felony
convictions for such behavior as theft, lying to police indecent exposure and domestic violence and 22
misdemeanors. He also had a history of substance abuse and failure on probation. Because this was his
second controlled substance offense, the guidelines range was 4–34 months. Based on this prior record,
the trial court departed upward by 14 months and sentenced the defendant to four to eight years in prison.
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The Court of Appeals said the departure was “carefully selected to fit this particular offender and this
particular offense, being defendant’s ninth felony conviction overall.” Although the panel recognized that
the offense “seems rather trivial standing alone,” it could not conclude that the trial court abused its
discretion.
The 29-year-old defendant in Calloway, was convicted of possessing less than 50 grams of drugs
and was sentenced as a third habitual offender. He had 11 prior low severity felony convictions involving
drugs, theft, resisting arrest, and fleeing from police. He also had 11 misdemeanors. Because the trial
court felt the guidelines did not adequately account for the defendant’s prior record, it imposed a
minimum sentence of eight years—a departure of more than five years. The Court of Appeals found that,
while the inadequacy of guidelines scoring can be a reason to depart, the sentencing judge gave no
rationale for the extent of the departure. It ordered a resentencing that resulted in a new minimum of 34
months.
People v. Nelson21 and People v. Boak22 both involved child molestation.
The defendant in Nelson was convicted by a jury of second-degree criminal sexual conduct with a
15-year-old nephew when the defendant was 23 and fourth-degree CSC with the nephew’s 13-year-old
friend when the defendant was 20. Both incidents involved the defendant having the boy watch
pornography and then reaching into the boy’s pants and grabbing his penis. The two incidents occurred
three years apart. The trial court imposed a minimum sentence of nine years, which was three years above
the high end of the guidelines range (as originally calculated before a scoring error was corrected on
appeal).
The trial judge based the departure on the defendant’s serial preying, his betrayal of trust, and the
impact of the offenses on the victims and their families. The Court of Appeals found that two incidents in
three years do not constitute a pattern of child victimization, the statutory definition of the crime
encompasses the victims’ age and family relationship, and the psychological impact on the victims and
the defendant’s predatory behavior were scored by the guidelines. The trial court had not explained why
the guidelines scores were inadequate or why the extent of the departure was warranted.
The defendant in Boak pleaded guilty to producing and to possession and distribution of child
sexually abusive material. In one incident, she removed the diaper from a sleeping two-year-old and held
the child’s vagina open while she took a photograph. In a separate incident, she forwarded to codefendant Thelen a photo of a nine-year-old girl with co-defendant Plowman’s erect penis posed near the
child. The 54-year-old defendant had no prior convictions. She explained at sentencing that her behavior
changed when she started dating co-defendant Thelen.
The trial court imposed a minimum sentence of 12 years, an upward departure of over four years.
The trial judge characterized the defendant’s conduct as “heinous” and said it “turns my stomach.” The
court expressed concern about public safety and the need to deter others. It expressed skepticism about
the accuracy of a risk assessment instrument that said the defendant was at low risk for re-offending and
questioned whether rehabilitation was achievable. It also said the defendant was a willing participant who
did not offer an apology until sentencing and then did not address the victims directly. It concluded that
the guidelines were inadequate and that a sentence within them would not be reasonable or just. It had
sentenced co-defendant Plowman to a minimum of eight years and co-defendant Thelen to 14 months.
The Court of Appeals majority quoted and then summarized the trial court’s reasoning but did not
compare it to the guidelines scoring. The concurring opinion simply concluded that the record supported
both the trial court’s decision to depart and the extent of the departure.
The dissent found the trial court’s reasons insufficient to establish that the sentence was
proportional. It noted that nothing made this crime more heinous than others of its type; in addition the
two-year-old was asleep and had no memory of the incident. There was no explanation of why the
assessment finding the defendant was at low risk for re-offending should not be trusted or why the
defendant’s conduct and history made her different from defendants sentenced within the guidelines. The
dissent noted that the possession and distribution convictions were scored twice in the guidelines for the
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production conviction, resulting in a doubling of the guidelines range for the most serious offense from
24–40 months to 57–95 months. The dissent also quoted the defendant’s lengthy and heartfelt statement
at sentencing in full.
The defendants in People v. Mead23 and People v. Tucker24 both had long histories of low
severity felonies.
Defendant Mead was convicted of Operating While Intoxicated, 3rd offense and was sentenced as a
fourth habitual offender. The trial court departed upward by 14 months to impose a sentence of 3–15
years. The reason given for the departure was the defendant’s six prior OWIs, his failures in rehabilitation
programs, and public safety. In a 2-1 decision, the Court of Appeals majority analyzed the relationship
between these reasons and the sentencing guidelines. It found that the prior record had been accounted for
both by prior record scoring and the habitual enhancement. It noted that the program failure and
recidivism were inter-related. It concluded that the trial court had not explained why the guidelines were
inadequate or why the sentence imposed was more proportionate, so it remanded for resentencing.
On the same day that Mead was decided, a different Court of Appeals panel issued a unanimous
opinion upholding the upward departure in Tucker. The 58-year-old defendant was convicted of breaking
and entering into a business. Because he was sentenced as a fourth habitual offender, his sentencing
guidelines range was 19–76 months. The trial court departed by 32 months and imposed a sentence of
nine to15 years. The departure was based on the defendant’s extensive criminal history, which included
seven felony convictions—primarily for property offenses—and for fleeing from and resisting police, 18
misdemeanors, and multiple probation and parole failures. In upholding the departure, the Court of
Appeals found: “Thus, factually, defendant is incorrect when he states that the trial court relied solely on
his past criminal history as already contemplated by the guidelines. The trial court clearly also relied on
defendant’s propensity for recidivism.”
The motivation for departures is often judicial dissatisfaction with the actions of other criminal
justice actors.
In People v. Scott,25 the defendant broke into the homes of people who were away attending
funerals. While he was on bond for a break-in in County A, he committed another one in County B. While
on probation in both counties, he committed four more in County C. The County C trial judge found that
the prior record and offense variables that scored the other break-ins were inadequate, that the other
counties had given the defendant a break, and that he had taken advantage of people in a time of grief.
The Court of Appeals found these reasons justified a departure of nearly five years from a range that was
already broadened by a habitual third enhancement and upheld the sentence of 19–30 years.
In People v. Odom,26 the defendant was convicted of robbing a payday lender while he was on
parole. His prior record made him eligible for enhancement as a fourth offender but the prosecutor had
failed to comply with the statutory notice requirements, so the guidelines range could not be broadened.
The trial court concluded that the guidelines did not accurately reflect the defendant’s recidivism and
departed upward by 12.5 years. In finding the 30-year minimum sentence was proportional, the Court of
Appeals observed that the defendant’s conduct put him in the same position as other repeat offenders
notwithstanding the notice error and that had the enhancement been applied the minimum sentence could
have been up to 35 years. That is, proportionality was defined by comparison to eligible defendants who
received enhancements, as opposed to those who did not. Thus, Odom stands for the proposition that no
matter why the prosecutor did not seek a habitual offender enhancement, it is reasonable for the
sentencing court to achieve the same result through departure.
In People v. Schurz,27 the trial court was apparently dissatisfied with both the prosecution’s
charging decision and the results of the guidelines scoring. The defendant shared heroin that he had
purchased with his best friend from childhood. The friend died of an overdose. The prosecution initially
charged the defendant with delivery of a controlled substance causing death, but the defendant pleaded
guilty to delivery of heroin under 50 grams. The defendant was scored 100 points under OV 3 for a death
occurring during the commission of a crime when the conviction offense was not homicide. He
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challenged this scoring because he had injected the same drug without getting sick and the autopsy
showed that the victim had seven different drugs in his system, including an extremely large quantity of
fentanyl. However, the trial judge found, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the heroin the
defendant provided was a cause of the victim’s death.
The scoring of OV 3 resulted in a guidelines range of 19–38 months, which was doubled to 38–76
months because this was the defendant’s second drug offense. The trial court then departed by 3.7 years,
imposing a sentence of 10–40 years. It relied on the defendant’s delay in calling 911 and failure to be
wholly forthcoming with first responders, the fact that defendant had provided the drugs that caused his
best friend’s death, and the view that defendant had failed to take responsibility when he said that this was
supposed to have been just another instance of casual use as had occurred many times before. The Court
of Appeals found these reasons adequately articulated a rationale for the extent of the departure.
Most common is judicial disagreement with a jury’s verdict. In People v. Latimer,28 the defendant
was acquitted by a jury of assault with intent to murder but convicted of assault with intent to commit
great bodily harm and armed robbery. The 21 year-old defendant had a prior record that consisted of 16
misdemeanors. Because they were mostly traffic offenses, only two were scorable in the guidelines. The
trial court departed by over 13 years to impose a 32-year minimum sentence for the robbery conviction.
Its basis was the brutality of the attack, the defendant’s insistence on claiming self-defense, his failure to
show remorse, two misconduct citations while in custody, and his prior record. In upholding the sentence,
the Court of Appeals majority noted that since the misdemeanors were not scorable they were aspects of
his criminal history not counted by the guidelines that justified a departure. It did no analysis of the extent
of the departure and concluded: defendant’s argument in this case that his “conduct is entirely taken into
consideration in the offense variables” is simply not of critical importance to whether or not his sentence
is proportionate.29
The data analyzed in this report show that proportionality and consistency were elusive goals
even when the guidelines were mandatory. These case examples suggest that making the guidelines
advisory have undermined those goals further. The data that would systematically test the impact of
Lockridge on sentence lengths and disparity have not yet been examined. In the short term, it may be that
judges who are used to sentencing within the guidelines continue to do so. However, as new judges take
the bench, and as judges who chafed under the restrictions of the guidelines feel less constrained, shifts in
sentence length may become more pronounced. Anecdotal evidence suggests that lawyers may be having
more success in securing downward departures for sympathetic clients, while judges feel freer to impose
lengthy upward departures based on their own reactions to the crime or the defendant.

C. Are Mandatory Guidelines Desirable?
The answer depends on the guidelines being enforced. Shifting the timing of judicial fact-finding does not
address other problems that have been discussed in this report, such as the breadth of the guidelines
ranges, the length of the minimum-minimums, and the nature of the factors used to aggravate the
sentence. Mandating guidelines that promote the inconsistent use of habitual offender enhancements, the
double-counting of elements of the offense, and departures based on subjective characteristics like
attitude and lack of remorse would not be an improvement.
The definition of substantial and compelling reasons employed when the legislative guidelines
were mandatory could avert some of these concerns. After all, it required that reasons for departure be
objective and verifiable and that they exist only in exceptional cases. But that definition was developed in
the context of guidelines that already scored numerous offense details. It would be incumbent on a new
sentencing commission to apply that definition to offense severity levels based solely on the offense of
conviction and to carefully define what aggravating factors are acceptable. Restructuring the guidelines to
allow them to be mandatory is only a first step. Improving them so that compliance is worth mandating
comes next.
Mandatory guidelines can work. The experience of other states is instructive. Minnesota’s success
at combining high judicial compliance rates with relatively low incarceration rates provides an especially
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promising example. Achieving similar success in Michigan would require not just making the guidelines
mandatory but rethinking when, why, and which departures should be allowed.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE
This report has viewed Michigan’s sentencing guidelines from multiple perspectives. It has reviewed their
history, scrutinized their structure, presented extensive empirical research on their impact, compared them
to the guidelines of other jurisdictions, and provided the views of respected commentators. All the
analysis leads to a common set of conclusions and supports the following recommendations.
Establish a commission with the mandate and scope of authority of the former Criminal Justice
Policy Commission.
Make compliance with the guidelines recommendations mandatory. Allow departures only for
substantial and compelling reasons grounded in facts that were found by a jury or admitted by the
defendant.
Make fundamental structural changes.
1. Base offense severity scoring that determines presumptive guidelines solely on the crime of
conviction. Reserve judicial fact-finding for aggravating and mitigating circumstances that
support departures from the guidelines recommendation. Such a system:
a. Establishes a baseline sentence for the crime of conviction before individualizing
punishment based on a wide variety of permutations.
b. Does not force judges to score the harshest options for each variable regardless of
whether they think doing so is appropriate given the facts. Instead, it gives judges the
discretion to consider individualized facts in a more nuanced way.
c. Does not encourage prosecutors to increase the recommended minimum sentence by
choosing charges or alleging facts that carry maximum points.
d. Simplifies guidelines scoring by not requiring complex decision-making about the
defendant’s guilt of conduct not found by a jury or admitted by the defendant.
e. Allows the Legislature to return to mandatory guidelines because calculation of
presumptive sentences is not based on judicial fact-finding.
2. Weight prior criminal history less heavily than offense severity to avoid imposing punishment
that is disproportionate to the harm caused, make better use of scarce prison resources, and reduce
racial disparity.
3. Reduce the starting points of cells (the minimum-minimums) on the M2 and A grids to reduce
sentence lengths.
4. Narrow the guidelines ranges to reduce disparity and sentence length.
5. Eliminate the use of habitual offender status as a basis for broadening the ranges. This avoids:
a. Counting prior record twice in selected cases when prior record is already scored in
guidelines
b. Double-counting of specific priors,
c. Enhancement based on priors that cannot be scored under guidelines,
d. Undue reliance on priors that may be poor predictors of future risk,
e. Disparity based on discrepancies among prosecutors’ habitual offender charging policies.
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6. Redesign grids to:
a. Reduce their number
b. Reduce or eliminate redundant cells
c. Cluster offenses based on their similarity in nature, not just their maximum sentences
7. Change the lowest PRV level to 0–5 points so that two prior misdemeanors or two low severity
juvenile adjudications are Level A. Adjust points for other PRV levels accordingly.
8. Limit the allowable length of departures.
9. Limit the aggregate length of consecutive sentences.
Adopt basic principles.
1. Eliminate “real offense” sentencing. In defining offense, consider only facts that are related to the
conviction offense.
2. Prohibit using elements of the offense to increase the calculation of offense severity.
3. Prohibit counting a fact more than once unless the fact makes that aspect of the crime
significantly different from the usual criminal conduct of its type.
Enact additional recommendations for increasing proportionality and reducing disparity.
1. Move armed robbery to the B grid to better reflect actual sentences and the high rate of
downward departures.
2. Move unarmed carjacking to the C grid, where unarmed robbery resides.
3. Do not score multiple prior convictions that arose from the same transaction.
4. Require sentences for similarly culpable co-defendants to be proportional to each other.
5. If a plea agreement is to a sentence “at the bottom of the guidelines range”, require that the range
be specified during the plea proceeding and that plea withdrawal be allowed if the range changes.
6. Treat felony convictions of people who were 17 at offense as juvenile adjudications.
Recommendations regarding specific prior record and offense variables under the current scheme.
Prior Record Variables
PRV 1 & 2 (High and low severity felonies) – Change breakpoint between high and low severity
felonies; define high severity as M2, A and B grid offenses.
PRV 3 & 4 (High and low severity juvenile adjudications) – Change breakpoint between high and
low severity juvenile adjudications, as described above. Reduce points for juvenile adjudications. Treat
adult convictions by waived juveniles as juvenile adjudications.
PRV 5 (Misdemeanors) – Eliminate scoring of misdemeanors with maximum sentences of 93
days or fewer.
PRV 6 (Relationship to criminal justice system) – Do not score if conduct is basis for sentencing
offense and/or will result in mandatory consecutive sentence.
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PRV 7 (Subsequent or concurrent felony convictions) – Eliminate. By definition convictions
scored are not “priors,” and they are often scored in OV 13.
Offense Variables
OV 1 (Aggravated use of a weapon) – Do not score if defendant was also convicted of felony
firearm. Only score for unarmed accomplice if they had actual knowledge that principal was armed.
OV 2 (Lethal potential of weapon) – Only score 15 points to avoid double-counting conduct
scored in OV 1 and, potentially, felony firearm.
OV 3 (Physical injury to victim) – Do not score 100 points if the accomplice did not have the
intent to kill. Do not score if the accomplice was convicted of assault with intent to murder because that is
scoring an element of the offense. Do not score if the defendant was charged with but not convicted of
homicide because that is penalizing the defendant for the “real” offense.
OV 4 & 5 (Psychological injury to victim or family member) – Require professional assessment
of the need for treatment.
OV 6 (Intent to kill or injure) – Eliminate. Scores intent element of offense.
OV 7 (Aggravated physical abuse) – Define “conduct designed to substantially increase the
defendant’s fear” to be the functional equivalent of sadism/torture/excessive brutality. Alternatively, have
a separate category with lower points.
OV 8 (Asportation or captivity) – Create an exception for minor or incidental movement.
OV 9 (Number of victims) – Reduce two victims to five points. Do not include responding public
safety personnel in counting the number of victims.
OV 10 (Exploitation of vulnerable victim) – Do not score if the same conduct is the basis for the
conviction, e.g. a CSC offense under 750.520 b, c, or d
OV 11 (Criminal sexual penetration) – Eliminate. This is based on “real offense” sentencing.
OV 12 (Contemporaneous felonious criminal acts) – Eliminate. This is based on “real offense”
sentencing.
OV 13 (Continuing pattern of criminal behavior) – Eliminate. This double counts convictions
already scored and is based on “real offense” sentencing.
OV 14 (Offender’s role) – Add definition of “leader.”
OV 19 (Threat to security of penal institution or court, interference with administration of justice,
etc.) – Do not score if conduct was element of offense (e.g., providing contraband to or possession of
contraband by a prisoner or jail inmate, witness intimidation or perjury) or for routine attempts to avoid
prosecution, such as leaving the scene or not cooperating with police.
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CONCLUSION
When the Michigan Felony Sentencing Project issued its report in 1979, it identified three primary
concerns about sentencing in Michigan: disparity unrelated to offense severity or to the defendant’s
criminal history, lack of accountability, and the diffusion of authority over the actual sentence to be
served among prosecutors, judges, and parole boards. Unfortunately, despite the development of three
sets of sentencing guidelines and the temporary existence of two sentencing commissions, the same
concerns remain.
•

•

•

Sentences continue to vary widely depending on the county of conviction, the identity of the
sentencing judge, and whether the defendant was willing to plead guilty. While there is
minimal evidence of direct racial bias, non-whites continue to receive disproportionally
longer sentences in large part because the guidelines place such heavy weight on prior
criminal history.
Appellate review of sentences for “reasonableness” produces very different results depending
on the composition of the appellate panel. Some of the most extreme sentences are reversed,
but sentencing judges are largely free to impose whatever departures from the guidelines they
choose to rationalize.
Prosecutors exercise an out-sized influence over sentence length through the ability to add
habitual offender enhancements. Enormous differences in the extent to which county
prosecutors choose to apply enhancements further add to disparity in sentences for similarly
situated defendants.

With the size of the Michigan prison population and the proportion of people serving minimum sentences
of more than 10 years having each more than doubled, there is a fourth major concern: the enormous
growth in sentence lengths and the pressure that creates on prison resources. The increase in length of
time served by Michigan prisoners is compounded by multiple non-guidelines changes, including the
elimination of disciplinary credits, the increased use of consecutive sentences and mandatory minimums,
and fluctuations in parole practices. However, consistent increases in minimum sentences for lifemaximum offenses not only lengthen time served in themselves but also exacerbate the consequences of
other “get tough” policies.
The enabling legislation set proportionality, reduction of disparity, and consideration of
correctional resources as goals of the sentencing guidelines. The MFSP report warned that broad ranges
of sentencing discretion generate disparity and that disparity is inevitably greatest among the lifemaximum offenses because that is where the range of discretion available is broadest. Nonetheless, as
enacted, the guidelines preserve broad judicial discretion and use multiple mechanisms to encourage
extremely punitive sentences for the life-maximum offenses. In many cases, sentencing judges reject this
encouragement and impose minimum sentences below the guidelines recommendations. In other cases,
judges decide that the recommendation is not harsh enough and choose to depart above the guidelines
range. In any event, the high rate of departures suggests judicial dissatisfaction with the guidelines. At a
minimum, even when compliance with the guidelines was mandatory, judges appear to have often treated
them as simply a starting point for their own decision-making.
Today, Michigan has—in a sense—the worst of both worlds. Unlike other guidelines states,
judges must calculate recommended minimum sentences based on guidelines that require them to score
every possible aggravating factor, double-count a number of prior record and offense factors, and assign
very high weights to selected variables whether or not the judge thinks that weight is warranted by the
facts. If followed, the often very punitive results are considered presumptively reasonable. But the
guidelines recommendation also creates a baseline from which judges can choose to depart upward for
reasons as subjective as their personal feeling that the guidelines scoring did not adequately reflect the
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gravity of the crime or the defendant’s criminal history. The modest scope of appellate review then
permits many of these departures to stand.
Also, unlike other states that use sentencing guidelines, Michigan has no commission to analyze
their usage, assess their impact, and recommend changes. Michigan’s guidelines have been amended by
the Legislature many times on an ad hoc basis but they have not been systematically assessed since they
were enacted nearly 25 years ago. The underlying assumptions built into them have never been tested.
Their relationship to current knowledge about the effectiveness of criminal justice practices and to
evolving public attitudes toward crime and punishment have not been considered.
The research reported here provides a window into what a commission might learn. It provides
suggestions about issues a commission might consider. But it is no substitute for a cross-professional
commission with a broad mandate, full-time professional staff, and adequate resources. Such a
commission could ultimately make sentencing in Michigan fairer, more consistent, and more costeffective. That is, it could utilize all we have learned over the past 40 years and make the vision of the
Michigan Felony Sentencing Project a reality.
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to prison, because the latter method counts people who return multiple times each time they appear in the data.
20
Levine, Barbara R. 2009. Denying Parole at First Eligibility: How much public safety does it actually
buy? Retrieved Mar 2, 2021. https://www.safeandjustmi.org/wpcontent/uploads/2009/08/Denying_parole_at_first_eligibility.pdf
21
Michigan Department of Corrections. 2021. “2019 Statistical Report.” At table D3: Three-Year FollowUp Outcomes of Offenders Who Paroled in 2001 to 2016 by Year.
22
For a review of the research see Ulmer, Jeffrey T., and Darrell J. Steffensmeier. 2014. “The Age and
Crime Relationship: Social Variation, Social Explanations.” Pp. 377-396 in The Nurture Versus Biosocial Debate in
Criminology: On the Origins of Criminal Behavior and Criminality. Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publications Inc.
23
Levine supra note 20.
24
Ibid at 23–27.
25
Levine, Barbara and Elsie Kettunen. 2014. “Paroling People Who Committed Serious Crimes: What is
the Actual Risk?” Retrieved Mar 2, 2021.
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/scans/cappsmi/CAPPS_Paroling_people_who_committed_serious_crimes_11_23_14.
pdf
26
Justice Policy Institute. 2018. “The Ungers, 5 Years and Counting: A Case Study in Safely Reducing
Long Prison Terms and Saving Taxpayer Dollars.” Retrieved Mar 2, 2021.
http://www.justicepolicy.org/uploads/justicepolicy/documents/The_Ungers_5_Years_and_Counting.pdf
27
Prescott supra note 8.
28
Ibid at 1687 [Table 5]. Re-incarceration rates were 4.9% for the rape/sex assault group, 9.9 for the assault
group, and 11.0% for the robbery group.
29
Levine supra note 20 at 43–48. See also Rhodes, William, Gerald G. Gaes, Ryan Kling, and Christopher
Cutler. 2017. “The Relationship Between Prison Length of Stay and Recidivism: A Study Using Regression
Discontinuity with Multiple Break Points.” Criminology & Public Policy, 17(3):731–769. (Statistical analysis of
federal data finds very little impact of length of stay on recidivism).
9
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Chapter Three. Prior Research on Michigan Sentencing Guidelines
Zalman supra note 5 in ch 1 at 72.
Ibid at 169. Offender variables included not only prior record and relationship to the criminal justice
system but also a wide variety of information judges may find relevant, such as residential stability, employment,
education, mental health, substance abuse, and “good moves since arrest.” (This sort of background information
that is found in confidential presentence reports but not scored in the legislative guidelines was not available for the
current research.) Age, gender, and race were analyzed separately.
3
Ibid at 191–92.
4
Ibid at 186–87.
5
Ibid at 213.
6
Ibid at 261.
7
Ibid at 263.
8
Ibid at 234.
9
Ibid at 234. For instance, a non-white using a weapon to commit a sex offense received, on average, a
minimum of 105 months where a white received 42 months. If the victim of a sex offense was a stranger, the nonwhite’s sentence would increase by 54 months but the white’s sentence would decrease by four months. Ibid at 250252.
10
Ibid at 269.
11
Ekpunobi, Abel E 1999. “Judicial Decision Making Under Michigan Sentencing Guidelines.”
Dissertations, 1504.
12
The actual identities of the counties were confirmed by Dr. Ekpunobi in an e-mail dated Feb. 3, 2021.
13
The study also examined the race and gender of the sentencing judges, with mixed results. For further
discussion of the 2nd judicial guidelines, see the analysis of the 1995 data used by the Michigan Sentencing
Commission in Ostrum supra note 22 in ch 1.
14
Ostrom, Brian J., Charles W. Ostrom, Roger A. Hanson, and Matthew Kleiman. 2008. Assessing
Consistency and Fairness in Sentencing: A Comparative Study in Three States. NCJRS.
https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/223854.pdf
A short summary of the findings was published under the same title in Aug. 2008. References here are to
the full report.
15
Ibid at 82.
16
Ibid at 80.
17
Ibid at 85. Other than second-degree murder, which has its own grid, NCSC researchers did not
distinguish among specific offenses in its analyses. Because they had only 77 murder cases in their dataset, for some
analyses they collapsed the cases on the M2 and A grids.
18
Ibid at 118–19.
19
Ibid at 89.
20
Ibid at 170–71.
21
Ibid at 171.
22
Ibid at 187.
23
Ibid at 174.
24
Ibid at 177.
25
Ibid at 177.
26
Ibid at 185.
27
Ibid at 186.
28
Ibid at 188.
29
Ibid at 184–85.
30
Ibid at 188.
31
Ibid at 210.
32
Ibid at 206.
33
Ibid at 195.
34
Ibid at 188.
35
Ibid at 201.
36
Ibid at 210.
37
Ibid at 211.
38
Ibid at 193.
1
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Ibid at 300.
Ibid at 301.
41
Ibid at 302–03.
42
Ibid at 303.
43
CSG supra note 35 in ch 1 at 16–17.
44
Ibid at 23.
45
Ibid at 24.
46
Ibid at 17.
47
Ibid at 30.
48
Criminal Justice Policy Commission [CJPC]. 2019. Evaluation of Straddle Cell Sentencing in Michigan:
Summary Report and Recommendations.
http://council.legislature.mi.gov/Content/Files/cjpc/CJPCStraddleCellSentencingLegislators.pdf
39
40

Section II. The Current Research
Chapter Five. How Sentences Grew Longer and More Numerous
For detailed discussions of judicial views, parole policy changes, and lifer release patterns, see,
respectively:
• Prisons and Corrections Section, State Bar of Michigan. 2002. “What Should ‘Parolable Life’
Mean? Judges Respond to the Controversy.” https://www.safeandjustmi.org/wpcontent/uploads/2002/03/What_should_parolable_life_mean.pdf
• Levine, Barbara.. 2014. “Parolable Lifers in Michigan: Paying the Price of Unchecked
Discretion.” https://www.prisonpolicy.org/scans/cappsmi/Parolable-Lifers-in-Michigan-Paying-the-priceof-unchecked-discretion.pdf
• Citizens Alliance on Prisons and Public Spending. 2006. “When ‘Life’ Did Not Mean Life: A
Historical Analysis of Life Sentences Imposed in Michigan since 1900.”
https://static.prisonpolicy.org/scans/cappsmi/When%20life%20did%20not%20mean%20life%20for%20we
b.pdf
2
Michigan Department of Corrections. 2020. “Report to the Legislature, Pursuant to Article 2, Public Act
166 of 2020, Section 904.” https://www.michigan.gov/documents/corrections/Sec_904_713467_7.pdf
3
The number of sentences in each offense group by habitual offender status under the legislative guidelines
was:
1

M2
AWIM
CSC
RA
Total

Non-Habitual
1,723
1,398
1,976
8,883
13,980

2nd Habitual
108
123
190
643
1,064

3rd Habitual
70
99
100
463
732

4th Habitual
78
126
164
807
1,175

Chapter Six. How the Guidelines Promote Longer Sentences
The groups are crimes: against a person, against property, involving a controlled substance, against public
order, against public safety and against public trust.
2
The CSG observed that Michigan’s guidelines are based on more offense groupings and incorporate more
offense and prior record variables than other guidelines states, leading to far more cells. Reynolds, Carl, Andy
Barbee, Ellen Whelan-Wuest, and Cassandra Warney. “Sentencing and Justice Reinvestment Initiative.” Presented
to Michigan Law Revision Commission, March 19, 2014, at p. 2. https://csgjusticecenter.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/MLRC-Pres-May-13-2014.pdf .Yet the overlap in allowable sentence lengths means the
“complex scoring yields illusory precision.” Ibid at 12.
The Robina Institute has also noted that Michigan’s number of grids is unique. Frase, Richard S., Julian, V.
Roberts, Rhys Hester, and Kelly Lyn Mitchell. 2015. Criminal History Enhancements Sourcebook. Robina Institute
of Criminal Law and Criminal Justice.
https://robinainstitute.umn.edu/sites/robinainstitute.umn.edu/files/criminal_history_enhancement_web2_0.pdf. Most
1
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jurisdictions that use guidelines grids have one or two. Frase at 10. The authors of a Robina analysis that attempted
to compare the impact of criminal history scores in guidelines jurisdictions had to exclude Michigan “due to
complications related to that state’s use of nine separate grids. Frase at 21.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid at 11–14.
5
Ibid at 97–104.
6
Ibid at 20–21 and 25–27.
7
Table A2, 2019 Criminal Court Dispositions by Offense and Type of Disposition — All Offenses
8
MCL 333.7403(2)(b)(i): 10-year maximum, 3,591 dispositions, 14.1% to prison.
9
MCL 333.7401(2)(a)(iv): 20 year maximum, 1,992 dispositions, 31.4% to prison.
10
MCL 750.84: 10-year maximum, 1,064 dispositions, 47.7% to prison.
11
MCL 750.110: 10-year maximum, 1,022 dispositions, 31.8% to prison.
12
MCL 750.249: 14-year maximum, 1,016 dispositions, 23.7% to prison.
13
Consider a scenario that could occur under MCL 750.380, which raises the maximum sentence for
malicious destruction of a house, barn, or other building from five to 10 years if the defendant has two prior
convictions under the same provision. Assume that Charlie has no prior record of any kind but has had a very hard
time dealing with a divorce and the fact that his wife got the farm they built up together. On three separate
occasions, he was so angry that he damaged property worth a little over $1,000. The first time he was placed on
probation. The second time he was placed on probation again but had to serve 30 days in jail. The third time, the
maximum became 10 years. And this time he also was convicted of felonious assault for hitting his ex-wife’s new
boyfriend who tried to intervene. Charlie’s sentence will be on the D grid because of the 10-year maximum. He will
receive 10 points under PRV 2 for the two prior low severity felonies, 10 points under PRV 6 because he was on
probation, and 10 points under PRV 7 because of the concurrent assault conviction. This will place him at PRV
Level D. He will receive 10 points under OV 13 because he now has a pattern of three or more property crimes and
five points under OV 16 because the property was valued over $1,000. This puts him at OV Level II. The D-II cell
has a recommended minimum prison sentence of 5–23 months. Charlie could also have his sentenced enhanced as a
fourth habitual offender.
14
Frase supra note 2 at 48.
15
Ibid at 84.
16
MCL 800.283a.
17
It should be noted that a 2004 change in Michigan law defining when multiple convictions are barred by
the state constitutional protection against double jeopardy allowed for more concurrent convictions to arise from a
single transaction. This, in turn, increased the number of convictions available for scoring under PRV 7. See People
v. Nutt, 469 Mich 565 (2004).
18
For example, the requisite 50 points can be reached with two prior low-level felonies (10), three low
severity juvenile adjudications (10), three misdemeanors (10), being on probation for one of the felonies (10), and
one felony conviction that is concurrent with the sentencing offense.
19
Zalman supra note 5 in ch 1.
20
Guidelines Manual, online version current through 1/20/21 Step II. B.
https://mjieducation.mi.gov/documents/sgm-files/94-sgm/file
21
The only exception is that five points are not to be scored for displaying or implying a weapon if the
conviction offense was armed robbery or felonious assault.
22
The American Law Institute. 2017. Model Penal Code: Sentencing Proposed Final Draft. Sec. 7.03 (3)
Eligible Sentencing Considerations.
https://robinainstitute.umn.edu/sites/robinainstitute.umn.edu/files/mpcs_proposed_final_draft.pdf
23
Ibid.
24
People v. Hardy, People v. Glenn, 494 Mich 430, 442 (2013).
25
Ibid. The Legislature amended OV 7 effective Jan. 2016 to supersede Hardy in part. It added the phrase
“similarly egregious” before “conduct designed to substantially increase the victim’s fear.” That the new language
failed to provide a satisfactory solution to the problem of excessively scoring 50 points is evident in People v. Lydic,
__Mich App__ (COA No. 349216, rel’d 1/28/21). During a domestic dispute, the defendant strangled his girlfriend
with a belt and said that her young son would come home to find her dead. The defendant received a below
guidelines sentence of 17 months to 10 years. The trial court felt compelled to score 50 points under OV 7 but then
chose to depart downward in part because it believed that score was too harsh under the circumstances. The Court of
Appeals upheld both the scoring and the departure.
26
People v. Barrera, 500 Mich 14 (2017).
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Ten points are also scored if four to 19 victims “were placed in danger of property loss”; 25 points are
scored if 20 or more victims “were placed in danger of property loss.” This has particular impact if the offense is
breaking and entering or home invasion, when multiple victims not present during the crime might have lost
property.
28
Model Penal Code, supra note 22 at Sec. 7.03 (2)(b). See also Reitz, Kevin. 1993. “Sentencing Facts:
Travesties of Real-Offense Sentencing.” Stanford Law Review, 45(3):523-573. https://doi.org/10.2307/1229007
29
People v. Underwood, 278 Mich App 334, 339-340 (2008) (absent an express statutory exclusion, 10
points may be awarded for perjury under OV 19 although interference with the administration of justice was
inherent in the perjury conviction for which the defendant was being sentenced).
30
People v. Dickinson, 321 Mich App 1, 24 (2017) (25 points properly awarded under OV19 when
conviction offense was furnishing a controlled substance to a prisoner).
31
People v. Hamin Lorenzo Dixon, __Mich App __ (COA No. 349631, 9/10/20) (order directing argument
on app for lv., SC. No. 16221, 4/9/21) (25 points properly awarded under OV 19 where defendant pled guilty to
attempted possession of a cell phone by a prisoner).
32
The frequencies in this section include both non-habitual and habitual sentences. If they have the same
guidelines scores, habitual and non-habitual sentences fall in the same cells; it is only the maximum-minimum that
changes depending on habitual status.
33
MCL 769.33(1)(e)(vii).
34
Ostrom, Charles W. 1997. Technical Report, Pilot Project: Using the MSP Draft Guidelines in Six
Counties – Genesee, Kalamazoo, Kent, Macomb, Marquette, Oakland – and Recorder’s Court.
35
Ibid; Maloney, Paul L., Hilda Gage, Mark Murray, and Carlo Ginotti. 1997. Report of the Michigan
Sentencing Guidelines Commission. Appendix C.
36
Ibid at 7.
37
Ibid at 8.
38
Ibid at 29.
39
Ibid at 31.
40
Ibid at 28.
41
482 Mich 41 (2008).
42
For more detail about the regression analyses, see Appendix B.
43
See Appendix B for details about how changing the order the variables are entered into the model can
change the amount of variance explained.
27

Chapter Seven. How the Guidelines Promote Disparity
1
Maloney, Paul L. 1999. “The Michigan Sentencing Guidelines,” Thomas M. Cooley Law Review.
16(1):13-26. https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle=hein.journals/tmclr16&div=8&id=&page=
2
Ibid at 21.
3
Ibid.
4
Michigan Supreme Court Guidelines Program. 1994. “Departure Profile for Mandatory Guideline Period.
(01/01/94-12/31/94).”
5
Maloney supra note 35 in ch 6 at 15.
6
Ostrom supra note 14 in ch 3 at 84. Looking at sentences imposed from 2008-2012, the Council of State
Governments (CSG) concluded that the ranges for prison sentences are wide and that the sentences imposed are
spread across the ranges and beyond. It used as an example one cell on the D grid for the offense of delivering drugs
< 50 grams. The low end of the cell was 10 months and the high end was 23 months. It found that only 58% of the
sentences were within the range. CSG supra note 36 in ch 1 at 23.
7
Michigan Supreme Court Guidelines Program, supra note 4.
8
The Sentencing Commission had projected that the probable average sentence on the M2 grid would be at
the cell midpoint and the probable average sentence on the A grid would be midway between the cell minimum and
the cell midpoint. Maloney supra note 35 in ch 6 at 15.

Chapter Eight. How the Actual Minimum Sentences Relate to the Recommended Ranges
1
2

2006 PA 169, effec. Aug. 28, 2006.
Significant at .001 level.
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Another small but noticeable phenomenon is that in the A-I cell on three offense grids, the median
sentence actually exceeded the high end of the recommended range, i.e., the median was an upward departure.
•
On the M2 grid, where the max-min of the A-I cell is 150 months, the median for the 14 sentences
in that cell was 168 months.
•
For the offenses on the A grid, where the high end of the A-I range is 35 months, the median
sentences were 180 months for assault and 60 months for CSC.
These medians resulted from upward departures in 28 individual sentences across the three offense groups.
Our review suggests that in the eight murder cases, judges may simply have felt that 12.5 years was not enough
punishment for the crime. In the assault and CSC cases, it appears that a frequent explanation for why judges saw a
top of the guidelines sentence as insufficient was the existence of other sentences. This might be multiple sentences
of the same type or a sentence for another offense for which the defendant was receiving a longer sentence, as when
someone with no prior record was convicted of multiple counts of CSC or assault and murder out of the same
incident.
4
The principle exception is the robbery grid. Because so many medians are at the lowest end of their
respective ranges, the starting points and medians of redundant cells along each diagonal are frequently the same.
3

Chapter Nine. Systemic Factors: Method of Conviction
397 U.S. 742 (1970). Brady pled guilty to avoid imposition of the death penalty, which was allowed under
the applicable statute only if recommended by a jury. Nearly a decade later, the Supreme Court held in another case
that this penalty provision unconstitutionally burdened the right to a jury trial because it required the defendant to
risk death in order to exercise the right. However, the Court upheld Brady’s guilty plea on the rationale that it was
voluntary when made and was not invalidated by a subsequent change in the law.
2
For more detailed discussion, see Grossman, Steven P. 2005. “An Honest Approach to Plea Bargaining.”
American Journal of Trial Advocacy, 29: 101-136. See also Smith, Justin M. 2020. “Disparity in Context: Judges’
Perspectives on Disparities in a Sentencing Guideline System.” Journal of Qualitative Criminal Justice &
Criminology, 8(2):1-36 10.21428/88de04a1.52cab578 at pp. 21–23 for interviews with Michigan judges about
disparities caused by plea bargaining and impact of witnesses at trial.
3
Grossman supra note 2 at 130, nns omitted. See also People v. Byrd, 12 Mich App 186, 194 (1968)
(Levin, J. concurring). Plea bargaining only works if defendants know that sentences will be heavier after trial. In
Michigan in 1982, the Supreme Court decided the companion cases of People v. Biggs and People v. Killebrew, 416
Mich 189 (1982). The Court held that while the practice of charge bargaining with the prosecutor, which is intended
to constrain the length of the potential sentence, had long been accepted, the practice of bargaining directly for
imposition of a particular sentence or for a recommendation from the prosecutor that the judge impose a particular
sentence, had not been expressly recognized as appropriate. The Court prohibited judicial initiation of or
participation in sentence negotiations. However, it adopted a process by which judges can approve or reject sentence
agreements or recommendations negotiated by the parties so long as the defendant has the opportunity to withdraw
his plea if the bargain is rejected.
Ten years later, the Court extended this holding in People v. Cobbs, 443 Mich 276 (1993) to allow judges,
upon request of a party, to state on the record what the sentence would be based on the judge’s knowledge of the
case at that point. The judge’s preliminary evaluation does not bind the court to impose that sentence, but if the
defendant pleads guilty in reliance on an estimate that the judge ultimately decides to exceed, the defendant is
entitled to withdraw the plea.
4
Biggs supra note 3. The trial judge rejected the sentence recommendation and imposed a sentence of 20–
40 years. Bargains may also be struck about how guidelines variables will be scored or even which grid will be used,
e.g., whether a second-degree murder will be scored as manslaughter on the C grid.
5
The decision to go to trial requires a calculation of the likelihood of conviction. A lawyer may
recommend acceptance of a bargain because conviction appears likely, regardless of how strongly the defendant
asserts innocence. However, there is also an emotional component to the decision. Defendants, especially young
ones, may have an unrealistically optimistic view of the trial process or an inability to accept the consequences of
the offered plea. Defendants may also reject bargains they feel are unfair, either because they believe the punishment
is too harsh for the crime or because they see it as harsher than normally imposed in similar circumstances.
The ultimate example of such a decision is Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978). The defendant
was charged with uttering a forged instrument in the amount of $88.30 which, under then-applicable Kentucky law,
was punishable by 2–10 years in prison. At a prehearing conference the prosecutor offered to recommend a sentence
of five years if Hayes would plead but also threatened to seek indictment as a habitual criminal if Hayes refused to
1
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“save the court the inconvenience and necessity of a trial.” With two prior convictions, Hayes faced a mandatory
sentence of parolable life. He refused the plea offer, was found guilty on the principle charge by a jury, and received
the life term.
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the result as a product of the “give and take” of plea bargaining and
observed that confronting a defendant with the risk of more severe punishment was an inevitable attribute of a
system that encourages negotiated pleas. So long as the defendant was informed of the risks when he made his
decision to plead not guilty, the threat of increased punishment for exercising the right to trial did not violate due
process. After Hayes was convicted, the Kentucky habitual offender statute was replaced by a new statute that would
have permitted him to receive, at most, an indeterminate term of 10–20 years. The new statute also set new
conditions on which prior convictions could be counted. At least one of Hayes’s priors did not meet these
conditions. See also Tor, Avishalom. 2010. “Fairness and the Willingness to Accept Plea Bargain Offers.” Journal
of Empirical Legal Studies, 7(1):97–116.
https://scholarship.law.nd.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1834&context=law_faculty_scholarship
6
For life-maximum cases, 18.3% of the dispositions were by jury and 2.1% were by bench trials. For nonlife-maximum cases, only 1.8% of the dispositions were by jury and 0.8% were by bench trials. Michigan Courts.
2019. 2019. “2019 Caseload Reports.” re: Criminal Verdicts.
https://www.courts.michigan.gov/publications/statistics-and-reports/caseload-reports/2019-caseload-reports/
7
The number of non-habitual sentences in each offense group under each set of guidelines was:

Plea
Court
Jury
Total
8

M2
Jud.

M2
Leg.

AWIM
Jud.

AWIM
Leg.

951
315
625
1,891

1,218
92
413
1,723

674
234
434
1,342

828
80
490
1,398

CSC
Jud.

CSC
Leg.

RA
Jud.

RA
Leg.

Total
Jud

Total
Leg.

1,493
203
618
2,314

1,422
67
487
1,976

5,987
793
846
7,626

7,523
373
987
8,883

9,105
1,545
2,523
13,173

10,991
612
2,377
13,980

The number of habitual sentences in each offense group under each set of guidelines was:
M2
Jud.
Plea
Court
Jury
Total

73
19
53
145

M2
Leg.

AWIM
Jud.

AWIM
Leg.

100
22
134
256

105
13
70
188

106
37
205
348

CSC
Jud.
242
32
140
414

CSC
Leg.
176
46
232
454

RA
Jud.

RA
Leg.

Total
Jud.

Total
Leg.

1,079
95
196
1,370

1,137
134
642
1,913

1,499
159
459
2,117

1,519
239
1,213
2,971

Data available from the authors upon request. This does not mean that there is no relationship between
conviction method and the seriousness of the defendant’s prior record and or offense severity. In fact a number of
relationships that were statistically significant at the p <.001 were found. For example:
9

• Among non-habitual murder sentences, the percentage that were pleas increased as the offense
severity increased going from 58.5 to 69.5 to 78.5 for OV Levels I, II and III, respectively. This suggests
that many of the second-degree murder sentences were pleas down from charges of first-degree murder.
• Among non-habitual assault sentences, 70–81% of those that scored at OV Levels I-V arose from
pleas. Only 50.5% of those that scored at OV Level VI arose from pleas.
• Among non-habitual robbery sentences, the proportion that was jury-based increased steadily from
OV Levels I-VI from 5.9 to 7.0 to 8.3 to 10.9 to 14.2%, then doubled to 28.6.The lower proportion of pleas
among sentences scored at OV Level VI suggests that desirable plea offers were less likely to be made in
these cases.
• The assault group also shows a particularly clear pattern where the proportion of pleas declined as
the prior record level went up. Thus, at PRV Levels A and B the proportion of plea-based sentences was
about 75%. At PRV Level C it was 62.6%. However, at PRV Levels D-F, the proportion of sentences that
arose from pleas was between 55 and 57.5%.
• Robbery sentences show a similar albeit less dramatic relationship. Thus it appears that the
defendants with the most serious prior records may also be less likely to receive desirable plea offers.
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Chapter Ten. Systemic Factors: County of Conviction
1
Prior studies agreed that where a defendant is sentenced is a factor in disparity; however, just how this
disparity manifests is a matter of debate.
As explained in Chapter Three, the Michigan Felony Sentencing Project divided the counties into three
strata based on the number of criminal dispositions in a county’s circuit court, regardless of where in the state the
county is located. The researchers concluded that county size was directly related to sentence length, though notably
it found the longest sentences in the largest jurisdictions.
In contrast, the National Center for State Courts divided Michigan’s circuits based on geography. It
included smaller Washtenaw County with larger Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb Counties in a region it called SE
Michigan and compared this region to all the remaining “outstate” counties, regardless of size. The NCSC
researchers concluded that sentences are lower in the southeast corner of the state. That is, they found that a county’s
location, not its size, is related to sentence length.
While we have already observed a tendency for counties to cluster by size, with the larger jurisdictions
generally having lower minimum sentences, we tested the size versus location distinction more precisely. Our results
could not exactly replicate either of the prior studies because our data are only for life-maximum offenses and come
from only 13 counties. But we took those counties and grouped them to simulate the opposing premises.
When we grouped the counties in the manner used by the NCSC researchers, the median for the southeast
counties was eight years while the median for the outstate counties was nine years. When we placed the counties
into four groups by size, with Wayne County constituting a group on its own, the medians were seven years for the
larger counties (Oakland, Macomb, Kent), eight years for Wayne, 9.1 years for the medium-sized counties (Genesee,
Washtenaw, Ingham, Kalamazoo), and 10 years for the smaller counties (Saginaw, Muskegon, Berrien, Calhoun,
Jackson). Although the results were statistically significant at the .001 level for both approaches, grouping counties
by size appears to provide more refined results.
Grouping data makes it more manageable and easier to present. However, while any grouping may be more
or less accurate, all groupings smooth over differences among individual counties. Because we are examining results
from only 13 of Michigan’s counties, not all 83, it is possible for us to avoid groupings and assess the differences
among the counties individually.

Chapter Eleven. Systemic Factors: Sentencing Judge
1
2

MCR 8.111.
Smith supra note 2 in ch 9 at 16–29.

Chapter Twelve. Defendant Characteristics: Sex and Age
1

analysis.

There were too few women sentenced as habitual offenders in each offense group to allow for reliable

For women, 65.0% of the murder sentences and 58.3% of the assault sentences were plea-based. The
comparable figures for men were 55.5% and 51.6%.
3
Regression analyses run by sex confirm this explanation. The extent of the increase in sentence length as
PRV level increased was smaller for women than for men at each level except PRV F, which included only 10
sentences for women.
4
Frase supra note 2 in ch 6 at 102.
2

Chapter Thirteen. Defendant Characteristics: Race
Gottschalk supra note 7 in ch 2 at 130–131.
Ibid at 132.
3
The reader should bear in mind that the applicable test for significance, ANOVA, is based on mean
sentences, not median sentences, which is why there can be statistically significant disparities among the white and
non-white assault sentences even though the medians for both are 10 years. As the note below the graph indicates,
the mean assault sentence for whites was 10.5 years while the mean sentence for nonwhites was 13 years. In fact the
means were both longer and more disparate than the medians for every offense group except murder.
4
The possibility of a significant relationship between race and the number of multiple sentences was
examined. There was none.
1
2
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5

Frase supra note 2 in ch 6 at 116.

Chapter Fourteen. Habitual Offender Enhancements: Who Gets Chosen?
CSG supra note 35 in ch 1 at 18.
Ibid at 20–21. The CSG researchers observed that these broad disparities among counties made the cost of
the habitual sentencing option both unpredictable and potentially huge.
3
CJPC supra note 48 in ch 3. The only county that applied the enhancement more than these three was
Eaton, which was not included in CSG’s data or that used for the current research.
4
Prior convictions, per se, are not included in our data. We only have prior record variable scores that
indicate where the defendants had one, two, or three or more prior adult felony convictions that qualified for
guidelines scoring. Therefore we do not know how many total sentences were eligible for enhancement.
5
Ibid.
6
The OMNI data had 44 sentences that received the habitual enhancement, and an additional 111 sentences
that were eligible but not enhanced, that were committed by women.
1
2

Section III. Policy Implications
Chapter Fifteen. Comparing Michigan to Other Jurisdictions
Lawrence, Alison. 2015. “Making Sense of Sentencing: State Systems and Policies.” National Conference
of State Legislatures. https://www.ncsl.org/documents/cj/sentencing.pdf at 5.
2
Arizona, California, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Minnesota, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Virginia, Washington, U.S. Federal Courts.
Researchers found that states with a combination of determinate sentencing and presumptive sentencing
guidelines had lower incarceration rates and smaller growth in incarceration rates than other states. Neither policy
alone is enough. Moreover, “voluntary guidelines do not have the same effect. We consistently found that states
with the combination of determinate sentencing and voluntary sentencing guidelines have higher incarceration rates
and experienced larger growth in incarceration rates than other states. Thus, it is only by tightly controlling
sentencing decisions and release decisions that states achieve lower incarceration rates and smaller growth.”
Stemen, Don, Andres Rengifo, and James Wilson. 2005. Of Fragmentation and Ferment: The Impact of
State Sentencing Policies on Incarceration Rates, 1975-2002. New York: Vera Institute of Justice. at 143.
3
Illinois, Maine, New Mexico, New York, Wisconsin.
4
Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah.
5
Connecticut, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Montana, Nevada, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Vermont, West Virginia, Wyoming.
6
Arkansas, District of Columbia, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, Washington, U.S. Federal Courts. See Robina Institute. 2021. “Sentencing
Guidelines Resource Center.” https://sentencing.umn.edu/
7
The authors would like to acknowledge how helpful the website of the Robina Institute’s Sentencing
Guidelines Resource Center has been in providing a basic understanding of each jurisdiction’s system along with
citations to original sources.
8
A mandatory minimum is a term of years below which the minimum sentence for a specific offense
cannot be set regardless of the guidelines score. A statutory enhancement is an amount of time that is added to the
guidelines score to increase the punishment based on a specific factor, such as use of a gun, habitual offender status,
a sex offense against a child or racial bias as a motivation for the crime.
9
This information in this section was drawn from Kansas Sentencing Commission [KSC]. 2020. “Kansas
Sentencing Guidelines Desk Reference Manual 2020.” https://sentencing.ks.gov/docs/default-source/2020drm/2020-drm-text-final.pdf?sfvrsn=aac0fe3f_0 [DRM], and applicable statutes [KSA].
10
KSA 21-6802 (2020).
11
KSC. 2020. Analysis of Sentencing Guidelines in Kansas: Annual Report FY 2019. at i-ii.
https://www.sentencing.ks.gov/docs/default-source/annual-reports/fy2019annualreport.pdf?sfvrsn=110bfd3f_0
12
KSA 21-6822, 74-9101(15) (2020).
13
KSA 21-6807(a), 21-6808(a) (2020).
14
KSA 21-6804, 21-6805 (2020).
1
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DRM supra note 9 at 30. Each grid block also indicates whether the presumptive disposition is a prison
sentence or probation. The non-drug grid has several “border boxes” that allow for judicial discretion in choosing
the type of disposition without having to depart from the guidelines recommendation.
16
KSA 21-6810(d)(4) (2020); KSA 21-6811(f) (2020); DRM supra note 9 at 20
17
KSA 21-6606(c) (2020).
18
KSC supra note 11 at 82, Table 41.
19
KSA 21-6804(k)(1).
20
KSA 21-5503 (2020), KSA 21-6804(j) (2020); DRM supra note 9 at 43.
21
KSA 21-6626 (2020); DRM supra note 9 at 40.
22
KSA 21-6815(a) (2020).
23
There is generally no limit on downward departures, except in cases of extreme sexual violence which
may not be less than 50% of the center of the guideline range. KSA 21-6818(a) and (b).
24
KSA 21-6819 (2020); DRM supra note 9 at 50.
25
See KSA 21-6804 (2020), KSA 21-6805 (2020) and KSA 21-6815 (2020).
26
KSA 21-6815(b) (2020); departures based on a plea agreement may not be appealed, KSA 21-6820(c)(2)
(2020).
27
KSA 21-6820(c) (2020); State v. Johnson, 286 Kan 824, 190 P3d 207 (2008).
28
KSA 21-6820(a) and (c) (2020).
29
KSA 21-6815(c)(2)(A) through (H) (2020).
30
KSA 21-6815(c)(3) (2020).
31
KSC supra note 11 at 66.
32
The information in this section was drawn from Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission. 2020.
“Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines and Commentary” https://mn.gov/msgcstat/documents/Guidelines/2020/August2020MinnSentencingGuidelinesCommentary.pdf and applicable statutes.
33
Minn. Stat 609.2233.
34
Minn Stat 609.229, subd 3(a).
35
A career offender has five or more prior felonies and the present offense is part of a pattern of criminal
conduct. This designation allows for an aggravated departure up to the statutory maximum. Minn. Stat 609.1095,
subd 4.
36
An engrained offender is convicted of an enumerated sex offense and meets several other criteria,
including a finding that they are at great risk of reoffending without intensive psychotherapy. This designation
allows a sentence that is double the presumptive term up to the statutory maximum.
37
A dangerous offender who commits a third violent crime has two prior convictions for violent crimes and
is found to be a danger to the public based on both past criminal behavior and a current aggravating factor. This
designation requires a prison term that is equal to at least the length of the presumptive sentence.
38
Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission. 2021. 2021 Report to the Legislature, at 59–65
https://mn.gov/sentencing-guidelines/assets/2021MinnSentencingGuidelinesCommReportLegislature_tcm30463260.pdf
39
The information in this section was drawn from: North Carolina Sentencing and Policy Advisory
Commission. 2014. “Structured Sentencing Training and Reference Manual.”
https://sentencing.umn.edu/sites/sentencing.umn.edu/files/n.c._structured_sentencing_training_reference_manual_2
014.pdf [Manual], the North Carolina Sentencing and Policy Advisory Commission [NCSPAC], and applicable
General Statutes [GS].
40
GS 15A-1340.10 (2018); Manual supra note 39 at 3.
41
North Carolina Department of Public Safety. [NCDPS]. 2021. Parole Process.
https://www.ncdps.gov/about-dps/boards-commissions/post-release-supervision-parole-commission/parole-process .
42
Manual supra note 39 at 1.
43
GS 164-37 (2020).
44
NCSPAC. 2014. “A Citizen’s Guide to Structured Sentencing.” at 4.
https://www.nccourts.gov/assets/inlinefiles/06_Citizen_Guide_to_Structured_Sentencing_2014.pdf?lT6Y2qIigjioNV0OYoxaBtN2q9JFk2mi; Manual
supra note 39 at 34; credits are determined by policy of the state department of Public Safety, “Sentencing Credits”,
Chapter B, Sec .0100, North Carolina Public Safety, Prisons, Policy and Procedure (07/13/20), available at
https://files.nc.gov/ncdps/B-.0100-07-13-20-24214150_0.pdf
45
GS 15A-1368.2 – 1368.6 (2020); Manual supra note 39 at 36.
15
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GS 15A-1340.17(c) (2020) (felony chart); GS 15A-1340.23(c) (2017) (misdemeanor chart); Manual
supra note 39 at 4, 51.
47
15A-1340.14(b) (2020); Manual supra note 39 at 11–18.
48
State v. Rich, 130 NC App 113, 502 SE2d 49 (1998); Manual supra note 39 at 12 n 5.
49
State v. Tucker, 154 NC App 653, 573 SE2d 197 (2002); Manual supra note 39 at 12 n 7.
50
Manual supra note 39 at 11.
51
Ibid at 19.
52
GS 15A-1340.16(a) to (a6) (2020).
53
Manual supra note 39 at 20.
54
GS 15A-1340.16(e)(7) & (15) (2020); Manual supra note 39 at 24.
55
NCSPAC. 2019. “Structured Sentencing Statistical Report for Felonies and Misdemeanors: Fiscal Year
2018.” at 18 https://www.nccourts.gov/assets/documents/publications/statisticalrptfy18.pdf?YTPJvi7g9H0zwNo1JCfLM6wUaI.ldf6q
56
The information in this section was drawn from the Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) of the Oregon
Criminal Justice Commission, Chapter 213 (2021), and applicable statutes.
57
2020 Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 163.105 (2018).
58
ORS 421.121 (reduction in term of incarceration).
59
ORS 137.635 (determinate sentences for certain felony convictions); ORS 421.120 (reduction in term of
sentence).
60
OAR 213-017-0000 through-0011.
61
OAR 213-018-0000 through 0090.
62
ORS 161.535; ORS 161.605, murder in any degree under ORS 163.107 (Murder I) or 163.115 (Murder
II) and treason under ORS 166.005 (Treason), which are expressly designated in the section defining the crime.
63
ORS 164.415.
64
OAR 213-004-0006(2).
65
ORS 137.700(2).
66
ORS 421.121 (reduction in term of incarceration); ORS 137.700 (listing mandatory sentence crimes).
67
There is an exception. The statute imposing mandatory minimum prison terms for using a firearm to
commit a felony permits the court to impose a less severe, guidelines-based sentence on offenders who have not
previously been subject to that statute.
68
ORS 137.667; OAR 213-008-0001.
69
OAR 213-007-0003 through 0005.
70
OAR 213-008-0002(1) (departure factors).
71
OAR 213-008-0002(1)(a)(F).
72
OAR 213-008-0002(1)(a)(F) and (2)-(3).
73
ORS 137.123.
74
OAR 213-012-0020(2)(b).
75
The information in this section was drawn from Utah Sentencing Commission. 2020. “2020 Utah Adult
Sentencing & Release Guidelines.” https://justice.utah.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020-Adult-Sentencing-andRelease-Guidelines.pdf [Guidelines], Utah Sentencing Commission, and applicable statutes.
76
Utah Code 77-27-5.4.
77
Guidelines supra note 75 at 22.
78
Ibid.
79
Utah Code 76-3-401(1); Guidelines supra note 75 at 17–18.
80
Guidelines supra note 75 at 18.
81
United States Sentencing Commission. 2018. “Guidelines Manual 2018.”
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/guidelines-manual/2018/GLMFull.pdf [Manual].
82
USSC. 2018. “Federal Sentencing: The Basics.” at 1.
https://sentencing.umn.edu/sites/sentencing.umn.edu/files/2019_us_federal_sentencing_the_basics_primer.pdf
83
Peugh v. United States, 569 US 530, 535 (2013).
84
S Rep No 98-225 at 38 (1983), reprinted in 1984 USCCAN, 3182. The Senate Judiciary Committee
report is the primary legislative history of the SRA. See Mistretta v. United States, 488 US 361, 366 (1988).
85
See Dorsey v. United States, 567 US 260, 265 (2012).
86
See 28 USC 991(a).
87
USSC. N.d. “Organization.” https://www.ussc.gov/about/who-we-are/organization
88
Peugh, 569 US at 544 (2013).
46
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Gall v. United States, 552 U.S. 38, 49 (2007).
Kimbrough v. United States, 552 US 85, 101 (2007) (citing Booker, 543 US at 245-26)
91
See, e.g., Molina-Martinez v. United States, 136 S Ct at 1345 (2016) (citing Gall).
92
See United States v. Nelson, 237 Fed. Appx. 819, 821 (2007) (per curiam).
93
See, eg, Nelson v. United States, 555 US 350, 351 (2009); Rita v. United States, 551 US 338, 351 (2007)
(“[T]he sentencing court does not enjoy the benefit of a legal presumption that the Guidelines sentence should
apply”); United States v. Perez-Perez, 512 F.3d 514, 516 (9th Cir. 2008).
94
Gall at 41; Peugh v. United States, 569 US 530 (2013).
95
Peugh v. United States, 569 US 530, 537 (2013).
96
Kimbrough v. US, 552 U.S. 85 at 109.
97
18 USC § 3582(c)(1) (2019); the First Step Act of 2018, 115 PL 391§ 603(b)(1), amended 18 USC §
3624(b) to provide that such reductions can sometimes be made on motion of the defendant (a motion by the
Director of the Bureau of Prisons is no longer essential).
98
552 US 38, 49 (2007) (the district court should begin all sentencing proceedings by correctly calculating
the applicable guideline range, and “to secure nationwide consistency, the Guidelines should be the starting point
and the initial benchmark.”); see also USSG §1B1.1(a)–(c) (Application Instructions).
99
Ibid; 18 USC § 3553(a)(4).
100
See USSG §1B1.1(c); see also United States v. Hughes, 401 F3d 540, 546 (4th Cir 2005); United States
v. Stone, 432 F3d 651, 655 (6th Cir 2005). [This paragraph is from USSC. 2020. “Primer on Departures and
Variances.” at 2 https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/training/primers/2020_Primer_Departure_Variance.pdf
101
28 U.S.C. § 994(b) (2019) (“if the minimum term of the range is 30 years or more, the maximum may
be life imprisonment.”).
102
USSG § 2A1.2.
103
USSG § 3A1.1.
104
USSG §1B1.3, comment; USSC. 2020. “Primer on Relevant Conduct” at 2
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/training/primers/2020_Primer_Relevant_Conduct.pdf
105
USSC supra note 104 at 1
106
USSG § 3.D.1.
107
USSG §§ 4A1.1-.2.
108
USSG §§ 4A1.3; 4B1.
109
USSG §§ 4A1.3; 4B1.
110
USSG § 4A1.2(a)(2).
111
18 USC 3559(c) requires life imprisonment on conviction in federal court of a "serious violent felony"
and has two or more prior convictions in federal or state courts, at least one of which is a "serious violent felony."
112
USSG § 5K2.21.
113
USSC at 13, https://www.ussc.gov/guidelines/primers/departures-and-variances.
114
USSC supra note 100 at 43 (nns omitted)
115
See United States v. Vizcarra, 668 F3d 516 (7th Cir 2012); USSG § 1B1.1 cmt n4; however, in United
States v. Fugate, 964 F.3d 580 (6th Cir 2020) impermissible double-counting was found for being subjected to dual
four-level enhancements under USSG § 2K2.1(b): one under 2K2.1(b)(5) for trafficking in firearms, and the other
under § 2K2.1(b)(6)(B) for possessing or trafficking firearms.
116
18 USC 922(c).
117
USSC. 2020. “Statistical Information Packet: Fiscal Year 2020, State of Michigan.” At 12, Table 8. The
report comparing US Courts nationally to Michigan federal courts is at
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/federal-sentencing-statistics/state-districtcircuit/2020/mi20.pdf The main set of data is at https://www.ussc.gov/research/data-reports/geography/2020federal-sentencing-statistics.
118
543 U.S.220 (2005).
119
498 Mich 358.
120
MCL 750.529.
121
MCL 750.520b.
122
MCL 28.293(3).
123
MCL 750.321.
124
MCL 750.357.
89
90
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MCL 333.7403(2)(b)(i). Although as discussed in Chapter One, the Legislature has moved a number of
crimes from their original grids into higher grids, thereby increasing the cell ranges, without any changes in the
maximum penalties.
126
MCL 777.57(2)(a).
127
USSG §1B1.3(a).
128
USSG § 5K2.21.
129
The American Law Institute supra note 22 in ch 6 at s6B.06(2)(b) and., s7.03(2)(b). See also American
Bar Association. N.d. “Criminal Justice Standards Sentencing.” at Standard 18-3.6
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/criminal_justice/publications/criminal_justice_section_archive/crimjust_standa
rds_sentencing_toc/ ; and Reitz, Kevin R. 1993. “Sentencing Facts: Travesties of Real-Offense Sentencing.”
Stanford Law Review, 45(3):523–573. https://doi.org/10.2307/1229007
130
The American Law Institute supra note 22 in ch 6 at s6B.06(3) and s7.03(3).
131
Guidelines supra note 75 at p 22.
132
KSA 2020 Supp 21-6815(c)(3).
133
OAR 213-008-0002 (2020).
134
Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencing. 2012. “Sentencing Guidelines Implementation Manual: 7th
Edition.” at 226.
https://sentencing.umn.edu/sites/sentencing.umn.edu/files/Pennsylvania%20Sentencing%20Guidelines%20Manual
%207th%20Edition.pdf
135
SENTAC. 2019. “Delaware Sentencing Accountability Commission Benchbook.” at 132-136.
https://cjc.delaware.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/61/2019/01/Benchbook-2019.pdf
136
Mich. Comp. Laws § 769.34(3)(b) (2016). The viability of this provision post-Lockridge is unclear.
125

Chapter Sixteen. Should the Guidelines Be Enforced?
570 U.S. 99 (2013).
Chief Justice Roberts, in a dissent joined by Justices Scalia and Kennedy, expressed the view that the jury
trial right was not implicated because the jury’s verdict authorized the judge to impose any sentence between the
mandatory minimum and the statutory maximum. Judges have long held the discretion to consider sentencing
factors they deemed relevant that were not considered by the jury. No one saw a problem if the trial judge, on his
own, decided to raise a minimum sentence by two years because the defendant used a gun. Rather, Justice Roberts
said, that by prohibiting a legislative mandate from requiring the judge to impose a particular sentence, the majority
was really protecting the discretionary power of sentencing judges.
3
498 Mich 358 (2015).
4
What have been traditionally considered to be “mandatory minimums” in Michigan are penalties like the
one in Alleyne, which are prescribed by statute for certain crimes. As noted in Chapter One, significant examples are
the 25-year minimums required for first-degree CSC with a child under 13 and for certain felonies when the
defendant is being sentenced as a fourth habitual offender. The guidelines, by contrast, do not require the imposition
of any particular sentence. And the breadth of the cell ranges, especially for the life-maximum offenses, preserves an
enormous amount of judicial discretion. Nevertheless, departures occur routinely. Moreover the guidelines enabling
legislation expressly recognizes a mandatory minimum as being something different from a guidelines minimum. It
provides that a mandatory minimum trumps a guidelines recommendation and states: “Imposing a mandatory
minimum sentence is not a departure under this section.” MCL 769.34(2)(a). However, the Lockridge majority
considered and rejected the argument that Michigan’s guidelines did not set a mandatory minimum for constitutional
purposes.
5
498 Mich 358, 461 (2015).
6
500 Mich 453, 482-484 (2017).
7
See, e.g., People v. Pohl, 445 Mich 915 (1994) (minimum sentence of 86 months for breaking and
entering was seven times the guidelines maximum-minimum of 12 months); People v. Hughes, unpublished per
curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals issued 6/26/98 (Docket # 191776) (40 year minimum for assault with intent
to murder was excessive departure from guidelines range of 3-8 years); People v. Cramer, 201 Mich App 590
(1993) (60 year minimum for criminal sexual conduct was unwarranted departure from guidelines range of 10–25
years).
8
See People v. Merriweather, 447 Mich 799 (1994) (majority approved a sentence of 60-120 years that
was purposefully designed to prevent a defendant who brutally raped and tortured an elderly woman from ever being
eligible for parole); People v. Houston, 448 Mich 312 (1995) (approved a sentence of 25–50 years for first-degree
1
2
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criminal sexual conduct despite a guidelines range of six to 10 years); People v. Lemons, 454 Mich 234 (1997)
(sentences of both life and 60–90 years were found proportional for a 45-year-old defendant convicted of criminal
sexual conduct); People v. Hansford (After Remand), 454 Mich 320 (1997) (a 40–60 year sentence for a habitual
offender convicted of receiving and concealing stolen property was justified by the serious nature of the crime, the
defendant’s seven prior felonies and his clear inability to reform); People v. Montney, Court of Appeals Docket
#151454, 8/5/1994, unpublished memorandum, lv den (defendant with no prior record was sentenced to 50–75 years
for his participation in a second-degree murder at the age of 16, although the guidelines range was 10–25 years).
9
People v. Phillips (After Second Remand) 227 Mich App 28 (1997)(65–150 year sentence for murder of
off-duty state trooper upheld).
10
People v. Leon Orlando Echols, order of Supreme Court denying leave to appeal issued March 7,2014
(Docket No. 147533) (Cavanagh, J. dissenting). Justice Cavanagh also found that the sentence was designed to
avoid the possibility of parole that would exist with a life sentence.
11
469 Mich 247 (2003). The Babcock Court stressed that the principle of proportionality remained relevant
as the standard against which the decision to depart was to be assessed. In establishing the sentencing guidelines, the
Legislature was subscribing to the “deeply rooted” belief that the punishment should fit both the crime and the
criminal. The scoring of offense and prior record variables reflects this belief. Therefore, a departure must contribute
to making a sentence more proportionate than a sentence within the guidelines range.
12
482 Mich 292 (2008).
13
MCL 769.34(3) now states: 3) A court may depart from the appropriate sentence range established under
the sentencing guidelines set forth in chapter XVII if the departure is reasonable and the court states on the record
the reasons for departure. All of the following apply to a departure:
(a) The court shall not use an individual's gender, race, ethnicity, alienage, national origin, legal
occupation, lack of employment, representation by appointed legal counsel, representation by retained legal counsel,
appearance in propria persona, or religion to depart from the appropriate sentence range.
(b) The court shall not base a departure on an offense characteristic or offender characteristic already
taken into account in determining the appropriate sentence range unless the court finds from the facts contained in
the court record, including the presentence investigation report, that the characteristic has been given inadequate or
disproportionate weight.
14
500 Mich 453 (2017).
15
People v. Dixon-Bey, 321 Mich App 490, 525 (2017).
16
There is also some irony in the fact that departures can be based on considerations the Sentencing
Guidelines Advisory Committee expressly rejected as inappropriate for inclusion in the judicial sentencing
guidelines. See text at note 14, supra.
17
Note 14, supra.
18
Note that the Michigan Supreme Court denied leave to appeal in Mead, Tucker, Scott, Odom, Schurz and
Latimer. An application for leave to appeal filed in Boak on July 27, 2021 was pending when this report went to
press.
19
Unpublished opinion of Court of Appeals issued Mar. 19, 2019 (Docket No. 341504).
20
Unpublished opinion of Court of Appeals issued Mar. 5, 2019 (Docket No. 336563).
21
Unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals issued Nov.21, 2019 (Docket No. 343305).
22
Unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals issued June 3, 2021 (Docket No. 340201).
23
Unpublished per curiam opinion of Court of Appeals issued Aug. 29, 2019 (Docket No. 341688).
24
Unpublished per curiam opinion of Court of Appeals issued Aug. 29, 2019 (Docket No. 343351).
25
Unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals issued July 11, 2019 (Docket No. 339325)
26
327 Mich App 297 (2019)
27
Unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals issued Aug. 27, 2020 (Docket No. 340420).
28
Unpublished per curiam opinion of the Court of Appeals issued March 21, 2019 (Docket No. 336692).
29
In People v. Beck, 504 Mich 605 (2019), the jury acquitted the defendant of open murder but convicted
him of being a fourth offender felon in possession of a firearm. The judge based a departure of 20 years on its
finding by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant had committed the murder. The Supreme Court held
that due process bars a court from basing a sentence on its own finding that a defendant had committed conduct of
which he was acquitted. There is no constitutional prohibition on a judicial finding of guilt of conduct the jury never
considered, such as charges the prosecution chose not to bring.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX A. THE DATA AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
As explained above, by focusing on the four most common life-maximum offenses, the instant research
examines the effectiveness of the sentencing guidelines in promoting proportionality and decreasing
disparities in the cases where judges retain by far the greatest amount of sentencing discretion. These are
the offenses for which guidelines ranges are the broadest, recommended minimums are the longest, and
the sentences imposed have the greatest impact on both individuals and the prisoner population.
We have built on, expanded, and refined the focus of prior research. We attempt to measure the
extent to which factors scored in the legislative guidelines explain the length of prison sentences as well
as the extent to which guidelines recommendations are actually followed. We then examine the impact on
sentence length of systemic factors including county size, conviction method, and the identity of the
sentencing judge, and of defendant characteristics like age, gender, and especially race. Throughout, we
analyze each offense group separately to account for the fact that the nature of the crime is, in itself, an
exceedingly important factor in determining the sentence and that lumping all the life-maximum offenses
together masks the substantial differences among them. We also pay close attention to a factor that
became particularly relevant with the enactment of the legislative guidelines—the prosecution’s decision
to charge the defendant as a habitual offender.

A. Data
The data for our research come from two MDOC databases. The first is the Correctional
Management Information System (CMIS), which contains all the information necessary to operate a
prison system, including not only basic sentencing information but also the details of institutional life,
like transfers between prisons, program participation, and disciplinary citations. CMIS includes sentences
from all three guidelines time periods, allowing for the comparison of sentences over time. The second
database, the Offender Management Network Information system (OMNI), is smaller but has more details
about each sentence, including guidelines scoring. OMNI only includes sentences from the legislative
guidelines period. All the sentences in OMNI are also in CMIS. We obtained these databases in early
2013. Thus, our dataset includes cases in which the offense was committed by December 31, 2012, and
sentencing information was available.
Which set of sentencing guidelines applies in a given case depends on the date the offense took
place. To accurately analyze differences among the guidelines periods, we made several decisions about
defining time periods. For the CMIS data, to examine the first judicial guidelines period, we use data with
offenses from 1984 to1988. We excluded data from 1983, as it was the first year of the guidelines and
reporting was inconsistent. The second judicial guidelines period has data from the entire period, 1989–
1998, and the legislative data has offenses committed from 1999 to 2012. The available OMNI data
includes sentences imposed from 2003–2012 for offenses committed from 1999–2012.
The data from the first judicial guidelines are utilized only in Chapter Five to examine changes in
the length, nature, and number of sentences over time. Because the guidelines were changed substantially
after 1988, and the second judicial period is more directly comparable to the legislative period, only the
second judicial guidelines are used for comparison in later chapters. To optimize the amount of data
available regarding the legislative guidelines, we utilize CMIS data whenever possible. The exception is
when we are examining elements of the sentencing guidelines, such as scores for offense and prior record
variables or location of the sentence within the applicable range, which are available only in OMNI.
Throughout the report, we indicate below tables and graphs which data source was used.
The unit of analysis is the sentence, not the individual defendant. The research goal is to explain,
to the extent possible, what factors influence how judges exercise their discretion to impose a sentence of
“life or any term.” A key focus is on how sentencing guidelines recommendations affect that decision.
Therefore, we do not attempt to measure other factors that help determine how long the person must
remain in prison, such as whether they have additional sentences for other offenses or whether multiple
sentences are imposed consecutively.1
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We count every non-redundant sentence imposed for the most common life-maximum offenses
committed in each guidelines period. Redundant sentences share all the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

identical minimum sentences
same statutory citation for offense
same offense date
same county
same sentencing date

Redundant sentences are excluded because they risk artificially skewing the results. Thus, for instance, if
someone is convicted of four counts of armed robbery because there were four victims but the sentence
for each count is seven to 20 years, that sentence is only counted once. Similarly, if a defendant convicted
of criminal sexual conduct receives identical sentences for each of multiple penetrations of the same
victim on the same day, that sentence is only counted once. It is assumed that the same guidelines scoring
and the same judicial reasoning produced the identical outcomes and that there is nothing to be gained
from including redundant sentences in the analysis. On the other hand, counting the same sentence
multiple times would distort the calculation of mean and median sentences for all the robbery or all the
CSC sentences imposed in a given time period or a given county. The number of redundant sentences that
were eliminated was 319 for the first judicial period and 1,190 for the second judicial period. For the
legislative period, 4,013 were eliminated from the CMIS data and 2,797 were eliminated from the OMNI
data.
Sentences for different life-maximum offenses occurring in the same incident are counted, such
as if the defendant was convicted of robbing and assaulting the same victim. Multiple sentences are also
counted if the defendant committed the same crime on different dates or on the same date in different
counties (e.g., by robbing a series of gas stations in the same county in the course of a week or in different
counties on the same day). And, of course, if a defendant received prison sentences for life-maximum
offenses in more than one guidelines period, all of that person’s non-redundant sentences would be
counted. This means that the same individual can and does appear in our data multiple times; specifically,
827 individuals showed up in two time periods and 22 had sentences in all three time periods. The
frequency of multiple sentences is discussed in Chapter Five.
In our primary analyses we only include sentences that have a minimum and maximum term of
years. Parolable life sentences are excluded because they have no minimum terms that can be quantified
and compared statistically to the rest of the data. This filter resulted in the exclusion of 360 sentences
from the first judicial period, 713 sentences from the second judicial period, and 312 sentences from the
legislative period. In Chapter Five, we briefly examine the declining use of discretionary life sentences
over the three time periods.
The composition of our entire dataset, after excluding redundant sentences and parolable life
terms, is reflected in Table A1. The total number for each guidelines period is far greater than the number
of sentences for life-maximum offenses examined by any previous research.
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Table A1. Number of Sentences by Guidelines Period, Offense Type, and
Habitual Offender Status
1st Judicial 2nd Judicial
Legislative
All Periods
Legislative
1984–1988 1989–1998
1999–2012
CMIS
2003–2012
CMIS
CMIS
CMIS
TOTAL
OMNI
Second-degree
854
2,036
1,979
4,869
1,399
Murder (M2)
Non-habitual
834
1,891
1,723
4,447
1,218
Habitual
20
145
256
422
181
Assault with
587
1,530
1,746
3,863
1,089
Intent to Murder
(AWIM)
Non-habitual
548
1,342
1,398
3,287
884
Habitual
39
188
348
576
205
First-degree
1,332
2,728
2,430
6,490
1,510
Criminal Sexual
Conduct (CSC1)
Non-habitual
1,226
2,314
1,976
5,516
1,225
Habitual
106
414
454
974
285
Armed Robbery
(RA)
Non-habitual
Habitual
TOTAL
Non-habitual
Habitual

3,637

8,996

10,796

23,429

6,886

3,318

7,626

8,883

19,827

5,659

319

1,370

1,913

3,602

1,227

6,410
5,926

15,290
13,173

16,951
13,980

38,651
33,079

10,884
8,986

484

2,117

2,971

5,572

1,898

The four most common life-maximum offenses are second-degree murder, assault with intent to murder,
first-degree criminal sexual conduct, and armed robbery. As we grouped the sentences by offense type,
we included, where applicable, highly similar crimes that also carry a maximum sentence of life or any
term.2 The data come from 13 Michigan counties:
-Berrien
-Macomb

-Calhoun
-Muskegon

-Genesee
-Oakland

-Ingham
-Saginaw

-Jackson
-Washtenaw

-Kalamazoo
-Wayne

-Kent

These were the counties with the largest number of commitments to prison for assaultive offenses in
2013. Collectively, they comprised 75% of the total.3 Since one of our key foci is county differences in
sentence length, it was important to include only counties with a sufficient number of cases to allow for
meaningful comparisons.4

B. Analytic Strategies
1. Univariate Analysis: Examining Sentence Lengths
The first step in our analyses is to examine how the minimum sentence length for each offense group
changed in each guidelines period. To do this, we report the median length of sentences. It is common
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practice to report the mean or average, which is calculated by adding together all the values and dividing
by the total number of values. However, this measure of central tendency is sensitive to extreme values or
outliers—cases at either the high or low end that are not representative of most cases but can pull the
average in one direction or the other. A sufficient number of outliers will cause the data to be skewed.
In contrast, the median is defined as the midpoint in a set of values. To determine the median, all
values are listed in order, and the value in the middle is the median. Imagine, for instance, 101 sentences
listed from shortest to longest. The sentence in the 51st position is the median.
If the distribution of cases creates a bell-shaped curve, with the majority clustering toward the
center and fewer cases at each end, the mean and the median will tend to be quite similar. If the cases tend
to cluster more at either the lower or higher end of the scale, the mean and median will be quite different.
Michigan sentencing data are highly skewed. They contain extreme values (i.e., decades-long
minimums that affect the mean), resulting in an “average” sentence that is not representative of most
sentences. The bulk of the cases are at the lower end of the range of sentence lengths. However, the cases
with very high sentences pull the average up substantially.5 By utilizing the median for our reporting, we
can have a more accurate idea of how long most sentences are, as medians are not impacted by extreme
scores.
In considering the reported median sentence lengths, the reader should bear in mind what the
medians can and cannot tell us. Neither the median nor the mean is necessarily illustrative of the actual
sentences people received. While half of all sentences were above the median and half were below, it may
be that few if any were actually at the median. Thus, the median does not tell us what sentence in a group
was most common.
What the median does give us is a consistent way of comparing sentences across groups or over
time. So, for instance, if we know the median sentence for murder under the judicial and legislative
guidelines, we can see if the sentences grew longer. If we know the median sentence for murder in each
of 13 counties in the legislative period, we can see if the application of the guidelines produced similar
sentences around the state. Since the purpose of the research is to compare relative sentence lengths
depending on various factors, having accurate medians to represent sentence length accomplishes that
goal. For the reader’s information, Table C1 in the Appendix provides information about the lowest and
highest sentences for each offense group, by county, during the legislative period as well as the range of
sentences between the 25th and 75th quartiles.
Figure A1 illustrates this pattern for everyone not sentenced as a habitual offender under the
legislative guidelines. The vertical line bisects the horizontal axis at exactly the halfway point. This
results in a median of eight years. The peak of the curve is the mean sentence of 10.3 years. Fifty percent
of the minimum sentences are concentrated in a range between four and 14 years. Another 25% are at the
low end, with sentences below four years. But the other end of the curve is a long tail, with 25% of the
sentences—almost 3,500—extending past 14 years to 20, 25, 30, 40, and even 50 years. In fact, the
longest minimum sentence is 100 years.
Both the median and the mean for the total group are relatively low because more than 60% of the
cases are armed robberies, which have lower sentences than the other life-maximum offenses. But the
pattern repeats for nearly every offense group in each guidelines period.6 Generally, the mean is anywhere
from one to five years and seven to 50% longer than the median.
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Figure A1. Frequency of Non-Habitual Minimum Sentences in Legislative Period

CMIS data
Using the mean is necessary for some additional computations that we describe next, specifically ANOVA and
regression analyses, and so we employ it for those purposes.

2. Bivariate Analysis: The Relationship Between Sentence Length and Individual
Variables
The second step of our analyses is to see how sentence length varies in relation to other variables, such as
sentencing guidelines scores or county of conviction. To do so, we utilize two forms of bivariate analysis,
cross-tabulations and means comparison. Cross-tabulations show the frequency of one variable in relation
to two or more categorical variables; “categorical” meaning they are grouped into categories that describe
their distinguishing characteristics, such as guilty plea versus jury trial or small, medium, and large
counties. For example, we can examine how many sentences of each offense happened in each county, or
were resolved through the different methods of conviction.
The means comparison also examines how two, or more, variables vary in relation to each other.
In this analysis, the dependent variable is continuous (i.e., when one of the variables is a number, like
minimum sentence length, and the independent variable[s] is categorical). For example, we can examine
differences in sentence length depending on the county and the method of conviction. While crosstabulations report the frequency of raw data, the means comparison summarizes those frequencies into
means for statistical comparison.
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To evaluate if these differences are meaningful we utilize tests of statistical significance that
assess the likelihood that an observed bivariate relationship differs significantly from what could have
occurred by chance. The chi-square statistic is used when the variables in question are categorical. The
other analysis, ANOVA, “a test for the difference between two or more means,” is used when the
dependent variable is continuous or ratio-level data.7
The significance of all of the findings is reported in the relevant tables. Following convention, the
level of significance is displayed at the bottom of each table or figure as a p-value. To say that something
is statistically significant at the p < .05 level means that there is only a 5% likelihood that the relationship
occurred by chance. At p < .01 the likelihood of a chance relationship falls to 1%. A p-value of < .001
means that we are 99.9% sure the relationship is not occurring by chance.
3. Multivariate Analysis: How Multiple Factors Interact to Produce a Sentence
To understand the extent to which multiple variables each helps determine sentence length we use
multiple regression to conduct causal analysis. Multiple or linear regression is one of the most widely
used methods of analysis in the social sciences. It simultaneously examines various factors that might
cause the dependent variable (in our case, sentence length) to change in order to examine the unique
contribution of each variable.8 This is a progression from the cross-tabulations examined in our bivariate
analyses because it allows for the interpretation of one variable while “controlling” for others. For
example, using multiple regression we can understand how much of the difference in sentence length is
due to factors like offense type or sentencing guidelines scores while accounting for the impact of other
factors like county size and whether the conviction resulted from a plea or a trial. The multivariate
analyses is explained in more detail in Appendix B.
If the research focus was factors that drive mass incarceration, we would count people not sentences. No
matter how many sentences a defendant receives, the person occupies one prison bed. To measure the shortest time
the person will stay in prison requires identifying the “controlling sentence,” whether that is a life term or the
longest minimum of an indeterminate term. The minimum term(s) of any consecutive sentence(s) must be added to
the controlling sentence, and any available good time or disciplinary credits as well as credit for time spent in jail
prior to sentencing must be subtracted. Even the minimum length of stay does not, of course, determine an
individual’s actual length of stay, since that ultimately depends (except in cases of mandatory life without parole) on
the decision of the parole board to release the person.
We recognize that the fact that a judge may choose to or be required to impose multiple sentences
consecutively may influence the judge’s selection of the minimum sentence for each offense. However, there is no
way to determine from quantitative data whether or to what extent that influence occurred. Even more to the point,
since appellate courts assess the proportionality of each sentence separately—without regard to their aggregate
length—our empirical analysis of each sentence independently, regardless of whether they are served concurrently
or consecutively, accords with Michigan law. See People v. Miles supra note 52 in ch 1
2
The Second Degree Murder (M2) group includes only MCL 750.317, Second Degree Murder.
The Assault with Intent to Murder (AWIM) group includes:
MCL 750.83
Assault with intent to commit murder
750.91
Attempt to commit murder
750.157b
Solicitation to commit murder
750.204d
Sending explosives with intent to frighten, injure or kill a person
750.207
Placing explosive substance with intent to frighten, injure or kill a person
750.317a
Delivery of schedule 1 or 2 controlled substance causing death
750.90a
Intentional conduct causing a miscarriage or stillbirth.
First Degree Criminal Sexual Conduct (CSC1) includes the eight variations of First Degree Criminal
Sexual conduct defined in MCL 750.520b(1)(a)-(h).
The Armed Robbery (RA) group includes:
MCL 750.529
Armed robbery
750.529a
Carjacking
750.89
Assault with intent to rob and steal.
1
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Michigan Department of Corrections. 2014. Michigan Department of Corrections 2013 Statistical Report.
Table A1c at pp. A-10. https://www.michigan.gov/documents/corrections/2014-04-04__MDOC_2013_Statistical_Report_-_Vers_1_0_452815_7.pdf
4
Note that, until 1997, the City of Detroit, which is in Wayne County, had its own criminal court. In 1997,
the Recorder’s Court for the City of Detroit was merged with the Wayne County Circuit Court, and Recorder’s
Court judges became members of the Wayne Circuit Court bench. The sentences included in our data for the first
and second judicial periods were adjudicated in either Recorder’s Court or the Wayne County Circuit Court,
although they were all prosecuted by the Wayne County Prosecutor’s Office. We treat them all as Wayne County
sentences for purposes of our data analysis.
5
If the data skewed to the right so that the majority of cases were at the high end and the extreme sentences
were much shorter than normal, the median would be longer than the mean.
6
The sole exception is the 172 murder cases during the judicial guidelines period for which people were
sentenced as habitual offenders.
7
The decision to test for significance using ANOVA is an imperfect solution. ANOVA is means-based
and, for the reasons explained, we are reporting medians. We explored available tests for examining the significance
of medians, specifically Independent Medians and Mann Whitney U. We did not choose either of these tests because
the distribution of sentences within between our comparison
8
Allison, Paul. 1999. Multiple Regression: A Primer. Pine Forge Press. Pp. 3
3
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX B. DETERMING SENTENCE LENGTH: WHICH FACTORS COUNT THE
MOST
The bivariate analyses identified multiple factors that have a statistically significant relationship to
sentence length. We can say with a high degree of certainty that each of these factors has an impact on the
length of the minimum sentence. But how much of an impact does each one have? And does the extent of
the impact change depending on the presence or absence of other significant factors? For instance, is the
defendant’s prior record level more important if the offense is robbery or if it is murder? How much
difference does it make if the defendant was sentenced as a second offender or a fourth offender? How
much of the difference in sentence length for two defendants with similar prior records can be explained
by the county of conviction or whether one of them pleaded guilty?
To answer such questions, we use a statistical tool called multiple linear regression. Multiple
linear regression or multiple regression is one of the most widely used methods of statistical analysis in
the social sciences. The popularity of this method stems from its ability to simultaneously examine
various factors that change the dependent variable (in our case sentence, length), in order to examine the
unique contribution of each variable.1 This analysis is a progression from the cross-tabulations examined
in the bivariate analyses because it allows for the interpretation of the impact of multiple independent
variables at once, while “controlling” for others.
Regressions: Explanation and Estimation
Regressions can perform two functions. First, they can identify how much individual independent
variables or groups of independent variables explain the variance in the dependent variable. For this
research we are examining the effect of the guidelines factors, systemic factors and defendant
characteristics on the dependent variable of sentence length. This aspect of regression analysis allows us
to see the relative importance of factors that we know have a significant relationship to sentence length
when they are combined with other significant factors. Results can show us, for instance, if the
importance of prior record changes depending on the offense or if the importance of a habitual offender
enhancement changes depending on the county of conviction.
Regression analysis also allows us to estimate how a baseline sentence will change if particular
variables are adjusted. For instance, if the defendant convicted of an armed robbery received a five-year
sentence when his prior record level was A, by what percentage would that sentence increase if his prior
record level became C? Or if he received five years when he had no habitual offender enhancement, how
much more would the sentence increase if he were enhanced to fourth offender status? These predictions
or estimated sentences can be tailored to include many details, including the county of conviction and
whether the defendant chose a guilty plea or a jury trial.
The Data and Variables
For our regression analyses, we utilize the OMNI data described in Appendix A, as it includes the
guidelines factors to be used as independent variables.2
The dependent variable in our analyses is the natural logarithm (ln) of minimum sentence in
months. Utilizing the natural logarithm achieves two important goals. First it is a technique to normalize
skewed data, which is required for using multiple regression. Second, this approach follows prior research
that suggests using the natural logarithm of the dependent variable of sentence length is more accurate. 3
In combination with the use of categorical independent variables, the regressions can be interpreted as a
percentage increase in sentence length.
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Independent Variables
For our independent variables, we utilize categorical variables, which have been recoded into
dichotomous variables, to represent whether a characteristic is present. Our independent variables can be
divided into three groups: guidelines factors, systemic factors, and defendant characteristics, following
the prior research examining sentencing guidelines in Michigan. The guidelines factors include offense
type, offense level, prior record level, habitual offender status, and departure status. Systemic factors
include conviction method and county of conviction. The last group of defendant characteristics includes
age, race, and sex. We expand upon the prior research in three important ways. First, we separate the data
by offense type, while prior research has only examined at the grid level. Second, we conduct separate
analyses based on habitual offender status. And third, we conduct separate analyses by county.
Utilizing dummy variables assists in meaningful interpretation of our categorical independent
variables. When utilizing this type of variable, one of the categories has to be excluded and is used as the
reference category for interpretation, as displayed in Table B1. For example, there are six prior record
levels. In our regressions, we omit PRV level A to use it as the reference category, so the included PRV
levels can be interpreted as a percentage increase from PRV level 1. The independent variable groups, the
reference categories, and which variables are included in the regressions appear in the table below.

Table B1. Independent Variables in the Regression Analyses
Reference Category
Variables included in Regression
RA
M2, AWIM & CSC
OV Level 1
OV Levels 2–6
PRV Level 1
PRV Levels 2–6
Non-Habitual
Habitual levels 2–4
In Range
Departure below, departure above
Plea
Court, Jury
Wayne County
Berrien, Calhoun, Genesee, Ingham,
Jackson, Kalamazoo, Kent, Macomb,
Muskegon, Oakland, Saginaw, and
Washtenaw
Defendant Characteristics
Age
Ages 20-29
Under 17, Age 17, 18–19, 30–39, and
40 and older
Race
Coded as Non-White= 0 and White= 1
Sex
Coded as Male =0 and Female =1
Variable Group
Offense
OV Level
PRV Level
Habitual Status
Departure
Conviction Method
County

Analytical Strategy
To best understand the importance of each of these variables, we utilize sequential, or hierarchical,
multiple regression, which is used to determine the variance explained by different sets of independent
variables.4 Since the order in which you enter independent variables influences the outcome, we followed
the logic of the Michigan sentencing guidelines and the relationships examined so far in this research to
determine the order of our variables. The offense to be sentenced is the primary determining factor in
sentence length, as it determines what grid will be used. This is followed by the offense and prior record
level, and habitual status. Next are upward and downward departures, which can be viewed as a rejection
of the sentencing guidelines that have been shown to be a prevalent and consistent contributor to sentence
length. Then come the method and county of conviction, which are not directly related to the guidelines
but have been shown to be important in examining sentence length. The last variables entered are the
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demographics or defendant characteristics, which theoretically should not have an influence on sentence
length and, if they do, could be an indication of discrimination.
The following sections of this chapter will proceed with explanations of how to read and interpret
the explanation and estimation models, using the full model as examples. The full model includes all of
the offenses and counties as independent variables. The offense-specific and county-specific analysis
tables are included here but interpreted in the text.
Explanation Models
As mentioned above, regression analyses achieve two primary goals: explanation and estimation. The
goal of explanation is to examine how much variance in the dependent variable is explained by the
included independent variables. To examine this, we report two statistics: the R2 and the R2 change. The
R2 statistic is used in regression analyses to express the amount of variance explained in the dependent
variable by the included independent variables. So, the R2 can be interpreted as the percentage of the
dependent variable explained by the included independent variables. Following the same logic, the
statistic of R2 change shows the additional percent explained with each new additional set of independent
variables included.
Table B2. Percentage of Variance Explained
in Full Model
Variable
R2 Change
R2
Offense
25.6***
25.6
OV Level
19.6***
45.2
PRV Level
23.1***
68.2
Habitual Status
2.6***
70.9
Departure
17.9***
88.8
Conviction Method
0.5***
89.3
County
0.1***
89.6
Demographics
0.1***
89.6
Table B2 displays the findings regarding the percent of variance explained in the full model,
which can help us understand the relative importance of variable groups as well as how much of the
variance in sentence length is explained. In the full model, what offense was committed explains the most
variance—more than 25% of the differences observed in sentence length. This is followed by the two
other variable groups we would anticipate have substantial explanatory power: the offense severity (OV
level) and prior criminal history (PRV level). These elements explain an additional 19.6%, and 23.1%,
respectively. Comparatively, habitual status contributes only 2.6% of the variance explained.5 Taking
these four variable groups together we can explain more than 70% of the variance in sentence length, with
about 30% unexplained by guidelines factors.
In a perfect world, just the guidelines factors would explain 100% of the variance. In reality,
other variables also affect sentence length to a greater or lesser extent, including the fact that judges often
reject the guidelines recommendation and choose to depart from it. The addition of departures below and
above the guidelines range explains an additional 18 percent of the variance, bringing the cumulative total
to 88.8%.
From a research perspective, explaining nearly 90% of the outcome being examined is considered
a great success. However, it must be remembered that the sentencing guidelines were constructed to
incorporate the factors that judges have always considered most important in sentencing: the nature of the
crime, how the defendant committed it, and the defendant’s prior record. These three factors collectively
explained only 68.2% of the variance. The defendant’s habitual status reflects a prosecutor’s choice to
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place additional emphasis on the prior record. Departures reflect a judge’s choice not to follow the
guidelines recommendations.
The remaining three variable groups, including the method of conviction, county of conviction
and defendant demographics, cumulatively explain less than one additional percent, suggesting that when
looking at the variance in sentence length, these elements do not comprise a substantial impact—which
does not mean they are unimportant. In individual cases, these elements can have substantial impact on
sentence length. We will explore this possibility in the next section, which examines the regression
coefficients that can be used to estimate sentence length. Overall, the variables included in our regression
analyses explain 89.6% of the variance in sentence length for life-maximum offenses, meaning that there
is still 10.4% of the variance that left unexplained.
The additional explanation model tables, B3, which examines the percent of variance explained in
each offense separately, and B4, which examines each county separately, can be interpreted in the same
way as above. Please note, in each of these analyses, we are examining subgroups of our data, so the
population parameters change, as do some of the variables. In the offense-specific models, offense is not
included as a variable as it is already accounted for. In the county-specific models, offense is included as
a variable group, and county is not for the same reason.
Breaking down the regression analyses by offense type and county allows us to look for
differences within these groups. Specifically, it allows us to examine specific differences that may be
overshadowed in the full model because so many of the sentences are for armed robbery and from Wayne
County. For example, in looking at the offense-specific analyses, we are able to compare the relative
importance of PRV level and OV level to find that they collectively explain only 25% of the variance in
sentence length for murder sentences but 65% of the variance in robbery sentences. Similarly, examining
county differences the guidelines factors explain only 66% of the difference in sentence length in Wayne
County, but approximately 85% of the variance in Berrien, Calhoun, Kalamazoo, Muskegon, and
Washtenaw counties.
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Variable
Offense
OV Level
PRV Level
Habitual Status
Departure
Conviction
Method
Demographics

OV Level
PRV Level
Habitual
Status
Departure
Conviction
Method
County
Demographics

Variable

R2
20.4
55.3
83.2
86.9
93.4
93.4
93.9

0.5

81
81.2

80
80.8
85.3
85.5

83.8
84.9
0.8***
0.1

25.9***
0.6***
87.8
87.9

86.4
87
0.4***
<0.1**

.03

93.1

0.1

88.8

0.2

90.3

R2
26.9
39.1
70.5
72.3
89.8
90.2

19.5***
0.7***

RA
R2
Change
29.3***
35.8***
2.8***

Table B4. Percentage of Variance Explained by County
Calhoun
Genesee
Ingham
R2 Change R2
R2 Change R2
R2 Change
10.1***
10.1
19.8***
19.8
26.9***
38.9***
49
22***
41.8
12.2***
32.6***
81.6
22.2***
64.1
31.4***
3.4***
85.1
1.9***
66
1.8***
5.5***
90.5
21.9***
87.9
17.5***
2.3***
92.8
0.8***
88.7
0.3*

0.4**
0.1

30.2***
1.2***

Table B3. Percentage of Variance Explained by Offense Type
AWIM
CSC
2
2
2
R
R
R
R2
R2
Change
Change
5.4
24.5***
24.5
27.4***
27.4
24.7
23.8***
48.3
29.2***
56.6
29.5
5.3***
53.6
3.9***
60.5

Berrien
R2 Change
20.4***
34.9***
27.9***
3.7***
6.4***
0

0.2
0.1

50.5***
0.8***

M2
R2
Change
5.4***
19.2***
4.8***

88.6
88.6

87.5
88.1

29.3
65.2
67.9

R2

0.8

Jackson
R2 Change
20.8***
27.7***
28.4***
1
12.7***
0.6*

92.1

R2
20.8
48.5
76.9
78
90.7
91.3
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208
28.5
56.3
82.2
84.5
94.2
94.6
94.8

28.5***
27.8***
25.9***
2.3***
9.7***
0.4***

0.3

0.1

21***
20.5***
29.2***
4.2***
15.3***
0.2***
90.6

21
41.5
70.7
75
90.3
90.5
0.4***

18.4***
27.1***
29.7***
0.7***
13.8***
1***
91.2

18.4
45.6
75.3
76
89.8
90.8
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R2
34.4
46.3
63.9
65.8
88.8
89.1

0.3

15***
32.4***
35.7***
1.6***
6.2***
0.9***
92

15
47.4
83.1
84.7
90.9
91.7

Table B4. Percentage of Variance Explained by County (cont’d)
Kent
Macomb
Muskegon
2
2
2
2
R Change R
R Change R
R2 Change R2

Table B4. Percentage of Variance Explained by County (cont’d)
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Wayne
Variable
R2 Change
R2
R2 Change
R2
R2 Change
Offense
22.8***
22.8
26.7***
26.7
34.4***
OV Level
20.1***
42.8
32.9***
59.6
11.9***
PRV Level
27.3***
70.1
24.1
83.7
17.6***
Habitual Status
0.6***
70.7
0.9***
84.6
1.9***
Departure
14.1***
84.9
8.3***
92.9
23***
Conviction
2.5***
87.3
0.6***
93.5
0.3***
Method
Demographics
0.4
87.8
0.4*
93.6
<0.1***

Offense
OV Level
PRV Level
Habitual Status
Departure
Conviction
Method
Demographics

Variable

Kalamazoo
R2 Change R2

<0.1

Oakland
R2
Change
16***
36.6***
29.4***
0.6***
7.6***
1.4***
91.6

16
52.6
82
82.6
90.2
91.6

R2
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Estimation Models
To achieve the second goal of estimation, a different set of statistics is utilized. To aid in understanding
only the interpretable result is reported.1 Further, only statistically significant variables in the regression
analysis are included. If this column is blank, the variable was not significant at the P < .05 level or
above. The baseline sentence is the median sentence for a non-white male aged 20–29 who pleaded guilty
to armed robbery in Wayne County, had no habitual enhancement or departure and scored at OV 1 and
PRV level A. Each significant variable can be interpreted as an increase or decrease of the baseline
sentence.2 For example, if the RA was scored at an OV level II and PRV level C, which are the most
common, we estimate that the sentence would increase 35% for the OV level, and 73% for the PRV level.
Estimated Sentence = 24 months +(24 months x 35%) + (24 months x 73%)
Estimated Sentence = 24 months + 8.4 months +17.25 months
Estimated Sentence = 49.7 months
Figure 5d in Chapter Eight shows the actual median sentence for the C-II cell for armed robbery
is 51 months, demonstrating that the process of estimation can be quite accurate. The same process can be
applied for the rest of the significant variables. If the person receiving this sentence had a second habitual
offender enhancement, the sentence would increase by 10% of the baseline sentence and be added to the
above total. If the sentence was a downward departure, we would subtract 44% from the baseline, and add
77% if it was an upward departure.
The impact of the independent variable groups that did not appear to contribute to sentence length
are more pronounced here. For example, in the full model, if the conviction method was a bench or jury
trial, we would estimate that the sentence would be 6% or 18% longer, respectively, than if it was settled
by plea. Similarly, county did not account for much of the variance explained, but if the sentence was
from Oakland County, we would estimate it to be 7% shorter than if it was from Wayne and if it was from
Muskegon we would estimate it to be 7% longer. Similar to the explanation models, the defendant
characteristics generally do not have a significant impact on sentence length. In the full model if a
defendant is older than 29, we estimate a slight increase in sentence length. There is no significant impact
of sex in the full model. The result for race estimates that white defendants would have sentences that are
2% longer than non-white defendants even though no significant differences appear by race for any
specific offense.
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Table B5. Interpretation for Full and Offense Regression Models
Full
M2
AWIM
CSC
24 months
132 months
28 months
28 months
Baseline Sentence
M2
228%
MA
2%
CSC
7%
22%
50%
OV Level II
35%
49%
46%
107%
OV Level III
78%
90%
163%
OV Level IV
125%
135%
239%
OV Level V
177%
182%
277%
OV Level VI
226%
11%
24%
30%
PRV Level B
31%
32%
60%
71%
PRV Level C
73%
53%
88%
109%
PRV Level D
123%
85%
132%
158%
PRV Level E
173%
111%
177%
213%
PRV Level F
228%
9%
15%
17%
habitual2
10%
13%
17%
29%
habitual3
19%
33%
26%
34%
habitual4
25%
-45%
-44%
-46%
Departure Below
-44%
59%
65%
82%
Departure Above
76%
8%
10%
Court
6%
12%
21%
14%
Jury
18%
19%
Berrien
10%
13%
Calhoun
8%
8%
24%
Genesee
7%
12%
10%
Ingham
21%
Jackson
7%
Kalamazoo
6%
5%
Kent
4%
-7%
7%
Macomb
-4%
10%
Muskegon
7%
Oakland
-7%
Saginaw
3%
Washtenaw
-6%
Under Age 17
-10%
Age 17
Age 18–19
Age 30–39
2%
Ages 40 and older
5%
Race
2%
-11%
Sex
-
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RA
24 months
35%
82%
121%
162%
219%
39%
91%
157%
216%
282%
7%
18%
21%
-43%
79%
6%
20%
9%
7%
7%
-4%
4%
-5%
10%
-8%
-7%
2%
4%
-

Do Michigan’s Sentencing Guidelines Meet the Legislature’s Goals?
Note that in each of these analyses, we are examining subgroups of our data so the population
parameters change, as do some of the reference categories and baseline sentences. In the section that
looks at each specific offense, armed robbery is no longer the reference category; there is no reference
category for offense as each analysis is examining only one offense. For the regression analysis of
murder, OV Level 1 is still the reference category, but only OV levels 2 and 3 are included in the
regression as murder only has 3 offense levels.
On Table B6, which displays the county-specific analyses, Wayne County is no longer the
reference category, as each regression is comprised of only sentences from that county. In the county
regression analyses, offense is included as an independent variable again and the reference category is
Armed Robbery. In these regression analyses, the baseline sentence is the median sentence for an armed
robbery, OV level 1, PRV level A, non-habitual who received a sentence within the guidelines range and
pleaded guilty.
As with the explanation models, breaking down the regression analyses for the estimation models
by offense type and county also allows us to investigate differences more closely. As highlighted in the
text and the findings, the impact of increases in OV and PRV level vary by offense. Specifically, the
increases in OV level have the largest impact on CSC sentences, while increases in PRV level are most
noticeable for robbery sentences. Similarly, there are differences in the impact of the independent
variables by county. For example, in the county-specific regressions, we observe that the increase in
sentence length for a jury trial compared to a plea is 11% in Ingham and Kent counties, and 38% in
Saginaw, while there is no statistical difference in Berrien and Jackson Counties.
Important findings from the regression analyses are included in the text where applicable.
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212
30%
11%
21
months

26%
24%
35
months

11%
21
months

21
months

35%
15%
11%
-13%
-6%
21
24
months months

24%
-9%
11%
7%
21
months

26%
21
months

19%
26%
21
months

38%
-13%
21
months

19%
5%
19%
12%
5%
2%
14%
7%
21
24
months months

-11%
21
months

Court
Jury
Under 17
17
18-19
30-39
40+
Race
Sex
Baseline
Sentence

Wayne
230%
5%
5%
28%
65%
108%
153%
192%
31%
72%
119%
169%
213%
18%
19%
27%
-44%
70%
-39%
67%

Wash
227%
36%
83%
120%
198%
279%
35%
72%
137%
164%
274%
25%

Table B6. Interpretation for County Regression Models
Variable
Berrien Calhoun Genesee Ingham Jackson Kazoo
Kent Macomb Muskegon Oakland Saginaw
M2
221%
201%
230%
215%
153%
235%
217%
190%
148%
232%
212%
AWIM
28%
CSC
14%
23%
12%
7%
12%
OVL 2
31%
37%
29%
30%
41%
33%
40%
30%
53%
43%
29%
OVL 3
81%
96%
78%
79%
95%
78%
86%
76%
103%
98%
71%
OVL 4
137%
151%
141%
104%
160%
126%
125%
124%
129%
147%
116%
OVL 5
192%
176%
191%
142%
180%
195%
193%
172%
197%
208%
140%
OVL 6
255%
229%
238%
200%
200%
222%
240%
213%
244%
270%
189%
PRVL B
27%
23%
19%
57%
57%
30%
30%
38%
37%
28%
PRVL C
86%
53%
58%
60%
79%
103%
86%
72%
87%
82%
68%
PRVL D
136%
105%
98%
97%
149%
169%
138%
134%
144%
144%
115%
PRVL E
162%
155%
153%
153%
203%
248%
186%
212%
202%
183%
170%
PRVL F
250%
186%
176%
233%
191%
271%
261%
260%
299%
254%
251%
Hab 2
33%
14%
16%
35%
21%
Hab 3
38%
16%
20%
24%
21%
29%
17%
16%
Hab 4
57%
52%
23%
41%
15%
38%
34%
16%
24%
Dep_Below -43%
-34%
-52%
-45%
-55%
-38%
-45%
-41%
-46%
-42%
-39%
Dep_Above
71%
76%
87%
63%
182%
87%
93%
96%
81%
65%
95%
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Allison supra note 8 in Appendix A at 3.
Outliers were identified using casewise diagnostics and removed for each analysis. In the full model, 198
sentences were cut. An additional 68 sentences were removed as outliers for the offense and county-specific models
for a total of 266 outlier sentences removed. Examination of the excluded outliers found that:
•
36 sentences (13.5%) were for M2, 44 (16.5) for AWIM, 30 (11.3%) for CSC, and 156 (58.6%)
for RA.
•
The majority of these sentences resulted from guilty pleas (81.6%): 15.8% were imposed after jury
trials, and 2.6% were imposed after bench trials.
•
Less than 10% of the sentences excluded were within guidelines range. Almost 70% (68.4%) were
downward departures: the remaining 21.8% were upward departures. Excluding in range sentences:
o For the 36 M2 sentences, 66.7% were downward departures, and 2.8% were upward
departures.
o For the 44 AWIM sentences, 66% were downward departures and 32% were upward
departures.
o For the 30 CSC sentences 50% were downward departures and 43% were upward
departures.
o For the 156 RA sentences, 73% were downward departures and 19.2% were upward
departures.
•
More than half (55.3%) of the outlier sentences were from Wayne County, followed by Macomb
(10.5%), Kent (9%), and Oakland (7.9%).
o Wayne County had the highest rate of downward departures at 75%, with 2.7% in range,
and the remaining 22.4% were upward departures.
o Washtenaw County had the highest rate of upward departures at 66.7%, with the
remaining 33.3% as downward departures. However it should be noted that Washtenaw County
only had 9 outlier sentences that were excluded.
•
Eighty-five percent of the sentences did not have a habitual enhancement, 3.4% were habitualized
as a second, 3% as a third, and 8.6% as a fourth habitual offender.
3
Ostrom supra note 14 in ch 3 at appendix 4b
4
Mertler, Craig A., and Rachel V. Reinhart. 2005. Advanced and Multivariate Statistical Methods:
Practical Application and Interpretation. Los Angeles: Pyrczak Publishing.
5
This is partially due to the order in which the variables were input into the regression. Habitual status is
closely correlated with PRV level. When habitual status was prioritized, the impact was greater at 14.4% and
reduced the explanatory power of PRV level to 13.3%.
1
The full regression models are available in the supplemental documentation.
2
Ostrom supra note 14 in ch 3 at appendix 4b. The Interpretation and Advantage of using Log.

As seen in figures 5b and 5c in Chapter Eight, and mentioned in note 3, Chapter Eight: the median
sentence in the A-I cell for AWIM and CSC sentences were higher than the max-min. This resulted in no sentences
that fit the parameters for AWIM, and only one sentence for CSC. For this reason, the midpoint of the A-I cell is
used as the baseline sentence for these two offenses. Other options were explored:
•
such as using the constant in a regression analysis conducted on the dependent variable of
sentence length that was not logged, however this resulted in baseline sentences that were upward
departures
•
averaging the median sentences in the adjoining cells,
•
and using the overall median for the cell (which would be the RA median).
The midpoint was selected as it was similar to the solution of averaging the median sentence of the
adjoining cells and aligned with the findings that AWIM and CSC sentences start out slightly longer than RA
sentences.

There were no sentences that fit the baseline parameters for Berrien, Calhoun, Ingham, and Saginaw
counties. The median for all counites was substituted.
1
2
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APPENDIX C. ADDITIONAL TABLES

Berrien
Calhoun
Genesee
Ingham
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kent
Macomb
Muskegon
Oakland
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Wayne

Table C1. Racial Demographics of Counties and Sentences
Percent of Population
Percent of Sentences
White
Non-White
Hispanic
White
Non-White
(includes
Hispanics)
79.7
20.3
5.8
41.0
59.0
81.4
18.6
5.5
55.7
44.3
75.3
24.7
3.6
33.8
66.2
75.6
24.4
8.0
44.6
55.4
87.6
12.4
3.6
54.9
46.1
81.2
18.8
5.2
42.3
57.7
82.2
17.8
10.8
43.7
56.3
80.3
19.7
2.8
45.6
54.4
81.2
18.8
5.8
45.4
54.6
75.3
24.7
4.3
36.5
63.5
76.3
23.8
8.7
33.2
66.8
74.2
25.8
4.9
36.8
63.2
54.6
45.4
6.1
14.5
85.5

Table C2. High and Low Minimum Sentences by County and Offense
M2
AWIM
CSC
RA
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Berrien
12
42
5.5
75
1.5
75
1.9
40
Calhoun
8.5
70
4.3
50
1.8
62.5
1.8
50
Genesee
2.5
100
1
62.5
1.9
60
1
75
Ingham
6
50
6
75
1.4
50
1.4
33.3
Jackson
7.5
100
4.5
50
4.3
47.5
1
30
Kalamazoo
3
60
1.7
70
1.8
40
1
60
Kent
8.5
60
1.3
50
0.5
50
0.8
60
Macomb
4.8
60
1
46
1
62
0.5
62
Muskegon
7.5
75
4
46.8
2
70
1.2
56.3
Oakland
2
100
1.5
99
1
75
0.4
60
Saginaw
5
100
1.5
75
1.9
75
0.3
75
Washtenaw
6
60
1.5
30
1
56
1
56
Wayne
1
100
<0.1
100
0.8
70
0.3
75
CMIS Data
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120
20
106
48
n/a
n/a
58

Breadth of
Range
(in mos)
180-300/L
176
306 [261–367]
192–240
Life no parole
240
235–293

Presumptive

186
240–300

144–192

Aggravated

166

Mitigated

300
180

Mandatory
Minimum
100
85
67
100
100
Variable
85

Percent of
Minimum to
be Served

Life
186
480
120% of min
Life
Life
Life

Statutory
Maximum

60

36

24

Additional
Firearm
Penalty

Murder II, MCL 750.317; indeterminate sentence; separate first-offense felony firearm charge has mandatory consecutive determinate 24 mos, MCL 750.227b.
Murder II, 21-5403; using firearm in a person felony presumes prison but allows non-prison sentence if findings are made about available treatment or the promotion of
offender reformation. KSA 21-6804(h). Maximum is highest sentence in the applicable grid block.
c MN: Murder II, Minn Stat 609.19; mandatory minimum 36 mos up to the max for first firearm offense, Minn Stat 609.11, subd 5(a).
d NC: Murder II, GS 14-17(b)(1); only min range is scored, max is 120% of the minimum chosen, NC Manual at 28-29; earned credits for prison work or programs apply only to
maximum and cannot reduce the minimum; consecutive sentence consideration applies for the separate firearm conviction.
e OR: Murder II, ORS 163.115; life with potential second look at 25y (300 mos) if D >15 at time of offense, ORS 163.115(5); mandatory min set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(A); good
time barred by ORS 421.121(1) -- excluded as second-degree murder and having a mandatory minimum.
f UT: Murder, 76-5-203; indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines 17; at least 4 mos. credit for program participation unless life sentence, 77-275.4(3).
g US: Murder II, 18:1111; additional 5 year mandatory sentence for firearm used in a violent crime, 18 USC 924(c).

b KS:

a MI:

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N Carolinad
Oregone
Utahf
USg

Location

D is 31 years old (b. 1990). His only priors are two adult misdemeanors and a juvenile adjudication for retail fraud.
On May 1, 2020, V shot into D’s home because he had a dispute with D’s brother. The only one home was D’s mother who was sitting on a couch
watching TV. A bullet hit her in the leg causing a non-life-threatening injury. She called 911 herself and was taken to the hospital.
When D learned what happened, he immediately got two friends and went looking for V. D had a hunting rifle; the two friends both had
handguns. They found V hanging out on a street corner with three friends of his own. D called V to come over to the car where D could confront V
about the prior shooting. V refused to come over. He cursed D and his family loudly but did not display a weapon. D shot and killed V. D’s friends
fired shots at V’s friends but no one else was injured.
D was charged with first-degree premeditated murder, three counts of assault with intent to murder and felony firearm. He pleaded guilty
to second-degree murder and possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony (felony firearm).

Facts

Comparison Chart 1: Second-Degree Murder, Example 1
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210
25
127
63
n/a
n/a
52

Breadth of
Range
(in mos)
315-525/L
234
366 [312-439]
254-317
Life no parole
252
210-262

Presumptive

246
317-397

190-254

Aggravated

221

Mitigated

300
180

Mandatory
Minimum

100
85
67
100
100
Variable
85

Percent of
Minimum to
be Served

Life
246
480
120% of min
Life
Life
Life

Statutory
Maximum

b

a

MI: Murder II, MCL 750.317.
KS: Murder II, 21-5403. The maximum is the highest sentence in the applicable grid block.
c MN: Murder II, Minn Stat 609.19.
d NC: Murder II, GS 14-17(b)(1); only min ranges scored, max is 120% of the minimum chosen, NC Manual 28-29; earned credits for prison work or programs apply only to
maximum and cannot reduce the minimum.
e OR: Murder II, ORS 163.115; murder sentence to follow remaining probation term being served at the time of the offense; life in prison with potential second look at 25 years
(300 mos) if D > 15 at time of offense, ORS 163.115(5); mandatory minimum set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(A); good time barred by ORS 421.121(1) -- excluded as second-degree
murder and having a mandatory minimum.
f UT: Murder, 76-5-203; indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines 17; mandatory min 15 yrs to life, 76-5-203(3)(a); at least 4 mos. credit for
program participation unless life sentence, 77-27-5.4(3);
g U.S.: Murder II, 18:1111.

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N Carolinad
Oregone
Utahf
USg

Location

Facts
D is 20 years old. Since he was 15 he accumulated two juvenile adjudications and one adult conviction, all for breaking and entering
an unoccupied building.
While on adult probation D committed first-degree home invasion. He believed that the 60-year-old woman who lived in the
house was at work but she had taken the day off. D had managed to pocket $1,200 worth of jewelry before V heard him and came to
investigate. D was not armed but when V turned to call the police, he struck her hard. V hit her head on a chest of drawers as she fell.
D took the cell phone from her hand and ran. V’s family found her unconscious five hours later. She died of a brain hemorrhage the
next day.
D was charged with first-degree felony-murder. He pleaded guilty to second-degree murder.

Comparison Chart 2: Second-Degree Murder, Example 2
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220
52

114
26
54
63
9

Breadth of
Range
(in mos)
171–285
233
158 [135–189]
251–314
121–130
108
210–262

Presumptive

247
314–393

189–251

Aggravated

221

Mitigated

90
60

Mandatory
Minimum

100
85
67
100
100
Variable
85

Percent of
Minimum to
be Served

Life
247
240
120% of min
240
Life
240

Statutory
Maximum

MI: Assault with Intent to Murder, MCL 750.83.
b KS: Attempt (21-5301(c)(1)) to Commit Murder II (21-5403).
c MN: Assault I, Minn Stat 609.221.
d NC: Attempt (GS 14-2.5) to Commit M2 (GS 14-17); only min ranges scored, max is 120% of the minimum chosen, NC Manual 28-29; earned credits for prison work
or programs apply only to maximum and cannot reduce the minimum.
e OR: Assault I, ORS 163.185; mandatory minimum set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(G); statutory maximum set as felony Class A, ORS 161.605(1); good time barred as a
charge with a mandatory minimum, ORS 421.121(1).
f UT: Attempt Murder, 76-5-203; 5 yrs to life, 76-3-203(1); indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines 17; at least 4 mos. credit for
program participation unless life sentence, 77-27-5.4(3).
g US: Assault with Intent to Murder, 18 USC 113.

a

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N Carolinad
Oregone
Utah f
U.S. g

Location

D is 37 years old. In the last five years he has had two convictions for domestic assault, one for felonious assault and two for operating
while intoxicated, 3rd offense.
In the evening of the offense, D got drunk and then started railing at his wife. First he slapped her. Then he choked her until he was
interrupted by their 12-year-old son. D then turned on the boy, striking and knocking down the child before fleeing the house. He was combative
with the police who found and arrested him.
D was charged with assault with intent to murder, assault with intent to commit great bodily harm, resisting arrest, and being a fourth
offender. He pleaded guilty to assault with intent to murder.

Facts

Comparison Chart 3: Assault with Intent to Murder, Example 1
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73

150/L
10
38
32
4

Breadth of
Range
(in mos)
225-375/L
88
134 [118–156]
125–157
111–115
96
292-365

Presumptive

92
157–196

94–125

Aggravated

82

Mitigated

90
60

1yr + 1 day

Mandatory
Minimum
100
85
67
100
100
Variable
85

Percent of
Minimum to
be Served

Life
92
240
120% of min
240
Life
240

Statutory
Maximum

b KS:

a

MI: Assault with Intent to Murder, MCL 750.83.
Attempt (21-5301(c)(1)) to Commit Murder II (21-5403); gang involved presumes prison but allows non-prison sentence if findings are made about available treatment or the
promotion of offender reformation. KSA 21-6804(k)(1).
c MN: Assault I, Minn Stat 609.221; mandatory min 1 yr + 1 day for dangerous weapon other than a firearm, Minn Stat 609.11, subd 4; and +24 month enhancement for gang
involvement, increased guidelines from presumed 110 months, discretionary range 94-132, spread 38, Minn Stat 609.229 subd 3(a).
d NC: Attempt (GS 14-2.5) to Commit M2 (GS 14-17); only min ranges scored, max is 120% of the minimum chosen, NC Manual 28-29; earned credits for prison work or
programs apply only to maximum and cannot reduce the minimum.
e OR: Assault I, ORS 163.185, mandatory min in ORS 137.700(2)(a)(G); statutory max as felony Class A, ORS 161.605(1); good time barred as a charge with a mandatory
minimum, ORS 421.121(1).
f UT: Attempt Murder, 76-5-203; 5 yrs to life, 76-3-203(1); indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines 17; at least 4 mos. credit for program
participation unless life sentence, 77-27-5.4(3).
g U.S.: Assault w/Intent to Murder, 18 USC 113.

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N. Carolinad
Oregone
Utahf
USg

Location

Facts
D is 17 years old. He has juvenile adjudications for breaking and entering a building, home invasion 2nd degree and delivery of a
schedule 1 controlled substance < 50 grams. His single mother is in prison for drug delivery and he lives with his grandmother.
While still on probation to the juvenile court D joined a gang that is competing for control of a neighborhood with another gang. D
and two fellow gang members caught V, a member of the rival gang, selling drugs in their neighborhood. They pulled V into a vacant
house where they couldn’t be seen or heard. They beat V with their fists and bats and kicked him in the back, breaking his spine and
leaving him paralyzed from the waist down. D said he never intended to kill anyone and as a new recruit he was just doing as ordered
by older members. He went to trial and was convicted as charged of assault with intent to murder.

Comparison Chart 4: Assault with Intent to Murder, Example 2
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222
48
2

N Carolinad

Oregone
Utahf
USg
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58–60
192
210–262

126–210
Life
180 [180–
215]
192–240

Presumptive

144–192

n/a

Mitigated

240–300

n/a

Aggravated

100
300
360

300 (ct 1-4)
300

Mandatory
Minimum

100
Variable
85

100

100
85
67

Percent of
Minimum to
be Served

120% of min
+ 60 mos
240
Life
Life

Life
300
360

Statutory
Maximum

d

OR: Rape I, ORS 163.375, mandatory minimum set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(K); if V <12, mandatory minimum would be 300 months, ORS 137.700(2)(b)(D); good time barred as having a mandatory
minimum, ORS 421.121(1); max set as felony class A, ORS 161.605.
f
UT: Rape of a Child, 76-5-402.1; mand 25 yrs to life; indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines at 17; at least 4 mos. credit for program participation unless life
sentence, 77-27-5.4(3).
g
U.S.: Aggravated Sexual Abuse with Children, 18 USC 2241(c).
.

work or programs apply only to maximum and cannot reduce the minimum.

b

a

MI: CSC I, V <13 750.520b(1)(a) & CSC I, V 13-16 750.520b(1)(b); lifetime electronic monitoring 750.520b(2)(d).
KS: Rape, KSA 21-5503; V’s age creates off-grid felony, mand Life with mand min 25 yrs until parole eligibility, KSA 21-6627(a)(1), up to 300 mos, id. at (b)(2)(B); range applies if downward
departure (presumptive 155, mitigated 147, aggravated 165, range 18), id. at (d)(1), DRM at 6-7; lifetime electronic monitoring, KSA 22-3717(u)&(v); good time barred, KSA 21-6623; crime of extreme
sexual violence limits downward departure range, KSA 21-6818(a).
b
MN: CSC I, Minn Stat 609.342; includes 25% statutory enhancement for Criminal Sexual Predatory Conduct, Minn Stat 609.3453 (base score: presumptive 144 range 144-172).
c
NC: Rape I, GS 14-27.24; only min ranges scored, max for major sex crimes is 120% of min (round to highest month) plus 60 mos (GS 15A-1340.17(f); NC Manual at 5); earned credits for prison

52

84
n/a
35

Breadth of
Range
(in mos)

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac

Location

D, age 34, was V’s mother’s live-in boyfriend. He has no prior convictions, adult or juvenile.
When V was 11, D began buying her clothes and other gifts. When V was 12, D began going into her room at night several times a month
and lying next to her in bed. He told her this helped him relax so he could sleep but they should keep it a secret because it would hurt her mother’s
feelings. After a few months, he began stroking her body all over. After a few more months, he progressed to fondling her genital area. After
several more months, D began to insert his finger into V’s vagina. This went on for four months. When V turned 13, D began inserting his penis
instead of his finger. After this had happened three times, V confided in the mother of a friend who called social services.
D was charged with seven counts of CSC 1 for digital penetration of a child under 13 and three counts of CSC 1 for vaginal penetration of
a child 13–16 in the same household. D pleaded to four counts of CSC 1 <13 and two counts of CSC 1, 13-16.

Facts

Comparison Chart 5: Criminal Sexual Conduct 1st Degree, Example 1
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9

630/L
61
63
97

Breadth of
Range (in
mos)

121–130
252
262–327

270–900/L
620
180
386–483

Presumptive

592
----290–386

Mitigated

653
216
Life, no parole

Aggravated

100
Life, no parole

300

Mandatory
Minimum

100
100
85

100
85
67
100

Percent of
Minimum to
be Served

Life
653
360
120% of min
+ 60 mos
240
Life, no parole
Life

Statutory
Maximum

f

e

OR: Rape I, ORS 163.375; mandatory min set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(K); good time barred as having mandatory minimum, ORS 421.121(1); maximum set by felony class A, ORS 161.605.
UT: Rape, 76-5-402; indeterminate sentence, 252 represents typical prison stay, Guidelines at 17; good time barred by sentence: life no parole, 77-27-5.4(3)(b); program participation credit unavailable
for life sentence, 77-27-5.4(3); statute mandates life without parole for prior grievous sexual offense (CSC 3).
g
US: Aggravated Sexual Abuse (force or threat) 18 USC 2241(a), any term of years or life.

work or programs apply only to maximum and cannot reduce the minimum.

a

MI: CSC 1, MCL 750.520b(1); lifetime electronic monitoring 750.520b(2)(d). Mandatory 25-year minimum for 4th habitual offender because sentencing offense was “serious” and at least one prior
was “listed.” MCL 769.12(1) (a).
b
KS: Rape, KSA 21-5503; persistent sex offender (prior crime of extreme sexual violence) enhancement presumes prison at double the maximum presumptive term but does not apply if sentencing
offense is severity level 1 or 2. KSA 21-6804(j). Crime of extreme sexual violence limits downward departure to no less than half of center range, KSA 21-6818(a).
c
MN: CSC I, Minn Stat 609.342. For dangerous offender who commits third violent crime sentence must be at least length of presumptive. May also impose an aggravated durational departure from
presumptive sentence (180) to the 30 yr max if D at least age 18 at time of current offense with no probation, parole, discharge, work release, Minn Stat 609.1095.
d
NC: Rape I, GS 14-27.24; only min ranges scored, max for major sex crime is 120% of min (round to highest month) plus 60 mos. (GS 15A-1340.17(f); NC Manual at 5); earned credits for prison

Oregone
Utahf
USg

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N Carolinad

Location

D is 29 years old. He has a juvenile adjudication for home invasion 2nd degree and adult convictions for aggravated stalking, home
invasion 1st degree, and CSC 3rd degree.
D was on parole for the last conviction when he saw V at a restaurant. He followed her home and waited outside until all the lights were
out. Then he broke in. V was in her bed asleep. D woke her by putting a knife to her throat. He removed her nightgown, bound her hands behind
her back, and taped her mouth. He forcibly penetrated her vaginally and anally, causing bruising and tearing. Then he sat in the room watching her
while she lay helpless on the bed. After 30 minutes, he took the tape from her mouth, forced her to perform oral sex with the knife to her throat,
then left.
D was charged with three counts of CSC 1st and with being a fourth offender. The prosecutor made no plea offer. A jury convicted D of
all counts.

Facts

Comparison Chart 6: Criminal Sexual Conduct 1st Degree, Example 2
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224

23

150
22
23
17
6

Breadth of
Range
(in mos)
225–375/L
216
68 [58–81]
67–84
66–72
120
92–115

Presumptive

228
84–105

51–67

Aggravated

206

Mitigated

90
60

Mandatory
Minimum
100
85
67
100
100
Variable
85

Percent of
Minimum to be
Served

Life
228
240
120% of min
240
Life
240

Statutory
Maximum

60

60

60

Additional
Firearm
Penalty

b KS:

a

MI: Armed Robbery, MCL 750. 529. separate second-offense felony-firearm charge has mandatory consecutive determinate 5 yrs, MCL 750.227b.
Aggravated Robbery, KS 21-5420(b); firearm used in a person felony requires prison but allows non-prison sentence if findings are made about available treatment or the
promotion of offender reformation. KSA 21-6804(h).
c MN: Aggravated Robbery I, Minn Stat 609.245, subd 1; second firearm offense mandatory minimum 5 yrs, Minn Stat 609.11, subd 5(a); aggravated durational departure as a
dangerous and repeat offender, up to the statutory maximum sentence with ineligibility for probation, parole, discharge, or work release, Minn Stat 609.1095.
d NC: Robbery, GS 14-87; only min ranges scored, max is 120% of the minimum chosen, NC Manual at 28-29; earned credits for prison work or programs apply only to maximum
and cannot reduce the minimum.
e OR: Robbery I, ORS 164.415, mandatory minimum set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(R); statutory maximum set as Felony Class A, ORS 161.605(1); up to 20% good time barred by
ORS 421.121(1), excluded by mandatory minimum.
f UT: Aggravated robbery, 76-6-302; first-degree felony, min 5 yrs, max life, 76-3-203; indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines 17; at least 4
mos. credit for program participation unless sentenced to life, 77-27-5.4(3);
g U.S.: Armed Robbery, 18 USC 1951; add’l. 5 yr mandatory sentence for firearm used in a violent crime, 18 USC 924(c)

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N Carolinad
Oregone
Utahf
USg

Location

D is 25 years old. He has three prior misdemeanors and two juvenile adjudications, one for larceny from a person and one for breaking and
entering an unoccupied building. At age 21, he got two adult convictions, for unarmed robbery and felony firearm, for which he received probation
plus two years in prison.
D and his co-D held up a gas station late at night. Both had handguns. They took money from the cash register and left. However, the co-D
realized that the clerk recognized him from high school so the co-D went back inside and shot and the clerk, killing him.
The co-D was charged with first-degree felony-murder and pleaded to second-degree murder. D was also charged with felony-murder but
pleaded to armed robbery and felony firearm.

Facts

Comparison Chart 7: Armed Robbery, Example 1
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34
11
19
17
1

Breadth of Range
(in mos)
51–85
94
58 [50–69]
67–84
39–40
72
46–57

Presumptive

100
84-105

51-67

Aggravated

89

Mitigated

90
60

Mandatory
Minimum

100
85
67
100
100
Variable
85

Percent of
Minimum to be Served

Life
100
240
120% of min
240
Life
240

Statutory
Maximum

reduce the minimum.

b

a

MI: Armed Robbery, MCL 750. 529.
KS: Aggravated Robbery, KSA 21-5420(b).
c
MN: Aggravated Robbery I, Minn Stat 609.245, subd 1.
d
NC: Robbery, GS 14-87; only min ranges scored, max is 120% of the minimum chosen, NC Manual 28-29; earned credits for prison work or programs apply only to maximum and cannot

Michigana
Kansasb
Minnesotac
N Carolinad
Oregone
Utahf
USg

Location

The guidelines scoring for the County B sentence is:

D is 27 years old. He is married with two young children, one of whom has a disability that creates substantial medical bills. He has no
prior record and worked at the same factory for five years. However he was laid off when the factory closed and was unable to find steady
employment for over six months.
D decided to commit a series of robberies. He went to liquor stores in three different counties. Each time he waited until just before closing
when the store was empty. He used a realistic-looking toy gun and told each clerk to give him all the money from the till. The information about
each offense is as follows:
County A: The clerk complied and gave D $1,100. D was charged with armed robbery and pleaded to unarmed robbery.
Offense – Sept 1 / Conviction – Nov 5 / Sentence – Nov 19
County B: The clerk complied and gave D $740. During the transaction a stock boy came in from the back room so D aimed the gun at him
too. D was charged with two counts of armed robbery and pleaded to one count of armed robbery.
Offense – Sept 3 / Conviction – Dec 15 / Sentence – Jan 11
County C: The clerk realized that D’s gun was a fake. He pulled a real weapon from under the counter, called the police and held D at
gunpoint until the police arrived. D was charged with armed robbery. He pleaded guilty as charged in exchange for a promise not to add a 3rd
habitual offender charge.
Offense – Sept 9 / Conviction – Jan 13 / Sentence – Jan 23

Facts

Comparison Chart 8: Armed Robbery, Example 2
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OR: Robbery I, ORS 164.415, mandatory min set by ORS 137.700(2)(a)(R); max set as felony class A, ORS 161.605(1); good time barred, ORS 421.121(1), excluded by mandatory minimum
UT: Aggravated Robbery, 76-6-302; 1st degree felony, min 5 yrs, max life, 76-3-203; indeterminate sentence, number represents typical prison stay, Guidelines 17; at least 4 mos. credit for program
participation unless sentenced to life, 77-27-5.4(3);
g
U.S.: Armed Robbery, 18 USC 1951; toy gun does not support a separate gun charge under 18 USC 924(c).

f

e
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